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ABSTRACT PAGE 
This dissertation examines the life and work of Ellen Churchill Semple (1863-1932), a key 
figure in the history of American academic geography. Over the course of her career, 
Semple was involved in most of the major institutions that shaped geography in the United 
States, including the Association of American Geographers, the department of geography 
at the University of Chicago, and the Clark University School of Geography. She was also 
the author of three books, American History and Its Geographic Conditions (1903), 
Influences of Geographic Environment (1911 ), and The Geography of the Mediterranean 
Region ( 1931 ), as well as more than two dozen articles published in the major 
geographical journals. 
Semple graduated from Vassar College in 1882, and in the 1890s she studied at the 
University of Leipzig with the German geographer Friedrich Ratzel. Semple was 
instrumental in introducing Americans, particularly elementary- and secondary-school 
teachers, to the "new geography," or what Ratzel called anthropogeographie, which 
emphasized the relationships between people and their environment. Much of the new 
geography revolved around examining the ways people used natural resources and 
produced and transported commodities. In this way, geography fit very well with the needs 
of business and the state to promote American economic growth and overseas expansion. 
During the first part of her career, until around 1920, Semple wrote books and articles and 
taught university courses that (whether explicitly or implicitly) argued for the inevitability of 
American expansion. Semple's work presented growth--whether economic or territorial--as 
being driven by universal sociobiological laws rooted in geographic environment. 
Semple's approach changed somewhat after World War I, when international cooperation 
seemed to have replaced the aggressive imperialism of the early twentieth century. Her 
writing in the 1920s tended to depict a world in which humans and the environment had a 
reciprocal relationship, where geography created a range of possibilities, rather than one in 
which geography had the power to determine particular and predictable outcomes. 
Geography during this period also began to shift from working towards finding ways that 
geographers could help the state and related enterprises, to encouraging students to think 
about working directly for American businesses. During her time at Clark University in the 
1920s, Semple worked to make connections with banks and manufacturers and to 
convince them of the benefits of hiring geographers. 
Central to understanding Semple as a geographer in an era of imperialism is her position 
as one of the few female professional geographers in the United States. As was the case 
with most emerging professions and academic disciplines at the tum of the twentieth 
century, geographers believed that it was necessary to show that they and their subject 
were authoritative and objective. The qualities they associated with professionalism and 
scientific rigor were also the traits they associated with men, which often led to efforts to 
exclude women from geographical organizations in the name of preserving higher 
standards. Imperial enterprises and business were also defined as spheres of masculine 
activity, but they required the tacit support of at least some women. Semple's willingness to 
use her work to promote the needs of the state and business was, this dissertation argues, 
a key factor in her acceptance by the male-dominated geographic community. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Some time in the early 1930s, the American geographer Ellen Churchill Semple 
wrote a short story dedicated to her young great-nephew, Francis Chute. Titled "My Little 
Hairy Brother," it went like this: 
A man was once traveling by sea from hot India to cold Europe. A little monkey, 
who had never before been away from hot India, was on the same steamer on 
his way to the London "Zoo." One day a very cold wind blew from the North, 
and chilled the little monkey to the bone. The man, who was warmly dressed, 
was half sleeping in his steamer chair. Suddenly he felt a timid paw laid on his 
knee, and opened his eyes to see the shivering little monkey looking at him. The 
man quickly unbuttoned his overcoat and coat, picked up the little monkey and 
placed him next to his flannel shirt near his heart. He then buttoned his coat and 
overcoat again, so that only the top of the monkey's head showed. The little 
monkey, warmed by the heat from the man's body, soon closed his eyes 
peacefully and fell asleep. The man looked down at him and said: "You also are 
my brother--my little hairy brother."1 
This little fable, written at the end of her life, is illustrative of the kinds of subjects 
Semple had been interested in since the beginning of her academic career in the 1890s. It 
combined the two main questions that had occupied American geographers since the mid-
nineteenth century. One, to what extent was climate, and environment more broadly, 
responsible for the cultural and physiological differences among people? And two, what 
was to be the relationship between white Europeans and Americans, and non-white 
peoples in the "tropical" regions ofthe world? 
1 Ellen Churchill Semple, "My Little Hairy Brother," Ellen Churchill Semple Papers, Box 9, Additions, 
June 26, 1973, Special Collections Library, University of Kentucky, Lexington. 
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The first question was one that Western scholars had been asking, in fact, 
throughout geography's history. In the fifth century B.C.E., the Greek historian 
Herodotus had speculated that the cultural differences among peoples he encountered in 
the Mediterranean world were due partly to climate; the sixteenth-century French 
geographer Jean Bodin believed that different environments affected the humors in 
different ways, leading to variation in human physical and mental characteristics; French 
philosophe Montesquieu suggested in the eighteenth century that there was a 
correspondence between a nation's climate and its form of government. In the mid-
nineteenth century, with the introduction of evolutionary theories, environmental 
explanations took on a new cast as people began to consider how these two forces might 
interact. Could environmental conditions drive or hinder evolutionary change? Were 
some people more susceptible to the forces of heredity or environment than others? Were 
some, in short, more "evolved" than others? How these questions were answered 
profoundly affected the solutions offered to address the second problem. If some people 
were, by European or American standards, less culturally and politically developed, and 
less capable of controlling nature--that is, making use of their resources--perhaps it was 
the responsibility of more advanced nations to take control of those regions. Semple's use 
of the phrase "little hairy brother" recalls William Howard Taft's description of Filipinos 
as Americans' "little brown brothers," and the story suggests that Europeans and 
Americans had a paternalist obligation to share the benefits of "civilization" with the rest 
of the world. 
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Ellen Semple's life, from 1863 to 1932, spanned a pivotal period in both 
American history and the history of American geography. This was a time of dramatic 
growth in American wealth and power. In the years after the Civil War, the United States 
established transcontinental communication and transportation networks, which--along 
with the Homestead Act of 1862--helped to facilitate the settlement of the Great Plains 
and far West. Developments in technology and finance helped drive industrialization and 
urban growth. By the 1890s, immigration, particularly from eastern and southern Europe, 
had become one ofthe dominant forces in American life. New forms of popular culture 
and consumerism emerged, and new opportunities arose for white, middle-class women 
in education and public life. At the same time, individuals and groups proposed a variety 
of responses to problems caused by economic and social change: labor organization, 
Populism, and a range of reform programs collectively known as the Progressive 
movement. This was also the period when Americans began to turn their attention to the 
possibility of overseas expansion. Much of this interest in a potential American 
commercial or territorial empire was prompted by the economic crisis of 1893-1897, 
which many observers attributed to overproduction; new markets were needed for 
American goods, while new territory would provide an outlet for discontent at home. 
The simultaneous growth of an American empire and the development of 
geography is no coincidence. Although geography as an academic discipline traced its 
origins to late-nineteenth century Germany, American organizations promoting 
"practical" geography, and the related discipline of anthropology, had existed and been 
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closely allied to expansionist enterprises since the early nineteenth century. Organizations 
such as the American Ethnological Society and the Smithsonian Institution were founded 
in the 1840s out of a felt need to study the development of societies, particularly Native 
American societies, with a view to solving the "Indian problem" and smoothing the way 
for white settlement of the west. 2 Similarly, the United States Geological Survey, 
established in 1879, combined the tasks oflocating and mapping natural resources with 
the study of Native American cultures. Early geographical organizations, such as the 
American Geographical Society (1851) and the National Geographic Society (1883), 
were largely dedicated to discovery and exploration, particularly in Africa and the polar 
regions. By the time the United States began to acquire overseas territory as a result of 
the Spanish-American War (1898), Americans were accustomed to thinking ofland, 
people, and resources as closely linked. Susan Schulten argues that in the aftermath of the 
Spanish-American War and Philippine-American War (1899-1902), geography textbooks 
shifted away from descriptions of people, places, and natural wonders and began to 
"present the world .. .in terms of the relationship of nations and colonies to resources." 
Schulten suggests that this approach "undermined the world of racial and natural 
exoticism by describing a more immediate international community where--despite 
differences--all humans and nations contributed to trade through the conquest ofland."3 
2 Thomas C. Patterson, A Social History of Anthropology in the United States (New York: Berg, 2001). 
3 Susan Schulten, The Geographical Imagination in America, 1880-1950 (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2001), 11-12. 
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However, the work of Semple and other geographers suggests that many people 
continued to see commercial ability and success as a (white) racial trait. Semple defined 
progress as the "increasing exploitation of natural advantages"; success was a matter of 
seizing geographical advantages, such as acquiring more or better land, or using 
technological knowledge to adapt to adverse conditions. According to social evolutionary 
theories, people at higher stages of civilization were better at appropriating, using, and 
populating land, and it was this increase in population and permanent attachment to 
territory that led to, as Semple put it, the "evolution of all economic and social 
processes," because greater population density and the accumulation of capital required 
regulation by a stable government and society.4 Geographer Richard Peet has argued that 
it was the context of commercial expansion that allowed for the establishment of 
geography as an academic discipline. Geography helped to explain why certain societies 
were more successful in the contest over land and resources, and justified the conquest 
and exploitation of others; because geography helped promote the interests of the social 
and economic elite, it was granted legitimacy as a science.5 
I largely agree with Peet's assessment of the relationship between geography and 
imperialism. However, in this dissertation I look more closely at the specific ways in 
which geographers helped create an intellectual climate that was favorable to 
imperialism, and conversely, how imperialist projects helped produce geographic 
4 Ellen Churchill Semple, Influences ofGeographic Environment, on the Basis ofRatzels System of 
Anthropo-Geography (New York: Henry Holt, 1911), 56-71, 162-70. 
5 Richard Peet, "The Social Origins of Environmental Determinism," Annals of the Association of 
American Geographers 75 (1985), 309-11. 
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knowledge and texts. In doing so, I have found it useful to keep literary and cultural critic 
John Eperjesi's concept of the "imperialist imaginary" in mind. Eperjesi describes the 
imperialist imaginary as "a moment in which a particular representation, or 
misrepresentation, of geographical space supports the expansion of the nation's political 
and economic borders."6 He goes on to say: 
One of the means by which ruling classes, races, or nations secure their power is 
by making a particular way of mapping the world appear natural. Geographical 
terms are political because they essentialize a singular way of mapping the 
world, repress the fact that there are multiple ways of mapping the world that 
have unique histories, and ignore the fact that those histories are structured by 
life-and-death struggles between memory and forgetting, blindness and insight. 
Geographical terms and descriptions can be used to secure and expand the 
authority of a particular political regime, or they can be used to oppose such 
authority. 7 
Eperjesi is not speaking here of "mapping" in a strictly cartographical sense, but more 
broadly of the ways that people conceptualize the world. Geographical knowledge can 
influence how people define national identity, race, and ethnicity; how they think about 
resources, economic relationships, and commercial networks; and how they evaluate their 
own and other cultures. 
Ellen Churchill Semple was a prominent voice helping to create an imperialist 
imaginary through geography from the 1890s to the 1930s. Semple was one ofthe first 
Americans to study the subject in a dedicated geography department; though she could 
not receive a degree, she worked with the German geographer Friedrich Ratzel at the 
6 John R. Eperjesi, The Imperialist Imaginary: Visions of Asia and the Pacific in American Culture 
(Hanover, N.H.: Dartmouth College Press, 2005), 2. 
7 Eperjesi, Imperialist Imaginary, 16. 
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University of Leipzig in 1891-92 and 1895. Ratzel was an enthusiastic supporter of 
German imperialism and developed the concept of lebensraum (living space), which 
argued that nation-states had to expand in order to survive. Although Semple would not 
be associated with an academic institution until 1906, she was able to parlay her 
education and association with Ratzel into a prolific writing career, publishing thirteen 
articles and one book in the ten years after completing her studies in Germany. Most of 
these articles appeared in the Journal of School Geography (later renamed the Journal of 
Geography), a periodical aimed at teachers of geography, giving Semple an influential 
position in American geographic education at the elementary and secondary level. 
Largely due to the success of her first book, American History and Its Geographic 
Conditions (1903), Semple was asked to join the faculty of the first geography 
department in the United States, at the University of Chicago. She taught there until 
1924, and many of her students went on to become leaders of the American geographic 
community after World War I. During this period, she continued to publish in the 
geographic journals and completed her second book, Influences of Geographic 
Environment ( 1911 ), a reworking of the ideas her mentor Ratzel had presented in 
Anthropogeographie (1882-1891). In 1911-12, Semple took an eighteen-month trip 
around the world, during which she began gathering material for a book on the geography 
of the Mediterranean region. During World War I, she was a member of the Inquiry, a 
research group formed to gather material to assist diplomats in the peace process. In 
1921, Semple was elected president of the Association of American Geographers, the first 
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woman to attain this position (and the last for the next sixty-five years); she had also been 
one of two women selected as founding members of the organization in 1904. Semple 
joined the faculty of Clark University's new School of Geography in 1921 and remained 
associated with Clark until her death in 1932, though she had to stop teaching in 1929 
due to illness. Thus, throughout her career, Semple was involved with most of 
geography's major publications, professional organizations, and educational institutions, 
and was recognized as a leader in the field. 
Although Semple holds such an important place in the history of American 
geography, surprisingly little has been written about her. The most complete (though 
brief) account of Semple's life and work is Preston E. James, Wilford A. Bladen, and 
Pradyumna P. Karan, "Ellen Churchill Semple and the Development of a Research 
Paradigm," a chapter in Bladen and Karan's edited volume on Kentucky geographers. 8 
However, a number of scholars have written articles addressing specific aspects of 
Semple's life and work. Geographers Mildred Berman and Allen Bushong have both 
written about Semple's position as one of the few female professional geographers in the 
first half of the twentieth century. 9 Historians H. Roy Merrens and Lawrence Gelfand 
8 Preston E. James, Wilford A. Bladen, and Pradyumna P. Karan, "Ellen Churchill Semple and the 
Development of a Research Paradigm," in The Evolution of Geographic Thought in America: A Kentucky 
Root, ed. Wilford A. Bladen and Pradyumna P. Karan (Dubuque: Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co., 1983), 
28-57. 
9 Mildred Berman, "Sex Discrimination and Geography: The Case of Ellen Churchill Semple," The 
Professional Geographer 26 (1974): 8-11; Allen D. Bushong, "Women as Geographers: Some Thoughts of 
Ellen Churchill Semple," Southeastern Geographer 15, no. 2 (1975): 102-09. 
9 
have looked at Semple's approach to American history,10 and Judith Bronson's 
dissertation "Ellen Semple: Contributions to the History of American Geography" 
examines the role of environmental determinism in Semple's work. 11 Most of this work 
dates from the 1970s, if not earlier, but the first monograph on Semple, Bringing 
Geography to Book: Ellen Semple and the Reception of Geographical Knowledge, by 
geographer Innes M. Keighren, appeared in 2010. Keighren's work examines the changes 
in the reception and critical opinion of Semple's Influences of Geographic Environment 
over the course of the twentieth century .12 
Other recent works on the place of geography in American history and culture, 
though not specifically about Semple, are very useful for understanding the context of her 
life and work. In The Geographic Revolution in Early America, Martin Bruckner argues 
that geographic literacy--which includes the reading of maps, novels, and textbooks--was 
a critical site for the formation of an American cultural identity in the eighteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries. 13 Susan Schulten, in The Geographical Imagination in 
America, 1880-1950, argues that maps and atlases, school textbooks, and magazines such 
as National Geographic closely reflected and reinforced American political and cultural 
10 H. Roy Merrens, "Historical Geography and Early American History," William and Mary Quarterly 3d 
ser. 22 (1965): 529-48; Lawrence E. Gelfand, "Ellen Churchill Semple: Her Geographical Approach to 
American History," Journal of Geography 53 (1954): 30-41. 
ll Judith Conoyer Bronson, "Ellen Semple: Contributions to the History of American Geography" (PhD 
diss., St. Louis University, 1973). Environmental determinism is a term used to describe the belief that 
geographic environment is the primary factor determining the development of social, political, and 
economic institutions, and one over which humans exert little, if any, control. 
12 Innes M. Keighren, Bringing Geography to Book: Ellen Semple and the Reception of Geographical 
Knowledge (London: I. B. Tauris, 2010). 
13 Martin Bruckner, The Geographic Revolution in Early America: Maps, Literacy, and National Identity 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2006). 
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ideology. 14 Key to understanding the role that geographers have played in shaping 
American foreign policy is Neil Smith's study oflsaiah Bowman (a colleague and close 
friend of Semple), American Empire: Roosevelt s Geographer and the Prelude to 
Globalization. 15 Taken together, these works suggest that scholars are beginning to 
recognize the importance of geographers and geographical knowledge in shaping 
American national identity and foreign and domestic policy. 
The goal of this dissertation is to show that Ellen Churchill Semple not only 
played a central role in the history of American academic geography but that she was an 
important producer of cultural and political ideologies that contributed to Americans' 
sense of national identity and their role in the world--specifically, her work was key to the 
creation of an "imperialist imaginary." During the first part of her career, until around 
1920, Semple wrote books and articles and taught university courses that (whether 
explicitly or implicitly) argued for the inevitability of American expansion. Semple's 
work presented growth--whether economic or territorial--as being driven by universal 
sociobiological laws rooted in geographic environment. She believed that the American 
descendants of white, northern and western European Protestants were especially favored 
by heredity and environment and thus the most politically, socially, and economically 
advanced culture. Imperialist endeavors by the United States were, then, a result of 
natural laws and provided evidence of American progress. Though Semple did not work 
14 Susan Schulten, The Geographical Imagination in America, 1880-1950 (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2001). 
15 Neil Smith, American Empire: Roosevelt's Geographer and the Prelude to Globalization (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2003). 
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directly with the U.S. government or other policy making agencies, except for a brief 
period during World War I, her work nonetheless fit nicely with the needs of those in 
government to create a citizenry that was comfortable with the idea of expansion. 
Semple's work encouraged Americans to imagine a world organized around the 
production, transportation, and exchange of commodities, where economic relationships 
were paramount. In a climate of international competition, where economic productivity 
was so highly valued, it was easy for white Americans to disregard the autonomy of 
people or nations who seemed to be standing in the way of progress. 
Semple's approach changed somewhat after World War I, when international 
cooperation seemed to have replaced the aggressive imperialism of the early twentieth 
century. Her writing in the 1920s tended to depict a world in which humans and the 
environment had a reciprocal relationship, where geography created a range of 
possibilities, rather than one in which geography had the power to determine particular 
and predictable outcomes. Moreover, since most of her work related to her forthcoming 
book on the ancient Mediterranean, it was less applicable to current conditions. I believe 
that Semple (like many of her colleagues) also began to question the inevitability of 
progress and the validity of hierarchies based upon levels of "civilization," thus removing 
one of the major justifications for imperialism. However, she still believed that continued 
economic growth was vital to the health of the nation. During this period, Semple turned 
her attention away from garnering support for state-sponsored expansion (or private 
enterprises that nonetheless required political or military backing) to making geography 
directly useful to American businesses that wanted to invest, sell, or manufacture 
internationally. Though Semple eliminated some of the rhetoric of civilization and 
racialized explanations for cultural and economic differences from her work, she 
nonetheless continued to support the expansion of American economic power overseas. 
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Central to understanding Semple's role in creating an imperialist imaginary is her 
position as one of the few female professional geographers in the United States (or 
anywhere else, for that matter). Imperial enterprises and business--like academia itself--
were defined as spheres of masculine activity, but they required the tacit support of at 
least some women. Semple's willingness to use her work to promote the needs of the 
state and business was, I argue, a key factor in her acceptance by the male-dominated 
geographic community. As I noted earlier, Semple was one of two women selected as 
original members of the Association of American Geographers, was AAG president in 
1921, and was "the only woman regularly conducting graduate classes in a PhD granting 
department of geography in the United States" during her lifetime. 16 In addition to her 
permanent positions at the University of Chicago and Clark, Semple was also a visiting 
lecturer at Wellesley College, the University of Colorado, Western Kentucky University, 
Columbia University, Oxford University, and the University of California at Los Angeles. 
She was invited to speak at the Royal Geographical Society in London at a time when the 
organization did not accept women as members. Semple's personal achievements, 
however, did little to advance the cause of women in geography in general. Even forty 
!6 Bushong, "Women as Geographers," 107. 
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years after her death, women still held only 3.1 percent of the faculty positions in 
American geography departments. 17 Indeed, it is entirely possible that Semple's status as 
an "exceptional" woman actually made it more difficult for other women to enter the 
field, because the gatekeepers could claim that they did not measure up to the standard 
she set. 
While not strictly biographical (I have not attempted to discuss every significant 
episode in Semple's life), this dissertation is more or less chronological, with each 
chapter focusing on Semple's work and the corresponding developments in geography 
during a particular period. Chapter 1 covers the period up to Semple's return to the U.S. 
from her second stint at the University of Leipzig in 1895 and examines the early 
influences (to use one of her favorite words) upon her academic explorations. I look at 
Semple's earliest academic work, a thesis written for a Master's degree at Vassar College 
entitled "Slavery: A Study in Sociology," and examine the way her study of sociology 
and political economy raised questions that she would tum to geography to answer. 
Semple's status as a student of Friedrich Ratzel helped to establish her as an authority at a 
time when geography scarcely existed as an academic subject in the United States. 
However, I also argue that Semple's experiences in supportive all-female environments--
specifically, as a student at Vassar (1878-1882) and as a member of the Woman's Club of 
Louisville (founded in 1890)--were crucial to her academic success. These organizations 
provided the training and practice in communicating effectively and confidently that 
!7 James, Bladen, and Karan, "Ellen Churchill Semple and the Development of a Research Paradigm," 52. 
would serve Semple so well in her writing and teaching career. In this chapter I also 
begin to examine the relationship between the emerging discipline of geography and the 
"new imperialism" of the late nineteenth century, looking at the ways in which the two 
enterprises supported and granted each other legitimacy. 
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Chapter 2 picks up in 1897, when Ellen Semple began publishing her first original 
articles on geography in the Journal of School Geography. In this chapter, I look at 
Semple's contributions to the development of elementary- and secondary-school 
geography and how she helped produce a shift in the curriculum from one based on 
physical geography to one that emphasized the human relationship with the environment. 
Writing during the period of the United States' first overt ventures towards expansion 
outside the North American continent in the Spanish-American and Philippine Wars, 
Semple placed economic relationships at the center of her geographical analysis, 
encouraging students and teachers to think about a world organized around natural 
resources and commercial products and the ways people made use of them. 
The turn toward human geography led to conversations--and sometimes 
conflicts--with other social scientists, particularly historians, as they offered competing 
explanations of the past and of present conditions. Semple's work at the tum of the 
century offered readers a way of making sense of America's past, present, and future by 
explaining the current era of overseas expansion as the natural successor to the history of 
continental expansion. Both processes were, she argued, the result of geographic 
principles working themselves out under the particular conditions of the American 
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environment interacting with racial inheritance. I conclude this chapter by looking at 
Semple's work on Appalachia, which provided Semple the opportunity to examine what 
happened when "Anglo-Saxon" Americans settled in an isolated and unique geographical 
area. Semple believed that by looking at Appalachia, she could assess the relative ability 
of heredity and environment to shape culture and could make an argument for the power 
of environmental influences. 
From her first visit to Europe as a teenager to "motoring" trips on Cape Cod with 
her students, Semple was a frequent traveller for leisure and research purposes. In 
Chapter 3, I look at two aspects of Semple's relationship to travel: one, the way she used 
travel narratives as evidence in her book Influences of Geographic Environment, and two, 
her 1911 trip to Japan and the fieldwork she did there on Japanese agricultural methods 
and colonial practices. The use of travel narratives and Semple's own research, I argue, 
both ultimately reinforced the authority of western observers writing about non-western 
peoples and was a key site of support for a culture of imperialism. Though women's 
travel narratives have often been positioned as outside or opposed to imperialism, 
Semple's work demonstrates that at least some (white, Protestant, middle-class) women 
found personal authority and prestige through their encounters with the "other." I also 
look here at the writing of Semple's travel companion Fannie Macaulay, who wrote 
numerous popular fictionalized accounts of her experiences in Japan. Macaulay's novels 
were more conventional personal and domestic narratives but nonetheless upheld the 
racial and gender hierarchies that were at the base of imperialism in much the same way 
that Semple's scientific work did. 
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Chapter 4 focuses on a pivotal moment in the history of American geography and 
in Ellen Semple's career. In 1903, the first separate geography department in the U.S. was 
founded at the University of Chicago, and in 1904 the Association of American 
Geographers was established. Creating a graduate program and a professional 
organization were key to establishing geography's disciplinary boundaries; as a member 
of the faculty at Chicago from 1906 to 1924 and a founding member (and eventually 
president) of the AAG, Semple was a central figure making decisions about the direction 
of American geography. She was also one of the few women in a position of authority 
within the discipline; in this chapter I examine the extent to which she was able to use her 
position to advocate for other women in geography. 
A primary concern among academic geographers was finding a way to make the 
subject relevant not only to students but to society more broadly. For many the solution 
lay in emphasizing human-environmental interaction and showing how geography could 
be useful in understanding the distribution of resources and commodities, the creation of 
trade networks, and other subjects necessary to a nation expanding its overseas 
enterprises. Geographers deliberately positioned themselves as academics whose work 
could be of service to the state's expansionist projects. Being asked to participate in the 
Inquiry, a research group formed upon the U.S. entrance into World War I to prepare for 
peace negotiations, validated their discipline and its usefulness outside the academy. That 
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geography could provide objective, "scientific" support for American foreign policy 
goals was, I argue, key to its establishment and broader acceptance as a distinct 
discipline. 
In Chapter 5, I look at geography in the post-World War I era, beginning in 1921 
when Ellen Semple took up her position on the faculty of Clark University, where she 
remained until her death in 1932. The new School of Geography at Clark, under the 
direction of president Wallace W. Atwood, would become the center for geography in the 
U.S., producing more PhDs than any other institution in the country. 18 Clark also had 
more female students than any other geography graduate program, and the department 
had a reputation for being particularly welcoming to women. In this chapter I explore 
Semple's role in establishing the School of Geography in collaboration with Atwood; I 
am particularly interested in how gender shaped her expectations of her students and their 
careers. It has generally been assumed that Semple's presence served as an 
encouragement to female students, but the reality is more complicated--Clark may have 
welcomed women, but that did not necessarily translate to success in academia. 
The 1920s were also a period of reorientation for geography. Clark's school of 
geography continued to focus on economic geography but changed its goal from one of 
serving the state to working directly with American business. Semple was at the forefront 
of efforts to cultivate relationships with American investment, manufacturing, and 
18 Between 1921 and 1946, Clark awarded 86 PhDs in geography. By comparison, the next most prolific 
program, the University of Chicago, awarded only 61 between 1903 and 1946. See Allen D. Bushong, 
"Geographers and Their Mentors: A Genealogical View of American Academic Geography," in The Origins 
of Academic Geography in the United States, ed. Brian W. Blouet (Hamden, Conn.: Archon Books, 1981), 
203 (Table 1 ). 
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commercial firms and to demonstrate how geographers could be of use to their 
businesses. While Semple and her colleagues continued to work towards broadening 
American economic influence overseas, much of the overt rhetoric of imperialism 
disappeared from their work. Many younger geographers, in particular, no longer 
believed that the kinds of racial hierarchies that had supported imperialism were 
scientifically valid. Moreover, the theoretical frameworks that guided geography were 
changing in the 1920s. Semple's last book, The Geography of the Mediterranean Region, 
published in 1931, shows that the assumption of direct environmental influences present 
in her earlier work had largely been replaced by a more reciprocal relationship between 
nature and culture. Geography also began to emphasize regional studies, focusing on 
what made particular areas unique, rather than ranking or comparing societies with each 
other. Thus, though geography continued to have a close association with American 
business after World War I, it generally did so by providing practical assistance rather 
than ideological support. 
By the time ofEllen Semple's death in 1932, geography was firmly established in 
American elementary schools and high schools, either as an independent subject or as 
part of a social studies curriculum. Most colleges and universities offered geography 
courses, and eleven schools awarded doctorates in geography. There were two major 
geographical organizations, each with its own journal: the Annals of the Association of 
American Geographers and the Geographical Review, published by the American 
Geographical Society. In addition, Clark University published Economic Geography, and 
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in 1919 the Journal of Geography had become the official publication of the National 
Council of Geography Teachers. In the space of less than forty years, geography had shed 
its reputation as a "collection of more or less related facts about things on the earth" and 
solidified its position as a distinct discipline with academic qualifications and 
professional organizations. Moreover, geographers had succeeded in integrating their 
theoretical frameworks into Americans' worldview, making geography one of the primary 
lenses through which they saw the world. 
Ellen Churchill Semple was an active participant in bringing about these 
developments in American geography. Her publications in the Journal of Geography 
helped introduce teachers to new concepts in human geography and presented alternative 
pedagogical techniques to the rote memorization of topographical features and resources. 
As a university instructor, she gave hundreds of students their grounding in human and 
economic geography and helped establish the standards for advanced degrees in 
geography at the University of Chicago and Clark University. She was an active member, 
and eventually a leader, of the discipline's main professional organization, the 
Association of American Geographers, which maintained disciplinary boundaries and set 
professional standards. Semple "discovered" geography after a long period of searching 
for meaningful work, and she embraced it with vast enthusiasm, writing, teaching, and 
lecturing prolifically for the rest of her life. It is no wonder, then, that her students and 
colleagues remembered her as the "Great Lady of American Geography." 
CHAPTER 1 
EARLY INFLUENCES, 1863-1896 
Ellen Churchill Semple's early experiences as a student, teacher, writer, club 
member, and traveler helped lay the foundation for her later work as a geographer. Born 
in the midst of the Civil War, she came of age during a period when women's 
opportunities for higher education were expanding rapidly both in the United States and 
in Europe. Semple received her formal education at Vassar College, from which she 
graduated in 1882, but continued to educate herself afterward in a variety ofways: 
through a program of self-directed readings leading to a master's degree (also from 
Vassar), by participation in the Woman's Club of Louisville, and by traveling to Germany 
to attend lectures at the University of Leipzig. 
In this chapter I examine how Semple built her base of knowledge in the 
emerging disciplines of sociology, political economy, anthropology, and, eventually, 
geography. I am especially interested here in Semple's MA thesis, "Slavery: A Study in 
Sociology" (1891). As her earliest academic work, written before she began her study of 
geography, the thesis provides an excellent way of examining the kinds of questions she 
was interested in--how social and economic institutions developed--and how she used the 
resources available to answer them. The questions raised in her study of slavery led her to 
geography, particularly as it was being practiced in Germany under Friedrich Ratzel at 
the University ofLeipzig. Semple became one ofRatzel's first American students, and 
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her relationship with her "dear Master and friend" would shape not only her thoughts 
about geography but have a profound effect upon her position in the American 
geographical community. Had it not been for the prestige attached to study in Germany 
and her association with Ratzel, Semple doubtless would have had a much more difficult 
time in establishing herself within the otherwise male-dominated field of academic 
geography. 
However, Semple's experiences in college and as a "club woman" were, I argue, 
just as important to her eventual success as a professional geographer. Her training in 
rhetoric and composition at Vassar, where she learned to speak and write effectively and 
persuasively, served her well throughout her career. Moreover, her participation in all-
female organizations--literary and debating societies at Vassar, and the Woman's Club in 
Louisville--gave her the necessary experience and confidence in presenting her ideas to a 
broader audience. It is fitting that Semple's first public speech upon returning to the 
United States after her time in Germany came at the Third Biennial of the General 
Federation ofWomen's Clubs in her hometown of Louisville. Semple's talk at the 
Biennial illustrates how the introduction of a geographical framework caused her to 
reexamine the ways she thought about economic and social change. 
In this chapter I also begin to examine the relationship between geography and 
imperialism. The "new geography" and the "new imperialism" began to develop at the 
same time around 1870 and had a mutually supportive relationship throughout the 
nineteenth and into the twentieth century. Each lent the other legitimacy. In its mapping 
and exploratory functions, geography helped provide the information required for 
expansionist ventures, and as a science of man and nature it purported to explain why 
some societies were colonized and others were colonizers. Support for imperialist 
projects in tum gave geographers the authority they needed as practitioners of a new 
discipline still in the process of defining itself. Much of Ellen Semple's work has at is 
core the assumption that peoples can be ranked on a scale of cultural/racial "progress" 
with white Europeans and Americans at the top. This assumption consistently shaped 
Semple's interpretations of geography and led to the production of work that implicitly, 
and often explicitly, supported expansionist projects. 
"Learning to Stand and Speak": Louisville and Vassar 
Ellen Churchill Semple was born on January 8, 1863, the youngest of four 
children and the third daughter of Alexander Bonner Semple and Emerin Price Semple. 
Alexander Semple (1805-1875) had come to Louisville, Kentucky, from Pittsburgh as a 
young man, and by the time of Ellen's birth had established a hardware business in the 
city. Louisville was a bustling and prosperous city during Ellen's youth; the population 
had boomed from 68,000 in 1860 to over 100,000 in 1870, making it one of only three 
southern cities with a population of more than 100,000. Located at the falls ofthe Ohio 
River, Louisville was a shipping and transportation center. A city directory for 1864-65 
lists A. B. Semple and Sons as "Importers and Dealers in Hardware, Cutlery, Guns, 
Pistols, Variety Goods, &c.," one of fifteen retail hardware establishments in Louisville. 
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The Semple family, which also included siblings Frank, Patty, and Emerin, lived just a 
few blocks away on Third Street, in the center of downtown Louisville. 1 
The Semples separated some time during Ellen's early childhood, though they 
never divorced, and Alexander died in 1875.2 It was Emerin Price Semple (1822-1904) 
who directed her children's education and encouraged them to pursue their ambitions. 
Her son, Frank J. Semple, wrote, "It was her brilliant mind, her untiring energy and her 
ambition for her children that was reflected in Ellen's accomplishments."3 With no father 
present for most of her childhood, Ellen grew up in a predominantly female household. 
When she was five years old, she would have seen her older sister Patty go off to Vassar 
College, which had opened only a few years earlier in Poughkeepsie, New York. Though 
Patty did not graduate, her experience at Vassar undoubtedly influenced Ellen to enroll 
there ten years later. 4 Ellen later recalled that she did not learn to read until she was seven 
and a half years old, but she remembered the day "when, at the age of four, the idea of 
cause and effect, as a universal law, flashed into her mind."5 Once she learned to read, it 
1 Richard Edwards, ed. Edwards 'Annual Director to the Inhabitants, Institutions, Incorporated Companies, 
Manufacturing Establishments, Business, Business Firms, Etc., Etc., in the City of Louisville, for 1864-65 
(Louisville: Richard Edwards, 1864), 68, 339, 524. 
2 Allen D. Bushong, "Ellen Churchill Semple, 1863-1932," Geographers: Bibliobographical Studies 8 
(1984), 87. 
3 Charles C. Colby, "Ellen Churchill Semple," Annals of the Association of American Geographers 23, no. 
4 (1933), 229. 
4 Bulletin of Vassar College: Alumnae Biographical Register Issue (Poughkeepsie, 1939), 31. 
5 Elizabeth M. Howe, "History of the Class of 1882, Vassar College, Prepared for their Fiftieth Anniversary, 
June, 1932," 130. Courtesy of the Harry H. Laughlin Eugenics Collection, Special Collections Department, 
Pickler Memorial Library, Truman State University. Howe compiled the History from information gathered 
in response to a questionnaire filled out by the 24 surviving members of the Class of 1882. The relatives of 
the 15 members who were no longer living also supplied information. She asked about their ancestors and 
"racial stock," early education, why they went to college, what they got out of it, marriage, children, and 
activities since graduation. 
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became her "greatest indoor delight," particularly "books of travel and history"; she also 
played tennis and, "true to her Kentucky heritage, she became a fearless horsewoman."6 
Her formal education began in the public schools of Louisville, and she studied with a 
tutor for a year before taking the Vassar entrance exams. 7 
When Ellen Semple entered Vassar in 1878 at the age of fifteen, she was one of 
the less than two percent of American women who attended college. It was even less 
common for southern women to attend northern women's colleges like Vassar. In her 
study of southern women at Seven Sister colleges, Joan Marie Johnson found that about 
one thousand southern women attended these schools between 1875 and 1915. Some 
twenty-five percent of these were from Kentucky. In the 1870s and 1880s, women's 
colleges in the South generally did not offer bachelor's degrees and focused on preparing 
girls for marriage, so families seeking a more rigorous classical education for their 
daughters generally turned to northern colleges. As college attendance became somewhat 
more common towards the tum of the century, alumnae networks of Seven Sister 
graduates developed throughout the south. These graduates in tum provided support for 
other girls, particularly by starting their own schools to prepare students for college. By 
the 1890s, white, middle- and upper-class girls in Kentucky had a choice of a number of 
strong preparatory schools, including Science Hill Female Academy, Louisville Girls' 
High School, and the Misses Neville School, which drew pupils from all over the state. 
6 Ruth Baugh, "Ellen Churchill Semple, the Great Lady of American Geography," unpublished manuscript, 
Ellen Churchill Semple Papers, Box 2, Biographical Material, Special Collections Library, University of 
Kentucky, Lexington. 
7 Bushong, "Ellen Churchill Semple," 87. 
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Indeed, Ellen and Patty Semple would found the Semple Collegiate School in 1893 and 
employ numerous Vassar graduates as teachers. 8 
Despite increased higher educational opportunities for elite white women in the 
late nineteenth century, it was still so unusual for women to attend college that we have to 
ask what prompted Emerin Semple to send two of her daughters to Vassar. Patty had 
entered Vassar in 1868, when the school was only in its third year of operation. 
Unfortunately, we know even less about Patty's time at Vassar, why she went, and why 
she never graduated, though her experiences undoubtedly influenced Ellen. Certainly by 
the late 1870s, Emerin Semple, given her own experiences with separation and 
widowhood, may have wanted to prepare her daughters to support themselves if 
necessary. Johnson notes that southern graduates were less likely to engage in paid work 
than northern graduates of the same schools, but more likely than white southern women 
in general. However, most graduates did not seem to have had professional goals, but 
hoped that college would build character and bring about general self-improvement. 9 
Some, ambivalent about the traditional path of marriage and motherhood, may have 
found college an appealing alternative or at least a way of putting off those kinds of 
decisions for a few more years. Jennie Patterson Luhrs, one of Ellen Semple's classmates, 
recalled, "Why I went I cannot say. It had always been a fixed idea with me. Thinking to 
divert me from the plan, an aunt invited me for a year's travel in Europe. The only result 
8 Joan Marie Johnson, Southern Women at the Seven Sister Colleges: Feminist Values and Social Activism, 
1875-1915 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2008), 2-3, 41, 49. 
9 Johnson, Southern Women at the Seven Sister Colleges, 4, 123-24. 61% of all Vassar graduates 1875-1915 
worked for wages at some point after graduation, but only 45% of southern graduates did. 
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was I studied doubly hard on my return and entered Sophomore." In fact, a surprising 
number of the class of 1882 reported that they had always assumed they would go to 
college. Cora Shailer Dow admitted, "I have always felt myself rather a fraud as a college 
graduate of the early days, for I was not at all conscious of being a pioneer or doing 
anything unusual and was very much surprised to find that I was one of a few and rather a 
curiosity. "10 
Why the Semples chose Vassar, in particular, requires somewhat less explanation. 
When it opened in 1865, Vassar was the only women's college with the explicit goal of 
providing women with a classical education equivalent to that offered at the most 
prestigious men's colleges. Though it was not the first women's college (schools such as 
Mount Holyoke in Massachusetts and Wesleyan College in Georgia had been founded in 
the 1830s) it was widely perceived as such. The college's founding drew national interest 
due to the scale and ambition of the enterprise--it had more students and a larger 
endowment than existing women's colleges. The first generation ofVassar students often 
found themselves on display and were highly conscious of the fact that they were being 
watched to provide evidence about the effects of higher education on women. Vassar was 
known for the rigor of its education as well as for its strict rules regarding sleep, diet, and 
exercise. However, by the mid-1870s, with the opening of Smith and Wellesley, and 
Cornell and the University of Michigan offering coeducation, the focus on Vassar became 
10 Howe, "History of the Class of 1882," 50, 85-86. 
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less intense. The second generation of students in the late 1870s and 1880s felt less bound 
by rules and freer to be ordinary--if unusually well educated--women.11 
In order to gain entrance into the freshman class, Ellen Semple had to pass a 
daunting array of examinations. English grammar, geography, American history, 
arithmetic (geometry and algebra through quadratic equations), and Latin ("Grammar 
including Prosody; Caesar, four books; Virgil, six books of the Aeneid and six Eclogues; 
Cicero, six orations") were required for all students. In addition to English and Latin, a 
third language--French, Greek, or German--was also required. Though she was only 
fifteen at the time, Ellen Semple was able to enter as a member of the class of 1882 with 
forty-seven other young women who had passed the exams and presented "satisfactory 
testimonials of good character."12 Parents were assured that in spite of the academic 
demands placed on their daughters, "the health of the student is made a prime object of 
attention. The hours for rising and retiring, the warming and ventilation of rooms, the 
choice and preparation of food, the sanitary regulations of the College, and the regimen 
11 Debra Herman, "College and After: The Vassar Experiment in Women's Education, 1861-1924" (PhD 
diss., Stanford University, 1979), 12, 98-99. Other works on the history ofVassar College include John H. 
Raymond, Vassar College. A College For Women, in Poughkeepsie, NY: A Sketch of Its Foundation, Aims, 
and Resources, and of the Development of Its Scheme of Instruction to the Present Time (New York: S. W. 
Green, 1873); Dorothy A. Plum and George B. Dowell, The Magnificent Enterprise: A Chronicle of Vassar 
College (Poughkeepsie, 1961 ); Elizabeth A. Daniels, Main to Mudd: An Informal History of Vassar College 
Buildings, rev. ed. (Poughkeepsie: Vassar College, 1987); and Maryanne Bruno and Elizabeth A. Daniels, 
Vassar College (Charleston, S.C.: Arcadia Publishing, 2001). On the history of women's higher education 
in the United States, see Helen L. Horowitz, Alma Mater: Design and Experience in the Women s Colleges 
from Their Nineteenth Century Beginnings to the 19 3 Os (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1984 ); Barbara Miller 
Solomon, In the Company of Educated Women: A History of Women and Higher Education in America 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985); Amy Thompson McCandless, The Past in the Present: Women s 
Higher Education in the Twentieth-Century American South (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 
1999); Lynn D. Gordon, Gender and Higher Education in the Progressive Era (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1990); and Mary Kelley, Learning to Stand and Speak: Women, Education, and Public 
Life in Americas Republic (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2006). 
12 Fourteenth Annual Catalogue of the Officers and Students of Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y 
1878-79 (Poughkeepsie: E. B. Osborne, [1879]), 14-15. 
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of personal habits, are all carefully directed." The college buildings had gas light and 
steam heat (this was a particular concern for southern parents, who worried about their 
children catching cold during the Yankee winters), and students were required to take 
"invigorating exercise" every day (the college even had its own bowling alley). 13 
In the fall of 1878, Samuel L. Caldwell had just begun his brief presidency of the 
college. In charge of the day-to-day regulation of students was Julia Clarke Ray, the Lady 
Principal, who was expected to "exercise over them a maternal supervision in their 
private apartments, in the dining-hall, in the corridors, in the public rooms and grounds of 
the College, and in their intercourse with the neighboring community; and she shall also 
use her best effort to improve their personal habits, their social training, and their moral 
and religious culture."14 Ray was responsible for the one hundred and seventy-one 
undergraduates who arrived that fall, most of whom came from New York, the mid-
Atlantic, and New England. About seventy others came from western states, and only 
fifteen from the south. 15 There were also two students from Japan, Sutematsu Yamakawa 
and Shige Nagai; Yamakawa would not only become Vassar's first Japanese graduate, but 
the first Japanese woman to earn a college degree. 
Most of Ellen's Vassar classmates were, like her, from white, middle- and upper-
class families, the daughters of professionals and businessmen who could afford to pay 
four hundred dollars per year for tuition and board (Johnson estimates that parents spent 
13 Ibid., 44-45. 
14 "Laws and Regulations of Vassar Female College, 1866," Section II, Article 1. 
15 Fourteenth Annual Catalogue, Vassar College, 14. 
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twenty to twenty-five percent of their annual income on college expenses). Many 
reported rather haphazard early educational experiences, having been taught at home, by 
tutors, at local schools, or some combination thereof. Later most attended their local 
public high school or a "female academy," and almost all of them needed some extra 
study with a tutor or time in Vassar's preparatory department before they were ready to 
start college. When asked why they chose to attend Vassar, they gave a variety of 
responses. Mabel Colegrove went "to please my parents and because I was too young to 
begin teaching." Genevieve Crawford's father had always been interested in Vassar and 
women's education and planned for her to go there. Elizabeth White's teachers "often 
spoke of it as a foregone conclusion," and she "liked the idea of intellectual treats 
probably in store for me." Mary Shove chose Vassar "because they had a lake, which to 
me seemed romantic." Some students had personal connections to the school: Lydia Peck 
was Matthew Vassar's great-niece, and Mary Sanford had a friend who was a cousin of 
James Monroe Taylor, Vassar's fourth president. 16 
During her first year at Vassar, Ellen Semple took courses in botany, chemistry, 
English composition, German, and Latin. Training in English language and literature was 
particularly rigorous at Vassar; it was the only subject besides Latin which students were 
required to take all four years. The department's goal was "to teach, theoretically, the 
laws of thought, expression, and utterance, by a thorough course in Logic, Rhetoric, and 
Elocution" and "to train the student practically in a good style of writing, reading and 
16 Howe, "History of the Class of 1882," 39, 43, 119, 127, 138, 148. 
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speaking the English language, by assiduous exercise in the writing of themes and in 
select readings and recitations." Freshman year was devoted to composition, "with the 
special purpose of calling forth [the student's] natural style of thought and expression."17 
Each student was required to produce three original prose compositions per semester. 
Sophomores were expected to write "three original compositions upon themes taken from 
work in English literature, illustrative of the methods ofbiographical and historical 
research" and "two original essays illustrative of literary form and criticism." In their 
junior year, students wrote "essays illustrative of the laws of (a) description, (b) narration, 
(c) argument" and "two original argumentative essays on historical or literary topics." 
During the spring semester, every student had to read one of her essays to the class.18 
Semple observed many years later that her subsequent work was very much influenced 
by her Vassar English courses, teaching her "the power of organizing data and drawing 
conclusions, [and] habits ofintellectual work and ofexpression."19 
That Vassar devoted so much effort to teaching rhetoric and composition is 
noteworthy, because these pursuits had always been defined as exclusively male. As 
LeeAnna Lawrence explains, "Rhetorical strategies, in order to be perceived as strong 
and persuasive, had always been judged by standards that were 'masculine.'" Men were 
expected, and indeed encouraged, to assert their beliefs aggressively and overpower their 
audience, whereas women had been "trained by the traditions of femininity to believe that 
17 Fourteenth Annual Catalogue, Vassar College, 37. 
18 Seventeenth Annual Catalogue of the Officers and Students of Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 
1881-82 (Poughkeepsie: A. V. Haight, 1882), 30-33. 
19 Howe, "History of the Class of 1882," 130. 
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real persuasion lay in private acts of self-effacement and passivity." Lawrence found that 
while women students at Oberlin College were initially uncomfortable with the rhetorical 
models offered to them, by the 1840s and 50s they were demanding the right to read their 
essays in public at graduation. Lawrence credits much of the shift in attitudes to the 
Ladies' Literary Society, founded in 1835, which gave women a space "where they could 
assume the role of orator within their own context, separate from men." Having grown 
confident of their writing and speaking skills within a female context, they felt more 
comfortable presenting their ideas to a wider audience.20 
Vassar students, too, used the same rhetoric textbooks as their male counterparts--
in the 1880s, when Ellen Semple was a student, it was David J. Hill's The Science of 
Rhetoric--and formed literary and debating societies. Students formed the Philalethian 
Society, "a voluntary organization for literary improvement," almost immediately upon 
arriving in 1865, and by the 1870s were meeting weekly in chapters and presenting 
occasional "public entertainments."21 They also founded the Tempus and Mores Club and 
Qui Vive debating societies in 1879 and 1881, despite the college's original official 
position that "oratory and debate are not feminine accomplishments; and there will be 
nothing in the college arrangements to encourage the practice ofthem.''22 Ellen Semple 
was a member of the Alpha Chapter of the Philalethian Society, and by her junior year 
20 LeeAnna Michelle Lawrence, "The Teaching of Rhetoric and Composition in Nineteenth-Century 
Women's Colleges" (PhD diss., Duke University, 1990), 7-10,72-78. Women at Oberlin who took the 
"Gentleman's Course" were given permission to read their essays at graduation--before a mixed audience--
in 1858. 
21 Fourteenth Annual Catalogue, Vassar College, 46. 
22 Vassar College Prospectus, 1865, quoted in Plum and Dowell, Magnificent Enterprise, 25. 
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was taking an active role. In January 1881, she appeared in the leading role of Alfred 
Evelyn in a production of Edward Bulwer-Lytton's play Money, to much acclaim. The 
Vassar Miscellany reported, "As Alfred Evelyn, Miss Semple met the expectations of 
those to whom her powers of elocution have, before this time, given pleasure. Evelyn's 
character is somewhat overstrained; but its bitter sarcasm, its restlessness under irksome 
poverty, its honesty and manly devotion give it a force which Miss Semple very 
satisfactorily interpreted. "23 By this time, Philalethia had shifted from a purely literary 
society to one that presented a variety of "entertainments," including music, as this 
description of a meeting in December 1881 illustrates: 
Miss Harker's critique opened the meeting, and it departed cleverly from the 
ordinary style of criticism. Miss Brittan's music, always delightful, was 
especially so at Alpha's meeting, and was followed by a dish of"College 
Gossip," agreeably served by Miss Semple, though presumably concocted by 
that indefinite body of people known as "the committee." The song by Miss 
Curtiss made us sorry that it could not fill a larger part of the evening; but the 
pretty tableaux which followed, including A Nun at Her Devotions, Ophelia, 
etc., put an end to our disappointment.24 
As frivolous as such performances may seem, their significance cannot be 
underestimated. In addition to creating bonds among classmates, literary, dramatic, and 
debating societies gave women practice in public speaking and helped them develop 
valuable organizing skills that they would use later in women's clubs and in reform and 
suffrage organizations. 
23 Vassar Miscellany 10, no. 5 (Feb. 1881), 251. 
24 Vassar Miscellany 11, no. 3 (Dec. 1881), 138. 
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Ellen Semple's very first published works appeared in the Vassar Miscellany, 
which came out every month and was a combination school newspaper, literary journal, 
and alumnae magazine. At the end of her sophomore year, in May of 1880, Ellen and a 
classmate, Mary Burt "Burta" Brittan sailed for Europe.25 They spent the summer abroad, 
and upon her return Ellen wrote two pieces inspired by her experiences, "The Castle of 
Hohenbaden: A Relic of the Feudal Age" and "The Celebration of the Founding of the 
White Cap Corps of Heidelberg University: A German Festival," which were published in 
the Miscellany in December 1880 and March 1881, respectively. These pieces show that 
Ellen was already developing a talent for vivid description and historical imagination. In 
"The Castle ofHohenbaden," she asked her readers to transport themselves from the 
"bleak November winds and gray skies" of Poughkeepsie to "the loveliest of narrow 
green valleys, bright and warm under the light of a July sun." Here, if they turned their 
gaze to "the very crest of the mountain" that formed the valley, they would see "a wild 
and picturesque ruin," the Alte Schloss of Baden-Baden. Ellen guided the reader along 
the winding road up the hill, pointing out the notable features of the structure: the moat, 
the outer wall, the round tower, and the knights' hall. Pausing on the gallery running 
around the upper portion of the hall, "our imagination easily carries us back hundreds of 
years": 
We hear the sound of hoofs, galloping over the draw-bridge; we see a gay party 
of knights and ladies, returning from the chase ... Later, we see the castle under 
25 Vassar Miscellany 9, no. 9 (June 1880), 505. In one of her articles, Semple mentioned that there were 
seven women in her traveling party, but did not say who they were. Emerin Semple was probably their 
chaperone, as Burta Brittan's mother had died several years earlier; it seems likely that sisters Patty and 
Emerin Semple went as well, and perhaps some other friends from Louisville. 
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the cloud of war. Bustle and confusion fill its court-yards .... The knights, 
gathered in the hall, examine their armor, and feel the keen edge of their swords. 
The watchers on the tower follow with anxious eyes the dark spot that moves 
down the plain of the Rhine .... The castle holds out until all further resistance 
is useless. The proud flag of France floats over its ruined battlements .... " 
We can even see here an awareness of the geographical significance of the castle's 
location, perched like a sentinel above the valley, watching "with vigilant eye the plain of 
the Rhine. From that direction only must have come any invader of this quiet spot, since 
the thickly wooded mountains formed impenetrable barriers on all other sides. "26 
Ellen's second piece described the festivities surrounding the four hundredth 
anniversary ofthe founding of Heidelberg University's White Cap society. On the 
morning of the celebration, she and her friends were enjoying the view from the castle 
terrace, "when our quiet was broken in upon by a number of men, who came up, carrying 
tables, benches, and baskets of crockery and glass, especially beer-mugs." The group 
moved to a different part of the castle, but the "seven 'lone, lorn' women" were evidently 
undisturbed by the rowdiness of the men. Indeed, later that evening when a parade began 
to assemble in the street outside their hotel, they were "wrought up to such a pitch of 
expectation that the house could no longer contain us." They "forsook the shelter of the 
hotel and rushed out into the thickest of the crowd. With the aid of our elbows and hat-
pins, we made our way along, till at last we gained a very favorable position on the curb-
stone." The group enjoyed the celebration to the fullest, including a fireworks display at 
26 Ellen Churchill Semple, "The Castle ofHohenbaden: A Relic of the Feudal Age," Vassar Miscellany 10, 
no. 3 (Dec. 1880), 96-101. 
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the University Place that night and the illumination of the castle the following evening.27 
Ellen had already begun studying the German language and literature, and perhaps it was 
during this excursion that she first considered the possibility of returning to Germany for 
further study. Certainly during these travels, she and her companions seemed to enjoy a 
kind of freedom to explore, and even mingle with men, that they might not have had at 
home. 
In addition to studying English and German, Ellen took courses in Latin, which 
was largely devoted to reading the classics with some instruction in composition, 
mathematics, history, mental and moral philosophy, logic, botany, chemistry, physics, and 
zoology. Science was an integral part of Vassar's curriculum, and while Ellen was a 
student, a new science building was constructed. Chemistry and physics had been taught 
in a basement room of the college's Main Building, but LeRoy C. Cooley, professor of 
chemistry, argued that this location was both unsafe and impractical, and a new, separate, 
building was needed to house modern, laboratory-based science classes. Named Vassar 
Brothers Laboratory, it opened in April 1880. The widespread financial support for and 
rapid construction of the building (it was open less than a year after Cooley's original 
proposal) illustrates Vassar's firm commitment to providing women with opportunities 
equal to those available to men, even in disciplines like science that were generally 
considered a male domain. zs 
27 Ellen Churchill Semple, "The Celebration of the Founding of the White Cap Corps of Heidelberg 
University: A German Festival," Vassar Miscellany l 0, no. 6 (Mar. 1881 ), 272-74. 
28 "Vassar Brothers Laboratory," Vassar Encyclopedia, vcencyclopedia.vassar.edu 
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The conclusion of the class of 1882's time at Vassar was marked with numerous 
festivities. First, in early May, was Founder's Day, which commemorated Matthew 
Vassar's birthday with music, speeches, and dancing.29 Two weeks later, the junior class 
hosted an excursion for the seniors, a trip up the Hudson River on the steamer "Mary 
Powell" to West Point. At West Point they "witnessed the sunset drill and dress parade," 
then returned to the steamer where "a collation was partaken of' and "many toasts ... and 
speeches of farewell to the graduates were made." Music and dancing followed during 
the return trip.3° Commencement activities spanned two days, beginning on June 13 with 
Class Day. This was held in the Chapel, "crowded with brilliantly attired ladies and 
gentlemen," the platform decorated with "a wreath of evergreens and pansies, the class 
flowers" and the class motto, "Quid A gam us"--"What can we do?'' Burta Brittan, as class 
president, welcomed the guests and introduced the speaker, Fannie Bell Taylor. Taylor's 
oration was inspired by the class motto and asked, "What shall they do after they have 
left College?" She gave no definite answer, but did not think "they would be left behind 
in this progressive age. Whatever each one does she should do with all her might, and 
sometime, somewhere, each classmate will find her hidden angel." The exercises ended 
with the planting of the class tree.31 
Commencement itself was a more solemn occasion, the decorations from Class 
Day having been removed. The graduates, trustees, faculty, and alumnae processed in 
29 "Founder's Day at Vassar," New York Times, 6 May 1882. 
30 "Vassar Girls on an Excursion," New York Times, 20 May 1882. 
31 "'QuidAgamus': Class Day at Vassar," Poughkeepsie Daily Eagle, 14 June 1882. 
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with "funereal tread" to the accompaniment of the organ playing a "slow march." Mary 
Easton gave the Salutatory Oration in Latin, followed by addresses from Mary King on 
Emerson, Lillie Stanton on Westminster Abbey, Anne Southworth and Elizabeth Howe on 
Czar Alexander II, Sutematsu Yamakawa on British policy toward Japan, and Ellen 
Semple on "the Conscience of Science." She argued that "there is no danger that the 
researches of Science will attack with rash hand and attempt to injure or overthrow the 
foundations of faith." Indeed, "the true scientist is actuated solely by a reverent and 
earnest desire after truth, and never is this stronger than when his studies bring him near 
to the eternal source of all things, and lead him up through the phenomena of nature to 
God."32 James Orton, the first professor of natural history at Vassar, was a staunch 
proponent of evolution, and Vassar was one of the few colleges to teach evolution in the 
1860s and 70s. Orton died in 1877, but they were still using his textbook, Comparative 
Zoology, when Ellen was a student. The fact that Orton had been an ordained 
Congregational minister as well as a respected man of science perhaps made it somewhat 
easier to reconcile what otherwise might have been seen as opposing viewpoints. In any 
case, throughout her career, Semple took for granted that humans had evolved over a 
period of time far exceeding the chronology established in the Bible; though she 
evidently considered herself a Christian, religion does not appear to have played a 
significant role in her life. 
32 "Commencement, Vassar College," Poughkeepsie Daily Eagle, 15 June 1882. Unfortunately, the text of 
Semple's speech has not survived except for the portions quoted here, reported in the Daily Eagle. 
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After graduation, Ellen Semple and the rest of the class of 1882 faced the question 
posed by their class motto: "What can we do?" In spite of their excellent education, there 
were few career opportunities open to women college graduates. Nearly half of the class 
taught at some point after graduation, but generally stopped working outside the home 
when they married. Twenty-one of the thirty-nine, or fifty-eight percent, eventually 
married, about average for women college graduates (but far lower than the general 
average for all women of about ninety percent) and almost all who married had 
children.33 Those women who pursued paid work tended to remain unmarried. Mary 
Jones practiced medicine in Boston, Jessie Wheeler and Mabel Colegrove became 
librarians, and Ida Howgate worked for the Division of Bookkeeping and Warrants of the 
United States Treasury for forty-two years. However, the women who did not work for 
wages were by no means idle. Their responses to Howe's questionnaire, though 
sometimes self-deprecating, show that they were tirelessly devoted to their communities, 
founding schools, libraries, and clubs, serving on school and hospital boards, and doing 
missionary and reform work. None felt that their education had been wasted. Most would 
have agreed with Mary Case Barney that Vassar "gave me a broader outlook on life in 
general. I acquired a power of application and concentration, and feel that the training has 
been a background for all my activities, for my home life and my outside contacts. "34 
Looking back from the perspective of fifty years later, the transition from college 
to "after" might have seemed smoother than it really was. Many women college 
33 Johnson, Southern Women at the Seven Sister Colleges, 6. 
34 Howe, "History of the Class of 1882," 21. 
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graduates in the late nineteenth century went through a period of questioning and struggle 
as they tried to figure out what to do next. This was especially true for southern women, 
who almost always returned home, to places were there were fewer job opportunities 
available and a strong social stigma against white, middle-class women engaging in paid 
work. Teaching was one of the few options available. Those who chose not to work for 
wages generally turned to volunteer organizations and women's clubs as meaningful 
occupations that would contribute to their communities.35 In the almost ten years between 
graduation and her departure for Leipzig, Ellen Semple tried a variety of options before 
she decided to pursue geography. 
The Vassar Miscellany ofNovember 1883 reported briefly, "Miss Semple is 
teaching in Louisville, Ky."36 The school has not been identified, but it seems likely that 
it was the same sort of girls' preparatory school that she herself had attended to prepare 
for Vassar. It must have been around this time that Ellen's older sister Patty was ending 
her brief marriage to Edward Effinger and returning to Louisville with her daughter, 
Bonner. By 1885, "Mrs. Patty Semple" was listed in the city directory as a teacher at 
Hampton College, a girls' secondary school in Louisville. 37 Patty, Ellen, their sister 
Emerin, and their mother probably continued to live together until Emerin's marriage in 
1893, at some point moving into the house at 509 West Ormsby Avenue that Ellen would 
consider her permanent address for the rest of her life. In 1890, she began a course of 
35 Johnson, Southern Women at the Seven Sister Colleges, 109-11. 
36 Vassar Miscellany, 13 no. 12 (Nov. 1883), 618. 
37 Melville 0. Briney, "Two Remarkable Louisvillians, the Semple Sisters," Louisville Times, 2 June 1960. 
study in sociology and political economy that would eventually earn her a Master's 
degree from Vassar in 1891. 
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Semple's thesis, "Slavery: A Study in Sociology," was designed to show her 
mastery of current works in political economy and sociology. She read classic texts by 
eighteenth-century British writers on political economy such as David Hume, Adam 
Smith, and Thomas Malthus, as well as the nineteenth-century French economists Claude 
Frederic Bastiat and Jerome-Adolphe Blanqui and contemporary works such as Henry 
George's Progress and Poverty and Francis Amasa Walker's Money. Her list of sources 
on sociology included Lester Ward, Dynamic Sociology; Walter Bagehot, Physics and 
Politics; and Max Muller, Introduction to the Science of Religion. Most prominent on the 
list was British political and social theorist Herbert Spencer. Spencer developed an all-
encompassing theory of evolution that applied to individual organisms as well as 
societies and that accounted for both physical and moral progress. His theory that there 
were two basic types of societies, the militant and the industrial, corresponding to distinct 
evolutionary stages, would provide the basis for Semple's discussion of the development 
of slavery. Also included under the heading of sociology were works by prominent 
British ethnologists such as John Lubbock, Henry Maine, E. B. Tylor, and John 
McLennan, all of whom wrote about "primitive" man and the development of social and 
political institutions, and historical studies that incorporated evolutionary theory such as 
Ernst Haeckel's History of Creation and John Draper's History of the Intellectual 
Development of Europe. These books, though written between the 1860s and 1880s, 
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remained essential texts for students of evolution and the development of human societies 
into the twentieth century.38 
Semple began her thesis with the basic premise that slavery is a universal human 
institution that has existed in all times and places and thus it must be a necessary part of 
human development. Slavery originated in the political and economic conditions of 
"savage" societies and persisted, with some modifications, until it disappeared in the 
modem period because it no longer suited the needs of industrial societies. According to 
Semple, in primitive communities, slaves were originally captives of war who (instead of 
being eaten or sacrificed) were spared and put to work. In these early militant societies, 
there was very little difference between the enslaved and the general population 
(particularly women), all of who were subordinate to a despotic ruler.39 Semple drew here 
upon the theories of Herbert Spencer, who argued that since "savages" were impulsive 
and aggressive, voluntary social cooperation was impossible. Militant, primitive societies 
required an authoritarian system based on hierarchy and centralized power. 40 
Slavery was a brutal system, based on the domination of the weak by the strong, but it 
was, Semple argued, necessary to the ultimate progress of the human race. It was "a mill 
through which humanity at large has been compelled to pass in order that the coarse 
savage nature might be refined to meet the high destiny of man." Slavery was the method 
38 John Lubbock's Prehistoric Times, for example, went through seven editions in Britian and the United 
States between 1865 and 1913. Bruce G. Trigger, A History of Archaeological Thought (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1989), 114. 
39 Ellen Churchill Semple, "Slavery: A Study in Sociology" (MA thesis, Vassar College, 1891), 8-12. 
Courtesy of Vassar College Archives and Special Collections, Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 
40 Mike Hawkins, Social Darwinism in European and American Thought, 1860-1945: Nature as Model and 
Nature as Threat (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 91-92. 
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by which individuals and societies learned the value of work. Savages, it was generally 
believed, were "constitutionally averse to regular labor." However, over time enslaved 
populations adapted to their new conditions. The most rebellious were killed and the 
children of those who remained were born with "an incipient adaptation to the laboring 
life." "Gradually by the power of the masters and the action of natural selection, capacity 
for work is beaten and bred into the race." Since "savages" were largely incapable of 
realizing "the advantages of future benefit to be derived from habits of work over the 
present gratification of his desire to take life easy," it was the duty of the few in power to 
impose "the law of labor" on the rest of society. The extra labor provided by slaves drove 
the expansion of agriculture and thus of population, freed women from drudgery, and 
allowed men to devote themselves to war and politics. Slave labor, Semple argued, 
allowed for surplus production and the accumulation of capital, which encouraged trade. 
"The number of human wants was multiplied with the possibility of their gratification; 
and there came a growing away from the old, low, animal pleasures and a growing 
toward higher and more intelligent ones." Slavery was thus "a step forward .. .in 
humanity, economics and the elevation ofwomen."41 
Semple was responding here to her readings in political economy, which were 
strongly influenced by economist Thomas Malthus and concerns about population and 
diminishing returns. While most nineteenth-century political economists saw human 
nature as inherently progressive, they also believed that people were engaged in a 
41 Semple, "Slavery: A Study in Sociology," 56-60. 
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constant struggle against nature, both external and internal. Eventually, population would 
outstrip the amount of food available; at the same time, people also had to combat their 
own lower impulses for sexual gratification. In this context, progress was defined as the 
overcoming of human instinct through foresight. European political economists generally 
agreed that not everyone had succeeded in this task; "it was the middle classes of modem 
European civilized society in which the liberation of human reason from the forces of 
instinct had progressed furthest." Both contemporary "savages" and historic primitive 
societies were characterized, then, by their inability to delay present gratification for 
future benefit. 42 
Like her contemporaries who were interested in prehistory, Semple drew most of 
her information about what early human societies had been like from what she believed 
were the qualities of contemporary "savages." Nineteenth-century ethnologists generally 
believed that all societies followed the same linear path of development regardless of 
place and time. Some groups might be further down the path of progress than others, but 
there was only one route. In addition, it was agreed that all human institutions had 
originated in ideas that arose during the savage period and had since been elaborated and 
refined. Though Semple did not cite the American ethnologist Lewis Henry Morgan as 
one of her sources, she would have agreed with him that "the principal institutions of 
mankind have been developed from a few primary germs of thought, and that the course 
and manner of their development was predetermined, as well as restricted within narrow 
42 George Stocking, Victorian Anthropology (New York: Free Press, 1987), 35. 
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limits of divergence."43 Thus it was possible to look at present-day "savages" as a kind of 
"living fossil" that illustrated what more advanced civilizations had been like at earlier 
phases of their development. 
It should also be noted that in the mid-nineteenth century very little physical 
evidence of prehistoric humans had been found or identified as such, leaving students of 
early man with limited sources of information. Many still relied upon the Bible; others 
looked at ancient law, folklore, or mythology. In this context, observing contemporary 
primitive societies seemed to many ethnologists the most promising method. John 
Lubbock, in his Origin of Civilization (which Semple did read), suggested that Henry 
Maine, the celebrated author of Ancient Law (1861) could have avoided errors if he had 
relied more on "the laws and customs of modem savages" than on written records of 
ancient societies. Travelers' accounts showed that "different races in similar stages of 
development often present more features of resemblance to one another than the same 
race does to itself, in different stages of its history." Using this as his basic premise, 
Lubbock traced "each of the major social institutions or cultural forms--art, marriage, 
kinship, religion, morality, language, and law--from its first manifestations in savagery 
towards its fullest flower in modem Europe."44 Lubbock and his colleagues tended to 
sketch out prehistory in general stages or phases, rather than speak of specific historical 
incidents, because so much of what they proposed was conjectural, constructed (as 
43 Lewis Henry Morgan, Ancient Society (1877; Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1964), 23. This was 
in contrast to the common pre-Darwinian view of "savages" as fallen or degenerate. See, for example, 
George Stocking on Johann Blumenbach's classificatory system in Victorian Anthropology (New York: 
Free Press, 1987), 26. 
44 Stocking, Victorian Anthropology, 154-55. 
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George Stocking puts it) by imagining "the absence or opposite of some European 
custom or belief' and "tracing up" to the present.45 
Theories of unilinear development also suggested that there were specific types of 
social organization and behavior that were appropriate to each stage of society. As 
Edward Tylor, another one of Semple's sources, stated, savage customs made sense 
"when and where they first arose," but had "fallen into absurdity from having been 
carried on into a new state of society, where their original sense has been discarded." Just 
as it was possible to trace institutions from the past to the present, it was possible to take 
a present cultural practice and trace it back to its origin and original meaning.46 However, 
though archaic forms might persist out of habit, eventually, because they were not 
appropriate to current conditions, they would inevitably disappear. Indeed, slavery 
brought about its own destruction by helping to establish more stable, prosperous 
societies that eventually turned away from warfare and became industrial. In Spencer's 
formulation, the process of conquest and consolidation eliminated the necessity for 
conflict and brought about a society based on contract and voluntary cooperation rather 
than enforced coercion; its primary concern was the rights of the individual, rather than 
the maintenance of centralized power as in a militant society.47 Slavery would not 
naturally exist in an industrial society unless it were artificially maintained or introduced, 
45 Ibid., 155. 
46 Ibid., 162-63. 
47 Richard Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in American Thought (New York: G. Braziller, 1959), 42. 
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in which case the society would also maintain some of the characteristic customs and 
laws of the militant form of organization. As Semple put it, 
These phenomena may be regarded as a true exemplification of the great 
biological law of recession to an ancestral type under conditions of 
degeneration; for slavery in such a community is undoubtedly followed by a 
retrograde movement and the institution itself may be regarded as furnishing the 
abnormal conditions. As in the case of all monstrosities, its lack of adaptation to 
its environment works in nature's own slow but sure way to secure its 
elimination. 48 
Or, to put it more simply, "Slavery as an industrial system and the industrial organization 
of society which succeeds militantism are fundamentally opposed. The conflict must 
come and it is safe to predict that the fittest will survive."49 Slavery, being an "abnormal" 
condition in an industrial society, would inevitably come to an end. 
Semple argued her point both on the basis of what she believed were universal 
socio-biological laws of progress and by drawing from her readings on political economy, 
which argued for the moral and economic superiority of free labor. As societies 
progressed and became more rational and intelligent, they naturally began to realize that 
free labor was more economically advantageous than slavery. Semple argued that slavery 
could only be truly profitable in an agricultural society where land was abundant and 
labor scarce (as was the case in the American south, allowing the institution to persist 
there far longer than it should have) because slave labor was inherently wasteful. Since a 
slave worked only because compelled to do so, "a natural cunning prompts him not to 
accomplish habitually as much as he might for fear if at any time he should not do his 
48 Semple, "Slavery: A Study in Sociology," 107. 
49 Ibid., 74. 
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usual amount, he might be punished for idleness." Because they reaped no benefit from 
their labor, slaves took little interest in their duties and had no incentive to work more 
efficiently. Free labor, on the other hand, because it held out the opportunity for economic 
independence and social advancement, "is eager, more skillful, productive of a greater 
quantity as well as a better quality, and more versatile."50 
Why did Semple choose slavery as her thesis topic? Joan Marie Johnson notes 
that Southern women at Northern colleges frequently felt compelled to defend the South's 
institutions against their "Yankee" classmates. Semple argued that the "peculiar 
institution," far from being peculiar, was an inevitable and necessary aspect of human 
development. Some of her statements on African slaves in the Americas clearly reflect 
racial attitudes typical of the period: "The negro, to begin with, was a savage ... with a 
minimum of intelligence and characterized only by an imitative power and docility which 
rendered the employment ofhim as a laborer possible." However, she also recognized 
that there was an economic motive at work: "In most cases the result of an attempt to 
educate him was not, economically speaking, worth the effort .... The raising of cotton, 
tobacco and sugar-cane required only unskilled labor, and the profits in these branches of 
agriculture were so great that there was no temptation to try other ways of money-
getting.'051 Elsewhere she observed, "The negro in this country proved to be unsuited to 
all forms of work which required dexterity or care and could be trusted only with the 
50 Ibid., 77-79. Similar arguments about the moral and economic superiority of free labor had been made 
since the 1850s and were a staple ofRepublican critiques of the South and slavery. See Eric Forrer, Free 
Soil, Free Labor, Free Men: The Ideology of the Republican Party before the Civil War (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1970), 15-18. 
51 Semple, "Slavery: A Study in Sociology," 37-38. 
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rudest implements and these he injured constantly. This characteristic is not to be 
attributed wholly to a natural deficiency of the negro intellect, for the native tribes of 
Africa in a state of freedom have since showed themselves expert in the use of firearms 
and other such delicate implements. The natural inference, therefore, is that. .. the negro 
was unskillful from the lack of interest which a condition of slavery generates."52 Semple 
seems to have been tom between two explanations for what she saw as the characteristics 
of American slaves (and, by extension, present-day African-Americans): a racial or 
developmental one (they are "savages") and a more subtle understanding of the ways in 
which all systems of slavery operate to dehumanize the enslaved. 
On the whole, however, Semple was far more concerned about the effects of 
slavery upon the economic and moral state of the free population. When slavery was 
present in an otherwise industrial society, she argued, it brought with it many of the more 
repressive aspects of a militant society, such as restrictions on free speech, the free press, 
and religious liberty. Slave societies were undemocratic, based on hierarchy and status, 
emphasized personal bravery and honor to an unhealthy degree, and encouraged 
callousness to suffering. 53 Moreover, slavery hindered the normal course of economic 
progress. Because it was only profitable in an agricultural economy, it prevented the 
growth of cities and concentrated population. Systems of transportation and 
communication remained primitive and there were few institutions of learning. 
Immigration was minimal and natural population growth slow. In short, "the presence of 
52 Ibid., 77. 
53 Ibid., 147-52. 
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slavery is a blight upon all productions of the creative imagination."54 Here Semple 
showed herself to be an enthusiastic supporter of the "New South," believing it was 
necessary for the south to industrialize. She called attention to the "wonderful 
development of natural resources and home industries in the South since the civil war." 
Already, "Georgia can compete successfully with the old established mills ofNew 
England both in the domestic and foreign markets in the manufacture of coarse cotton 
goods; and at no distant date, when the supply of skilled labor in the South shall be 
greater, the competition will extend to finer grades of goods." Under slavery, there was 
no incentive for southerners to invent or import machinery or more efficient methods of 
production, but with freedom, Semple argued, came innovation. 55 
Semple's thesis is a fairly straightforward application ofthe kind of political 
economy and sociology that was in vogue in the late nineteenth century. Though most of 
the authors she consulted wrote after 1859, there is also little evidence ofDarwinism. 
Ethnologists like Lubbock, Tylor, and McLennan were clearly influenced by Darwinian 
theory in that they accepted that humans had evolved over a period of time far exceeding 
Biblical chronology. However, as historian George Stocking points out, they frequently 
"appealed to processes that were rather tenuously related to Darwinism, and in some 
cases clearly ran counter to Darwinian assumption." Darwin's goal was to explain 
differentiation: "the process by which human cultural capacity in unlike environments 
would produce unlike cultural forms." Lubbock, Tylor, and McLennan all retained 
54 Ibid., 130-42. 
55 Ibid., 112. 
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strands of eighteenth-century uniformitarianism, assuming that human minds worked the 
same way and obeyed the same natural laws over space and time. Essentially, their aim 
was to discover the process "by which the ape had developed into the British gentleman," 
a process which they presumed all people could or should be following, even if they 
required outside assistance to do so. 56 At this point in her intellectual development, 
Semple seemed to be thinking along similar lines, though, as we shall see, she would 
soon begin to examine the interplay of cultures and environments. 
As Ellen was working on her thesis, Patty Semple was helping to organize the 
Woman's Club of Louisville, of which she and Ellen would both be active members for 
many years. As Jane Cunningham Croly put it in her 1898 work The History of the 
Woman s Club Movement in America, the club began in March 1890, when "thirty-eight 
earnest women met at the call of Mrs. Susanna H. L. Avery in the parlors of her spacious 
house on the comer of Fourth and Broadway." Susanna Avery, the widow of prominent 
Louisville inventor and businessman Benjamin Franklin Avery, was a supporter of 
women's suffrage and an advocate of "moral purity." Patty Semple was elected the first 
president of the club, "and her admirable management and rare intelligence raised the 
club to the high place that it has since occupied."57 According to Article III of the club's 
constitution, "The object of the Association shall be mutual sympathy and counsel, and 
56 Stocking, Victorian Anthropology, 178, 185. 
57 Jane Cunningham Croly, The History of the Woman s Club Movement in America (New York: Henry G. 
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united effort to further reform and improvement in the community in which we live."58 
The Woman's Club of Louisville followed in the paths ofthe women's missionary, 
asylum, school and prison reform groups of the 1830s and 1840s, the Women's Christian 
Temperance Union and the literary clubs (such as Sorosis and the New England Woman's 
Club) of the 1870s, and the Woman's Educational and Industrial Union of the 1880s. It 
incorporated elements of all of these, combining self-improvement through study and 
lectures with community activism. 59 
Patty and Ellen Semple served in a variety of positions in the club throughout the 
1890s. After her term as President from 1890 to 1891, Patty was elected Vice President in 
1892 and Second Vice President the following year. Ellen was the Corresponding 
Secretary and Chairman of the Committee on Publications for 1893-1894, and Chair of 
the Department of Economics for 1896-97. The Club was divided into four departments, 
Economics, Literature, Education, and Art, each with its own leadership and programs. 
For example, in 1898-1899, the Economics Department met on the third Thursday of 
every month for talks by the members of the group on various aspects of municipal life. 
Ellen Semple spoke on industrialization and its effects; other members discussed housing, 
58 Manual of the Womans Club of Louisville, 1898-1899 (Louisville: John P. Morton and Co., [1899]), 21. 
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transportation, police systems, and recreation, and they concluded with a "talk followed 
by general discussion" on "The Awakening of the Social Conscience. ''6° 
From its very beginning, though its focus was initially on the self-improvement of 
the members, the Woman's Club also occasionally took on public issues, particularly 
those relating to women and children. They petitioned the mayor and city council of 
Louisville to provide matrons in jails and police stations and to improve working 
conditions for women in retail establishments; they petitioned the state legislature to raise 
the age of consent from twelve to eighteen and to give women equal property rights, the 
power to make wills, and equal custody of children. 61 Patty Semple later recalled that 
when the club was originally formed "three subjects were tabooed--religion, politics and 
woman suffrage," but the members soon "found that our efforts in behalf of civic 
improvements and the correcting of outrageous abuses were handicapped at every tum by 
politics" and they began to feel that women needed to be involved in politics directly.62 
Nancy Forderhase notes that the Woman's Club members initially largely confined 
themselves to moral purity issues and "seemed content in following the lead of male 
reformers in the community," particularly the Commercial Club, a booster organization 
formed ofbusinessmen and community leaders. However, clubwomen soon "became 
more aggressive in their reform efforts," perhaps because they were also becoming more 
involved with other community activities. "As prominent community leaders, these 
60 Manual of the Woman s Club of Louisville, 1898-1899, 11, 46-61. 
61 Croly, History of the Woman s Club Movement in America, 503. 
62 Ida Husted Harper, ed., The History of Woman Suffrage, vol. 5, 1900-1920 (New York, 1922), 312. 
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women could be found in virtually all the charitable activities in Louisville," including 
the establishment of a settlement house, an orphan asylum, playgrounds, and 
kindergartens. 63 
The Woman's Club of Louisville was also encouraged to take on reform work 
through its membership in the General Federation of Women's Clubs, which it joined in 
1892. Jane Cunningham Croly, who had founded Sorosis in 1868, believed that a 
federation had enormous potential to influence public policy: "Once clubs united for 
mutual support and to avoid duplication of effort, clubwomen's collective response to 
problems would carry weight with legislators. Investigation of civic problems and 
pressure to correct them would be conducted efficiently by a centralized, national 
alliance." The General Federation, established in 1890, helped accelerate a drive away 
from "culture" and toward "municipal housekeeping" that had already begun in some 
clubs; a new generation of clubwomen who had grown up since higher education and job 
opportunities had become more available to women also helped bring about this 
change.64 
States also soon began to form their own federations; the Woman's Club of 
Louisville was one of fifteen clubs that came together to form the Kentucky Federation of 
Women's Clubs (KFWC) in 1894. The KFWC reported to the General Federation in 1897 
that it had taken up as its special task the formation of a state library system and had 
prepared a bill for the consideration of the state legislature requesting the establishment 
63 Forderhase, '"Limited Only by Earth and Sky,"' 335-36. 
64 Blair, Clubwoman as Feminist, 93, 98-99. 
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of a library commission. Already, "several traveling libraries have been sent to the 
isolated counties of the mountain districts.''65 In 1903, federation members began to turn 
their attention to Kentucky's public school system after Martha Stephenson spoke on the 
issue at the KFWC's annual meeting. Stephenson reported that only forty-five percent of 
Kentucky children were enrolled in school and at least fifteen percent of the adult white 
male population was illiterate; linking these statistics to political corruption and rising 
crime rates, she called upon federation members "to support a compulsory attendance 
law, local taxation for schools, and redistricting of local school systems." Members took 
up the task of gathering information and preparing reports on the status of education in 
Kentucky, which they later used in an extensive press campaign to bring attention to the 
cause in the weeks leading up to the legislative session of 1908. The General Assembly 
passed several school reform bills during that session, and even the Louisville Courier-
Journal, "which frequently looked with a jaundiced eye upon do-gooders, complimented 
the efforts of the Kentucky Federation ofWomen's Clubs and the Louisville Woman's 
Club for publicizing the need for educational reform, and pointed out that their effort 'has 
none of the earmarks of the feminine amateur reformer.' ''66 
65 Croly, History of the Woman s Club Movement in America, 499. See Chapter 3 for further discussion of 
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Clubwomen, particularly in the south, had to walk a fine line between maintaining 
proper womanly behavior (which generally meant confining themselves to domestic 
concerns) and using their supposed special female qualities of nurturing and service to 
bring about change in their communities. However, as Karen Blair points out, even the 
most conservative literary clubs seemed inevitably to tum to broader concerns, as they 
explored topics that "dealt not only with the arts, but with women's place in the arts and, 
finally, women's place in society." Having overcome inhibitions about speaking to an 
audience and learned how to organize programs and committees within their clubs, 
women felt more confident about taking on a public role.67 Many clubs rotated offices on 
a yearly basis, instead of holding elections, thus giving all members leadership 
experience.68 In this way women's clubs functioned very much like the literary and 
debating societies at women's colleges, providing a supportive all-female environment in 
which women could learn the skills they would need for public engagement. Indeed, 
since most members had not received any higher education, the opportunities for both 
study and leadership were particularly valuable. It seems safe to say that Ellen Semple's 
participation in both kinds of organizations played a crucial part in helping her develop 
the confidence in her intellect and abilities that she displayed throughout her academic 
career. 
6? Blair, Clubwoman as Feminist, 67-69. 
68 Martin, Sound of Our Own Voices, 66. 
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Graduate Education and the New Geography in Germany 
The Woman's Club of Louisville provided Ellen Semple with opportunities to 
participate in a range of public and intellectual activities, but she was also still interested 
in pursuing more formal higher education, and at some point in the early 1890s she 
decided to go to Germany. In a letter written after Semple's death, Duren J. H. Ward 
recalled that he had met Semple and her mother during one of their trips to London in 
1887. Ward was an American student who had just received a doctorate from the 
University of Leipzig, where he had studied with Friedrich Ratzel, the newly appointed 
chair of the department of geography. According to Ward, he lent Semple a copy of 
Ratzel's Anthropogeographie, the first volume of which had been published in 1882. She 
read it several times, and asked him to put together a bibliography which he described as 
"being of the most advanced character along the line of their mutual interests in World 
Civilization, General History, Sociology and Geography." Ward boasted, "It was through 
my enthusiasm for the courses offered by Professor Ratzel at Leipzig that she decided to 
go there for a period of study.''69 This story has been repeated in numerous places, but 
Semple herself gave a different account of her decision to go to Germany. In a letter to 
John Scott Keltie of the Royal Geographical Society written in 1912, Semple recalled, 
"In working for my M.A. degree in Economics and Social Science, I began to scent the 
importance of geographic influences, tho' at that time, in 1890, I struck no trail of a 
69 Duren J. H. Ward to Wallace W. Atwood, July 1932, Wallace W. Atwood Papers, B4-18-11, Folder 21, 
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previous investigator that was reliable enough to follow. Then I heard of Ratzel, and went 
immediately to Leipzig to study under him."70 
Friedrich Ratzel had been appointed professor of geography at the University of 
Leipzig in 1886 and in 1891 had just published the second volume of 
Anthropogeographie. He was also the author of Volkerkunde (1885-88, later translated 
into English as The History of Mankind). Although none of his work was available in 
English in the early 1890s, Semple knew German well enough to read it the original. (She 
spent three months living with a family in Leipzig to improve her spoken German before 
attending Ratzel's lectures in the fall of 1891.) However, Ratzel was not the only 
inducement to study in Germany. During her travels in Europe she undoubtedly 
encountered more examples of the attractions of German student life, as she had in 
Heidelberg, and she may have read an article that appeared in the Atlantic Monthly in 
December 1879, in which an anonymous woman who had recently studied at the 
University of Leipzig recounted her experiences there. The author addressed her remarks 
specifically to "the girl graduates of our American colleges, who desire to supplement 
their collegiate course by studying for a time under the more detailed and specialistic 
methods which belong to the Old World."71 
American men had attended German universities since the eighteenth century but 
began to matriculate in larger numbers after the consolidation of the German Empire in 
70 Ellen Churchill Semple to John Scott Keltie, 30 October 1912, Royal Geographical Society Archives, 
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1871, encouraged in part by the Pruss ian Minister of Education, Friedrich Althoff, who 
wanted to promote ties between American and German universities. 72 While German 
students could enter the universities straight from high school if they had passed the 
Abitur, the state-administered final examination, Americans, whose high-school 
curriculum was considered less systematic and rigorous, were required to have a 
bachelor's degree. It was also relatively easy to gain permission to audit courses as long 
as one could "demonstrate sufficient knowledge of the subject under discussion."73 
Graduate education was just beginning in the U.S. in the 1870s, so German (and Swiss) 
universities offered Americans some of the few opportunities for postgraduate study, and 
German universities were the model toward which many American institutions of higher 
learning looked for inspiration. As historian Charles McClelland has observed, German 
universities 
were the first to fuse teaching with research functions and thereby to create the 
very model of the modem university. They were the fountainheads of a large 
part of modem scholarship and science. By the beginning of [the twentieth] 
century, the German university system was the most admired in the world. Its 
internationally famous professors, many of whom counted among the great 
discoverers, scientists, and theorists of the age; its thorough critical training of 
students; its research-oriented teaching methods in seminars and institutes; its 
academic freedom, dignified spirit, and colorful folklore; and even its 
impressive buildings, such as libraries and laboratories, excited envy, scrutiny, 
and emulation around the globe. 74 
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The author of an 1885 article in Science supports McClelland's assertion: "In every 
important institution of learning in this country, there are scholars who have felt the 
beneficent effects of German method in their own intellectual culture, who have been 
inspired by German enthusiasm and devotion, who have profited by German erudition 
and research, and who are endeavoring to hold up to Americans the example of German 
scholarship."75 Thus, the author of the Atlantic article stated, "it becomes at once an 
important question how far the opportunities and privileges" enjoyed by American men at 
German universities "are also available to to women."76 
As Patricia Mazon notes in Gender and the Modern Research University, the 
regulations concerning auditing and matriculation at German universities were intended 
for men. "When faced with female applicants, existing policies were set aside while 
officials scrambled to respond." Few girls' high schools prepared them to take the Abitur, 
and indeed until the 1860s, most universities had no official policies banning women 
because it had never before been an issue until the first wave of auditors. By 1879, all the 
universities had officially forbidden women from matriculating, but auditing was 
generally still allowed. "Ironically, restricting women to auditing left officials with little 
to guide them in their admissions decisions because the traditional auditing guidelines 
were so lax." The number of foreign women auditors in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century was a persistent source of concern to university officials, but as Mazon 
points out, this was largely directed at Russian women, most of whom were Jewish. Thus, 
75 "German Universities From a New Point of View," Science 6, no. 137 (Sept. 1885), 246. 
76 "Contributors' Club," 788. 
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even though many universities restricted auditing, it was probably still relatively easy for 
a white, Protestant, middle- to upper-class American woman like Ellen Semple to get 
permission to audit. Indeed, between 1880 and 1896 Leipzig refused to allow women to 
audit, but about twenty women, including Semple, audited without official permission 
during this period.77 
As described in the Atlantic Monthly article, the procedures for auditing in 
January 1879, when the author arrived in Leipzig, were quite simple. She had "sent to 
America for testimonials from the university from which I graduated" but found "that 
these were not required, but that my passport would suffice." Beyond this, she "was 
obliged to call on each of the professors whose lectures I wished to attend, in order to 
procure their signatures to a printed permission furnished me by the Richter [university 
rector]" and pay the lecture fees. Of the six professors she approached, none refused to 
give her permission to attend lectures. However, she was acutely aware that the fact that 
women could not matriculate as students placed them in a separate category: "Every man 
connected with the university is acknowledged as a component element of the same, 
while the women are admitted as a favor, under the category of spectators." Still, she 
believed that though women "lack the stimulus and the shaping influence upon their 
course which the aim of working for a degree cannot fail to carry with it, they have the 
precisely the same opportunities for study as the men." In addition to Leipzig's 
accessibility, the "advantages it offers to the would-be student" are "too universally 
77 Mazon, Gender and the Modern Research University, 116-19. 
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recognized to require especial mention," and the lecture fees and living expenses were 
modest. "This fact, together with the fame of the university and the excellent musical 
advantages afforded by the Gewandhaus [the city's concert hall] and Conservatory, 
explains the enormous influx of foreigners, as well as Germans."78 
The article's author noted, "I have met but one other lady at any of the lecture 
courses I have attended, but there are, as nearly as I can learn, eight of us, all together, in 
the different departments of the university." She believed that "this excessively small 
minority out of a number of three thousand students can be explained only by the 
ignorance which exists in regard to the opportunities offered to women students here."79 
It does seem that once American women became aware that it was in some ways easier to 
attend lectures at German universities than at the few graduate programs in the United 
States, they took advantage of the opportunity. For example, during the winter semester 
of 1895-96, forty-seven American women audited lectures at the University of Berlin, 
which had only recently begun to allow women to audit. 80 
Like their German counterparts, most American universities had no official 
policies excluding women. But while it was possible to obtain "special student" status 
and gain admittance to classes with the permission of a willing professor, actually being 
awarded a doctorate was much more complicated. "It was a formal, almost legal, 
proceeding" involving not only professors and the department but also the president and 
78 "Contributors' Club," 789-91. 
79 Ibid., 798. 
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board of trustees, "many of whom long refused to award higher degrees to women or 
even to recognize their presence on campus.'>S1 Walter Crosby Eells has calculated that 
228 women received doctorates from American institutions before 1900, and almost all of 
them (204) were awarded after 1890.82 Christine Ladd-Franklin, who had been a special 
student at MIT in the 1870s and had been refused a doctorate, suggested in 1889 to the 
newly-formed Association of Collegiate Alumnae (ACA) that they establish a graduate 
fellowship for women who wished to study abroad. The ACA hoped that if they were 
"successful in opening foreign universities to women, this could be an important 
'entering wedge' ... in broadening opportunities for women everywhere.''83 By the 
1890s, a few American women (all of them ACA Fellows) had succeeded in obtaining 
doctorates from German universities--Margaret Maltby, who received her doctorate from 
Gottingen in physics in 1895, was the first. Shortly thereafter, the ACA founded a 
Council for Foreign University Work with Maltby and her fellow PhD Ida Hyde 
(Heidelberg, physiology, 1896) as members; the Council's object was to work with the 
German government to make the university application process smoother for American 
women students. 84 
In the early 1890s, however, six major American graduate schools decided to 
admit women on an equal basis with men and award them doctorates: Yale, the 
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University of Pennsylvania, Columbia, Brown, Stanford, and the University of Chicago. 
Thus, by the time German universities opened fully to women between 1900 and 1909, 
alternatives within the U.S. were available and, as Margaret Rossiter argues, "the appeal 
of foreign doctorates had begun to wane for Americans ofboth sexes. It is somewhat 
ironic and anticlimactic that so soon after being opened to women at such great emotional 
cost, the German universities began to lose their competitive edge over American ones 
and never did play the important role in the careers of American women scholars" that 
some women expected.85 This may have been true in some disciplines, but Ellen 
Semple's experience suggests that studying at a German university--even when no 
doctorate was awarded--still meant something to geographers well into the early 
twentieth century. Geography barely existed as an academic subject in the U.S. in the 
1890s, but Germany, since the era of Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859) and Karl 
Ritter (1779-1859), had been recognized as a place where geography was taken seriously 
at the university level. This was especially true after geography became a compulsory 
secondary school subject throughout the empire in the 1870s, increasing the demand for 
85 Rossiter, Women Scientists in America, 34, 43. Rossiter also argues that the "chief beneficiaries" of 
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university-educated teachers. 86 It is certainly significant that Semple and Martha Krug 
Genthe, the only women elected as founding members of the Association of American 
Geographers, had both studied in Germany--indeed, Genthe was the only member to hold 
a PhD from a department of geography, which she received from Heidelberg in 1901. 
Friedrich Ratzel was born in Karlsruhe, in Baden in southeast Germany, in 1844. 
Though originally apprenticed to a pharmacist, he developed an interest in the natural 
sciences as a young man and in the 1860s studied at the University of Jena with Ernst 
Haeckel. Haeckel (1834-1919) was a zoologist and an enthusiastic promoter and 
popularizer of Darwin; he was best known for his recapitulation theory, which postulated 
that an individual organism's development (ontogeny) parallels its species' entire 
evolutionary history (phylogeny). Ratzel's first publication, Sein und Werden der 
organischen Welt (The Nature and Development of the Organic World, 1869), was based 
largely on Haeckel's General Morphology. 87 In 1869 he also submitted a series of articles 
on the zoology of the Mediterranean region to the newspaper Kolnische Zeitung and was 
asked to write further articles about his travels in other parts of Europe. After serving in 
the Franco-Prussian War and another period of study at the University of Munich, he 
embarked on a two-year trip of the United States, Mexico, and Cuba. He published an 
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account of this trip, Stiidte und Kulturbilder aus Nordamerika (Urban and Cultural Life 
in North America), in 1876 and began his teaching career as a lecturer in geography at the 
Technische Hochschule (technical high school) in Munich. In 1886 he accepted an 
appointment at Leipzig, where he remained until his death in 1904. It appears to have 
been Ratzel's travels in the United States that led to the shift in his interests from zoology 
to ethnology and geography; he was particularly interested in cities and "the significance 
of geography for urban growth." In Stiidte und Kulturbilder aus Nordamerika he 
"observes and comments on the geography, the advantage of a city's site for industry and 
trade, the natural resources, the climate, and the produce of the land as contributory to the 
growth of human settlements. "88 
As David Livingstone notes, the three major proponents of the "new geography" 
in the late nineteenth century--Ratzel, Halford Mackinder in Britain, and William Morris 
Davis in the United States--were all originally educated in the natural sciences. 
Mackinder also started as a zoologist and Davis as a geologist. Davis studied at Harvard 
with paleontologist and geologist Nathaniel Southgate Shaler, who had himself been a 
student of the natural historian Louis Agassiz. 89 They were all very much influenced by 
the debates over evolution sparked by the publication of The Origin of Species in 1859. 
Geographer Geoffrey Martin argues that 1859 marked the end of the "classical" period of 
geography both because of the appearance of Darwin's work and because Humboldt and 
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Ritter died that year. Humboldt and Ritter were, he says, the last geographers to be able to 
claim "universal knowledge" about the earth; 1859 began the era of specialization and the 
division of general geography into the biological and social sciences.90 Ratzel, 
Mackinder, and Davis all retained some elements of their training in the biological 
sciences--thinking of communities as "organisms" engaged in a "struggle for existence," 
for example, or describing the development of landforms as a "cycle of life" --while also 
drawing from sociology, political science, and economics.91 So the "new geography," 
while a product of the post-Darwinian era of specialization, nonetheless retained some of 
the eclectic elements of the "old geography." 
What, then, was new about the new geography? The period of "classical [western] 
geography," as defined by Martin, begins with ancient Greece and with the works of 
Herodotus in particular. Herodotus wrote in the fifth century B.C.E., basing his work 
mainly on his own travels in the Mediterranean, the Black Sea and Russian steppes, the 
Persian Empire, and Egypt; he described and speculated about the physical processes of 
the earth (climate, flooding, etc.) as well as the people he encountered. Herodotus 
considered geography "the handmaiden of history": physical conditions provide the 
setting in which historical events take on meaning.92 Throughout the classical period--and 
into the modem era--geographers would continue to concern themselves with the 
90 Geoffrey J. Martin, All Possible Worlds: A History of Geographical Ideas, 4th ed. (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2005), 125. 
91 See D. R. Stoddart, "Darwin's Impact on Geography," Annals of the Association of American 
Geographers 56, no. 4 (1966), 685, for a discussion of William Morris Davis's evolutionary conception of 
landforms. 
92 Martin, All Possible Worlds, 21. 
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relationship between the natural, physical world and human culture. Geography was also 
very closely tied to travel and exploration, which provided both the impetus for and the 
information needed to produce accurate maps and charts as well as ethnological 
observations. The "discovery" of unknown people and places led to speculation about the 
origins of differences among human populations, and geography (climate in particular) 
was consistently cited as one of the major causes of physical and cultural variations. The 
sixteenth-century geographer Jean Bodin, for example, believed "that different 
environments brought about different combinations of the humours, which in tum 
manifested themselves in different physical and mental characteristics."93 Geographical 
explanations frequently had a teleological cast as well, arguing that "Divine Providence" 
had placed each group of people in the area of the earth most suitable to it. This was true 
well into the nineteenth century; as a writer and teacher Karl Ritter's primary concern 
was to convey his belief in an ordered and harmonious universe planned by God for 
man's use. 94 
The new geography differed more in its context and approach than in its tasks. 
Geographers still continued to collect information about lesser-known areas of the earth 
and to make studies of specific regions, often at the request of political administrators, the 
military, or business interests. This aspect of geography increased in importance after 
1870 as European nations began a new phase of competitive imperialism and the United 
93 Livingstone, Geographical Tradition, 97. 
94 Martin, All Possible Worlds, 123-124. 
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States consolidated its control over western territories and began to look abroad as well.95 
Many of the earliest geographical institutions had their origins in exploration and travel, 
such as the Royal Geographical Society in Britain (established in 1830), which grew out 
of the Africa Association, a dining club for travelers, and the surveys of the American 
west done by the U.S. Geological Survey beginning in 1880. Indeed, David Livingstone 
has called geography "the science of imperialism par excellence" in its three main goals 
of exploration, cartography, and racial cataloguing. The ninteenth century saw the 
"beginnings of a geographical tradition of mapping--both literally and metaphorically--
racial difference. "96 
In the post-1859 era, with evolution largely accepted among the geographical 
community and polygenist explanations for human origins discredited, environmental 
theories became ever more common as explanation for the diversity of human physical 
and cultural traits. Until the rediscovery of Gregor Mendel's work on genetics at the tum 
of the twentieth century, a variety of explanations were proposed for the methods by 
which new traits were acquired and passed on. Many scholars found Darwin's idea of 
evolution through random variation and natural selection unsatisfactory but saw in 
geographical environment a plausible cause of direct modification. Livingstone and J. A. 
95 The "new imperialism" differed from that of earlier periods in three major ways: one, the amount of 
territory that came under imperial control (three times as much as during the previous 75 years, so that by 
1914 about 85% of the world's land area consisted of colonies or colonial powers); two, the geographical 
shift from areas considered "empty" by Europeans (North America, Australia, New Zealand) to Africa, 
Asia, and the South Pacific, involving the incorporation of complete societies; and three, the increase in the 
number of colonizing nations, with England, France, and Russia being joined by the end of the 19th century 
by Germany, Italy, Belgium, the U.S., and Japan. See Mark Bassin, "Imperialism and the Nation State in 
Friedrich Ratzel's Political Geography," Progress in Human Geography 11, no. 4 (1974), 475. 
96 Livingstone, Geographical Tradition, 158, 160, 166. 
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Campbell have argued that nineteenth-century British and American geography actually 
owed more to the theories of eighteenth-century French naturalist Jean Lamarck than to 
Darwin: it was Lamarck who proposed that characteristics acquired during an 
individual's lifetime could be passed on to his or her offspring. Neo-Lamarckism 
"seemed both to lack many of the apparent deficiencies in Darwin's theory of evolution 
by natural selection, and to provide satisfactory solutions to to certain of that theory's 
most intractable problems." Most significantly, "by postulating direct heritable organic 
response to geographic environment, Neo-Lamarckism completely outflanked the 
problematic Darwinian premise of a coincidental occurrence in time and space between 
unexplained random variation and receptive environment"; direct organic response to 
environment also made Neo-Lamarckian theory "less inconsistent with those 'gaps' in the 
fossil record which Darwin had found rather difficult to square with his essentially 
indirect, gradualist theory." N eo-Lamarckism also allowed for a much quicker 
evolutionary pace and fit better with prevailing developmentalist social thought, which 
asserted that all organic development had an innate tendency to move from the simple to 
the complex and to become progressively "better" over time.97 Thus, while geography 
felt the impact of Origin of Species, and largely rejected teleological explanations for 
human origins and development, acceptance of evolution did not necessarily mean the 
acceptance of all aspects of Darwin's theory. 
97 J. A. Campbell and David N. Livingstone, "Neo-Lamarckism and the Development of Geography in the 
United States and Great Britian," Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers 8 (1983), 268-69. 
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The second major "new" element of the new geography was its emphasis on 
professionalism and the establishment of disciplinary boundaries. Martin identifies this 
impetus as a product of the Enlightenment and the sheer amount of information being 
produced, recorded, and classified, as well as the development of the scientific method 
and more rigorous standards of testing hypotheses and formulating theories. 98 Travel and 
exploration remained significant sources of employment and information for 
geographers, but geographers' "concern was to spell out the central cognitive claims of 
geography as a branch of science rather than to view it as just an adjunct to exploitative 
commercialism or as the repository of travel diaries."99 That the general public might 
view their work simply as a glorified travel narrative (or worse, a dull catalog of names 
and places) was a persistent source of worry to geographers. And as disciplines such as 
geology, oceanography, climatology, anthropology, biology, and political economy--all of 
which had been included in the universal geographies of Humboldt and Ritter--took 
shape, it became less clear what, exactly, was left for geography to do. When the Prussian 
government decided to establish chairs of geography at all the universities in the state in 
1874 (soon to be followed by the other German states), none of the appointees had any 
specialized training in a recognized discipline called "geography" and there "was no 
professionally accepted paradigm to serve as guide to the study of geography." Each 
98 Martin, All Possible Worlds, 131-32. 
99 Livingstone, Geographical Tradition, 172. 
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professor was essentially left to himself to "provide a definition of geography that would 
give it unity and that would establish its position among other academic disciplines."100 
The University of Leipzig first appointed Ferdinand von Richthofen chair of 
geography in 1883. Richthofen, a geologist, had carried out field studies in China for the 
Prussian government in the 1860s; in addition to identifying mineral and fuel resources, 
he theorized about the geological processes that had produced China's topography. In the 
first volume ofhis studies on China, published in 1877, and his inaugural address at 
Leipzig, he made what Martin calls "the pioneer statement of the scope and method of the 
new geography." The purpose of geography, Richthofen said, was 
to focus attention on the diverse phenomena that occur in interrelation on the 
face of the earth. To reach useful and reliable conclusions, he believed, a 
geographical study of any part of the face of the earth must start with a careful 
description of the physical features and then must move on to an examination of 
the relationships of other features of the earth's surface to the basic physical 
framework. ... The highest goal of geography is the exploration of the 
relationship of man to the physical earth and to the biotic features that are also 
associated with the physical features. 
Richthofen also addressed the question of whether geographers should be concerned only 
with describing the unique features of specific regions or if they should also attempt to 
draw larger theoretical conclusions. He concluded that "the essential observations on 
which any framework of concepts must be built had to be made in the field in particular 
areas where the features are unique" but that geography "must also go beyond the 
description of unique features to seek regularities of occurrence and to formulate 
IOO Martin, All Possible Worlds, 162-63. 
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hypotheses that explain the observed characteristics."101 In this way geography would 
break loose from its reputation of being a mere catalog of the earth's features and define 
itself as a true science. 
Richthofen left for Berlin in 1886 and Friedrich Ratzel was appointed to fill his 
place at Leipzig. If Richthtofen was primarily responsible for laying down "the 
guidelines for the systematic study of the earth's physical features," then it was Ratzel 
who "provided the guidelines for a comparable systematic study of human geography." In 
1882 he published the first volume of Anthropogeographie, which traced the effect of the 
physical features of the earth upon history; the second volume, which appeared in 1891, 
looked more closely at human cultural groups but in the context of their physical 
setting. 102 By the time Semple encountered him in 1891, Ratzel had also begun to 
develop a science of political geography, which would culminate in the publication of 
Politische Geographie in 1897. As noted previously, Ratzel's geographical work was 
influenced by his early training in the biological sciences and evolutionary theory. He 
was also influenced by the new imperialism, and the two strands came together in his 
theory of Lebensraum, or "living space." Mark Bassin notes that Ratzel was active in 
early colonial advocacy leagues, which tried to convince the German government to 
acquire overseas colonial possessions. In the late 1870s, he founded the Munich 
Association for the Defense of German Interests Abroad, a branch of the Central 
Association for Commercial Geography and the Promotion of German Interests Abroad, 
101 Ibid., 165-66. 
102 1bid., 167-68. 
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and helped to organize the Kolonialgesellschaft (Colonial Society) in 1882 and its later 
incarnation the Kolonialverein (Colonial Association). In addition, "much of Ratzel 's 
prodigious literary output was devoted to treatments of contemporary problems of world 
politics" and he was a regular contributor to the conservative-nationalist journal Die 
Grenzboten in which he presented his scholarly ideas to a popular audience.103 
The central concept of Ratzel 's work in the 1880s and 1890s was the idea of 
Lebensraum. Ratzel argued that "every living organism required a specific amount of 
territory from which to draw sustenance"--its "living space." This concept applied not 
only to individuals but to "homogeneous and spatially coalesced populations," which 
Ratzel termed "aggregate-organisms." He identified the political state as the human 
equivalent of the aggregate-organism, arguing that "the state not only bore a 
morphological resemblance to forests or animal herds, but operated according to the same 
laws of development." As human populations increased, they would inevitably outgrow 
their Lebensraum and excess population would overflow the boundaries of the political 
state. "Under optimal conditions, the state would then itself physically expand to meet 
this need" for additional space "and once again consolidate on the newly enlarged state 
territory." If the state did not expand, it would be doomed to decline. As Bassin notes, the 
problem Ratzel saw in this situation was not the growth of populations beyond the land's 
capacity to maintain them (this was entirely normal and healthy, he believed) but the fact 
that "while the imperative [to expand] he identified was shared equally by every state, 
J03 Bassin, "Imperialism and the Nation State," 481-82. 
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still the earth's surface was finite and offered only a limited amount of territory for this 
purpose." Ratzel saw no opportunity for expansion within Europe; overseas colonial 
possessions were the only option for obtaining additional Lebensraum available to 
European nations--hence his enthusiastic support for German colonial enterprises. 104 
Unfortunately, there are no records that tell us specifically what Ellen Semple 
learned in Ratzel's lectures. In the one letter that seems to have survived from that period, 
written to her mother Emerin Semple in 1892, she describes attending concerts at the 
Gewandhaus and services at the American church--the pastor, a Mr. Edwards, was 
"simply a treat." Mr. Edwards also organized informal meetings on Sundays for 
American students, where she had met "two charming men," one of whom was the very 
handsome Mr. Stancliffe, who also attended Ratzel's lectures. She also mentioned that 
August von Miaskowski, professor of statistics, had invited her to attend the receptions 
he and his wife hosted every other week. "All the students and docents flock there so I 
should have a chance to get acquainted with my fellow workers."105 For American 
students, experiencing the cultural life of Germany, particularly its musical traditions, 
was as important a part of their time abroad as their formal education, and Semple seems 
to have taken full advantage of the opportunities available in Leipzig. 
A story passed down through generations of students at the University of Chicago 
and Clark University claimed that Semple had to listen to Ratzel 's lectures from an 
104 Bassin, "Imperialism and the Nation State," 477-78. 
105 Ellen Churchill Semple to Emerin Price Semple, 30 January 1892, quoted in Bushong, "Unpublished 
Sources in Biographical Research," 80. 
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adjacent room because women were not allowed in the lecture hall, but this is not true. 
Semple never mentioned it herself and neither did Ruth Baugh, a student and collaborator 
who wrote an account of Semple's life in the 1960s. Semple's later account ofher studies 
with Ratzel indicate that they had a much more egalitarian relationship than that 
suggested in the legend, but that she always thought of him as the teacher and herself as 
the student: 
Ratzel was my inspiration, my dear Master and friend. I slaved in my work for 
him, and he repaid my efforts with most generous interest. Tho' I was young--
twenty eight years old--he admitted me on terms of mental parity, just to draw 
me out, I think, so we used to have wonderful conversations, especially on the 
philosophy of style, and style in geographical writing ... After my return to 
America, he constantly sent me letters urging me to write. In 1897 I began 
sending him my articles, which he would criticize, while always cracking the 
whip at me to do more, more. 106 
Ellen Semple returned to Louisville in 1896, and that spring the Woman's Club of 
Louisville hosted the Third Biennial of the General Federation ofWomen's Clubs. Patty 
Semple gave the welcoming address, and she began by drawing a contrast between a 
sixth-century church council, at which no women were to be seen, and the present 
occasion. The world had changed much since then: "Along many lines has the progress 
been stupendous, and in none more wonderful than in the position now recognized to be 
held by women." However, Semple urged her audience not to become complacent, and 
not to forget "our sisters of the past" who had led "starved, baffled lives." Women must 
never cease to be grateful that they had been born in this time and not another, and 
106 Semple to Keltie, 30 October 1912, quoted in Bushong, "Unpublished Sources in Biographical 
Research: Ellen Churchill Semple," 80. 
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American women, in particular, that they lived in a nation where possibilities for women 
were the greatest in the world. American women must put aside partisanship and 
prejudice and be world leaders. Semple reminisced about her childhood during the Civil 
War, and hoped that the fact that the GFWC had chosen a Southern city for its meeting 
meant that a new era of unity was beginning. "It is a singular fact that since the war the 
basis of all advancement has been more and more the maxim that union is strength. In the 
world of politics, of commerce, of philanthropy, even of literature and art, co-operation is 
the order of the day." However, she also reminded her listeners "as the chain is only so 
strong as its weakest link, so each club represented here is but the aggregate of the forces 
brought to it by its members." She urged that "individual development be not lost sight of 
in the effort for organized action."107 
The rest of the Biennial was a glorified club meeting, during which members 
presented papers in six departments: Home, Philanthropy, Literature, Finance, Social 
Economics, and Education. There were also two evening sessions, held at Macauley's 
Theater in downtown Louisville, at which six featured addresses were given. Ellen 
Semple gave one of these, entitled "Civilization Is at Bottom an Economic Fact." In all 
likelihood, this was the first time she had spoken publicly since her return from study at 
the University of Leipzig, and the first time she presented her developing ideas to a wider 
audience. In the address we can see elements of the kind of economic analysis Semple 
107 Third Biennial, General Federation of Women s Clubs (Louisville, Ky.: Flexner Brothers, 1896), 8-14. 
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produced in her master's thesis as well as the influence of Friedrich Ratzel's geographic 
thinking. 
Semple began with the premise that "Man's advance in civilization has meant an 
increasing command over the power and resources of nature, and control over himself. 
Hand in hand with development of economic methods goes development of morals." 
Civilization both produces and drives a desire for "a great variety of wants," which 
encourages economic progress to satisfy those wants; "every diversification of want in 
tum leads to a refinement of taste." Semple reiterated the Spencerian theory that 
civilization of this type was only possible when society made the transition from 
militantism to industrialism. Thus far, all of this is familiar territory, very similar to the 
ideas expressed in her thesis. However, she also added new ideas. As Semple observed, 
scholars in a variety of disciplines had begun to study the "economic elements" in their 
fields, but some--like Semple herself--were beginning to realize that this needed to be 
taken a step further by "laying their foundations in the bed-rock of geographic influences 
as the ultimate ever-present factors at work in making the history ofman."108 
In her talk, Semple introduced two geographic concepts that she would later 
explore further. One was the idea that there was some direct correspondence between a 
society's "degree of civilization" and its natural environment. The ideal environment, the 
one "most favorable to an enduring civilization," was one where resources were abundant 
yet there were still "powerful and continuous stimulants to effort." Both the tropics, 
108 Ellen Churchill Semple, "Civilization Is at Bottom an Economic Fact," Third Biennial, General 
Federation of Women s Clubs (Louisville, Ky.: Flexner Brothers, 1896), 420-421. 
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because they were "too generous," and extremely cold or barren regions discouraged 
work. Surely it was no coincidence, Semple suggested, that the United States and Britain, 
with their temperate climates, were both the "dominant commercial nations" and the 
"most highly civilized." Related to this point was her assertion that "the leading 
commercial agents are the chief colonizing people." Here Semple drew for the first time 
directly upon Ratzel, citing his claim that desire for territory was a bio-geographical law: 
"the struggle for existence is a struggle for space." Nations were compelled to broaden 
their economic base, "to take in new resources and to extend the old," in an effort to 
secure both material prosperity and political stability. The United States' "commercial, 
material" civilization was nothing to be "ashamed" of; not only were Americans obeying 
natural laws but they were also bringing about "ethical progress" by making goods and 
ideas available to "the masses."109 Though reflections of Semple's earlier work in 
"Slavery: A Study in Sociology" are still visible here, and economic analysis would 
continue to be a key aspect of her later geographic writings, her perspective had clearly 
shifted during her time in Germany with Ratzel. 
Thus, well before the publication of Influences of Geographic Environment in 
1911 Semple was helping to introduce Ratzel to American audiences. One of her very 
first published pieces, in 1894, was a review of Ratzel 's Politische Geographie der 
Vereinigten Staat en von Am erika (Political Geography of the United States) in the Annals 
of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, which later also published her 
109 Ibid., 422-424. 
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reviews of Der Staat und sein Boden (The State and Its Land) and of a revised edition of 
the first volume of Anthropogeographie. 110 She also translated a series of three articles by 
Ratzel on political areas, "The Political Territory in Relation to Earth and Continent," 
"Intellectual, Political, and Economic Effects of Large Areas," and "The Small Political 
Area," which were published in the American Journal of Sociology beginning in 
November 1897. 
In a review of Semple's 1931 book The Geography of the Mediterranean Region, 
sociologist Howard Becker commented, "By many American social scientists, Ellen 
Churchill Semple has long been erroneously regarded as merely the English-speaking 
factotum of Ratzel. "111 Semple has often been presented in the literature of the history of 
geography as someone who uncritically parroted Ratzel's ideas and introduced an 
insidious strain of environmental determinism into American geography. Martin says that 
Semple's "concept of the earth as the controlling factor in human life is carried beyond 
the possibility of objective verification," and Richard Peet has said that Semple's 
influence was due less to her "personal brilliance" than to the fact that "her theories 
served significant sociopolitical interests."112 Peet, in his Marxist analysis of 
environmental determinism, has argued, 
110 Semple, Review of Politische Geographie der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, Annals of the American 
Academy of Political and Social Science 4 (March 1894), 139-40; Semple, Review of Der Staat und sein 
Boden, AAAPSS 9 (March 1897), 102-04; Semple, Review ofAnthropogeographie. Erster Teil, AAAPSS 16 
(July 1900), 137-39. Semple also provided the Annals with numerous translations of reviews of German 
works on geography and political science in the mid-1890s. 
111 Howard Becker, Review of The Geography of the Mediterranean Region, AAAPSS 162 (July 1932), 
290. 
112 Martin, All Possible Worlds, 365; Richard Peet, "The Social Origins of Environmental Determinism," 
Annals of the Association of American Geographers 75, no. 3 (1985), 316. 
Environmental determinism was geography's entry into modem science. 
Determinism attempted to explain the imperial events of late nineteenth and 
early twentieth century capitalism in a scientific way. Yet, to gain a prominent 
position in the mass reproduction of ideas, geography had also to legitimate 
intersocietal competition and the conquest of some societies by others. The 
discipline borrowed from evolutionary biology, the leading science of the day, 
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in formulating its main principles, using the device of the organismic analogy. 113 
As discussed above, Ratzel 's political geography was predicated on the assumption that 
societies were essentially organisms. Semple noted in her introduction to Influences of 
Geographic Environment, "The organic theory of society and state permeates the 
Anthropogeographie, because Ratzel formulated his principles at a time when Herbert 
Spencer exercised a wide influence upon European thought." But since then, Spencer's 
theory had been "generally abandoned by sociologists," and she found it necessary to 
eliminate it in her own work based on Ratzel 's ideas. 114 
Peet argues that Semple did this by drawing upon the neo-Lamarckian 
explanation of the transmission of culture, which was, itself, "profoundly influenced by 
Spencer" in the sense that it continued to blur the distinctions between biological and 
socio-cultural factors. 115 Semple's stated goal was to unravel the effects of"heredity and 
environment, man and his geographic conditions, the internal forces of race and the 
external forces of habitat." This, of course, had always been one of geography's main 
projects, but Semple attempted to do it in a more scientific fashion--that is, by placing the 
113 Peet, "Social Origins of Environmental Determinism," 310. 
114 Ellen Churchill Semple, Influences of Geographic Environment, on the Basis of Ratzel's System of 
Anthropo-Geography (New York: Henry Holt, 1911 ), vi-vii. 
115 Peet, "Social Origins ofEnvironmental Determinism," 318. 
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question within the framework of current evolutionary and developmental theories. As 
she explained in the introduction to Influences of Geographic Environment, 
The writer's own method of research has been to compare typical people of all 
races and all stages of cultural development, living under similar geographic 
conditions. If these peoples of different ethnic stocks but similar environments 
manifested similar or related social, economic or historical development, it was 
reasonable to infer that such similarities were due to environment and not to 
race. Thus, by extensive comparison, the race factor in these problems of two 
unknown quantities was eliminated for certain large classes of social and 
historical phenomena.II6 
Peet argues that Semple's "academic purpose was to vindicate geography's place in the 
emerging division of labor as the science of the natural conditions of historical events." 
She determined that "geographic factors worked in a direct way to alter racial 
characteristics and in an indirect way, through social and political activities, to shape the 
destinies ofpeoples. The characteristics acquired from geographic environments ... were 
selectively preserved and accumulated during various evolutionary developments." One 
of the most important ways in which environment was believed to influence social and 
cultural development was "through the quality of the available natural resources, human 
productivity, and the natural possibilities for industry and commerce."117 Ultimately, this 
explained why some societies were destined to expand and others were destined to be 
conquered or disappear. The most successful societies or states were the ones that started 
with a base of adequate resources but also had the necessary "race temperament" to make 
the most of them, which would eventually lead to population growth and the search for 
116 Semple, Influences of Geographic Environment, vii, 2. 
117 Peet, "Social Origins of Environmental Determinism," 320. 
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new territory and more resources. This was how geography, as Peet puts it, "legitimat[ ed] 
the inexcusable": by attributing the "dominance of some peoples over others" to "a 
suprahuman force--the will ofNature as expressed in varying environmental capacities, 
racial abilities, and mentalities."118 
That Semple thought that American expansion was inevitable, necessary, and 
good is indisputable. As Peet points out, the production of environmental-determinist 
theory was not a "deliberate manufacture of propaganda" by scholars hoping to profit 
(either economically or in terms of prestige) from their support of imperialist-capitalist 
endeavors. "Like everyone else, they must exchange their product--ideas--within the 
existing division of labor and relations of production. Their economic integration 
supports a basic sympathy with the existing social order. Immersed in its economy and 
culture, intellectuals propagate the aims of the encompassing society as their own even as 
they search for 'neutral truth. "'119 Even if we discard Peet's explicitly Marxist analysis, it 
is clear that Semple was entrenched in the ideologies common to Americans of her race 
and class, and that it was perhaps inevitable--with or without Ratzel's influence--that she 
would find scientific explanations that fit within those ideologies and would not call into 
question existing hierarchies and power relations. But as Edward Said wrote of 
nineteenth-century British rule over Egypt, "To say simply that Orientalism was a 
rationalization of colonial rule is to ignore the extent to which colonial rule was justified 
118 Ibid., 321. 
119 Ibid., 309-10. 
in advance by Orientalism, rather than after the fact." 120 In the same way, the work of 
Semple and other geographers did not simply justify imperialism but helped create the 
conditions in which imperialism could take place. 
120 Edward Said, Orienta/ism (New York: Vintage Books, 1979), 39. 
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CHAPTER2 
HISTORY'S GEOGRAPHY: ELLEN CHURCHILL SEMPLE AND THE FORMATION 
OF AMERICAN GEOGRAPHY IN AN ERA OF EXPANSION, 1897-1911 
At the tum of the twentieth century, during a period of rapid technological, 
economic, and social change, practitioners of the emerging discipline of geography 
offered their subject as a way for Americans to understand themselves as a nation and 
their changing place in the world. In this chapter I discuss Ellen Churchill Semple's role 
in bringing about changes in the way geography was taught in elementary and secondary 
schools as well as her contributions to discussions of how geography could be used to 
make sense of American history. While these may appear to be separate issues, they are 
actually closely related, as both ultimately turned upon the belief that the future of the 
United States depended upon the embrace of economic expansion at home and abroad. 
In the first part of the chapter, I examine how, as an early and frequent contributor 
to the Journal of School Geography, Semple helped introduce elementary and secondary-
school teachers and other pedagogical professionals to a new way of thinking about 
geography, one based on the understanding of economic principles rather than the 
memorization of"principal products." By introducing commercially-oriented geography 
into the elementary and secondary school curriculum, Semple and her colleagues would 
help produce a new generation of Americans who would increasingly see the world as 
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organized around commodities and trade. The second part of the chapter is an exploration 
of the ways in which Semple, in works such as American History and Its Geographic 
Conditions (1903), offered an analysis ofhow the unique environment of the United 
States had shaped its past, and suggested that its future would be at the forefront of an 
expanding international economic network. The chapter concludes with a examination of 
Semple's work on Appalachia, which serves as a case study for the ways in which she 
analyzed the intersection of history and geography and grappled with issues of race, 
heredity, and environmental influences. 
Defining Geography at the Turn of the Century: Ellen Semple and the Journal of School 
Geography 
Two years after she returned from Germany, Ellen Churchill Semple published 
her first article on geography, "The Influence of the Appalachian Barrier upon Colonial 
History," in the second issue of the Journal of School Geography. Richard Elwood 
Dodge, professor of geography at Teachers College, Columbia University, founded this 
new periodical in 1897 with the aim of"advanc[ing] in every way possible the cause of 
good geography teaching in the elementary and secondary schools."1 In 1902, the Journal 
of School Geography merged with the Bulletin of the American Bureau of Geography to 
form the Journal of Geography. The first issue of the new journal proclaimed, "There is 
an awakening of interest in geography in the schools of America, wide spread, and 
1 "Introductory," Journal of School Geography 1 (1897), 1-2. 
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rapidly growing--an interest shared alike by teachers and students from the lowest grades 
to the university." In response to this interest, two journals, "each successful and rapidly 
growing, have recently combined, with a high appreciation of the needs of geography in 
our schools, and will attempt, by the concentration of energy in one journal, to become a 
stronger factor in the future healthy development of the science.''2 The following year, 
after some reorganization, the Journal's editors set out its goals more precisely: 
The JOURNAL will include articles dealing with geographical facts and the 
teaching of geography; notes summarizing the best and most helpful advances in 
geography reported in current literature; brief notes on recent publications in the 
book and map world; longer and frank reviews, from the standpoint of usage, of 
the most important publications; and news notes including recent events of 
interest, and forthcoming educational meetings at which papers on the teaching 
of geography will be presented. A special feature will be the reprinting, in part or 
as a whole, of articles of teaching value that appear in the many reports of the 
National Government that are not readily accessible to teachers.3 
As Dodge noted in the first issue of the Journal of School Geography, "The 
problem of 'What is Geography' and what we should include and teach under this 
science" was the fundamental question facing geographers in the late nineteenth century. 4 
Dodge's journal was at the forefront of movements that were changing the nature of 
geography both within the academic community and as it was taught in American 
elementary and secondary schools. Academic geographers, in their drive toward 
professionalization, were staking out the boundaries of their discipline. They frequently 
2 "Announcement," Journal of Geography 1 (1902), 3. The American Bureau of Geography was an 
organization for teachers of geography in elementary, secondary, and normal schools based in the midwest. 
3 "Announcements," Journal of Geography 2 (1903), 3. 
4 Richard E. Dodge, "Some Suggestions Regarding Geography in Grade Schools," Journal of School 
Geography 1 (1897), 14. 
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did this by determining what geography was not and excluding certain subjects that had 
previously fallen under geography's umbrella. The redefinition of geography also 
extended to changes in the way geography was taught to American students in elementary 
and high schools. Dodge and his colleagues helped bring about a shift in the definition of 
geography from a physical science to one that had man's relationship with the land at its 
center. Defining geography also meant determining its relationship to other school 
subjects, particularly history, and the extent to which they should be taught as interrelated 
subjects. 
Richard Dodge had started his own career as a geologist. As a student at Harvard 
from 1891 to 1894, he worked as an assistant to Nathaniel Southgate Shaler, and later did 
graduate work with William Morris Davis. He was appointed instructor in geology at 
Harvard in 1894, but left in 1895 to attend Columbia's Teachers College. It was here that 
Dodge developed an interest in both teaching and geography, becoming a professor at 
Teachers College in 1897 and remaining there until 1916. According to Susan Schulten, 
Dodge "was one of the first to teach the 'new' geography of human-environmental 
relations," and introduced courses in commercial and industrial geography at Teachers 
College in 1905 and 1911.5 Through his position at Teachers College and as editor of the 
Journal, Dodge was well-placed to influence how geography was being taught at all 
levels throughout the United States, and by having her first articles published in the 
Journal, Semple was able to present her ideas to a wide audience of teachers and others 
5 Susan Schulten, The Geographical Imagination in America, 1880-1950 (Chicago: University ofChicago 
Press, 2001 ), 83. 
in the pedagogical profession. This exposure, for a relatively unknown scholar (she had 
previously published some reviews of German works on geography and translations of 
articles by Freidrich Ratzel) was critical. 
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1897 was an opportune moment for the founding of a new journal devoted to 
school geography. Just four years earlier, the National Education Association's (NEA) 
Committee on Secondary School Studies (or the "Committee ofTen," as it was also 
known) had met with the goal of reforming the high school curriculum. In the late 
nineteenth century there was a great deal of debate among teachers, university professors, 
employers, and reformers of various types (such as progressives and labor leaders) over 
the purpose of secondary education. Was it to be primarily vocational or should it be 
aimed at preparing students for college? Most schools were doing both, but there was 
much disagreement over whether this was desirable or even possible. As Schulten puts it, 
"This struggle reflected the contrary goals of those fighting for reform: labor leaders, 
progressives, and employers needed graduates who could understand their place in 
society, while university professors and other advocates of a tougher curriculum wanted 
students whose training and outlook would reinforce their own--young and as yet 
uncertain--social identity."6 By gearing high-school education toward purely academic 
study, if not college entrance per se, the new curricula would emphasize learning for its 
own sake rather than for its "usefulness." It would also give academics the opportunity to 
6 Schulten, Geographical Imagination, 101-02. 
influence their disciplines outside the realm of the university, thus bolstering their 
authority as professionals. 
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Because members ofthe "professional" group made up the majority of the 
National Education Association in 1892, they were able to move the curriculum in the 
direction they saw fit. Education in a democratic society, they argued, could not separate 
students based on their future prospects; everyone would follow the same course of study. 
The Committee also "intensely criticized the American high school for its lack of 
intellectual rigor, in both curriculum and instruction. In its place, the committee 
recommended an intensified program of analytical skills learned through history and 
science.'"? Geography, as a discipline that had traditionally incorporated elements of both, 
would play an important role in reforming the curriculum. At the same time, educators 
were under pressure from academic geographers to modernize geography. Since the 
eighteenth century, geography instruction in schools had heavily relied upon 
memorization and recitation and often amounted to little more than the cataloguing of 
people, places, and things found on the earth. Academic geographers, anxious to establish 
geography as a distinct discipline, found this vague definition of geography as a catchall 
subject dangerous. However, the members of the Conference on Geography, in their 
report, themselves admitted, "It was found difficult to define strictly the scope of 
geography on account of its intimate relations with, and gradations into, geological, 
7 Ibid., 102. 
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meteorological, zoological, botanical, historical, political, and other sciences. "8 And, in 
fact, the Committee, in its comments upon the report, noted, "geography means for all the 
members of this Conference something entirely different from the term geography as 
generally used in school programmes. Their definition of the word makes it embrace not 
only a description of the surface of the earth, but also the elements of botany, zoology, 
astronomy, and meteorology, as well as many considerations pertaining to commerce, 
government, and ethnology."9 
The Conference on Geography "did not pretend to treat chiefly instruction in 
secondary schools, and incidentally instruction in the lower schools; but, on the contrary, 
grasped at once the whole problem, and described the topics, methods, and apparatus 
appropriate to the entire course of twelve years."10 The members proposed a general 
elementary geography course that would "treat broadly of the earth and its environment 
and inhabitants," a course of study that could potentially include "astronomy, 
meteorology, zoology, botany, history, commerce, governments, races, religions, etc." 
The Conference considered this broad mixture of subjects necessary because the majority 
of students would not attend school past the sixth or seventh grade; if they were not 
exposed to these subjects in their elementary geography courses, they never would be. 11 
8 National Education Association, Report of the Committee ofTen on Secondary Studies (New York: 
American Book Co., 1894), 204. 
9 Ibid., 31-32. 
10 Ibid., 32. 
11 Ibid., 204-05. 
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Students who continued their education into high school were to be offered a 
course in physical geography or physiography: "the features of the earth's surface, the 
agencies that produce and destroy them, the environing conditions under which these act, 
and the physical influences by which man and all the creatures of the earth are 
profoundly affected. " 12 If qualified teachers and equipment were available, the 
Conference recommended that schools offer electives in meteorology and geology. The 
Committee of Ten gave its endorsement to a curriculum based on "the physical 
environment of man" but still seemed comfortable with a notion of geography that 
embraced a variety of subjects, at least in the elementary grades. It was not until 1899, 
when the NEA issued its Report on College Entrance Requirements, that it began to 
specify what topics should not be included in geography. They affirmed the Committee of 
Ten's definition of physical geography as the physical environment of man but 
recommended that "it should be the aim to exclude a number of subjects frequently 
treated under physical geography, but more appropriately included under other heads, for 
example, purely astronomical matter, certain principles of physics, the classification of 
animals and plants, and tables of the geological periods." Study of the atmosphere, 
oceans, and land should form the core of physical geography, but this was not to be 
interpreted as teaching meteorology, oceanography, or geomorphology. Rather, they 
should be taught in an elementary way, and "with the motive and from the special point 
12 Ibid., 205. In his 1907 textbook, University of Chicago geology professor Rollin D. Salisbury noted that 
the term "physiography" was commonly used in schools as a synonym for "physical geography," but could 
also be used to indicate the physical geography of the land only and excluding meteorology. (Salisbury, 
Physiography, 3d ed. [New York: Henry Holt: 1919], 3). 
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ofview of physical geography"--that is, as they related to the environment of man. 
Similarly, "the distribution of organisms should not be taught with reference to zoological 
and botanical classification, but in exposition of the organic environment of man, and as 
itself controlled by physiographic and other influences."13 In other words, while affirming 
the role of physical geography in the curriculum, the Committee nonetheless made way 
for a more human-centered geography. Textbook authors, many of whom were 
themselves NEA members, quickly adopted these new recommendations. 
The NEA's guidelines were shaped as much by the concerns of professional, 
academic geographers as they were by the perceived needs of students. That this was the 
case is evident from a talk given by geographer Martha Krug Genthe at the Eighth 
International Geographic Congress in 1904. Genthe lamented the fact that geography, 
particularly in the lower grades, "has been more and more enlarged in recent years, so 
that it now includes almost every conceivable object on earth." While she did not dispute 
that zoology, botany, and astronomy were essential subjects that should remain part of the 
curriculum, she "requested in the interest of our science that its name should no longer be 
borrowed for their purposes." It was this "false application" of the term geography that 
created the impression that "geography is only an ill-assorted agglomeration of 
disconnected matter, a receptacle for all that can not be otherwise disposed of in the 
curriculum," and this misapprehension was the main obstacle to the acceptance of 
13 National Education Association, Report of Committee on College Entrance Requirements, July 1899 
(National Education Association, 1899), 154. 
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geography's status as an "individual science."14 Geographers would consistently use this 
tactic of defining their discipline by excluding what they believed geography was not. 
By making their own goals (establishing geography as a distinct discipline with a 
specific set of goals and criteria for its practitioners) essential to the education of 
American youth, academic geographers created an audience for their ideas and a 
marketplace for their textbooks and periodicals. Still, in spite of the NEA's statements, 
Dodge and his colleagues frequently found it necessary to reassert their beliefs, 
suggesting that teachers did not always carry out the ideas of pedagogical authorities. In 
their 1913 book, The Teaching of Geography in Elementary Schools, Dodge and his co-
author Clara Kirchwey began by explaining what school geography ought to be: 
School geography cannot be separated from the whole vast field of geographic 
knowledge. Therefore the small part of the field presented in the elementary 
school must be geography, as this term is interpreted by the geographers who have 
done most to organize the science and to show its unity, in spite of its close 
interrelations with biology, astronomy, history, anthropology, economics, and 
many other sciences. "Geography" must not continue to be what it has so long 
been--as taught in schools--a vast collection of more or less related facts about 
things on the earth. It must be a portion of the science of geography as defined by 
the authorities in this field. Is 
Geography, as authorities defined it, was "the exact and organized knowledge of the 
distribution of phenomena on the surface of the Earth, culminating in the explanation of 
14 Martha Krug Genthe, "School Geography in the United States," in Report of the Eighth International 
Geographic Congress Held in the United States, 1904 (Washington, D.C, 1905), 981-82. Genthe actually 
offered an ingenious suggestion which would solve part of this problem, which was to simply stop using 
the term "geography" altogether in the lower grades and replace it with some more general term, such as 
"object lessons" (as in the term ler;:ons des chases used in French primary schools, or the German 
Anschauungsunterricht) (982). 
15 Richard Elwood Dodge and Clara Barbara Kirchwey, The Teaching of Geography in Elementary Schools 
(Chicago: Rand McNally, 1913), 1-2. 
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the interaction of Man with his terrestrial environment." In terms of teaching, this meant 
that "the 'causal relation' between life and the earth shall be constantly kept in mind and 
that the interactions of causes and consequences shall be increasingly brought out." 
Teachers were not to require students to memorize facts, but to help them understand 
basic geographic principles: "It is of more value ... for a pupil to understand the reasons 
for the growth of such a city as New York or Chicago, because ofthe geographic 
conditions which have favored it, than it is for him to know the approximate population 
of these cities at the last census or the names of the railroads that enter them."16 
The understanding of basic geographic principles was the underlying theme of 
Dodge's and Kirchwey's program of elementary geographic education. Their ideal 
curriculum was organized around the different ways people around the world performed 
the basic tasks of life--obtaining food, clothing, and shelter, trading and communicating, 
creating communities and governments--and how these tasks were affected by different 
geographic conditions. Teachers were advised to begin with the students' own region and 
to explore how and why the children and their parents carried out their everyday tasks in 
that particular geographic environment. From there, with basic principles established, 
students could go on to explore other regions: "Each locality treated should be studied 
briefly as a region where people are living and working, as we are, but perhaps differently 
because the conditions about them are different. Emphasize the similarity of purpose of 
life in these regions and at home, and the different ways of doing things." Teachers were 
16 Ibid., 8. 
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cautioned to "emphasize the ways of people that have a geographic reason for being, but 
omit curious customs and personal racial characteristics" --that is, qualities that could not 
be attributed to environment.17 Depictions of the "curious" elements of other peoples 
were to be discarded as a relic of the old geography with its travelogue-like descriptions 
of strange places, but despite Dodge and Kirchwey's admonitions, textbooks consistently 
identified foreign customs as racial characteristics and emphasized other nations' 
differences from the U.S. 
Introducing students to geography through the lens of "living and working" 
naturally led to a focus on industry and commerce. However, in Dodge's curriculum, 
students would not merely memorize the "principal products" of countries, but would 
understand how commodities were products of particular environments. More advanced 
students would examine "the commercial relations between peoples or regions because of 
the differences of industrial products and the position that a region holds in world trade, 
with the reasons therefor."18 Industrial and commercial geography were, as Dodge and 
Kirchwey noted, relatively new additions to the geography curriculum, but in the context 
of the United States' expanding commercial empire at the tum of the century, it is not 
surprising that they were becoming more and more important in schools at this time. 
American exports increased tremendously in the late nineteenth century, from 
$800 million in 1895 to $2.3 billion in 1914. At the same time, persistent economic 
downturns reinforced the idea that overproduction was to blame for depressions and that 
17 Ibid., 44. 
18 Ibid., 164-165. 
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more new markets were needed to absorb the U.S.'s surplus products, keep the economic 
system running smoothly, and, not incidentally, prevent unrest among industrial workers. 
Even the most ardent expansionists rarely argued for the annexation of territory and 
colonization on the European model. Rather, they focused on creating economic policies 
that would reduce barriers to American entrepreneurs abroad as well as establishing a 
military presence to protect American interests. 19 
Susan Schulten argues that the trend toward commercially focused geography was 
a product of both the climate of economic expansion and further changes in the 
composition and goals of the NEA. By the early twentieth century, the NEA was no 
longer dominated by university professors, but had a large membership of administrators 
and teachers. The student body had also become larger and included more students who 
did not expect to attend college, encouraging greater emphasis on vocational education. 
In 1909 the NEA again appointed a committee to review secondary school geography, 
this time under the leadership of James Chamberlain, a teacher at the State Normal 
School in Los Angeles, who "had long criticized the existing structure of school 
geography, arguing that education ought to prepare students for life, and that geography 
ought to capitalize on the student's 'natural' interest in human production and industry." 
In the Report ofthe Committee on Secondary-School Geography, he stated that 
geography, as it was presently being taught, "places too much emphasis upon the detailed 
19 Emily S. Rosenberg, Spreading the American Dream: American Economic and Cultural Expansion, 
1890-1945 (New York: Hill and Wang, 1982), 16,45-50. See also Matthew Frye Jacobson, Barbarian 
Virtues: The United States Encounters Foreign Peoples At Home and Abroad, 1876-1917 (New York: Hill 
and Wang, 2000), Chapter 1. 
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study and classification of land forms, and too little upon human response to those 
forms." It also, according to Chamberlain, failed to "give the student a grasp of the 
natural resources, the industries, and the commerce of the world."20 
The purpose of secondary school geography was not to prepare students for 
college entrance requirements, as more than ninety percent of the students would not be 
going to college. Rather, its goal was to "give the student that knowledge of the regions 
and peoples of the world which intelligent participation in the affairs of life requires." In 
practice, this meant emphasizing those aspects "which show most clearly how human life 
is influenced" by geography: climate, the oceans, "the larger geographic forms such as 
plains, plateaus, mountains, valleys, rivers, falls, lakes, and glaciers." In learning about 
landforms, emphasis should be placed on understanding "how they are related to the 
production of food, of occupations, of transportation, and the distribution of population." 
Students should also study the United States' natural resources as well as "the work of 
our government in modifying geographic environment." Geography could best 
demonstrate its usefulness by preparing students to take their places in the U.S.'s 
increasingly global marketplace, whether as producers or consumers. Chamberlain 
acknowledged that there would be difficulties in implementing this vision of geography 
because of a lack of texts that met the requirements, but he believed that "publishers will 
provide us with the necessary texts almost as soon as we declare ourselves ready for 
them." In the meantime, he recommended Albert Perry Brigham's Geographic Influences 
20 James F. Chamberlain, "Report of the Committee on Secondary-School Geography," Journal of 
Proceedings and Addresses of the National Education Association (1909), 822-23. 
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in American History and Semple's American History and Its Geographic Conditions, 
along with selected government publications and periodicals. 21 
Courses in economic or commercial geography (the two terms were used 
interchangeably) had in fact been available in high schools since the late nineteenth 
century, when public schools began offering business courses in addition to the general 
and classical curricula. So when physical geography began to fall out of favor with 
school administrators in the early twentieth century because they believed it had 
insufficient practical application, courses in economic geography were already 
established in many schools and could easily be incorporated into the general curriculum. 
Public high schools generally offered economic geography as an elective to students in 
the general and college-preparatory curricula and as a required course for students in the 
business or commercial program. More schools began to offer economic geography to a 
wider range of students, resulting in "an increased attention to it from textbook writers, 
and pronouncements from university geographers to justify economic geography as both 
an essential in the business curriculum and the keystone of a liberal education."22 
As Schulten notes, "the relationship between American foreign policy and the 
nation's textbooks may appear to be a truism: because imperialism and expansionism so 
dominated the understanding of the world--and because the United States was now 
actively participating--nearly every geography textbook would confront the issue at the 
21 Ibid., 824-25, 827. 
22 Jerome D. Fellman, "Rise and Fall of High School Economic Geography," Geographical Review 76, no. 
4 (1986), 427-33. 
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tum of the century." But this was not true, for example, of history textbooks, none of 
which were "unconditionally supportive of either military or economic expansion 
abroad." The authors of geography texts, on the other hand, rarely challenged American 
expansion and embraced a world view organized around commercial production.23 As 
one tum-of-the-century textbook author put it, "Great care has been taken to acquaint the 
pupil with the world-wide interests that are now before us, and to prepare him to take his 
part in the advance that we must make in all the practical arts of life. With the outreach of 
our country, through its vast outlying possessions on both sides of the world, opening the 
way to unlimited commercial expansion, the new geography has forced to a point of view 
which necessitates a thorough recognition of its commercial and business aspect."24 
Increasingly, geography textbooks depicted a world where physical environment was 
significant only in so far as it related to trade, and organized people according to "their 
ability to extract, manipulate, and export natural resources." The use of resources became 
a measure of progress: "authors judged states, cultures, and races worthy to the extent 
that they participated in trade."25 
Geography texts' discussions of resources, trade, and progress were part of the 
larger discourse of civilization that predominated in American culture at the tum of the 
century. As the term was used at the time, it denoted a specific stage in human evolution, 
the successor to savagery and barbarism. "Civilized" societies were thought to have 
23 Schulten, Geographical Imagination, 106-07 
24 H. Justin Roddy, Complete Geography (New York: American Book Company, 1902), 2. 
25 Schulten, Geographical Imagination, 106-07. 
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reached the highest stage of economic development, having passed through the hunter/ 
gatherer, nomadic/herding, and agricultural phases to industrial production. As societies 
developed economically, they also acquired the political and social trappings of 
civilization: monogamous marriage, private property, patriarchal families, and organized 
government. It was believed (by white people) that the white races were the only people 
to have achieved this most advanced stage--indeed, civilization itself was often seen as a 
white racial trait. Civilization was also a gendered concept: the more civilized a society, 
the greater the degree of sexual differentiation present. Civilized white men were the 
"manliest" and white women the "womanliest," meaning that each sex adhered firmly to 
expected gendered appearance and behavior.26 
Using these stages of development, all societies could be ordered on a hierarchical 
scale that indicated how far they had progressed. Beginning in the eighteenth century and 
culminating during the First World War, European and American observers began to use 
scientific knowledge and technological development as their main measures of progress. 
Science and technology were seen as objective measures that revealed the true nature of 
societies; it was believed that they could not flourish in places that were ruled by despots 
or crippled by superstition and, perhaps most importantly, they gave people control over 
nature. Savage and barbarous societies were depicted as being at the mercy of nature, 
deprived of food, clothing, and shelter and certainly barred from experiencing the "finer 
26 Gail Bedennan, Manliness and Civilization: A Cultural History of Gender and Race in the United States, 
1880-1917 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), 25-26. 
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things."27 Indeed, it became a commonplace of geographical thought that certain kinds of 
physical environments (such as the temperate climate of northwest Europe) were more 
conducive to scientific and technological--and hence commercial--development than 
others. 
Thus, civilized societies were those that had learned how to use scientific 
knowledge and manipulate resources to improve the conditions of everyday life, and that 
now could spread both knowledge and goods to the browner peoples of the world. 
Indeed, many pro-expansionist Americans used the rhetoric of civilization to argue that it 
was the U.S.'s duty to bring the blessings of civilization, in the form of sewing machines, 
canned goods, and electricity, to savage and barbarous societies. As Josiah Strong put it 
in his 1886 book Our Country, "What is the process of civilization but the creating of 
more and higher wants?" --a sentiment that Ellen Semple echoed in her own early 
writings. Conversely, "savages" could not be allowed to let their own natural resources 
go to waste; if they could not use them effectively and efficiently, it was the duty of white 
Euro-Americans to do it for them.28 Geography texts, because of their focus on 
interactions between man and nature, could easily adopt and reinforce this point of view. 
Ellen Semple's articles in the Journal of School Geography were a perfect fit with 
Dodge's pedagogy and the new commercial emphasis. They certainly lived up to Dodge's 
27 Michael Adas, Machines as the Measure of Men: Science, Technology, and Ideologies of Western 
Dominance (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1989), 122, 134. 
28 Jacobson, Barbarian Virtues, 16-17. See Mona Domosh, "Pickles and Purity: Discourses of Food, 
Empire and Work in Tum-of-the-Century USA," Social and Cultural Geography 4, no. 1 (2003): 7-26, for 
an excellent example of how American companies--in this case, the Heinz Corporation--used the rhetoric of 
civilization to market their products in the U.S. and abroad. 
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promise in the first issue that articles would appear "in such a form that [they] can be 
readily used by any teacher" and would be "free from circumlocutions and flowery 
language."29 For example, in "A Comparative Study of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans," 
Semple's main point of comparison was how the characteristics of each ocean had or had 
not promoted commercial development in the surrounding region. She compared the size 
of the oceans, the nature of their coastlines, and the navigable rivers associated with each, 
but did not theorize about the physical processes that created these different 
environments, as a geographer of Davis's school would have. These characteristics were 
worth knowing only in the ways people made use of them, and for what activity on the 
sea revealed about "the status in civilization of the nation that practices it" and as a "test 
of its vigor, and the truest measure of its growth."30 
Semple assumed that her audience would have the same understanding of 
"civilization" as she did, and that they would agree that it was linked to commercial 
growth. Writing in the aftermath ofthe Spanish-American War, in which the U.S. Navy 
had decisively defeated Spain's antiquated fleet and gained control of the Philippines--
seen as a stepping-stone to the highly desirable Chinese market--such connections 
undoubtedly seemed axiomatic to white, middle-class readers. Semple was probably also 
influenced by Alfred Thayer Mahan's The Influence of Sea Power upon History (1890), 
in which he argued that the sea was the new frontier, "a vast safety valve to draw off the 
29 "Introductory," 1. 
30 Ellen Churchill Semple, "A Comparative Study of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans," Journal of School 
Geography 3 (1899), 121. 
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nation's surplus production." Production, shipping, and colonization "constituted the 
mainspring of historic activity among powerful, seagoing nations"; in order to control 
their own economic fate, nations needed to control the seas.31 
A focus on commercial development and its role in bringing about progress recurs 
throughout Semple's early articles. In "Some Geographic Causes Determining the 
Location of Cities" ( 1897), she began by explaining how, in the ancient world, the 
constant presence of war meant that defensible locations such as mountains and islands 
were generally chosen as the sites for cities. However, she also noted "even at an early 
period, the needs of trade could not be wholly ignored," and quickly moved on to a 
discussion of the modem period, in which "this consideration came to outweigh all 
others. "32 The remainder of the article is essentially a list of examples of different kinds 
of geographical features which make good locations for cities--the mouths of rivers, 
waterfalls, entrances to mountain passes--and why. Again, the emphasis is not on the 
physical qualities of these features but on the advantages that each setting provides to 
people. Semple's approach here corresponds to Dodge's view that it was more important 
for students to understand general geographic principles than it was to know specific 
facts about specific cities. 
The new human-centered geography is most clearly articulated in "The Indians of 
Southeastern Alaska in Relation to Their Environment" (1898). Semple discussed both 
31 Jacobson, Barbarian Virtues, 23. Semple cited both Influence of Sea Power and Mahan's The Interest of 
America in Sea Power, Present and Future (1897) in American History and Its Geographic Conditions, so 
it seems likely that she was probably familiar with them when she wrote this article. 
32 Ellen Churchill Semple, "Some Geographic Causes Determining the Location of Cities," Journal of 
School Geography 1 (1897), 227. 
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how environment had shaped native Alaskans' traditional culture and how the arrival of 
"civilization" had altered their patterns of life. She explained how a combination of harsh 
climate, unfavorable agricultural conditions, and an extensive seacoast "point[ ed] the 
Alaskan native to a sea-faring life" and influenced their patterns of settlement, methods 
of hunting and fishing, and the production of canoes and weapons. Semple also reported 
that tribes of the islands and exposed coasts hated walking. They rarely walked because 
the land was inhospitable or inaccessible, and depended upon their canoes for 
transportation so their legs "become unfit for strenuous use." Indeed, the use of canoes 
developed the arms and shoulders but left the rest of the body "stunted and deformed" --a 
striking example of the supposed influence of environment on physical development. 33 
It was actually highly unusual for Semple to attribute a direct physical 
consequence to environment, and it is worth noting that this was not something she 
claimed to have observed herself, but had read in Eliza Ruhamah Scidmore's Guidebook 
to Alaska and the Northwest Coast (1897). But Semple also asserted that with the 
"introduction of civilization" many Tlingits had taken up new occupations, such as 
working in canneries and gold mines, and so had "improved in form," especially since 
they often began such work as children! 34 In this Semple echoes the claims of many 
white Europeans and North Americans about the capacity for western science and 
technology to transform the cultures--and in this case, the very bodies--of non-western 
33 Ellen Churchill Semple, "The Indians of Southeastern Alaska in Relation to Their Environment," Journal 
of School Geography 2 (1898), 209, 212-13. 
34 Ibid., 213. 
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peoples through the discipline of work and the examples of western rationality and 
efficiency. 35 
Even as she emphasized the role of environment in shaping human behavior, 
Semple acknowledged--and embraced--the way human inventiveness could alter 
supposedly immutable environmental laws. This was especially true when she spoke of 
technological changes in transportation. In a world where railroads could be built almost 
anywhere, "natural advantages" did not necessarily have the advantage and indeed began 
to take a "secondary place" since the introduction of railways. Towns could spring up 
anywhere, even "where a site has little to recommend it as such, except that it is the 
junction of several railroad lines. "36 Similarly, though "the conditions of historical 
progress in the Pacific are not as favorable to early development as in the Atlantic," the 
conditions could be "modified by the devices of man." They were already being changed 
by railroads, and would be even more so if a canal could be built on the Central American 
isthmus, joining the Atlantic and Pacific into one great "world-ocean."37 
Though Semple herself was clearly interested in the economic implications of 
geography, she questioned the way commercial geography was taught in schools. In a 
talk given to the Educational Section at the Eighth International Geographic Congress, 
she asserted that geographic textbooks were "burdened with masses of economic detail, 
which in themselves are uninteresting to a child, which are imperfectly presented in their 
35 Adas, Machines as the Measure of Men, 230. 
36 Semple, "Location of Cities," 231. 
37 Semple, "Atlantic and Pacific Oceans," 178-79. 
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causal relation, and which for a large part are only indirectly, not directly and obviously, 
the effect of geographic conditions." Emphasis on economic geography was also 
encroaching on time that would be better put to use in studying maps. Rather than being 
given facts to memorize, "every child should become an infant discoverer on the 
cartographical page in order to acquire a self-constructed knowledge of every ocean, 
continent, and country as the basis for anthropo-geographical deductions."38 Given basic 
geographic principles and knowledge of maps, students should be able to deduce for 
themselves the significant economic relationships of the world. 
The "Handmaiden of History"? Geography s Relationship to History and the Historical 
Profession 
Ellen Semple was also very much aware of the relationship between history and 
geography. In most schools, students were introduced to geography first, and then moved 
on to history in the more advanced grades. Yet geography was rarely taught with this 
progression in mind. Similarly, students were not given sufficient geographical 
background to truly understand history. In her talk to the Geographic Congress, Semple 
recalled an incident from her own youth, "studying the dreary list of naval engagements" 
of the War of 1812, "and wondering in my childish mind where all these battles were, and 
why they were anywhere." The meaning of events only became clear when one knew not 
only where they took place but also why that location was significant. Each subject 
38 Ellen Churchill Semple, "Emphasis uponAnthropo-Geography in Schools," Journal ofGeography 3 
(1904), 367-68. 
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would be enriched by incorporation of elements of the other: "By introduction of the 
human element, geography is lifted out of the dull round of formal studies and the earth 
becomes the setting of a great world drama. By the introduction of the geographic 
element, history becomes vitalized; through it now pulses the lifeblood of the people."39 
Semple explicitly addressed the connection between American history and 
geography in her very first original article, "The Influence of the Appalachian Barrier 
upon Colonial History," published in the second issue of the Journal of School 
Geography in 1897. She began by proposing a basic geographic principle: "History 
shows us by repeated instances that the geographical conditions most favorable for the 
early development of a people are such as secure to it a certain amount of isolation." 
According to Semple, the French had made a fundamental mistake in North America by 
scattering their settlements on the plains, dispersing the population across a territory that 
was too large to control. The English, on the other hand, were wise--or lucky--enough to 
find themselves "in possession of a narrow strip of coast, shut off from the interior of the 
country by an almost unbroken mountain wall." Unlike the French and the Spanish, they 
were not exposed to the "temptation to wide expansion" and were kept to a naturally 
defined area, which "transformed the hunter into the farmer, the gentleman adventurer 
into the tobacco grower."40 
39 Ibid., 366-67, 371. 
40 Ellen Churchill Semple, "The Influence of the Appalachian Barrier upon Colonial History," Journal of 
School Geography 1 (1897), 33-35. 
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Ultimately, Semple argued, these limitations of space would provide both 
protection for the young colonies as well as cohesion, giving them a greater solidarity 
than they would otherwise have had. If the colonies had expanded earlier and over a 
broader area, they would have been more difficult to govern. More importantly, "it would 
have generated in a larger proportion of the population the spirit of the frontier, that is, 
the spirit of independence." But "disaffection towards the mother country would have 
developed slowly as a chronic disease; and we may think it would have been a long time 
before the feeling could have gathered strength to break out in rebellion." As it was, the 
colonists moved quickly from disaffection to independence, and were assisted in their 
rebellion by the "spirit of union" which had been fostered by "their close contiguity." In 
rebelling, the American colonists were also following another "recognized law of 
political geography": the tendency of peripheral areas to defect from the center. 
"Differences of geographical conditions of climate, soil, economic methods, and 
therefore of political and social ideas, rapidly differentiate colonists from the parent 
nation." Physical distance and slowness of communication also contributed to the 
colonists' sense of separation from England and compelled them to develop a "spirit of 
initiative and independence."41 
Semple included this article, almost without alteration, as a chapter of her book, 
American History and Its Geographic Conditions, published in 1903. Another 
geographer, Albert Perry Brigham, a professor at Colgate University, published his 
41 Ibid., 40-41. 
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Geographic Influences in American History in that same year, and also included a section 
on the influence of the Appalachians on colonial history. Together, Semple and Brigham 
helped popularize the idea of the "Appalachian barrier," which remained conventional 
historical wisdom into the 1960s. Historian H. Roy Merrens, in his 1965 article 
"Historical Geography and Early American History," claimed that the myth of the 
Appalachian barrier "still haunts interpretations of colonial history" despite the fact that 
there was little evidence to support it. He argued that the colonists were hardly crowded 
together on the eastern seaboard; there was plenty of land, and in so far as they were kept 
to the east of the Appalachians, it was for reasons other than the impassability of the 
mountains, such as Native American threats and the prohibition enacted by the British in 
1763. And in any case, colonists did settle west of the Appalachians before the 
Revolution. Merrens criticized Semple and other representatives of the "man-land 
tradition" for being predisposed to geographical explanations and thus finding them 
everywhere. 42 
The idea of the Appalachian barrier is one of Semple's more puzzling statements, 
and it is difficult to say how she drew this conclusion. For one, it is not clear whether she 
really meant that there was no settlement west of the Appalachian Mountains before the 
revolution or that there was no official, state-sanctioned settlement--which was indeed 
the case--or perhaps that there was so little settlement as to be irrelevant. But still, it is 
difficult to see how, in any of these instances, the supposed geographical barrier would 
42 H. Roy Merrens, "Historical Geography and Early American History," William and Mary Quarterly 3d 
ser., 22 (1965), 532-33. 
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have been removed by the late eighteenth century in the absence of any significant 
technological changes in transportation. Semple avoided this question but gave the 
impression that the mountains were simply unable to hold back the spirit of revolution 
and independence any longer. She may have believed that the British were unwilling to 
expend the resources necessary to promote and support trans-Appalachian settlement in a 
remote and sometimes hostile environment, and the American government was--or was 
forced to by settlers. In this reading the mountains are an obstacle that may be overcome 
rather than an absolutely impassible barrier. But she never articulated an argument as 
such, preferring to present a simpler, more obviously environmental explanation. 
Despite its flaws, Semple's argument nonetheless provided a persuasive and novel 
explanation for the American revolution that helped explain Americans' unique character 
but also preserved cultural ties to Britain. American History and Its Geographic 
Conditions was well received by the academic and popular press and helped make 
Semple a household name beyond the realm of geographers and geography teachers. So 
by December of 1907, when the American Historical Association (AHA) held its twenty-
third annual meeting in Madison, Wisconsin, Semple was an obvious choice to present a 
paper at the session on the Relation of Geography and History organized by Frederick 
Jackson Turner. The second paper, "Physiography as a Factor in Community Life," was 
by Orin Grant Libby, professor of history at the University ofNorth Dakota and a former 
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student of Turner's. Also present was Ulrich B. Phillips of the University of Wisconsin, 
who presented "two maps that illustrated the relation of geography and history."43 
In his introductory remarks, Turner "called attention to the relative lack of study 
of the relations between geography and history in the United States in spite of the fact 
that this country affords one of the most important fields, if not the most important, for 
the study of interactions between man and his environment." He went on to observe that 
"society is here in the process of formation, and settlement is so rapidly extending across 
dissimilar geographical provinces that such conferences seem peculiarly desirable and 
worthy ofbeing repeated.''-44 The question ofthe nature of the relationship between 
culture and environment is one that has been raised for nearly as long as people have 
been thinking about the sources of differences among the peoples of the world. 45 
Europeans had been settled in the same spot for so long, and had left few records until 
relatively recently, making it difficult to disentangle the many possible influences that 
had formed the various European cultures. In America, _pn the other hand, scholars such 
as Turner believed they had a perfect laboratory for the study of environmental 
43 "The Meeting of the American Historical Association at Madison," American Historical Review 13 
(1908), 435-37. 
44 Frederick Jackson Turner, "Report of the Conference on the Relation of Geography and History," in 
Annual Report of the American Historical Association for the Year 1907 (Washington, D.C.: Government 
Printing Office, 1908), 45. 
45 Classic examples include Hippocrates, Airs, Waters, Places; Herodotus, Histories; Charles de Secondat 
Montesquieu, The Spirit of Laws, ed. David Wallace Carrithers (1748; Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1977); Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the State of Virginia, ed. William Peden (1781; Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1955); and Samuel Stanhope Smith, An Essay on the Causes and 
Variety of Complexion and Figure in the Human Species, ed. Winthrop Jordan (1810; Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1965). See also Antonello Gerbi, The Dispute of the New World: The History of a 
Polemic, 1750-1900, trans. Jeremy Moyle (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1972) and Clarence 
J. Glacken, Traces on the Rhodian Shore: Nature and Culture in Western Thought From Ancient Times to 
the End of the Eighteenth Century (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973). 
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influences: a relatively homogeneous ("Anglo-Saxon") population spreading out over a 
variety of geographic environments over the course of a few hundred years. As Turner 
said, "society is here in the process of formation": all his colleagues had to do was 
observe what was happening around them. 
The nature of the relationship between American society and the American 
environment was already a pertinent issue when Turner first presented his frontier thesis 
in 1893, and it was even more so by 1907, when the frontier had been officially "closed" 
for almost fifteen years. This is why arguments over the relationship between history and 
geography were especially pressing and relevant in the early years of the twentieth 
century. By examining how the American environment had shaped the nation in the past, 
scholars might be able to get a sense of what to expect in the future. Now that the North 
American continent had been conquered, could Americans find new frontiers that would 
continue to promote and preserve individualism and democracy? Could American 
political, economic, and social institutions be counted on to maintain what was special 
about the American character in the absence of free land?46 The session at the 1907 AHA 
was informed by these questions and the relative powers of history and geography to 
provide the answers. 
46 Ray Allen Billington points out that when Turner used the term "free land," he did not mean land that 
was actually "free," but land "that paid a lesser return than those more favorably situated or endowed"--
land that was marginally fertile or inaccessible by transportation facilities. However, as settlers, markets, 
and infrastructures expanded, this "free land" would "vanish" as its value increased. (Billington, The 
Genesis of the Frontier Thesis: A Study in Historical Creativity [San Marino, Calif.: The Huntington 
Library, 1971], 36.) As the term was popularly used, it seems to have meant something like "widely 
available and relatively inexpensive land." 
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At the time that Semple presented her paper to the AHA, she was probably best 
known for her 1901 article on the "Anglo-Saxons of the Kentucky Mountains" (see 
Chapter 3) and as the author of American History and Its Geographic Conditions. 
Semple's first book, like Turner's work, saw the frontier as the primary factor in shaping 
American character and institutions. She described how a "backwoods type" had 
developed among the early settlers of the Appalachian Mountain region, where "the daily 
struggle for existence amid the dangers of the wilderness produced a race of men, sturdy 
in their self-reliance, self-respecting in their independence, quick to think, strong to act, 
and above all filled with the spirit of enterprise." This experience prepared them "to be 
pioneers and founders of states in the more distant wilderness beyond," and it was these 
men, according to Semple, who "were the first genuine Americans."47 
The fact that Albert Perry Brigham published Geographic Influences in American 
History almost simultaneously with Semple's work in 1903, and made a similar 
argument, seemed to indicate that a new trend was developing that neither geographers 
nor historians could ignore. Indeed, four years earlier, in his introduction to The Races of 
Europe, (a source frequently cited by Semple) sociologist William Ripley had declared 
that "a new phase of geographical research," focusing on its "purely human aspects," "is 
now in high favour among historians and students of social affairs." This new kind of 
geography was "stimulated and enlightened by the sciences of anthropology, archaeology, 
sociology, and even statistics .... It is neither political, commercial, administrative, nor 
47 Ellen Churchill Semple, American History and Its Geographic Conditions (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1903), 61-62; 77. 
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economic geography; it is something more than the science of the distribution of races. It 
overlaps and includes them a11."48 
Reviewers of Semple's and Brigham's books saw the simultaneous appearance of 
the two texts as evidence that "the fashion of regarding history solely from the viewpoint 
of politics is passing away."49 Reviewers in newspapers and non-academic magazines 
tended to see this development as a good thing. Of Semple's work, the Independent 
observed, "American history has been treated so fully and by so many skillful hands that 
its political and personal and constitutional phases seem to be worn quite threadbare ... so 
that the appearance of a book with so fresh a conception of the forces that have guided 
our development must be greeted with pleasure."50 The Chatuaquan proclaimed 
American History and Its Geographic Conditions a "luminous guide" to the "thoughtful 
reader of history," and "indispensable" to the "progressive teacher of American history."51 
The New York Times went so far as to assert that it was "worth about ten Fourth of July 
orations in showing the reader his duty to be a worthy citizen."52 
No doubt some of the book's popularity derived from the fact that some believed 
"the entire book is an argument for expansion." The reviewer for the Bulletin of the 
American Geographical Society noted that the book could be recommended both to 
48 William Z. Ripley, The Races of Europe: A Sociological Study (New York: D. Appleton, 1899), 4-6. 
49 "American History and Geography," The Dial, 16 Feb. 1904, 124. 
50 Review of American History and Its Geographic Conditions, by Ellen Churchill Semple, The 
Independent, 7 April 1904, 798. 
51 "Talk About Books," The Chautauquan, July 1904,497. 
52 New York Times, 31 October 1903, clipping from scrapbook, Ellen Churchill Semple Papers, Special 
Collections Library, University of Kentucky. 
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people who agreed with Semple's belief "that America's destiny to reach out over the 
world is a result of the operation of geographic laws," and to anti-expansionists, as a 
source "that certainly shows the main arguments of the other side clearly."53 As noted 
above, few Americans wanted a European-style colonial empire. Aside from a brief 
period of annexationist enthusiasm around the time of the Spanish-American war, both 
pro- and anti-expansionists were generally uncomfortable with the idea of incorporating 
non-white persons into the American polity. However, pro-expansionists believed that it 
was possible for the U.S. to "reach out over the world" without directly ruling other 
peoples. When Semple spoke about the inevitable movement to new frontiers, she meant 
American investment and trade, not necessarily Americans themselves. For one thing, she 
believed that white Americans could not prosper, physically or morally, in tropical or 
subtropical environments. And for another, it was no longer strictly necessary, in the age 
of telegraphs and rapid transportation, for large numbers of Americans to transplant 
themselves into new regions; they could direct operations from home. This then was a 
new form of colonization by American capital, not men. 
But to most academic reviewers, the most notable thing about the new books was 
the way in which geographers were exploring--or encroaching upon--historical territory. 
Historian Albert Bushnell Hart, in his review of both books in the American Historical 
Review, conceded that "though geography is well known to be the handmaid of history, 
their relations are too little noticed by experts in either subject." Hart praised Brigham for 
53 Review of American History and Its Geographic Conditions, by Ellen Churchill Semple, Bulletin of the 
American Geographical Society 35 (1903), 566-570. 
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his "vigorous and suggestive" book, which was clearly the product of an "expert 
scientific man," though one who tended to treat history as the handmaid of geography. 
Semple, on the other hand, while she attempted a "larger, more ambitious, and more 
distinctly historical" project, was deemed "much less precise and authoritative" than 
Brigham. 54 
However, the offering of geographical interpretations of history--particularly by 
scholars who were not trained as historians--was clearly distressing to some in the 
profession. Ellen Fitzpatrick's analysis of an 1905 article in the American Historical 
Review by Alfred Lloyd "suggests that scholarship on nature and the environment was of 
sufficient interest among members of the profession that it merited questioning as an 
undertaking." Lloyd, a professor of philosophy at the University of Michigan, asked his 
readers, "Is history losing its human character and interest? Is it becoming more and more 
a natural science, a mere record of natural causes and effects, less and less a story, artistic 
and dramatic, of what men and nations by dint of the will and might and coursing blood 
within them have now and again achieved?" The recent tendency of historians to pay 
attention to material conditions, climate, natural resources, and the like, suggested to 
Lloyd that "history is in great danger of materialism, even of gross materialism." Lloyd 
was concerned--and not entirely without cause--that this kind of historical materialism 
54 Albert Bushnell Hart, Review of Geographic Influences in American History, by Albert Perry Brigham, 
and American History and Its Geographic Conditions, by Ellen Churchill Semple, American Historical 
Review 9 (1904), 571-72. 
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had a tendency to select one factor and "treat it as the central determinant of all human 
history. "55 
So, although the role of environment had long been a concern of Frederick 
Jackson Turner's, he was likely also influenced by the conversations that had been 
provoked by Semple's and Brigham's work when he organized the session on the 
Relation of Geography and History at the 1907 meeting of the AHA. From his 
introductory remarks, it is evident that Turner was primarily interested in using the 
United States as a case study for examining the influences of environment on history. 
However, in her paper, Semple took as her subject not just the United States but 
attempted to consider the role of geographic location across the globe and throughout 
human history. 
Semple began by stating that geographic location was the most important factor in 
determining a nation's history. "Location necessarily includes the idea of the size and the 
form of a country," but greater area did not always mean greater historical significance. 
Many small nations or peoples have been more historically significant than large ones 
because of their advantageous location--for example, Gibraltar, the Canary Islands, and 
the Netherlands. Russia, on the other hand, was a prime example of the potential 
disjunction between area and importance that could be caused by location. According to 
Semple, Russia's location on the border of Asia and position in the "outskirts of Europe" 
55 Ellen Fitzpatrick, History :S Memory: Writing America's Past, 1880-1980 (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2002), 79-80; Alfred Lloyd, "History and Materialism," American Historical Review 10 
(1905), 727. 
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limited its access to European culture and "subjected her to the retarding ethnic and social 
influences emanating from her Asiatic neighbours."56 In this statement Semple revealed 
her western biases as well as a tendency to conflate geography and culture: Russia's 
location would not have been considered disadvantageous had Semple not deemed the 
influence of European cultures to be more desirable than that of Asian cultures. 
These examples illustrate a key point about Semple's conception of geographical 
location: that its primary significance comes from relationships with other areas. Even the 
most apparently detached places, like England and Japan, showed the influence of 
surrounding areas, drawing both population and culture from their neighbors and then 
"individualizing" them "under the isolating influence of. . .local environment." Semple 
was particularly interested in the question of how islands and other "defined natural 
locations" that provided some degree of isolation developed. As she put it, in these 
locations, "some part of the passing human tide is caught in a vessel and held till it 
crystallizes into a nation. These are the conspicuous areas of race characterization." 
Semple was quick to point out that a protected location did not necessarily determine how 
people would develop but only left them free to develop in their own way. However, she 
clearly believed that history showed that restricted location did give societies an 
advantage, because "restriction leads to the concentration of the national powers, to the 
more thorough utilization of natural advantages, both racial and geographical, and 
thereby to the growth of an historical individuality." On the other hand, "nothing robs the 
56 Ellen Churchill Semple, "Geographic Location as a Factor in History," Bulletin of the American 
Geographical Society 40, no. 2 (1908), 65-67. 
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historical process of so much of its greatness or weakens so much its effects as dispersion 
over a wide, boundless area." Semple saw the French colonies in North America as an 
example of this negative effect, while the English colonies, kept to the Atlantic seaboard 
by the Appalachian Mountains, were an example of how a restricted geographical 
location could confer advantages to development. 57 
According to Semple, geographical location fell into four main categories: central 
(e.g., the Magyars and the Iroquois in the Mohawk Valley), peripheral (Phoenicia, the 
British colonies in 1750), scattered (French and British settlements prior to 1700), and "in 
a related series" (for example, "oasis states grouped along desert routes"). Each type of 
location had its advantages and disadvantages and did not necessarily correspond to a 
particular level of "civilization." Scattered location, for example, could indicate the 
"shattered fragments of a conquered people," or they could be signs of the growth of an 
expanding people. 58 However, Semple also stated that it was very unusual for countries in 
a central location to be civilized--according to her, there were only nine, of which the two 
examples she gave were Switzerland and Abyssinia. A central location provided 
opportunity for expanding territory, but it also left nations vulnerable to encroachment on 
all sides. Likewise, peripheral locations enjoyed "a protected frontier along the sea," but a 
limited territorial base. 59 
57 Ibid., 69-70. 
58 Ibid., 73. 
59 Ibid., 74, 76. 
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Ideally, states would combine these two types of location, because "a broad 
territorial base and security of possession are the guarantees of national survival." The 
United States was fortunate to have both: "Here the value of periphery is greatly 
enhanced by the interoceanic location of the country, and the danger of entanglements 
arising from a marked central location is reduced by the simplicity of the political 
neighbourhood" ("simplicity" meaning that the U.S. shared borders with only two other 
nations). A nation's status could thus be determined at least partly from its geographical 
location. For example, when Poland lost its Baltic seaboard, this loss of"a peripheral 
point of advantage" and confmement to the interior was a "sign of national decay." 
Conversely, when a landlocked country is able to acquire seaboard territory, that is a sign 
of national growth: "Such peripheral holdings are the lungs through which states 
breathe. ''6° 
Despite her assertion that it was most beneficial for nations to combine central 
and peripheral locations, Semple seemed to believe that the peripheral location provided 
more advantages. Access to the sea provided people with abundant resources and 
encouraged the "restless activity" that pushed them inland. In addition, "the accessibility 
of the periphery tends to raise it in culture, wealth, density of population, and often in 
political importance, far in advance of the centre." Semple asserted that "a difference of 
race and culture between inland and peripheral inhabitants meets us almost everywhere in 
the more retarded lands of the earth." The maritime periphery, exposed to a variety of 
6° Ibid., 74, 77. 
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outside influences, became more "civilized" than the interior. As an example Semple 
cited the "wild people" of the Philippine interior, as compared to the more civilized (and 
Christianized) Malays of the seaboard. 61 
Still, a location by the sea was no guarantee of success, whether defined by 
national strength, prosperity, or degree of"civilization." The changing fortunes of the 
Mediterranean nations were Semple's prime example. With the discovery of the new 
world, the Atlantic became the west's center of gravity, and the western coast of Europe 
took on a greater historical significance and influence, while places like Italy and Greece 
that had been at the center of the Mediterranean world became marginalized. "Location, 
therefore, while being the most important single geographic factor in history, is at the 
same time the one most subject to the vicissitudes attending the anthropo-geographical 
evolution of the earth."62 Geographical location always had to be considered in relation to 
other factors; centers could become peripheries, and vice versa. 
It is worth mentioning in this context that Semple was much more cautious about 
granting power to the environment than she is sometimes given credit for; as she put it in 
the introduction to Influences of Geographic Environment, she "speaks of geographic 
factors and influences, shuns the word geographic determinant, and speaks with extreme 
61 Ibid., 78. It also should be noted that similar arguments are still being made. In his 2008 book Europe 
between the Oceans, Barry Cunliffe credits geography with providing the impetus to Europe's global 
dominance: "Peninsular Europe's long and involuted interface with the sea offered a unique advantage, Not 
only was the littoral exceptionally resource-rich, but the sea aided-indeed, encouraged-mobility .... Its 
Atlantic facade was particularly favored since it looked outwards; it was from there that entrepreneurs set 
out to explore the wider world, driven on by an innate restless energy." Cunliffe, Europe between the 
Oceans: Themes and Variations, 9000 BC-AD 1000 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2008), vi-vii. 
62 Semple, "Geographic Location," 80. 
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caution of geographic control."63 She always assumed, when she assessed geographical 
conditions, that the context that made them favorable or unfavorable could change at any 
moment, and the most successful peoples or nations were the ones who were prepared to 
adapt to these changes. 
In his paper, Orin Libby also argued for the influence of geography on the 
development of societies. His examples, drawn from the history of North Dakota, showed 
that both Native Americans and European settlers were influenced by the physiography of 
the region. The Mandans, living in the "rich and sheltered valley of the Missouri, 
developed a civilization superior to that of any other Indians of the Northwest." Similarly, 
"the method and character of the white occupation of the state was predetermined by its 
physiography." The first white settlers were drawn by the prospect of entering the fur 
trade, which led to "the perpetuation of nomadic life and the delayed development of 
agriculture," among other effects.64 In this assessment, Libby seemed to agree with one of 
Semple's main premises, that the same environment could affect different peoples in 
different ways depending upon their culture or level of "civilization" --in this case, 
pushing the Mandans beyond their expected level of development, but holding back 
white settlers from true civilization. 
Following Libby's paper, Ulrich B. Phillips presented two maps that supported the 
idea that, if geography did not exactly determine history, it was nonetheless useful to 
63 Ellen Churchill Semple, Influences of Geographic Environment, on the Basis ofRatzel's System of 
Anthropo-geography (New York: Henry Holt, 1911), vii. 
64 "Meeting of the American Historical Association at Madison," 436. 
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examine the two together. One map "showed the location of the white and negro 
population in the south in 1850; the other, the distribution ofWhig and Democratic votes 
in presidential elections in 1848." The maps illustrated that in the lower South, Whig 
majorities were found in the areas where the black population was largest. One could thus 
conclude that in the regions that were geographically suited to plantation agriculture, 
white men were more likely to vote Whig--because, as Phillips put it, they "developed an 
aristocratic spirit antagonistic to the principles of Jacksonian democracy." In the upper 
South, on the other hand, "the distribution of the Whigs is explained by other causes, 
such as the desire for internal improvements, for the tariff, strong states'-rights feeling, 
etc."65 Phillips would later become known for American Negro Slavery, which was 
published in 1918 and remained the dominant interpretation of slavery until the 1950s. 
Focusing on the economic and social aspects of slavery and making extensive use of 
plantation records, Phillips concluded that slavery was a benign system which, though 
inefficient and unprofitable to masters, served as a "school" for introducing Africans to 
civilization.66 As Semple had in her Master's thesis, Phillips argued that there was a 
direct relationship between geography and an area's suitability for plantation agriculture, 
the presence of a large enslaved population, and political and social structures. 
George Burr, a professor of history at Cornell, opened the discussion of the papers 
by arguing that "geography, though a factor in history, is only a factor, and that no more 
65 Ibid., 437. 
66 Thomas H. Holt, "African-American History," in The New American History, ed. Eric Foner 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1997), 313-14. 
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in history than in mathematics can the outcome be inferred from a single factor alone." 
While Burr agreed that "all that man does and is be but the product ofhimselfinto his 
environment," he asserted that man was an active, not passive, participant in this process. 
Burr in particular took issue with Semple's use of the term "location"; as he noted, the 
word "may denote either an act or the result of an act: it may mean a placing or a place." 
When Semple stated that "the most important geographical fact in the past history of the 
United States has been their location on the Atlantic opposite Europe," she risked making 
an "achievement" into a mere "condition." "For what," Burr declared, "has made the 
story of the colonists other than that of the aborigines is not geographical position, but 
their European birth and training, their ships and their compass, the friends they left 
behind and the habits which engendered their trade." To give inanimate entities the power 
of causation "always involves a fallacy, and when to nature is imputed what is planned 
and achieved by man, the sufferer from the fallacy is history. "67 
The controversy over geography and history did not die down after the AHA 
meeting; indeed, just a year later George Burton Adams used the occasion of his AHA 
presidential address to point out the ways in which "our"--that is, political 
historians'--"right to the field" was being challenged. Geographers were part of this 
"hostile movement," claiming to have discovered the key to history: "Civilization or the 
lack of civilization is determined by the physical surroundings and the climatic influences 
in which the different tribes of men have found themselves." Adams did not dispute that 
67 "Meeting of the American Historical Association at Madison," 437. 
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there was value in studying geography, and believed that historians could benefit from 
collaboration with scholars in other disciplines. But he felt that geographers went too far 
and made sweeping generalizations that could not be proven in their efforts to discover 
the universal laws ofhistory. This was straying from the historian's true goal, which "is, 
and must long remain, the discovery and recording of what actually happened."68 
It is important to note that just as geographers at the tum of the century were 
struggling to figure out what their profession and their discipline entailed, so were 
historians. 69 In the mid- to late-nineteenth century, some American colleges (most notably 
Harvard) began to alter their curricula and move away from the classical and 
mathematical education that had been standard since the seventeenth century. The new 
curricula emphasized history, modem languages, and political science. At the same time, 
schools also began to introduce postgraduate training in history based on the programs at 
German universities in an effort to establish more "professional" standards. In 1880, 
Herbert Baxter Adams held his first seminar at Johns Hopkins University, and within ten 
years had taught many of the next generation of American historians: John Franklin 
Jameson, Woodrow Wilson, Charles M. Andrews, Charles Homer Haskins, and Frederick 
68 George Burton Adams, "History and the Philosophy ofHistory," American Historical Review 14 (1909), 
221-36. 
69 On the American historical profession at the turn of the century, see H. Hale Bellot, American History 
and American Historians: A Review of Recent Contributions to the Interpretation of the History of the 
United States (London: Athlone Press, 1952); Lee Benson, Turner and Beard: American Historical Writing 
Reconsidered (New York: Free Press, 1960); Milton Berman, John Fiske: The Evolution of a Popularizer 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1961 ); Ernst A. Breisach, American Progressive History: An 
Experiment in Modernization (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993); Julie DesJardins, Women and 
the Historical Enterprise in America: Gender, Race, and the Politics of Memory, 1880-1945 (Chapel Hill, 
N.C.: University of North Carolina Press, 2003); Fitzpatrick, History's Memory; Mary 0. Furner, Advocacy 
and Objectivity: A Crisis in the Professionalization of American Social Science, 1865-1905 (Lexington: 
University Press of Kentucky, 1975); and Helene Silverberg, Gender and American Social Science: The 
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Jackson Turner. Before 1910, most of the well-known books of American history had 
been written by men who had no special historical training, such as John Fiske and John 
Bach McMaster; by 1910, this genre of"'gentlemen' writing history for 'gentlemen"' had 
died out.70 
In American Progressive History: An Experiment in Modernization, Ernst A. 
Breisach argues that the problems of the 1890s--urbanization, poverty, agricultural 
depressions, labor unrest, immigration--caused a profound crisis in Americans' sense of 
their own history. The United States was supposed to have escaped Old World "patterns 
of decadence and corruption"; all change, "including social and economic conflicts," was 
supposed to lead to a better future. But the evidence suggested this was not always going 
to be true. According to Breisach, these concerns arose because "in America more than in 
any other nation, perceptions of an expectations for the future shaped the sense of history. 
Since the long past of the Native Americans was not made part of American history, the 
new nation had a relatively short past. Thus, America depended on the promise of an 
ever-greater fulfillment of human aspirations in the future for her sense ofhistory and 
destiny, her dynamism, her sense of historical identity, and even the perfection of her 
national unity." Americans needed a new version of history that would respond to the 
changes of modernity "without being destroyed by it."71 
The new history was "scientific" history. In a world of constant change, only 
science could "endow accounts of the past with certainty." American historians were 
7° Bellot, American History and American Historians, 5-9, 17. 
7! Briesach, American Progressive History, 8-9. 
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influenced by the German historian Leopold von Ranke's Geschichtswissenschaft or 
"historical science," which emphasized the use of primary sources in constructing a 
narrative history, as well as the positivist philosophy of Auguste Comte, which most 
Americans received via Henry Buckle's History of Civilization in England. 72 Following 
Comte's dictum that the only true knowledge was scientific knowledge--by which he 
meant derived from inductive reasoning--Buckle set out to discover the underlying laws 
of human progress. As he wrote in the introduction, "I hope to accomplish for the history 
of man something equivalent, or at all events analogous, to what has been effected by 
other inquiries for the different branches of natural science. In regard to nature, events 
apparently the most irregular and capricious have been explained, and have been shown 
to be in accordance with certain fixed and universal laws .... [I]f human events were 
subjected to the same treatment, we have every right to expect similar results."73 
Even at the height of scientific history's popularity, some historians recognized 
the problems it posed. As James Harvey Robinson noted in 1908, "scientific" history had 
not greatly advanced in the fifty years since Buckle's work appeared. The social sciences 
had offered convincing theories about human behavior, but people did not always behave 
in expected or even "rational" ways, so it was impossible to entirely explain human 
behavior as the result of fixed laws. Moreover, history could never really be a science in 
the way the natural sciences were, as historians had no way of directly observing any of 
the phenomena under investigation. This was not to say that history could not be 
n Ibid., 16-17. 
73 Henry Thomas Buckle, History of Civilization in England (New York: D. Appleton, 1859), 4-5. 
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approached scientifically, and indeed historians were doing just that: using primary 
sources, examining evidence critically and objectively, and rejecting supernatural or 
theological explanations. But these new developments were "but preparations for the 
rewriting of history. They furnish the necessary conditions rather than the program of 
progress. "74 
Nonetheless, by the late nineteenth century, there were historians who were 
making a concerted effort to approach American history in a new way, and one of these 
was Frederick Jackson Turner. Turner helped draw the focus of American historians away 
from the practice of tracing European institutions in the United States, and away from 
federal politics, to environmental, social, and economic conditions at the state and local 
level. He also "introduced a new anchor for continuity: the forces emanating from 
geographical space that, measured in terms of human life, were close to timeless."75 Most 
American commentators of the nineteenth century would have agreed that there was 
something unique about the American environment. However, when they spoke about 
"environment," it was not always clear whether they meant physical and geographical 
setting, or social and political organization, or some combination of these elements. The 
key to Turner's 1893 paper was the way it made explicit connections between the two 
that had only been suggested or assumed before. Turner offered an explanation of how it 
was that free land and wilderness combined to create a uniquely American character, 
74 James Harvey Robinson, "The History of History," 53-54, 64; Robinson, "The New Allies of History," 
76, both in Robinson, The New History: Essays Illustrating the Modern Historical Outlook (New York: 
Macmillan, 1927). 
75 Briesach, American Progressive History, 23. 
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which in tum shaped uniquely American institutions.76 As Breisach describes it, "The 
space Turner chose as his central explanatory concept was America's unique space. From 
it he hoped to derive an interpretation of American history that would be both scientific 
and affirmative of America's claims to uniqueness, even exceptionality. "77 
At first, in Turner's history, the wilderness dominated the colonist--essentially, 
made him (and it was always him) revert to savagery because this was the only way to 
adapt to the strange new environment. The colonist then had to progress though the 
stages of development from hunter-gatherer, to pastoralism, to agriculturalism, and 
finally to industrialism. "Little by little he transforms the wilderness, but the outcome is 
not the old Europe, not simply the development of Germanic germs ... The fact is, that 
here is a new product that is American." Here Turner countered the dominant historical 
wisdom that American democracy was essentially the product of transplanted Teutonic 
institutions, and argued that the unique American environment had produced a new kind 
of society based on an unprecedented degree of individualism and personal freedom. 78 In 
making this argument, however, Turner had no intention of completely subsuming the 
76 Turner was not, of course the first person to think about the effect of the frontier experience on 
Americans; writers from Jefferson and Tocqueville to Emerson and Parkman continually reinforced 
commonly held beliefs about the power of the frontier and cheap land to promote democracy, 
individualism, and other uniquely "American" characteristics. However, as Ray Allen Billington argues, 
Americans in the 1890s were particularly receptive to these ideas and thus Turner had a far greater impact 
than earlier writers on the same subject did (Billington, Genesis of the Frontier Thesis, 66-71). 
77 Briesach, American Progressive History, 24. Briesach notes that Turner's view of America's past differed 
from European theorists of the environment and history such as Friedrich Ratzel, who saw the American 
westward migration as just one of many large-scale human resettlements "whose only unique feature was 
the American people's superior 'energy in the mastery and utilization of the land."' Turner was not aware of 
Ratzel's work until much later. (Briesach, 23-24) 
78 Frederick Jackson Turner, "The Significance of the Frontier in American History," in The Frontier in 
American History (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1967), 4. 
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individual within the impersonal forces of environment. As Breisach notes, "The tum-of-
the-century enthusiasm for the human mastery promised by modem science and 
technology also brought forth views of the cultural world as dominated by vast 
anonymous forces that facilitated scientific explanations but seemed to limit the capacity 
of individuals to shape that cultural world. Indeed, interpretations that diminished the 
status of individuals as rational and decisive actors in history emerged in significant 
numbers." But it was rarely those who considered themselves the "New Historians" who 
put forth such interpretations. Rather, they tended to be practitioners of other social 
sciences--and, historians might assert, geographers. 79 
The question of agency was the main point of contention between Semple and her 
colleagues and historians who resisted their conclusions about the power of environment. 
Burr was unwilling to accept the idea that geographic factors had equal or greater 
significance than human agency. Given the historical context, we can see why this might 
be so: to concede such powers to the environment might mean that the United States, 
when it exhausted the resources of its current area, was doomed to decline unless it found 
new realms for expansion. Also, though it does not seem to have been openly mentioned, 
race was also an issue. Few historians or geographers would have argued that the racial 
makeup of its settlers played no part in the United States' rise to greatness; if the 
American environment was that powerful, then why, they would have argued, had not the 
79 Breisach, American Progressive History, 45. 
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Native Americans developed "great civilizations"? Clearly there were other factors at 
work. 
In American History and Its Geographic Conditions, Semple stated quite clearly 
her belief that the United States had succeeded because it had gotten the best ofboth 
environment and heredity. She wrote of the colonial period, "The settlers who came to 
people this country brought their best capital in the elements of European civilization. As 
exponents of this civilization they represented the forces of heredity. What transformed 
them was their environment, always the most potent factor for a young growth."80 Here 
Semple, like many of her colleagues, conflated culture and biology, referring to the 
"capital" of European civilization in a way that blurred the boundaries between 
technological knowledge and biological inheritance. In other sections of the text she 
made more explicit reference to race. The United States' commercial success could be 
traced to its large area and abundant natural resources, but this was only one factor: "The 
other factor has been his Anglo-Saxon vigor and tenacity of purpose. Here heredity and 
environment have combined to do their utmost, and the result is not small."81 Semple 
believed that the innate qualities of"Anglo-Saxon" Americans would continue to push 
them to find new outlets for their energies, whether it was in Asia or other frontiers, and 
was certain that "the United States has by reason of her large area and her geographical 
8o Semple, American History, 337. 
81 Ibid., 434. 
location the most perfect conditions for attaining preeminence in the commerce of the 
world ocean. "82 
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Perhaps it was this optimism about America's future that allowed Semple to grant 
such decisive powers to geography: she could argue that geography had fundamentally 
shaped the past without believing that it also prophesied America's decline. In presenting 
this argument, Semple offered a solution to a problem that Turner's own theory had 
raised. Turner, in solving one problem--providing a scientific explanation for American 
uniqueness rooted in a supposedly timeless geographical space--had introduced a new 
one. American character and democracy derived from the pioneer stage of settlement, but 
it was inevitable that society would progress and become commercial and industrial, 
eventually exhausting the supply of "free land." But according to Semple, there would 
always be a new frontier to provide that renewal of democratic spirit, and certainly the 
events of the past ten years seemed to bear this out. In addition to the acquisition of 
physical territory in Hawaii, the Philippines, Puerto Rico, Guam, and Samoa, the United 
States had begun construction of the Panama Canal, had significant other investments in 
Latin America, and was gaining influence in Asia in the aftermath of China's Boxer 
Rebellion (1900-01) and Japan's victory over Russia in 1905. Indeed, geographical 
"laws" of expansion seemed to indicate that there was virtually no end to potential 
American growth. Once again invoking Friedrich Ratzel, Semple declared, "The 
commercial strength of the American Republic was bound sooner or later to find a 
82 Ibid., 435. 
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political expression in that international struggle for existence, which is a struggle for 
space."83 
Geographic Influences: Appalachia As a Case Study 
Questions about the role that environment had played in shaping America's past 
and what role it would play in the future were also central to another set of related 
concerns shared by Semple, social scientists, and reformers at the turn of the century. 
This was the past and future of the people of the Appalachian Mountain region. Between 
1870 and 1900, a variety ofwhite, middle-class observers--sociologists, folklorists, local-
color writers, missionaries, and reformers--"discovered" Appalachia's "strange land" and 
"peculiar people."84 The realization that there was a population of Americans who were 
apparently completely isolated from the currents of"progress," prosperity, and 
homogeneity that they believed characterized the rest of the nation, called for 
explanation. That these people were also white, native-born, Anglo-Saxon, and Protestant 
only compounded the mystery of their deviance from the American norm. A number of 
these observers attempted to construct explanations for Appalachian otherness, and many 
engaged in projects to "uplift" Appalachia and integrate it more fully into mainstream 
83 Ibid., 433. 
84 "A Strange Land and a Peculiar People" was the title of one of the first post-Civil War popular articles on 
Appalachia. The article, by journalist Will Wallace Harney, appeared in Lippincott :S Magazine in October 
1873. Other important contemporary works on Appalachia include James Lane Allen, "Through 
Cumberland Gap on Horseback," Harpers Magazine 73 (1886), 50-66; John Fox, Jr., "The Southern 
Mountaineer," Scribner :S Magazine 29 (1901), 387-99, 556-70; Emma Bell Miles, The Spirit of the 
Mountains (New York: J. Pott, 1905); Lucy Furman, Mothering on Perilous (New York; Macmillan, 1913); 
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American life.85 As Henry D. Shapiro observes in Appalachia on Our Mind, by the 
1890s, "discussion of Appalachian otherness ... was concerned less with the peculiarities 
of mountain life and more with the meaning of Appalachia's existence and the 
relationship of Appalachia and America. American interest in the southern mountains, 
indeed, became part of a larger dialogue on the nature of America, its history, current 
situation, and its future."86 
Appalachia had two main characteristics that distinguished it from other regions 
of the country: the absence of the institutions of "modem" society--railroads, schools, 
roads, stores, factories--and the persistence of outmoded customs and technology. Lack of 
transportation and communication facilities kept the people of Appalachia largely isolated 
from each other as well as from the "outside" world. Most mountain residents were not 
part of the market networks that connected the rest of the nation; they were mostly self-
sufficient and what little surplus they produced was bartered at the nearest country store. 
Appalachian Americans retained archaic modes of production, most notably spinning and 
weaving, as well as archaic customs such as feuding and the production of moonshine 
85 Henry D. Shapiro, Appalachia on Our Mind: The Southern Mountains and Mountaineers in the 
American Historical Consciousness, 1870-1920 (Chapel Hill: University ofNorth Carolina Press, 1978), x. 
As Shapiro notes, what came to be seen as uniquely Appalachian qualities were characteristic of most rural 
areas in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century. "It was only in the context of new notions about 
America," that is, that it had a unified and homogeneous national culture, "that what had earlier seemed 
normal or at least explicable came after 1870 to seem nonnormal and inexplicable." (xi) 
86 Shapiro, Appalachia on Our Mind, 66. Other works on the history of Appalachia and its place in the 
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whiskey. To northern observers, especially, it was significant that the region had never 
had many slaves and had largely remained loyal to the Union during the Civil War, which 
made them see mountaineers as more "deserving" of philanthropy than other white 
southerners. 
Ellen Churchill Semple's interest in Appalachia dates at least to 1899, when she 
made an excursion to the mountains of Kentucky, Tennessee, and Virginia with a party 
organized by Henry Mixter Penniman, a minister and professor of theology at Berea 
College. Most of the excursionists were from New York and New England, but one of the 
few other Kentuckians was Katherine Pettit, who had already begun to mobilize 
Kentucky women in support of her program to improve the lives of Kentucky 
mountaineers, and would found Hindman Settlement School in southeastern Kentucky in 
1902. The group planned to "strike the L. & E. road at Torrent and at Jackson and will go 
from here through Hazard, etc., to Big Stone Gap, Va.; thence into Tennessee and home to 
Kentucky again." They would not be roughing it, despite the rugged environment, but 
would travel with "four wagon loads of baggage" including "sleeping tents big and little, 
an eating tent," "a cooking stove and full kitchen equipment" along with an "experienced 
cook," as well as "luxuries sufficient to take the sharpest and most uncomfortable edge 
off of roughing. "87 
No doubt the excursionists already had an idea ofwhat they thought Appalachia 
and its "peculiar people" would be like, gleaned from articles in popular periodicals like 
87 Morning Herald (Lexington, KY), 19 July 1899. 
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Harpers, Scribners, and The Century. Just a few months earlier, William Goodell Frost, 
president of Berea College, had published "Our Contemporary Ancestors in the Southern 
Mountains" in the Atlantic Monthly. Appalachian scholar W. K. McNeil calls this 
"perhaps the most famous [essay] ever written about Appalachia," and many of the 
phrases he used (including giving the region the name "Appalachian America") were 
picked up by other writers. McNeil attributes the article's popularity to several factors, 
"the most noteworthy being that it encapsulated many of the widely held ideas previously 
expressed about Appalachia, offered a succinct explanation of the reasons Appalachia 
existed as a distinct and unique American region, while at the same time advancing a 
lucid argument legitimizing the concept of Appalachian coherence and homogeneity."88 
Frost introduced his subject by noting, "It is a longer journey from northern Ohio to 
eastern Kentucky than from America to Europe; for one day's ride brings us into the 
eighteenth century." Frost offered himself as an "interpreter" between the readers and 
their "eighteenth-century neighbors." "They are an anachronism, and it will require a 
scientific spirit and some historic sense to enable us to appreciate their situation and their 
character. ''89 
It was often Appalachia's "quaintness" or extralegal activities that drew outside 
attention to the mountains (Katherine Pettit had become interested in mountain life 
through articles in her local newspaper about the French-Eversole feud, which ended in 
88 MeN eil, Appalachian Images, 91. 
89 William Goodell Frost, "Our Contemporary Ancestors in the Southern Mountains," Atlantic Monthly 83 
(March 1899), in McNeil, Appalachian Images, 92-93. 
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1895), but Frost pleaded with his readers to recognize that Appalachia held more than 
"antiquarian" interest. Despite their isolation, its people "are part and parcel of the nation, 
and their place in it and their future are topics of general concern." Though white, 
Protestant, and native-born, "his characteristics are the exact complement of those which 
we now consider American." He lacked intelligence, but had "the unjaded nerves which 
the typical modem lacks," and unlike American families "in more elegant circles" (i.e., 
white, urban, and middle-class), Appalachian Americans were "still rearing vigorous 
children in numbers that would satisfy the patriarchs.''9° The potential value of this 
population, could it be brought into the mainstream, was evidently too obvious to Frost to 
need explanation to the reader, but he clearly intended Appalachian Americans to act as a 
balance to increasing southern and eastern European immigration, as well as the African-
American population of the United States. 
In spite of some misgivings about disrupting Appalachia's "Arcadian 
simplicity" (in Frost's words), that it was on the whole desirable for mountain people to 
be drawn out of their isolation was a view shared by nearly all commentators. For Frost, 
the real question was how to improve the conditions of mountain life without spoiling the 
good qualities of the mountain people--how to "make them intelligent without making 
them sophisticated." Frost did not want to tum Appalachians into the "regulation type of 
Americans." Indeed, many Americans were beginning to worry that white men, in 
particular, were becoming too civilized and needed to get in touch with their "primitive" 
90 Ibid., 105. 
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selves.91 Instead, Appalachians "should be encouraged to retain all that is characteristic 
and wholesome in their present life," to learn to "adorn" rather than "despise" the log 
cabin.92 Appalachian Americans, in addition to helping themselves, were to help the rest 
of the nation by providing an example of how they could enjoy the fruits of modernity 
without being spoiled by them. 
But there was another reason that mountaineers needed outside assistance: 
already, "ruthless change is knocking at the door of every mountain cabin." The "jackals 
of civilization," in the form oflumber and mining companies, had discovered the wealth 
of the mountains and the commercialism they introduced threatened to "debauch a simple 
people." For Frost, "the question is whether the mountain people can be enlightened and 
guided so that they can have a part in the development of their own country, or whether 
they must give place to foreigners and melt away like so many Indians."93 According to 
historian Allen Batteau, in this piece Frost "strategically conjoins mountain people and 
Indians on the one side, and Americans and foreigners on the other, setting up a triple 
analogy of the invasion of America by immigrant masses, the eradication of the Indian by 
the white man, and the invasion of Appalachia by industry. For Frost the evils of industry 
were not in exploitative labor relationships but in the debauchery and immigrant 
91 Gail Bederman, in Manliness and Civilization, argues that American ideas about manhood underwent 
significant changes between 1880 and 1910. As the nineteenth-century model of manly restraint was 
challenged by economic change, immigrant and working class men's claims to political power, and newly-
discovered diseases such as neurasthenia, white, middle-class men sought new ways to "re-virilize" their 
bodies and society. Appropriating working-class activities, such as boxing, was one way of claiming a 
rougher, more aggressive form of manhood. Psychologist G. Stanley Hall took this idea one step further 
and argued that white men could keep from being weakened by "civilization" and losing "nerve force" by 
cultivating the natural "primitive" instincts of adolescence. Bederman, 12-17, and Chapter 3. 
92 Frost, "Our Contemporary Ancestors," 105-06. 
93 Ibid., 105. 
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workmen that accompanied it.''94 But Batteau also argues that the Appalachian 
mountaineers were the "new Indians" of the late nineteenth century: "In the 1890s, the 
decade in which the Superintendent of the Census declared the frontier closed, the decade 
that saw the last of the Indian wars, America invented a new breed of savages in the 
southern mountains.''95 Like Native Americans, the people of the Appalachian mountains 
could be seen both as obstacles to progress and as exponents of a simpler, purer, 
premodern civilization whose culture could be borrowed to the benefit of white people, 
and like Native Americans they needed to be studied by experts who could investigate the 
causes of their "barbarism," offer solutions for their "uplift," and preserve their culture 
before it disappeared entirely. 
For most observers it was clear that the region's isolation from the economic and 
social networks that connected the rest of the nation had kept Appalachian Americans in a 
state of "arrested development," still living in the manner of their "pioneer ancestors." 
For Frost, Pettit, and others, the problem of isolation was intricately tied to the problem 
of education: mountain people lacked schools, teachers, and the books and other 
materials they needed to become "modem" Americans. As Semple put it, "The Kentucky 
mountaineers are shut off from the inspiration to higher living that is found in the world 
ofbooks. Isolation, poverty, sparsity of population, and impassibility of roads make an 
education difficult, if not impossible. "96 
94 Batteau, Invention of Appalachia, 79. 
95 Ibid., 29. 
96 Ellen Churchill Semple, "The Anglo-Saxons of the Kentucky Mountains: A Study in 
Anthropogeography," Bulletin of the American Geographical Society 42, no. 8 (191 0), 5 89. 
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Katherine Pettit may very well have been the driving force behind the Kentucky 
Federation of Women's Clubs' decision to establish a program oftraveling libraries for 
mountain communities in 1896. Under the chairmanship of Sarah Barnes (who had 
started Kentucky's very first traveling book project in 18 8 7 as a member of a Louisville 
literary society, the Monday Afternoon Club), Pettit and four other women formed a 
committee to collect and pack books for shipment to six communities in southeastern 
Kentucky, as well as Jellico, Tennessee. Each station on the circuit had a volunteer 
librarian to supervise the project and to report back to the committee on how the books 
were received. The committee called for the participation of local women's clubs and 
other organizations to sponsor their own collections: "The Traveling Library in the 
mountains of Kentucky needs but the united efforts of this body of women to make it an 
educational factor from the east to the west of this old Commonwealth." If thirty clubs 
could each be persuaded to fill a case, they would "put in circulation over 1,600 well 
selected books, and would bring the club women of Kentucky in touch with the desolate 
homes of the mountain districts. '>97 Pettit also participated in a similar program run by the 
Women's Christian Temperance Union.98 Semple was a member of both organizations 
and may have been involved with the library programs in some capacity. Organizers 
believed that mountain people had the desire and the capacity to learn but simply lacked 
the means to do so, and letters sent back to the WCTU and KFWC indicate that the 
97 "Traveling Libraries: Great Good Accomplished in Kentucky Mountains," Morning Herald (Lexington), 
17 April 1899: 6. This article reprints the report of the Traveling Library Committee to the KFWC. 
98 Jess Stoddart, Challenge and Change in Appalachia: The Story of Hindman Settlement School 
(Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 2002), 28. 
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books--an assortment of classic literature, "wholesome fiction," popular religious works, 
history, and informative non-fiction--were well-received. As one mountaineer was 
reported to have put it, "Now we can have some better way of gettin' a little recreation 
than going to Jellico and getting drunk."99 
However, as successful as the traveling libraries were, it was evident that more 
programs were needed. At the Federation's annual meeting in the spring of 1899, Sarah 
Barnes read a letter from T. J. Mitchell, a Presbyterian minister who ran the traveling 
library in Hazard, asking the organization to "send us a woman, a gentle, womanly 
woman, a dear old fashioned woman, young or old ... to assist in the conduct of meetings 
of wives, mothers, housekeepers, young ladies and little girls. Lectures and lessons in 
cooking and home-making should be made particularly enthusiastic and then the 
intellectual and moral features can be made interesting."100 Pettit and May Stone, who 
was the Federation's secretary, volunteered to run a summer camp at Cedar Grove, just 
outside Hazard, which would be the first of three summer camps that preceded the 
founding of a permanent settlement school at Hindman. 101 Whether Pettit and Stone fit 
Mitchell's ideal of the "dear old fashioned woman" is another question. They did, 
99 "Traveling Libraries"; Joseph Darden Armistead, "The Kentucky Mountaineer: Sociological Paper on 
His Condition and Environments; Settlement Work Needed," Morning Herald (Lexington, KY), 5 April 
1903: 16. Also included in the traveling library collections were bound volumes of Scribners, Harpers, 
and The Century--the very magazines that were largely responsible for creating and disseminating popular 
images of Appalachia. · 
100 "Camp Cedar Grove at Hazard, Kentucky, Summer of 1899," in Jess Stoddart, ed., The Quare Women s 
Journals: May Stone and Katherine Pettits Summers in the Kentucky Mountains and the Founding of the 
Hindman Settlement School (Ashland, Ky.: The Jesse Stuart Foundation, 1997), 59. 
101 Stoddart, Challenge and Change in Appalachia, 28. Hindman was known as the WCTU School until 
1915, when it ended its affiliation with the WCTU and incorporated as an independent institution, the 
Hindman Settlement School. 
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especially during that first summer, focus on teaching women and girls domestic skills, 
and they used appeals to the public's sense of duty and protectiveness toward women to 
gain support. However, they also had broader educational goals in mind. 
Jess Stoddart, historian of the Hindman Settlement School, argues that Southern 
Progressives were especially concerned with education. Southern education, particularly 
in rural areas, lagged far behind the north, in terms of teachers, equipment, and 
compulsory attendance requirements. Many southern reformers linked the decline of rural 
areas to "the irrelevance of current education to the needs of rural youth" and "demanded 
more practical education for the masses of children who had to be prepared for the new 
economy and for their roles as citizens of America's democracy." Hindman Settlement 
School was a product of both Southern movements for rural educational reform as well as 
the social settlement movement of the urban north. "Pettit and Stone embraced most of 
the ideas associated with Progressive educational theory, including rigorous academic 
training, along with manual and vocational training (including agricultural education) and 
domestic science," which, after being introduced at Hindman, quickly spread to Kentucky 
public schools. 102 
102 Stoddart, Challenge and Change in Appalachia, 13-14. General works on the Progressive Era include 
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In the periods between the summer camps and before the opening of Hindman, 
Pettit spent time at Kentucky's only settlement house, Neighborhood House in Louisville, 
and the Battle Creek Sanitarium in Michigan. She and Stone visited other educational 
institutions in the south such as Berea College and Hampton Institute as well as urban 
settlements like Hull House and the Henry Street Settlement. However, Stone and Pettit 
were also careful to consult mountain people about what kinds of programs they thought 
were needed most. This was the reason for the three summer camps, and each summer 
Pettit and Stone also attended the Teachers' Institute, a mandatory program for all the 
county's public school teachers. 103 
Pettit and Stone's efforts were supported by the connections with Kentucky 
women they had made through the Federation of Women's Clubs, the WCTU, and other 
organizations; on their 1901 fundraising tour they almost exclusively spoke to women's 
clubs and other female audiences. They also were assisted by their connections to the 
Breckinridge family, many members of which were prominent in Kentucky politics and 
reform circles. May Stone had been a classmate at Wellesley of Sophonsiba Breckinridge, 
who taught social work at the University of Chicago and would later become a resident of 
Hull House. Her sister-in-law, Madeline McDowell Breckinridge, was also a Progressive 
reformer and women's suffrage activist, and had accompanied Pettit and Semple on the 
excursion to the Kentucky mountains in the summer of 1899. Madeline Breckinridge was 
married to Desha Breckinridge, the editor of the Lexington Herald, who frequently 
103 Stoddart, Challenge and Change m Appalachia, 21, 49-50. 
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published articles on the summer camps and fund-raising efforts, and gave the project 
valuable statewide publicity. 104 
They also had supporters like Ellen Semple who were able to give their 
professional and academic seal of approval to the project. In the spring of 1900 Semple's 
article on the Cedar Grove summer camp, "A New Departure in Social Settlements," was 
published in the Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science. Semple 
highlighted the value of settlement work by reinforcing the view of mountaineers as stuck 
"just where their pioneer ancestors were a hundred and twenty years ago." "Hidden away 
in an almost inaccessible country, isolated by mountain ranges from the outside world 
and from each other, their naturally fine stock deteriorating constantly from the effect of 
too close intermarriage, moonshine whiskey and wretchedly cooked food, these people 
have degenerated in many respects." Nonetheless, Semple believed they were 
fundamentally "sound" underneath their "ignorance, thriftlessness, and immorality," and 
needed only the example of the settlement workers to prompt their reform. 105 
Semple described the camp as being "clean and attractive," decorated in the 
manner of a middle-class home with Japanese lanterns and "photographs ofthe best 
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pictures." Outside were "hammocks, steamer chairs, and a table with flowers and books," 
suggesting the kind of leisure and refinement reformers felt that mountain women should 
aspire to. According to Semple, the sheer novelty of this setting, compared to the "dirt, 
poverty, and desolate lack of beauty in the interior of a mountain cabin," attracted thirty 
to forty visitors each day. Semple reported that Pettit and Stone worked mainly with 
mountain women, "for they were most in need" of assistance and instruction in personal 
and domestic care. The women and girls were invited to the camp to help cook a meal, 
and despite the "picnic air" of the occasion, "the soundest lessons were taught" as Pettit 
imparted the principles of"hygienic cooking" she had learned at Battle Creek. Women 
were taught to prepare "wholesome beaten biscuits" and "simple vegetables" and 
instructed not to dry clean dishes with their skirts. Soon Pettit and Stone had established 
classes in sewing and reading as well as cooking and started a kindergarten for the 
younger children. 106 
In Creating a Female Dominion in American Reform, Robyn Muncy argues that 
female reformers tended "to define certain social problems in ways that made women and 
children central" so that they could claim authority in these areas. Women working in 
female-dominated professions such as social work, public health nursing, and home 
economics reinforced their own professional status by enforcing stricter definitions of 
gendered behavior on the women they aimed to reform. While seeking autonomy for 
themselves, female reformers sought to tie women more closely to the home and 
106 Ibid., 158-59. 
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childcare, while making men responsible for wage eaming.107 Still, many advocates and 
practitioners of domestic science genuinely did seem to believe that more efficient 
housekeeping methods and knowledge of "scientific cookery" (like that taught at Battle 
Creek) would improve the morals and health of those they sought to reform. OfNew 
York tenement dwellers reformer Helen Campbell wrote, "Philanthropists may urge what 
reforms they will,--less crowding, purer air, better sanitary regulations; but this question 
of food underlies all," and went on to describe the "coarse" and "rank" meals consumed 
by an Irish immigrant family. 108 Domestic science served as a way for middle-class 
women to gain authority as reformers and as a method of inculcating middle-class 
standards of diet and cleanliness as well as ideas of proper gender behavior. 
The Kentucky mountains were far enough outside the mainstream of American 
society that they could be approached in much the same way as tenement dwellers in 
New York. Pettit, Stone, and Semple, believed that women bore the main burden of 
isolation because their lack of access to modem "conveniences" increased their workload 
far greater than it did men's. Semple wrote elsewhere, "In addition to much child-bearing, 
all the work of the pioneer home, the spinning and weaving, knitting of stockings, 
sometimes even the making of shoes and moccasins, falls on the woman."109 Moreover, 
they believed women were doing what should be men's work. As Pettit wrote in a letter 
107 Muncy, Creating A Female Dominion in American Reform, xv. 
108 Helen Campbell, Darkness and Daylight; or, Lights and Shadows of New York Life (Hartford: A.D. 
Worthington, 1892), quoted in Laura Shapiro, Perfection Salad: Women and Cooking at the Turn of 
Century (New York: Modern Library, 1986), 125, 127. 
109 Semple, "Anglo-Saxons of the Kentucky Mountains," 568. 
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to a friend in 1899, "It is the deplorable condition ofthe women that appeals so strongly 
to me. Their condition is truly wretched .... They know absolutely nothing of decent 
living. How can they when the women who should be fitted for housekeepers and 
homemakers are doing the work of men, who think their duty consists in hunting, fishing 
and sitting on the fence talking politics. While the women hurriedly cook their meals and 
spend the rest of the time in cultivating crops, building fences and milking cows."110 
Introducing more efficient housekeeping methods and more attractive surroundings were 
meant to lighten women's burdens, just as introducing "hygienic cooking" would 
improve women's health, nutrition, and stamina. However, introducing "proper" (that is, 
white, middle-class) gender relations in the household was also essential to reform. 
Programs of domestic science and household beautification were also meant to 
tackle the perceived moral laxity of mountain women and girls. As Semple put it, Pettit 
and Stone's "most difficult and delicate task was to instill into the women and girls the 
great feminine principle of morality," by which she evidently meant sexual purity. 
Elsewhere she noted the one aspect of mountain life that she believed showed evidence of 
"marked moral degradation": "There seems to be no higher standard of morality for the 
women than for the men, and for both it is low." She deemed the younger girls "pure," 
but was concerned that it was customary for girls to marry between the ages of thirteen 
and eighteen, "and it is after they become wives and mothers that they lose any sense of 
chastity they may once have had." Moreover, it was impossible for parents to set a good 
110 Quoted in Stoddart, ed., The Quare Women's Journals, 43. 
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example when the whole family lived in a one-room cabin.111 Shared beds and sleeping 
quarters were especially offensive to middle-class standards of propriety and were 
believed to have far-reaching consequences. Reform had to begin in the home, with 
women and especially younger girls, who would pass on the new standards of diet, 
cleanliness, privacy, and sexual propriety to their own children and thus begin the process 
of uplifting the mountain family from its degraded state. 
For all the similarities between the goals and methods of urban and Appalachian 
reform, there were some differences, the most important of which was the identity of the 
people being reformed. As noted earlier, the fact that the mountaineers were white, 
native-born, Protestant, and "Anglo-Saxon" increased their potential value as American 
citizens in the eyes of William Frost. As judgmental as Pettit, Stone, and Semple could be 
at times, there does not seem to have been as much of a sense of distance or difference 
between them and the mountaineers as there often was between urban Progressives and 
the objects of their benevolence. Semple believed that this was the case because the 
mountaineers simply wouldn't allow it. Pettit and Stone were skilled at concealing their 
philanthropic purposes, but Semple also attributed their success in reaching the "ideal of 
the social settlement" to the "democratic spirit of social equality which is characteristic of 
all mountain communities. The assumption of superiority is inconceivable to these 
people, and there is something in their bearing that at the very start forbids 
111 Semple, "New Departure in Social Settlements," 159-60; Semple, "Anglo-Saxons of the Kentucky 
Mountains," 589. 
condescension."112 For Semple and other observers, the fact that the mountaineers 
expected to be treated as equals and refused condescension was proof that they had not 
lost their essential "Anglo-Saxon" character and were not irredeemably degraded. 
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Still, the question of whether the mountaineers really were "pure Anglo-Saxon 
stock" and, if so, what this meant for their potential integration into mainstream 
American society, persisted. Most writers did not investigate the mountaineers' ancestry 
too closely and accepted the common mythology of Anglo-Saxonism. For these writers, 
Appalachian ethnicity was important mainly because it provided further evidence of 
long-term isolation since the colonial period. However, there were some writers who 
believed Appalachian culture had a more direct link to its people's ethnic background. 
This was especially true when it came to explaining feuding, moonshining, and other 
illegal activities in the mountains. It would have been highly problematic to proclaim that 
"our pioneer ancestors" had a constitutional tendency toward lawless behavior, but it was 
difficult to argue against Appalachian Anglo-Saxonism. Henry Shapiro holds that two 
responses emerged in the early twentieth century as a consequence of this "conceptual 
dilemma." "The first of these involved identification of the more violent aspects of 
mountain life as European rather than American in origin, thus permitting a continued 
utilization of the doctrine of survivals while maintaining a traditional conception of the 
American past as rude but law-abiding." Shapiro notes that writers frequently identified 
mountaineers specifically as the descendants of Scottish and Scotch-Irish settlers. 
112 Semple, "New Departure in Social Settlements," 160. 
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Violence and lawless behavior could thus be explained as an inherent racial characteristic 
of the "Highlander," dominant in the mountain population, "rather than as the persistence 
of an essentially lawless strain in some uniform American national character." 113 
The second explanation "involved abandonment of the doctrine of survivals 
entirely and the development of a new emphasis, in accord with general trends of early 
twentieth-century social theory, on environment as the determinant of social and cultural 
patterns." Appalachian culture came to be seen by some social scientists as a result of 
adaptation rather than a fossilized survival of pioneer conditions. Certain historical forms 
persisted or were adopted because they were best suited to the mountain environment. 
"The 'ancient' quality of mountain life came increasingly to be seen as involving a 
replication of pioneer life in a similar environment, which happened to be geographically 
identical, rather than the preservation of an earlier stage of civilization as such." Thus the 
occurrence of feuds and lawless behavior did not necessarily mean that "our" pioneer 
ancestors had engaged in violence and lawlessness. The environmental explanation also 
meant that Appalachian culture could be understood as a legitimate response to a 
particular setting in which certain kinds of behavior, though not "normal," were 
nonetheless appropriate or at least explicable. 114 
Semple's academic work on Appalachia was part of this process of redefining 
how the Appalachian environment and its role in forming culture were understood at the 
tum of the century. While she agreed that the isolation caused by the mountain 
113 Shapiro, Appalachia on Our Mind, 106-08. 
114 Ibid., 107-10. 
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environment was a factor in forming Appalachian culture, she also recognized that the 
specific physical characteristics of the region played a role. Isolation, in this view, was 
just one element of the physiographic setting in which mountain culture had developed, 
and in order to change the culture, it was not enough to end its isolation--the very 
physiography of the place would have to change. As Shapiro notes, this environmental 
explanation was problematic, as it "ran counter to contemporary notions about the 
inevitability of progress as a characteristic of American civilization, and about the 
possibility of achieving cultural unity and homogeneity in the United States."115 
Nonetheless, Semple continued to believe in the possibility of benevolent work to 
improve mountain conditions. Her article "The Anglo-Saxons of the Kentucky 
Mountains," originally published in the Geographical Journal in 1901, and reprinted in 
the Bulletin of the American Geographical Society in 1910 in response to popular 
demand, illustrates how Semple felt the pull of both environmentalism and more 
traditional notions of survivals, progress, and reform. 
Semple began her study by invoking the conventional view of Appalachia: "In 
one of the most progressive and productive countries of the world, and in that section of 
the country which has had its civilization and its wealth longest, we find a large area 
where the people are still living the frontier life of the backwoods, where the civilization 
is that of the eighteenth century, where the people speak the English of Shakespeare's 
time, where the large majority of the inhabitants have never seen a steamboat or a 
115 Ibid., 83. 
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railroad, where money is as scarce as in colonial days, and all trade is barter." She drew a 
contrast between this "bit of the eighteenth-century" and its twentieth-century neighbors, 
noting that it "present[ ed] an anachronism all the more marked because found in the heart 
of the bustling, money-making, novelty-loving United States."116 Though Semple 
sometimes fell back on the common stereotypes of Appalachia, she generally resisted 
depicting aspects of its culture as mere "survivals," preferring to describe things like log 
cabins and homespun cloth as "pioneer-like." However, she did find the concept of 
survivals convenient, and convincing, for explaining some elements of Kentucky 
mountain culture, particularly those related to social customs and ethics, which she 
believed had a direct link to the mountaineers' Anglo-Saxon ancestry. 
Semple had no doubt that the Kentucky mountaineers were the "purest Anglo-
Saxon stock in all the United States." It was a "law of biology that an isolating 
environment operates for the preservation of a type by excluding all intermixture which 
would obliterate distinguishing characteristics." She believed that the mountaineers were 
the direct descendants of the English and Scotch-Irish settlers who had migrated from 
Virginia and Kentucky in the eighteenth century. In that way they were no different from 
the "tide of pioneers which crossed the mountains to people the young States to the 
southwest," except that they had settled away from the "main stream, and ever since have 
stagnated in these mountain hollows." But while isolation had led to "arrested 
development," it had also preserved the mountaineers' "Teutonic" stock by excluding 
116 Semple, "Anglo-Saxons of the Kentucky Mountains," 561. 
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European immigrants and African-Americans. 117 Thus, in spite of their "bare feet, ragged 
clothes, and crass ignorance," an observer could not fail to appreciate "the 
inextinguishable excellence of the Anglo-Saxon race. " 118 As noted earlier, reformers 
frequently made such arguments as evidence that mountaineers had not degenerated 
beyond hope of redemption and that alteration of the environment could improve 
conditions. But for Semple, it was especially important to prove the Anglo-Saxon 
heritage of the mountaineers, because this provided a key argument in favor of the power 
of environment. If even "pure Anglo-Saxons" degenerated in the Appalachian mountains, 
then environment must be powerful indeed.119 
Anglo-Saxon heritage in combination with isolation also provided Semple with an 
explanation for the Kentucky mountaineers' ethical system. As she put it, "The same 
conditions that have kept the ethnic type pure have kept the social phenomena primitive, 
with their natural concomitants of primitive ethics and primitive methods of social 
control. Such conditions have fostered the survival of the blood-feud among the 
Kentucky mountaineers. As an institution, it can be traced back to the idea of clan 
117 The term "arrested development" was used in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries both to 
describe societies that had failed to achieve the status of "civilization" and to indicate the continued 
presence of"primitive" elements within modem societies. Semple seems to have used it mainly in the 
context of situations like Appalachia, where white people had not reached the level of civilization expected 
of them, suggesting that they had been stopped in their normal course of development due to some external 
circumstance. 
118 Semple, "Anglo-Saxons of the Kentucky Mountains," 568. 
119 Nineteenth-century theories of heredity held that while the general trend of change was toward human 
improvement, people could also degenerate because of negative environmental conditions or racial traits. 
Sociologist Cesare Lombroso, for example, believed that criminality was a form of atavism to "primitive" 
behavior that could be inherited. Such interpretation, of course, rested on the assumption that cultural or 
behavioral traits could be judged as good or bad, and that these traits could be linked to biological 
inheritance. 
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responsibility which held among their Anglo-Saxon forefathers." However, the 
persistence of feuding was not merely a result of survivals in isolation: it also served a 
purpose in mountain society by providing an alternative to a justice system that was often 
ineffective. Semple noted that it was practically impossible to convict a murderer in his 
home county, either because of the intimidation of jury and witnesses or the sympathy of 
the jury for the accused. Changing the trial venue to another county would impose a 
financial burden on the community, and in any case the situation was likely to be the 
same there. "The consequence is, if a man is killed in a quarrel, his relatives, knowing 
from long experience the helplessness of the law, take the matter of punishment into their 
own hands, and at their first chance shoot the murderer."120 Semple did not argue that 
feuding was desirable, but she understood that it served a purpose in this particular 
environment. Similarly, the making of illegal moonshine whiskey made perfect sense in 
the mountains. Why should a farmer feed his excess com to his hogs when he had no way 
to transport them to a market? He was only following a "natural economic law" by 
converting the com "into a form having less bulk and greater value." That this was illegal 
was of no matter; "living so far from the arm of the law, the mountaineer assumes with 
characteristic independence that he has a right to utilize his raw material as he finds 
expedient."121 Again, Semple did not approve of the habit of making and drinking 
moonshine (she believed it led to "maddened brains" and "ruined constitutions"), but she 
believed there was logic--and natural laws--behind it. 
120 Semple, "Anglo-Saxons ofthe Kentucky Mountains," 586-88. 
121 Ibid., 576-77. 
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Still, there does not seem to have been any doubt in Semple's mind that as 
reasonable as Appalachian culture seemed in its own context, and as much as she admired 
some of its customs (such as ballad-singing and handcrafts), it had to change to fit in with 
modem notions of civilization and community. She did not offer suggestions in "The 
Anglo-Saxons of the Kentucky Mountains" on how to accomplish this, but her support of 
the Hindman Settlement School indicates that she believed that education was key. 
Schools would not only provide Appalachian children with the tools they needed to 
survive in the modem world but would provide places for all members of the community 
to interact. While the mountain environment itself could never be changed, mountaineers 
would at least be able to overcome both their isolation from the outside world and from 
each other. 
CHAPTER3 
TRAVEL: AROUND THE WORLD WITH ELLEN CHURCHILL SEMPLE, 1911-1912 
After the publication of Influences of Geographic Environment in June 1911, 
Ellen Semple and two friends from Louisville, Fannie Caldwell Macaulay and Charlotte 
Smith, embarked on an eighteen-month trip around the world. Semple frequently traveled 
within the United States for leisure and for academic purposes, and she had made several 
trips to Europe in addition to the time she spent living in Germany. But this would be her 
first trip outside the U.S. or Europe; over the course of the journey Semple would visit 
Japan, Korea, China, the Philippines, Java, Ceylon, India, Egypt, Palestine, Lebanon, and 
Turkey. It is no coincidence that all of these places were subject to some form of western 
influence, if not direct control, in the early twentieth century. As Lynn Withey notes in 
her history of leisure travel, in the era before World War I, most American and European 
tourists preferred to travel in places where western influence "provided some measure of 
familiarity and comfort." It was western expansionism that provided the infrastructure of 
transportation and accommodations that made leisure travel not only possible but 
comfortable and even luxurious.1 
In tum, travelers' writings about their experiences provided much of what people 
in Europe and the United States knew about "exotic" places like Asia, Africa, and the 
Middle East. In Imperial Eyes, Mary Louise Pratt argues that "travel books ... gave 
1 Lynn Withey, Grand Tours and Cook's Tours: A History of Leisure Travel, 1750 to 1915 (New York: 
William Morrow, 1997), 291. 
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European reading publics a sense of ownership, entitlement and familiarity with respect 
to the distant parts of the world that were being explored, invaded, invested in, and 
colonized .... They created a sense of curiosity, excitement, adventure, and even moral 
fervor about European expansionism. They were, I argue, one of the key instruments that 
made people 'at home' in Europe feel part of a planetary project; a key instrument, in 
other words, of creating the 'domestic subject' of empire."2 What Pratt writes about 
Europe in the eighteenth century is, I would argue, equally true of the United States at the 
tum of the twentieth century. In this chapter I examine Semple's experiences as both a 
traveler and a scholar doing fieldwork (particularly in Japan), the way she used other 
writers' travel accounts as sources in Influences of Geographic Environment, and the 
relationship of both to the culture of imperialism. I also look at Fannie Caldwell 
Macaulay's two novels The Lady of the Decoration (1906) and The Lady and Sada San 
(1912)--both fictionalized accounts ofher own experiences in Japan--as an example of 
the ways a professed admiration for "the Orient" could coexist and be complicit with 
support for imperialism. 
Louise Newman argues in White Women s Rights that much of the authority 
claimed by white women like Semple and Macaulay derived from their position in the 
2 Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 
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existing racial and gender hierarchy. As I discussed in Chapter 2, "civilization" was a 
gendered as well as racial concept; white women's physical, emotional, and moral 
qualities were believed to be "the evolutionary consequences of those patriarchal 
practices that characterized middle-class gender relations among (white) Christians." 
White women were thus able to position themselves as the "epitome of social 
evolutionary development" and the racial equals of white men--and, paradoxically, no 
longer in need of the kind of patriarchal protection that had brought them to this elevated 
position. At the same time, however, white women claimed authority as "civilizers" over 
non-white women, who they believed were still in need of the strictures of domesticity in 
order to elevate them from their "primitive" state. 3 
I argue here that travel and travel writing were one of the key ways in which 
white women manifested their authority. Macaulay took the more conventionally 
"feminine" approach by presenting a personal narrative that focused on women and 
children, highlighting her concerns about the way she believed Japanese society failed to 
respect women and the domestic realm. Semple, on the other hand, because of her 
position within the field of geography, was able to convert her travel experience into 
"fieldwork" and to speak authoritatively about subjects outside the domestic sphere, such 
as Japan's agricultural and imperial policies. But in both cases, the women's authority 
ultimately derived from their positions as representatives of white, Anglo-Saxon, 
Protestant American culture, and their work helped reinforce U.S. power and the 
3 Louise Michele Newman, White Women :S Rights: The Racial Origins of Feminism in the United States 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 10-14; 19-20. 
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legitimacy of imperialism. The very fact that Semple and Macaulay were able to travel 
throughout Asia with relative ease and safety attested to the success of Western powers in 
bringing these areas under the umbrella of"civilization." Then, by producing texts which 
criticized those aspects of non-Western societies that diverged from Western norms, and 
praising those areas in which they conformed, they affirmed the superiority of Western, 
and specifically American, culture. As Cynthia Enloe points out, while colonization was a 
male-dominated enterprise, its success depended on the complicity of some women: 
"Without the willingness of 'respectable' women to see that colonization offered them an 
opportunity for adventure, or a new chance of financial security or moral commitment, 
colonization would have been even more problematic.''4 In accepting the privileges 
granted to them by imperial structures and racial hierarchies, Semple and Macaulay were 
also complicit in the maintenance of the more oppressive manifestations of those 
structures. 
Travel Literature and the Production of Geographic Knowledge 
In the preface to Influences of Geographic Environment, Semple wrote that when 
she first began the project, her idea was to produce "a simplified paraphrase or 
restatement of the principles embodied in Friedrich Ratzel's Anthropo-Geographie." 
Ratzel's original work was, she admitted, "difficult reading even for Germans"; to 
American and British students of geography it was "a closed book, a treasure-house 
4 Cynthia Enloe, Bananas, Beaches, and Bases: Making Feminist Sense of International Politics (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1990), 16. 
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bolted and barred." However, as she began to work, it became clear that an "adapted 
restatement" ofRatzel's principles would be insufficient. Ratzel, according to Semple, 
"took a mountain-top view of things"; he tended to throw out broad generalizations and 
suggestions without necessarily verifying them. Semple decided that it was her job to test 
Ratzel's theories: "The only solution was to go over the whole field from the beginning, 
making research for the data as from the foundation, and checking off the principles 
against the facts. This was especially necessary, because it was not always obvious that 
Ratzel had based his inductions on sufficiently broad data." Semple's "method of 
research has been to compare typical peoples of all races and all stages of cultural 
development, living under similar geographic conditions." If people in similar 
environments showed similar "social, economic or historical development, it was 
reasonable to infer that such similarities were due to environment and not to race."5 
Completing this project required Semple to assemble a vast amount of data covering a 
broad chronological and geographical scope (she consulted well over three hundred 
different sources). When writing about Europe and Euro-Americans, Semple generally 
referred to classical authors, other geographers, historical works by authors like Edward 
Freeman, John Buckle, and Francis Parkman, or occasionally to sociological studies like 
William Z. Ripley's The Races of Europe. Information about the native peoples of the 
Americas came largely from anthropological studies, such as the reports of the U.S. 
Bureau of Ethnology. 
5 Ellen Churchill Semple, Influences of Geographic Environment, on the Basis of Ratzel s System of 
Anthropo-Geography (New York: Henry Holt, 1911 ), v-vii. 
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When it came to finding information on areas less familiar to westerners--Africa, 
Australia, the Pacific Islands, and parts of Asia--Semple relied heavily on the accounts of 
missionaries, explorers, government officials, and other travelers. As Matthew Frye 
Jacobson notes, "interest in accounts of exotic places" did not originate in the late 
nineteenth century--the accounts of Richard Burton's and David Livingstone's adventures 
in Africa were wildly popular in the the mid-nineteenth century, "and they in tum merely 
followed the precedents of traveler-raconteurs like Mungo Park in the eighteenth 
century." However, the period after 1870 was particularly conducive to the production of 
popular writing on "exotic regions," thanks to "the rise of penny journalism ... and 
innovations in print, halftone, and photographic technology." The demands of 
imperialism--exploring, mapping, ethnographizing--also helped to produce volumes of 
travel writing, and "literary and journalistic writing in this period buttressed the logic of 
empire" by turning exotic landscapes into "commodities to be desired and possessed; by 
rendering indigenous peoples as mere fixtures of that landscape.''6 Because the societies 
being written about in these travel accounts often had no written language of their own, 
they were considered to have no history, and the kinds of historical sources Semple used 
to write about Euro-Americans did not, and could not, exist for them. As Michel de 
Certeau explains, it is writing that "produces history" by "combining the power to keep 
the past (while the primitive 'fable' forgets and loses its origin) with that of indefinitely 
conquering distance (while the primitive 'voice' is limited to the vanishing circle of its 
6 Matthew Frye Jacobson, Barbarian Virtues: The United States Encounters Foreign Peoples At Home and 
Abroad, 1876-1917 (New York: Hill and Wang, 2000), 108-10. 
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auditors)."7 For this reason, "primitive" peoples appeared to Western observers and 
readers to exist in a timeless, ahistorical state. 
This sense that most non-western cultures were backward, timeless, and stagnant 
comes through most clearly in the ways in which Semple assembled and used evidence. 
Because primitive societies supposedly did not change, she was free to draw on any 
sources she chose for evidence, regardless of when, why, or by whom they had been 
written. For example, in discussing the practice of infanticide in Oceania, she cited 
Robert Codrington, an Anglican priest and anthropologist, author of The Melanesians: 
Studies in Their Anthropology and Folk-lore (1891); British colonial administrator Basil 
Thomson's The Fijians: A Study of the Decay of Custom (1908); missionary Thomas 
Williams's Fiji and the Fijians (1859); the journal of James Cook's voyage in the Pacific, 
1776-1880; and Robert Louis Stevenson's travel narrative In the South Seas (1903, but 
about a trip taken in 1888-89). 8 All of these sources are presented as equally authoritative, 
impartial, and truthful. Similarly, in a section on the "mental and moral qualities of 
nomads," Semple cited no fewer than ten different sources, from the Bible to the 
thirteenth-century traveler John de Plano Carpini to John Burckhardt's Notes on the 
Bedouins and Wahabys (1831 ). Observations and assessments made of a wide range of 
peoples--"Bedouins of the Nejd, Kirghis of the Central Asia Plateau, or semi-nomadic 
7 Michel de Certeau, The Writing of History, trans. Tom Conley (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1988), 215-16. 
8 Semple, Influences of Geographic Environment, 463-64. 
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Boers of South Africa" --were presented by Semple as evidence of some essential 
"nomadic" quality, "bred" into them by the deserts and steppes. 9 
Moreover, Semple explicitly made the argument that "genuine nomadic peoples 
show no alteration in their manners, customs or mode of life from millennium to 
millennium" and marshaled an array of authorities to demonstrate the truth of this 
statement: 
The interior of the Arabian desert reveals the same social and economic status, 
whether we take the descriptions of Moses or Mohammed or Burckhardt or 
more recent travelers .... The account which Herodotus gives of the nomads 
of the Russian steppes agrees in minute details with that of Strabo written five 
centuries later, with that ofWilliam de Rubruquis in 1253, and with modem 
descriptions of Kalmuck and Kirghis life. The Gauchos or Indian pastoral 
halfbreeds of the Argentine plains were found by Wappaus in 1870 to accord 
accurately with Avara's description of them at the end of the eighteenth 
century. 10 
Semple at least attempted to show evidence that societies could remain unchanged for 
thousands of years; most authors simply took that as a given (as Semple herself did in the 
case of other "primitive" peoples). However, it should be noted that by the nineteenth 
century, it was becoming increasingly rare for authors to write about "undiscovered" 
places and peoples. In most cases, they had probably prepared for their journeys by 
reading other travelers' accounts of the people and things they were seeing, and thus their 
expectations and impressions were shaped by what they already knew. Did modem 
travelers actually see the same things as Herodotus and Strabo, or were their expectations 
shaped by a long tradition of western writing influenced by the classical tradition? For 
9 Ibid., 510. 
10 Ibid., 509. 
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Semple and her contemporaries, this was never an issue, because they believed that the 
white, western, usually male observer was detached, impartial, and above all scientific. 
Both authors and readers believed that the information presented in travel accounts 
derived from neutral observation; that travelers might report "seeing" things that 
confirmed their existing beliefs (as clearly was the case) was an impossibility. Ultimately, 
this meant that because the varying contexts of travelers' accounts--including the fact that 
almost all of them were written in the context of western imperialism and often resulted 
from journeys undertaken with specifically expansionist goals--were not taken into 
account, the texts' affirmation of existing racial hierarchies and narratives of progress 
(and therefore implicit support for imperialism) was deemed scientifically valid. 
Semple's explicit goal was not to provide justification for imperialism, but given 
the project's context, purpose, and sources, she nonetheless produced a text that 
represented western expansion and dominance as an inevitable result of natural and 
historical forces rooted in environment. A good example of how this came about comes 
from Semple's examination of South Africa. Almost all ofher information on South 
Africa was drawn from James Bryce's Impressions of South Africa (1897). Bryce, a 
British historian and Liberal member of Parliament, writing during a period of escalating 
hostility between the British and Dutch, reproduced the dominant British view of the 
Boers as crude and even degenerate. In the preface to a later edition of the book, Bryce 
noted that in 1896-97 "there was strong reason to believe as well as to hope that a race 
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conflict in South Africa would be avoided."11 Bryce was referring not to conflict between 
white and black South Africans, but between the British and the Dutch, who he saw as 
separate races that had become even more distinct during the Boers' residence in South 
Africa. As Semple put it, the Boers represented a "pronounced instance of a rapid 
retrogression under new unfavorable geographic conditions." 
The transfer from the busy commercial cities of the Rhine mouths to the far-
away periphery of the world's trade, from the intensive agriculture of small 
deltaic gardens and the scientific dairy farming of the moist Netherlands to the 
semi-arid pastures of the high, treeless veldt, where they were barred from 
contact with the vivifying sea and its ship-borne commerce, has changed the 
enterprising seventeenth century Hollander into the conservative pastoral Boer. 
The Dutch lost the "comfort and solid bourgeois elegance" of their homes, as well as 
"house-wifely habits and order" in this new environment. Language, too, had 
"deteriorated under the effects of isolation and a lower status of civilization." Boers were 
forced to borrow words for new experiences from the native African populations; as a 
result, they could "express no abstract ideas, only the concrete ideas of a dull, work-a-day 
world."12 Though Bryce would criticize British actions against Boer civilians, including 
the establishment of concentration camps, during the Second Boer War ( 1899-1902), it is 
easy to see how these kinds of dehumanizing descriptions of the Boers could easily be 
turned toward support for British policies in South Africa. 
Semple's analysis of the white settlers in South Africa also tapped into debates 
over the effects of climate on racial characteristics, and specifically the issue of whether it 
11 James Bryce, Impressions of South Africa, 3d ed. (London: Macmillan and Co., 1900), vii. 
12 Semple, Influences of Geographic Environment, 48. 
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was possible for the "white race" to acclimatize to areas outside the United States and 
Europe. By the late nineteenth century the "tropics" were the only areas left still 
considered open for colonization, but there were real doubts among scientists and 
policymakers as to the ability of Europeans to survive outside the temperate zones over 
the long term without degenerating. The white colonists of South Africa were frequently 
invoked as evidence on both sides of this debate. As David Livingstone notes, "The idea 
that climatic regions on both global and local scales found expression in what might be 
called an ethnic moral topography snakes its way throughout the corpus of nineteenth-
and twentieth-century geographical writings .... [I]t was not clear whether climate had 
produced such racial degenerates, or whether they had been placed by nature or God in 
climatically appropriate regimes," but the "idea that climate had stamped its indelible 
mark on racial constitution, not just physiologically, but psychologically and morally," 
persisted well into the twentieth century. 13 The moderate climate of the temperate zone, 
Semple asserted, produced people who were "energetic, provident, serious, thoughtful 
rather than emotional, cautious rather than impulsive." On the other hand, "the 
southerners of the sub-tropical Mediterranean basin are easy-going, improvident except 
under pressing necessity, gay, emotional, imaginative, all qualities which among the 
negroes of the equatorial belt degenerate into grave racial faults." 14 This kind of casual, 
13 David N. Livingstone, "Climate's Moral Economy: Science, Race, and Place in Post-Darwinian British 
and American Geography," in Geography and Empire, ed. Anna Godlewska and Neil Smith (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1994), 138-40. 
14 Semple, Influences of Geographic Environment, 620. 
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"common-sense" linking of climate and moral judgment recurs throughout the literature 
on white acclimatization. 
As Dane Kennedy points out, medical advances in fighting tropical diseases in the 
late nineteenth century "did not automatically sweep away suspicion that the climate 
itself posed biological harm to Europeans. Indeed, the evidence suggests that such 
suspicion developed deeper and more extensive roots in the early twentieth century." 
Doctors continued to identify diseases such as "tropical inertia," "Burma head," and 
"tropical neurasthenia," which served as catchall diagnoses for a wide variety of 
symptoms: lethargy, irritability, insomnia, alcoholism, sexual indulgence, and so on. 
Science could keep white men from dying of malaria, but many observers had doubts 
whether "white colonists [could] thrive, reproduce, and sustain lasting communities 
whose ethnic and cultural identities remained intact in the tropics." Kennedy argues that 
when commentators used terms like "decline" and "degeneration," what they really were 
talking about was "the process of dissolving the boundaries that set coloniser apart from 
the colonised--both the social boundaries that distinguished 'civilised' from 'barbarous' 
behavior and the physical boundaries that distinguished 'white' from 'coloured' race."15 
Ultimately, questions about acclimatization led to the question of labor: if whites 
could not permanently live and work in the tropics--at least not if they wished to remain 
"white"--then how could they continue to extract resources from these places? Semple 
15 Dane Kennedy, "The Perils of the Midday Sun: Climatic Anxieties in the Colonial Tropics," in 
Imperialism and the Natural World, ed. John M. MacKenzie (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
1990), 119, 121, 123, 131. 
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addressed this question in the final chapter of Influences of Geographic Environment, in 
which she argued that a tropical environment was physically and morally dangerous to 
white Europeans and Americans. The tropics caused "certain derangements in the 
physiological functions of heart, liver, kidneys and organs of reproduction," and "tends to 
relax the mental and moral fiber, induces indolence, self-indulgences and various 
excesses which lower the physical tone." Moreover, "the presence of an inferior, more or 
less servile native population, relaxes both conscience and physical energy just when both 
need a tonic. The result is general enervation, deterioration both as economic and political 
agents."16 Semple saw only one real answer to this problem: "An imported ruling class, 
constantly invalided and as constantly renewed, aided by a similar commercial body 
acting as superintendents of labor; the whole machine of government and economic 
exploitation is supported by a permanent servile native population, doing the 
preeminently tropical work of agriculture, which is so fatal to the white man in a torrid 
climate." Semple's suggestion was, however, an imperfect solution, because instead of 
privileging northern Europeans, it meant that Mediterranean peoples, who were "more 
tolerant of a torrid climate than the blond Teutons," might now have an advantage "in that 
national struggle for existence which is a struggle for space." Even more worryingly, "the 
aptitude of the Chinese for a wide range of climatic accommodation, from the Arctic 
16 Semple, Influences of Geographic Environment, 626-27. Semple was obviously referring here to what 
she saw as the danger of sexual relationships between white men and "native" women. The children of such 
unions threatened white racial purity, and moreover sexual excess was itself seen as potentially dangerous 
to the health when combined with the other strains of living in the tropics. See Newman, White Women s 
Rights, 15-17. 
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circle to the equator, lends color to 'the yellow peril. "'17 It is unlikely that Semple really 
believed that there might be large-scale white American colonization in the tropics (as 
noted in Chapter 2, when she talked about Asia being the next frontier, she was talking 
about trade, not emigration) but she was interested in what the issue of white 
acclimatization said about broader questions of climate and adaptability. 
"Spinsters Abroad": Women Travelers in the Age of Imperialism 
Almost without exception, the sources Ellen Semple consulted in writing 
Influences of Geographic Environment were produced by men, but by the early twentieth 
century there was also a large body of travel literature by women. Sara Mills notes in 
Discourses of Difference that there has been surprisingly little critical work done on 
women's travel writing. That which does exist tends to emphasize women travelers as 
"eccentric spinsters" who traveled to escape the constraints of Victorian life and positions 
them as exceptional individuals writing about their experiences. Critics rarely place them 
within the context of colonialism, and indeed sometimes selectively read texts to position 
the authors as anti-colonialist. Moreover, women's accounts are more likely than men's to 
be "subject to accusations of exaggeration and falsehood" by both their contemporaries 
and modem critics.18 It may be for this reason that Semple cited only two female 
travelers, Isabella Bird (1831-1904) and Eliza Ruhamah Scidmore (1856-1928) in 
17 Semple, Influences of Geographic Environment, 628. 
18 Sara Mills, Discourses of Difference, 12-13; 31-35. The titles of some books about women travelers are 
telling, such as Dea Birkett, Spinsters Abroad: Victorian Lady Explorers (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1989); 
Dorothy Middleton, Victorian Lady Travellers (London: Routledge, 1965); and Jane Robinson, Unsuitable 
for Ladies: An Anthology of Women Travellers (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994). 
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Influences of Geographic Environment. Perhaps she felt that men, most of whom traveled 
as part of official expeditions and considered themselves scientists, provided more 
accurate accounts. Also, because her main interests were in economic and political 
conditions, she may have found male authors addressed these questions more frequently 
and thoroughly. Still, I think it is important to look at Semple within the context of 
women's travel writing for several reasons. For one, Semple's own round-the-world trip 
might easily be placed within the category of "eccentric Victorian lady spinster traveler" 
had it not been for her reputation as a scholar and the fact that the writing she produced 
fit within the academic tradition of field studies rather than personal narrative or 
reminiscence. The contrasting experiences of Semple's traveling companion Fannie 
Macaulay is also instructive. Semple and Macaulay presumably saw the same things and 
had similar experiences during their 1911 trip to Japan, but they produced very different 
texts afterwards, Macaulay's being a much more conventionally "feminine" narrative of 
personal relationships and domestic details. Do these two kinds of texts provide 
fundamentally different views of Japan? To what extent do the writers' backgrounds (both 
white, upper-class, Southern women) and the context of rising Japanese and American 
imperialism shape the texts? 
From the early seventeenth through the mid-nineteenth century, the Japanese 
government restricted the ability of its citizens to leave Japan or for non-Japanese to enter 
the country. Of the western powers, only the Dutch East India Company was allowed to 
engage in commerce in Japan, and only at one trading post in Nagasaki. This remained 
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the case until1854, when United States Navy Commodore Matthew Perry was able to 
force the Japanese to sign the Treaty ofKanagawa, which opened two more ports to 
American ships and allowed the establishment of an American consul in Japan. Over the 
next few years, the United States (sometimes with the assistance of the French, British, 
and Dutch) obtained more concessions and the opening of more treaty ports. When the 
Meiji Restoration of 1868 finally ended the Tokugawa shogunate, ushering in a period of 
modernization and openness to the West, it did not take European and American travelers 
long to "discover" Japan as a new and exciting destination. Travel agent Thomas Cook 
first offered a trip to Japan in 1872, as part of a round-the-world tour; in 1898 traveler 
Catherine Bond noted that her hotel in Yokohama was "full of Cook's excursionists from 
the States."19 Japan's rapid modernization and adoption of western technology in the 
1870s and 1880s meant that by the time it became a popular tourist destination the parts 
that were most frequently visited (generally the treaty ports) were already quite 
westernized. This was, in fact part of its appeal: "it offered a taste of the 'exotic East' in a 
setting that shared enough cultural similarities with Western societies to make tourists 
feel comfortable."20 Moreover, as Lorraine Sterry points out, Japan was seen as safe, 
"both physically and morally," for women travelers, even those traveling alone. Japan 
seemed to offer an appealing combination of a picturesque, pre-industrial (at least by 
19 Lorraine Sterry, "Constructs ofMeiji Japan: The Role of Writing by Victorian Women Travellers," 
Japanese Studies 23, no. 2 (2003), 167 n. 2. 
20 Withey, Grand Tours and Cook's Tours, 280. 
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comparison with the west), timeless society and the possibility of novel experiences and 
discoveries in a relatively unknown country.21 
Ellen Semple's first contact with Japanese people and culture probably came 
through her Vassar classmate Sutematsu Yamakawa. Yamakawa's presence in 
Poughkeepsie, New York, was a product of the same forces that opened Japan to western 
visitors. In 1871, under the leadership of statesman Iwakura Tomomi, the Meiji 
government sent one hundred political leaders, ambassadors, and students on a two-year 
tour of nine American cities and twelve European countries. The Iwakura Mission 
"studied Western political, economic, military, industrial, and social institutions in order 
to determine what Japan needed to appropriate from the West in order to survive." Also 
included in the Mission were five girls, among them Yamakawa, who were to be left with 
host families in the United States to learn the "profession of ladies." This was part of the 
Meiji government's effort to improve their image in the eyes of the West. Karen K. Seat 
notes that the first Westerners to enter Japan, "often assuming that women's status as 
wives and mothers reflected a country's level of progress and civility," were shocked to 
find that women were not idealized as they were in the West. By sending a group of girls 
to be educated in the United States, the Japanese government hoped to "demonstrate to 
Western powers their interest in redefining gender roles in a way befitting a 'civilized' 
nation. "22 
21 Sterry, "Constructs ofMeiji Japan," 172, 176. 
22 Karen K. Seat, "Providence Has Freed Our Hands": Women s Missions and the American Encounter 
With Japan (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 2008), 66-67, 71. 
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Sutematsu Yamakawa (1860-1919) came from a samurai family inAizu, the 
feudal domain of the daimyo Katamori Matsudaira, in what is now Fukushima Prefecture 
on the west coast of Japan. Matsudaira was one of the last samurai to surrender to 
imperial forces during the civil war between the shogun and the emperor, and as a child 
Yamakawa and her family were involved in the 1868 siege ofWakamatsu (her future 
husband was part of the imperial forces and he later liked to joke that she had made the 
bullet that hit him during the seige). In 1870, at the age often, she was chosen by the 
Iwakura Mission as one of the "most promising girl-students in Japan, to be sent at 
government expense to America, there to be educated in Western languages and ways." 
Yamakawa was sent to live in New Haven, Connecticut, with the family of Leonard 
Bacon, a Congregational minister. Like Semple, she arrived at Vassar in 1878, where she 
was a member of the Shakespeare Club and Philaletheis. She graduated magna cum laude 
and was chosen to give an address, "British Policy towards Japan," at commencement. 
She returned to New Haven for the summer to attend nursing school, as she intended to 
work for the Red Cross and find a job in education when she returned to Japan. However, 
like many of her fellow graduates, she found the lack of employment opportunities for 
women frustrating, and in 1883 she married Iwao Oyama (1842-1916), the Minister of 
War. Yamakawa continued to work for the Red Cross and other charitable organizations, 
and was a dedicated supporter ofwomen's education in Japan. She was a trustee of the 
Peeresses' School and was instrumental in the establishment of the Women's Institute for 
English Studies (Joshi Eigaku Juku, now Tsuda College) in Tokyo, which was founded in 
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1900 by Umeko Tsuda, another member of the Iwakura Mission who had graduated from 
Bryn Mawr. 23 
Though Yamakawa did not always keep in close contact with her Vassar 
classmates because Oyama was concerned she might give away military secrets, she was 
happy to welcome American guests, knowing, as one recalled, "just what we would like 
to see."24 (In her 1912 novel The Lady and Sada San, Fannie Macaulay had her heroine 
meet with "Baroness Otani," an encounter that may well have been based on her own 
visit to Yamakawa, Baroness Oyama.) Oyama, too, was willing to use his influence to 
ease the way for American travelers in Japan. During the Sino-Japanese war of 1894-95, 
he led the capture of Port Arthur, a strategic port city on the Liaodong Peninsula, and was 
the commander of Japanese forces in Manchuria during the Russo-Japanese War 
(1904-05). By the time of Semple's trip in 1911 he had been made a prince by Emperor 
Meiji and was in a position to provide the passes and guards she and her companions 
required for their two-hundred mile hike through the central mountain region of 
Honshu.25 This was not simply a sightseeing expedition but a field excursion during 
which Semple would make observations and gather information on Japanese agriculture. 
Japan would serve as a case study of the influence of geography--in this case, 
23 "Princess Oyama," Vassar College Encyclopedia, http://vcencyclopedia.vassar.edu/alumni/princess-
oyama.html; Elizabeth M. Howe, "History of the Class of 1882, Vassar College, Prepared for their Fiftieth 
Anniversary, June, 1932," 112-118. Courtesy of the Harry H. Laughlin Eugenics Collection, Special 
Collections Department, Pickler Memorial Library, Truman State University. 
24 Howe, "History of the Class of 1882," 118. 
25 Preston E. James, Wilford A Bladen, and Pradyumna P. Karan, "Ellen Churchill Semple and the 
Development of a Research Paradigm," in The Evolution of Geographic Thought in America: A Kentucky 
Root, ed. Wilford A Bladen, and Pradyumna P. Karan (Dubuque: Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co., 1983), 40. 
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mountainous islands with limited arable land--upon agricultural methods. Semple 
presented the results of her expedition to the Royal Geographical Society in London 
during the last leg of her journey, in November 1912, and published her paper in the 
Society's journal the following month. 
Semple found in Japan proof of the general geographical principle that islands 
"supply the spur to agriculture" by giving it "an intensive, scientific character in order to 
feed an increasing population from a land area that cannot be increased." She calculated 
that due to the mountainous terrain, infertile volcanic soil, and other factors, only some 
fourteen percent of Japan's total land was arable. As a result, Japan "shows all the 
influences of a small, naturally defined area working themselves out to their logical 
conclusion. Its whole development, with the attendant economic and social results, has 
the definiteness and finish of a laboratory experiment." The Japanese farmer had 
"succeeded in making a naturally infertile soil highly productive by intensive labour, by 
deep-down cultivation, constant weeding, abundant watering of crops either from rainfall 
or irrigation streams, and especially by repeated manuring during the development of the 
crop itself." According to Semple, there were three distinctive characteristics of Japanese 
agriculture: 
First the small arable area, which necessitates the constant use of the land and 
hence precludes fallow fields; and second, the dominant cultivation of rice with 
scant rotation of crops, due to climate, relief, and the obstinate conservatism of 
the national palate. These two features combine to create a big demand for 
fertilizers, in order to prevent exhaustion of the soil. And here we meet the third 
distinctive characteristic of Japanese agriculture, the practical absence of stock-
ratsmg. 
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As she noted, Oyama, "who has turned Cincinnatus since the Russian war, has been 
trying to raise sheep and fodder grasses on his farm in the mountains of central Hondo; 
but he finds the experiment almost as expensive as the Manchurian campaign." This led 
to a long discussion of how Japanese farmers had developed alternative methods of 
fertilizing in the absence of cattle and sheep. 26 
Semple was also interested in the practice of interculture, or "raising alternate 
rows of different crops in the same field, planting one earlier than the other, so that it 
matures and can be harvested first," in dry upland regions.27 In her notes she recorded her 
observations of"Gotemba at foot ofFuji (450 m elevation). In one field, alternate rows of 
maize & beans, or alternate rows of maize and sato imo (taro) or mulberry & maize, or 
mulberry & sato imo. Also in one row, alternating millet and daikon (white radish) and 
millet and bran, millet & daikon & millet & bran etc over the whole field. Also in one 
row alternating bran and carrot." She saw "alternating rows of eggplant and sato imo near 
Kyoto, also tea and mulberry, and elsewhere, tea and sato imo in alternate rows."28 
Semple thought that though the practice of interculture was labor-intensive (animals and 
machinery could not be used) it was nonetheless practical because it "permits a very 
intensive utilization of the soil and an even distribution of labour through a long period of 
the year. These are important considerations in a country where arable land is scarce and 
26 Ellen Churchill Semple, "Influence of Geographical Conditions Upon Japanese Agriculture," 
Geographical Journa/40, no. 6 (1912), 589-60, 592, 594-95. 
27 Ibid., 599. 
28 Ellen Churchill Semple Papers, Box 9, Miscellaneous Materials, Special Collections Library, University 
of Kentucky. 
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labour abundant."29 However, she concluded on a somewhat pessimistic note. Japanese 
farmers had done the best they could under difficult conditions, but after 1868 and the 
end of the seclusion policy, "the dwarf, hand-tilled rice and bean field of the Japanese 
farmer suddenly came into competition with the vast agricultural tracts in all parts of the 
world." Farmers were suddenly being asked to support the "crushing burden" of Japan's 
"expensive career of a modem world-power." The tax burden was causing small 
proprietors to disappear as "their farms are being mortgaged and absorbed into the larger 
estates." Semple concluded, "The condition of the Japanese farmer to-day is therefore 
pitiable."30 
Semple's investigation of Japanese agriculture led directly to the second article to 
come out of her trip, "Japanese Colonial Methods," published in the Bulletin of the 
American Geographical Society in 1913. She argued here that the only proper response to 
the problems of competition and taxation was for farmers to "seek the larger fields of 
Japan's colonial lands, there to practice modem large-scale tillage." Since 1895, Japan 
had acquired around 110,000 square miles of new territory, including Korea and Taiwan, 
but Semple believed that the Japanese government was "checking the natural and healthy 
colonizing instincts of the people." For example, Korea seemed to offer an ideal outlet for 
Japan's surplus population. After Japan acquired Korea in the Sino-Japanese War, there 
was "an exodus from the home islands to the peninsula"--yet fifteen years later, there 
were still only about 145,000 Japanese residents of Korea. Semple blamed this on the 
29 Semple, "Influence of Geographical Conditions Upon Japanese Agriculture," 600. 
30 Ibid., 602-03. 
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Japanese government's policy of leasing, rather than freely granting, public land to 
settlers. She reported that since 1907, only eighty-three of925 Japanese applicants, and 
133 of 1,176 Korean applicants, were approved and allowed to lease land. Semple argued 
that though the Japanese government "declares its intention to honor as many 
applications as possible, still the impression remains that we have here a policy of 
expansion cramped by precedent established in a small crowded territory where land has 
more value than men." What was needed here was "the true colonial outlook," where 
"land is useful primarily to attract men, and therefore should be given to them freely, 
coupled with additional inducements to settlers, like free transportation of family and 
effects." Semple added that while a "spirit of initiative" and "untrammeled enterprise" 
was called "American," it was really a universal "colonial" impulse that the Japanese 
government should embrace. 31 
Semple did, however, approve of Japan's "administration of Korean affairs and 
her efforts in behalf of her Korean subjects." She believed that Japan had an easier task 
than the U.S. in the Philippines or Britain in India, "because Japan is dealing with a 
kindred people, living in a neighboring territory under familiar climatic conditions, 
having an allied civilization, and, what is more important, capable of being embodied in 
the body politic of Japan." The goal of Japanese policy, as Semple put it, was to take a 
people who had been "brought to the verge of racial and political decay by centuries of 
misrule," and, through "moral, physical, intellectual, and industrial regeneration," make 
31 Ellen Churchill Semple, "Japanese Colonial Methods," Bulletin of the American Geographical Society 
45, no. 4 (1913), 259,262-65. 
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them "a force in Japan's struggle for military and economic supremacy in the Far East." 
Semple singled out Japan's educational policy for praise. Common schools for both boys 
and girls had been established; "for the first time, apart from what the mission schools 
could offer, the Korean girls have an equal chance with the boys." Girls were given basic 
educational skills as well as industrial training, while boys also received "physical 
training to overcome Korean inertia. Military drill, football, baseball and tennis are 
pushed to the front, in order to arouse ambition and the corps spirit." Semple reported 
that she had met the governor of Pyongyang Province, who told her that he believed the 
"incapacity" of the Koreans was due to "neglect," and that "with training they can attain 
the same technical efficiency as the Japanese, and under proper guidance their products 
can soon enter the world market. "32 
While to some Europeans and Americans, Japanese dominance in Asia 
represented the imminence of the "yellow peril," it caused some others to reevaluate 
their conflation of"civilization" and the West. Particularly after the Japanese defeat of 
Russia in 1905, many Westerners gained a new respect for Japan. However, as Karen Seat 
points out, support for Japan "did not fully challenge the notion of racial hierarchy but 
merely placed Japanese at the top of the hierarchy along with Caucasians."33 Semple 
placed the Japanese in the role of civilizers; though she criticized some of their methods, 
she clearly was not concerned about the prospect of Japanese control of Asia. By 
32 Ibid., 267-68. 
33 Seat, "Providence Has Freed Our Hands," 129. 
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following Western models, Japan could do for Asia what white Westerners had done in 
other parts of the world. 
Semple's talk on agriculture was well-received by the Royal Geographical 
Society. In his concluding remarks, President John Scott Keltie complimented "the 
extremely keen and observant eye which Miss Semple must have directed to the objects 
of her inquiry."34 While it would have been clear to the audience from Keltie's 
introduction that Semple's talk was based on her own experiences and observations, in 
the published paper she maintained a detached, "scientific" attitude and only once, 
toward the end of the paper, directly referred to her personal experiences. She bolstered 
her observations with plenty of statistics and included numerous photographs she had 
taken. A London newspaper reported that Semple "impressed the audience by her ready 
and confident replies to a learned professor who ... challenged some of her statements." 
Semple "quoted Blue-books and statistics in support of her contentions until the professor 
rose in almost trembling apology" and the audience applauded. 35 Similarly, in her article 
on Japanese colonization she supported personal observation with quantitative data. It 
was this way of transforming field observations into objective "facts" that allowed her to 
claim the status of an expert. Indeed, before she even returned to the United States, 
Semple's opinions on the Japanese system of education in Korea were being quoted in 
American newspapers.36 
34 Semple, "Influence of Geographical Conditions Upon Japanese Agriculture," 607. 
35 "Woman Geographer: Pioneer in a New Field of Research," Daily Express (London), 5 November 1912. 
36 See, for example, "Training the Koreans: Excellent Plan of the Japanese Producing Good Results," 
Dallas Morning News, 4 May 1912. 
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Geographer Mona Domosh has argued that women travelers like Mary Kingsley 
and Isabella Bird have largely been excluded from the history of geography because of 
the way in which the fieldwork procedures expected of "professional" geographers were 
"codified and regulated in order to advance scientific learning." By the late nineteenth 
century, "fieldwork as geographic inquiry was limited to a few, elite, white males and was 
fostered in the male club atmosphere of the Royal Geographic Society in England and the 
American Geographical Society in the United States." Women travelers hoped to prove 
that observations and insights gained from direct experience were just as valuable, if not 
more so, than information gained through formal channels of learning. But it was, 
Domosh argues, "this very claim to knowledge that eventually was used to deny women's 
experiences and exclude them from the status as professional geographers," as subjective 
experience was "systematically taken out of the realm of scientific geography. "37 Semple, 
however, seems largely to have been accepted by the "club" of male geographers for 
what I believe are two main reasons. For one, unlike Kingsley or Bird, she was college-
educated and had studied with one of the preeminent (male) authorities in the field of 
geography; thus her work could not so easily be dismissed. Second, Semple was always 
very careful to present her work in a way that conformed to scientific (i.e., male) 
standards of scholarship: objective, backed with official figures and statistics, and above 
all free from any evidence of personal interest in particular individuals. 
37 Mona Domosh, "Toward a Feminist Historiography of Geography," Transaction of the Institute of British 
Geographers 16, no. 1 (1991), 96-99. 
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It is useful, then, to compare Semple's work with her travel companion Fannie 
Macaulay's books The Lady of the Decoration and The Lady and Sada San, which were 
more "typical" of women's travel accounts. Published as the letters of one "Frances 
Little" to her cousin, The Lady of the Decoration recounts the experiences of a young 
woman teaching at a mission school in Japan between 1901 and 1905. Macaulay herself 
was the head of the kindergarten at a girls' school in Hiroshima from 1902 to 1907, and 
the book was evidently based upon letters she wrote to her niece, Alice Hegan Rice, an 
author of popular fiction who encouraged her to publish them. Released in 1906 at the 
height of American interest in Japan, it became a bestseller. Though elements of the book 
are fictionalized, there are many parallels between Macaulay and the unnamed "Lady." 
Both were educated, well-to-do Southern women (Macaulay attended the famous Science 
Hill Academy in Shelbyville, Kentucky) who found themselves suddenly free from 
unhappy marriages (the Lady describes herself as a "widow who is not sorry"; it is 
unclear whether Macaulay's marriage to businessman James Macaulay ended through 
death or divorce) and became kindergarten teachers, first in Louisville, then in Japan.38 
Sara Mills argues that women's travel accounts were largely shaped by prevailing 
discourses of femininity, and there are many elements in Macaulay's books which bear 
this out. Mills says that while "men could describe their travel as individuals and as 
representatives of the colonial power, women could only travel and write as gendered 
38 John Wilson Townsend, Kentucky in American Letters, 1784-1912, vol. 2 (Cedar Rapids, Iowa: Torch 
Press, 1913), 181-82; Fannie Caldwell Macaulay, The Lady of the Decoration (New York: The Century Co, 
1906), 4-5. The title of the book comes from the heroine's Japanese neighbors mistaking the watch pinned 
to her shirt for a medal from the emperor. 
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individuals with clearly delineated roles." Thus women travel writers "constantly allude 
to femininity," for example in an "emphasis on the hazardous nature of travel for 
women" (the Lady witnesses the effects of the Russo-Japanese War on Japan, then in the 
sequel finds herself in China during the revolution of 1911 ). Mills also argues that 
discourses of femininity are the reason "many of these women's accounts were written in 
the form of letters or diaries or a mixture of the two" --because these forms could 
accommodate the kind of unstructured, personal, domestically oriented narratives women 
were expected to produce. Moreover, there is an emphasis on the "confessional mode" 
and self-revelation in women's accounts that rarely appears in men's texts. This is 
certainly true of The Lady of the Decoration, which is as much about the Lady's recovery 
from her disastrous marriage as it is about her experiences of Japan. The discourse of 
femininity also affects the way women address the colonial context of their travels. Mills 
believes that "women writers are more likely to describe their interactions with people 
rather than solely relating these accounts of the country to larger colonial issues or 
strategies." This is not to say that it "escapes imperial ideology, but rather that elements 
of women's travel writing are more heterogeneous and that these elements may act as a 
critique of the colonialist enterprise since there is a stress on personal involvement and 
investment on the part of the narrator. "39 
Macaulay's and/or the Lady's relationship to imperialism reflects this kind of 
ambiguity. To begin with, the very presence of mission schools in Japan was closely 
39 Mills, Discourses of Difference, 103-06. 
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related to imperialism. Though missions have been portrayed as an "advance guard" for 
imperialism, the reverse was in fact often the case, with colonization paving the way for 
missionary efforts.40 Paul Harris has persuasively argued that missionaries, even if they 
did not consciously promote western imperialism, were nonetheless representatives of a 
culture that was "shaped by the experience of aggressive expansion and dominance" and 
thus could serve as agents of cultural imperialism.41 Though Japan was never colonized 
by Western powers, it nonetheless held a special place in the plans of American Protestant 
missionaries. Japan voluntarily opened its doors to Christian missions and Western-style 
educational institutions, "fostering missionaries' hopes that it was to be the 'gateway' to 
Christianizing Asia." And, since it was not formally colonized, "missionaries believed 
Japan held the potential to show the world what Christianity and Western civilization, 
voluntarily adopted by Japanese families, could do to transform a country into a free and 
successful land almost as good as the United States itself." Missionaries often found 
themselves tom between their appreciation for Japanese culture and their personal 
relationships with converts and students, and their belief that (American, Western) 
Christianity was the only true path to success and happiness. 42 
The Lady's first impression on her arrival in Japan is that it is a "fairy-land, real 
true fairy-land." The villages look like they "dropped right out of a picture book," and 
"the streets are full of queer, small people who run about smiling, and bowing and saying 
40 Eric Hobsbawm, The Age of Empire: 1875-1914 (New York: Vintage Books, 1989), 71. 
41 Paul W. Harris, "Cultural Imperialism and American Protestant Missionaries: Collaboration and 
Dependency in Mid-Nineteenth-Century China," Pacific Historical Review 60, no. 3 (1991), 309-12. 
42 Seat, "Providence Has Freed Our Hands, " I 0-11. 
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pretty things to each other." However, over time the "glamour" of Japan dims a bit, and 
she comes to feel that "the beauty and picturesqueness are largely on the surface." As she 
says, "If ever I have to distribute tracts in another world, I am going to wrap a piece of 
soap in every one, for I am more and more convinced that the surest way to heaven for 
the heathen is the Soapy Way." She quickly decides that there is no use in trying to learn 
Japanese, but will concentrate on teaching her students English instead. The first thing 
she does upon taking over a class of older girls who are training to be kindergarten 
teachers is to teach them to skip (this leads to an "epidemic of skipping" among all the 
residents of Hiroshima, adults and children alike). At the end of her time in Japan, she is 
pleased to find the "timid, giggling, dependent little creatures" transformed into "capable, 
earnest young women" ready to start their own kindergartens throughout Japan. 43 The 
Lady clearly feels great affection for her students ("I just long to take the whole lot of 
them to my heart and love them into an education!") but she also seems to want to tum 
them into facsimiles of American children by teaching them American games and songs, 
giving them American toys, and so on. Moreover she tends to refer to them as an 
undifferentiated mass, as her "yellow babies" or collectively as "Little Japan." In some 
places she slips into dehumanizing language, as when she describes the peril of a moonlit 
night out on a sampan with a young man, with only "a pigtail who neither sees nor hears" 
for a chaperon. Here she reduces the boatman to a single physical attribute; as a servant 
and a nonwhite person, she believes he is incapable of observing her.44 Ultimately, what 
43 Macaulay, The Lady of the Decoration, 25, 32-33, 38-39, 142-43, 217. 
44 Ibid., 92. 
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matters to the Lady is not so much her experience of Japan itself, but the way that being 
in Japan forces her to reevaluate her life: 
I tell you if I don't find my real self out here, if I don't see my own soul in all its 
bareness and weakness then I never will see it. At home hedged in by 
conventionality, custom and the hundred little interests of our daily life, we have 
small chance to see ourselves as we really are, but in a foreign land stripped 
bare of everything in the world save self, in a loneliness as great sometimes as 
the grave, face to face with new conditions, new demands, we have ample 
chance to take our own measurement.45 
Still, on the whole, a reader would probably come away from the book with a 
generally favorable, if somewhat patronizing, impression of Japan. Macaulay's feelings 
about Japan seem to have changed somewhat between the publication of The Lady of the 
Decoration and its sequel in 1912. In The Lady and Sada San (which she dedicated to 
Semple and Charlotte Smith, her "fellow wanderers through the Orient"), Macaulay 
focused on the position of women in Japanese society, about which she found nothing 
favorable. At the end of The Lady of the Decoration, the Lady marries her childhood 
sweetheart and returns to the United States. The Lady and Sada San picks up six years 
later when her husband, a doctor, is asked to join a medical research expedition 
investigating a plague in China. Lonely and bored at home in Louisville, the Lady 
decides to return to Japan for a visit and takes on the task of chaperoning Sada San, the 
daughter of an American father and Japanese mother who was adopted by a missionary 
and raised in the U.S. after her parents died. Now that her adoptive mother has also died, 
Sada San has been invited to live with an uncle in Japan, a situation that greatly worries 
45 Ibid., 146. 
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the Lady. She is certain that Sada will be shocked and disappointed by the "limited 
possibilities" available to Japanese women; she expects that the uncle will keep her a 
virtual prisoner until he can profitably marry her off, and she believes the Japanese to be 
much less tolerant of people of mixed race than Americans are. 
Sada San's situation provided Macaulay with a platform for discussions 
throughout the book about the indignities faced by Japanese women: that they are 
expected to show unquestioning obedience to their male relatives, who are free to 
"dispose of' them however they wish, and particularly the divorce laws that allowed a 
husband, or even a mother-in-law, to send a wife away on a whim. The Lady's worst fears 
do come true and the uncle arranges a marriage for Sada to a man who is "coarse" and 
drinks heavily, but fortunately the Lady is able to get Sada's wholesome Nebraskan 
sweetheart to rescue her--he sneaks her out a window while the Lady distracts the uncle. 
In telling Sada's story, Macaulay criticized what she saw as the unbearably repressive 
aspects of Japan's patriarchal society, but stopped short of questioning the American ideal 
of domesticity. Sada exchanges an arranged marriage for one based on love, but still 
needs to be rescued by her suitor and protected within marriage. 
The Lady and Sad a San is less interesting than The Lady of the Decoration, 
perhaps because its plot diverged so much from Macaulay's real experiences. It was not 
as popular as Decoration, but it was successful enough to lead to a third book in the 
series, Jack and I in Lotus Land, in 1922. And The Lady of the Decoration was wildly 
successful, selling over 73,000 copies by December 1907, making it the best-selling book 
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of that year. Contemporary critics found the book's popularity rather baffling; the Times 
Saturday Review of Books scathingly wrote, "Sugar and water with a dash of lemon are 
the recipe which the author has followed; even the local color which has been added is 
without seasoning. In short, while a very nice woman might have written such letters, 
they should have been reserved for the reading of her familiar admiring friends." Forced 
to reevaluate its response in the wake of the book's success, the Times could do no better 
than say it was a "representative of that mystifying something in current literature which 
has struck the keynote of popular interest."46 This "something" was perhaps Macaulay's 
combination of romance, missionary fervor, and gentle exoticism--but whatever it was, 
readers responded to it. 
In contrast to the 73,000 copies sold of The Lady of the Decoration in its first year 
of release, the Geographical Journal containing Semple's article on Japan was distributed 
to just under 5,000 fellows of the Royal Geographical Society and around 375 libraries 
and other institutions.47 Sheer numbers do not necessarily translate to influence, but it 
seems safe to say that Macaulay's vision of Japan reached a far larger and broader 
audience than Semple's did during their lifetimes. In fact, Macaulay was well-known 
enough as something of an expert on Japan to be asked to contribute to a volume called 
America to Japan: A Symposium of Papers by Representative Citizens of the United 
States on the Relations between Japan and America and on the Common Interests of the 
Two Countries. The book was published in 1915 and edited by Lindsay Russell, the 
46 "The Lady of the Decoration," Current Literature 43 no. 6 (December 1907), 692. 
47 Personal correspondence with Sarah Strong, Royal Geographical Society archivist, 5 November 2009. 
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president of the Japan Society, which was formed in 1905 for the "promotion of friendly 
relations between the United States and Japan and the diffusion among the American 
people of a more accurate knowledge of the Island Kingdom." Macaulay was in good 
company--the "representative citizens" who contributed essays included university 
presidents Nicholas Murray Butler, Harry Pratt Judson, and Charles W. Eliot, as well as 
other educators; authors and diplomats; politicians such as Elihu Root, Theodore 
Roosevelt, and William Jennings Bryan; and businessmen and bankers such as Elbert 
Gary, chairman of U.S. Steel. Macaulay addressed her essay to Japanese children and 
encouraged them to learn English, saying that peace and progress depended upon 
understanding based on a common language. While she believed that Japanese was 
"beautiful in form and expression," it was too difficult to become universal.48 
In Embracing the East: White Women and American Orienta/ism, Mari Yoshihara 
argues that white American women played an important role in both "complicating and 
replicating" Orientalist discourses. In Edward Said's original definition of Orientalism as 
"a western style for dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the Orient" it 
was largely men who were "making statements about it, authorizing views of it, 
describing it, teaching it, settling it, ruling over it." As Yoshihara notes, "Orientalism as a 
masculinist Western discourse marginalized white women in its public sphere and 
simultaneously used the status of white women and Western gender relations as a symbol 
48 Lindsay Russell, ed., America to Japan: A Symposium of Papers by Representative Citizens of the United 
States on the Relations between Japan and America and on the Common Interests of the Two Countries 
(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1915), iii; 124-27. 
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of the superiority ofWestem civilizations over the rest of the world." But at the same 
time, Western imperial enterprise provided white, middle-class women opportunities for 
"social and economic autonomy, independence, and status, and to exercise an agency and 
power" unavailable to them in the West. Using Asian objects, themes, and methods in 
their work provided white American women with new forms of expression, while 
participating in Orientalist discourse gave women "access to, and recognition in, the 
male-dominated world of arts and letters or institutions of scholarly and professional 
knowledge." In addition, white women who traveled to Asia were to some extent freed 
from the conventions of Western gender and sexual relations, and gained "material power 
sustained by racial and class differences" over both Asian women and men.49 
Participation in the culture of Orientalism provided concrete rewards for 
Macaulay and Semple. Macaulay gained the prestige associated with her position as 
principal of kindergartens in Hiroshima, financial independence provided by this job and 
her successful writing career, and a measure of recognition as an authority on Japan. 
While Semple was already well established within the geographical community before 
her articles on Japan appeared, by choosing to address the subject of Japanese 
colonization, she added her voice to one of the major conversations among Europeans 
and Americans who were following developments in Asia with interest. Semple 
demonstrated that she was not only an authority in the field of geography but someone 
who had firsthand knowledge of Japan and could apply geographical analysis to current 
49 Edward W. Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1979), 3; Mari Yoshihara, Embracing the East: 
White Women and American Orientalism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003), 6, 193-95. 
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issues. Semple criticized some aspects of Japanese colonization but did not question 
colonization itself; Macaulay frequently expressed strongly pro-Japanese, as well as anti-
Chinese and Russian sentiments. Since they saw Japan as following a Western model, in 
writing favorably of Japan in general, and Japanese expansion in particularly they each 
tacitly lent their support to American and European imperialist projects. Western 
structures of imperialism and Japan's partial acceptance thereof gave Semple and 
Macaulay access to Japan, and in tum their experiences and knowledge of Japan helped 
support a culture of imperialism. 
CHAPTER4 
PROFESSIONAL IDENTITIES: ELLEN CHURCHILL SEMPLE AND THE 
ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN GEOGRAPHY, 1903-1921 
The period from around 1900 to the end ofWorld War I was a pivotal moment for 
American geography. In 1903, the first separate department of geography, offering 
undergraduate and graduate degrees, was established at the University of Chicago. 
Though students wrote dissertations on geographical subjects at other schools, until the 
Clark School of Geography was founded in 1921, Chicago remained the only American 
institution regularly granting degrees in geography. By the 1940s, nearly every university 
in the U.S. awarding advanced degrees in geography had at least one faculty member 
who came from the University of Chicago's geography department or had studied with a 
Chicago graduate. The department of geography at the University of Chicago thus in 
many ways set the standards and practices for academic geography in the U.S.; in 
particular it played a major role in the shift in emphasis from physical to human-centered 
geography. Ellen Churchill Semple was a member of the faculty at Chicago from 1906 
until 1923, and her status as an authority in the field of anthropogeography was central to 
making human-environment relationships central to the study of geography. 
1903 also marked the year that plans were set in motion for the formation of a 
new professional organization for geographers; the Association of American Geographers 
(AAG) would be officially started in 1904. The AAG was conceived of as an alternative 
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to existing geographical organizations such as the American Geographical Society ( 1851) 
and the National Geographic Society (1888) that had their roots in travel and exploration 
and were open to interested amateurs. In contrast, the AAG would be a strictly 
professional organization for people who had made "original contributions" to the study 
of geography. The AAG thus set itself up as the arbiter of what was considered geography 
and who was a geographer, but these questions were also contested within the 
organization. Creating a professional identity was also a highly gendered process. Ellen 
Semple was one of two women chosen as founding members in 1904; the third would not 
be elected for another twenty years. She became president in 1921, the only woman to 
hold that office until1986. In this chapter I examine Semple's position as one of the few 
women in an organization that put (consciously or not) the creation of a masculine 
identity for geography at the center of its professional goals. 
The United States' entry into World War I in 1917 provided geographers with a 
much-desired opportunity to be of direct use to the state. President Woodrow Wilson 
formed a research group called the Inquiry to gather and prepare material that would be 
used at the eventual peace conference. Though not all the Inquiry's one hundred and fifty 
members were geographers, the group worked out of the American Geographical 
Society's headquarters and geographical questions were central to the work of the 
Inquiry. American policymakers anticipated that in the event of an Allied victory, the 
German, Austro-Hungarian, and Ottoman Empires would be dissolved; new borders 
would have to be drawn within Europe and colonial possessions redistributed. These 
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territorial negotiations would require not only geographers' cartographical expertise but 
their techniques of "mapping" race, ethnicity, language, and resources. The prominent 
role geographers played in the Inquiry and later as part of the American Commission to 
Negotiate Peace at the Paris Peace Conference suggests that geography had achieved its 
long-sought goal of validating its status as a unique discipline with a scientific basis. That 
the information generated by geographers also supported American foreign policy goals 
undoubtedly contributed to the state's embrace of geography. Ellen Semple's work with 
the Inquiry illustrates how she applied the principles of anthropogeography to current 
problems. I am particularly interested in Semple's varying approaches to questions 
related to European peoples and those regarding non-Europeans and how her work 
reflected and contributed to the division of the world into "civilized" and "backward" 
areas. 
Making a Place for Geography in the Academy: The University of Chicago 
As conversations about the place of geography in elementary and secondary 
schools continued in the early 1900s, more colleges and universities began to add courses 
in geography. For the most part, these courses were taught in geology departments, but in 
1903 the University of Chicago started the first separate department of geography. 
Chicago's program also started as an offshoot of the Department of Geology but rapidly 
shifted to environmental and human-centered geography and eventually, by the 1920s, an 
almost exclusive focus on commercial and economic geography. Ellen Semple arrived as 
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a visiting instructor for the Summer Quarter of 1906 to teach a course on "American 
History and Its Geographic Conditions," based on her 1903 book. 1 Semple's courses 
supplemented those already being taught by Harlan H. Barrows, who had joined the 
faculty in 1904. As Professor Charles Colby later recalled, according to department 
legend, when Barrows first taught "The Influence of Geography in American History" in 
the summer of 1904, department chair Rollin Salisbury "was not only afraid of the title 
but was fearful that no students would take the course. In this tentative and unassuming 
fashion was launched the course which has had by far more influence on the development 
of American geography than any other offering .... Its logical organization, its rich 
content and its sustained interest put at rest any fears that geography could not be offered 
at the University level.''2 
The earliest documentation of plans for the department of geography at the 
University of Chicago comes from a 1902 memo from J. Paul Goode, newly appointed 
professor of geography, to Rollin Salisbury, professor of geographic geology and head of 
the Department of Geography. Goode made suggestions for twenty-five courses grouped 
into thirteen subject areas: physiography, mathematical geography, phytogeography, 
zoogeography, paleogeography, anthropogeography, economic geography, history of 
geography, political geography, regional geography, geography teaching, and field work. 
Goode believed that "such an outline of courses in geography is far superior to any work 
1 University of Chicago, Annual Register, 1905-1906 (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1905), 259-61. 
2 Charles C. Colby, "Fifty Years of Geographic Ideas at the University of Chicago," Department of 
Geography Records, Box 1, Folder 2, Fiftieth Anniversary Materials, ca. 1941, Special Collections 
Research Center, University of Chicago Library. 
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yet offered by any university in America, or Great Britain, and it compares favorably with 
what is offered in the larger German Universities. "3 As I discussed in Chapter 1, German 
universities set the standards of scholarship to which American universities aspired; this 
was particularly true for geography departments because geography had first become 
established as a university subject in Germany. 
As an article on the department in the Bulletin of the American Geographical 
Society noted, "courses of a geographic character," such as geographic botany and 
zoology, were being, and would continue to be, offered in other departments.4 William D. 
Pattison refers to these courses as a "shadow department" that predated the formal 
establishment of the Department of Geography. In addition, the history, sociology, 
anthropology, and political economy departments offered relevant courses. However, as 
Pattison argues, one of Salisbury's main goals was the professionalization of geography, 
and this could not happen without an independent department. The experiences of two of 
the department's first candidates for a graduate degree show that the students took 
courses in geology, botany, and zoology, but the core of their course of study was the new 
courses offered by J. Paul Goode and Harlan H. Barrows in which the human response to 
environment was central. 5 
3 John Paul Goode, Annotated list of courses and curriculum suggestions, University of Chicago, 
Department of Geography, Records, Box 1, Folder 1, Special Collections Research Center, University of 
Chicago Library. 
4 "Geography in the University of Chicago," Bulletin of the American Geographical Society 3 5 ( 1903 ), 207. 
5 William D. Pattison, "Rollin Salisbury and the Establishment of Geography At the University of 
Chicago," in The Origins of Academic Geography in the United States, ed. Brian W. Blouet (Hamden, 
Conn.: Archon Books, 1981), 155-57. 
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Goode and Barrows had both taught at state normal schools before coming to the 
University of Chicago, and perhaps for this reason were especially interested in the 
particular needs of elementary and secondary school teachers and how such instructors 
could participate in the process of professionalization. 6 After receiving a Bachelor of 
Science degree from the University of Minnesota in 1889, Goode began teaching at the 
Minnesota State Normal School, where he remained until1898, with the exception of the 
time he spent as a fellow in geology at the University of Chicago. He also taught summer 
courses in geography at Chicago from 1897 to 1900. He received a PhD from the 
Wharton School of Economics at the University of Pennsylvania in 1901 and returned to 
Chicago in 1903 as an assistant professor as the first, and only, appointment to the new 
Department of Geography. 7 
Barrows began his teaching career at Ferris Institute, an industrial school in Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, and later moved to Michigan State Normal College in Ypsilanti. 
Barrows's University of Chicago colleague Robert Platt recalled that Barrows 
consistently concerned himself with "the general problem of geography as an academic 
discipline." On the one hand, he was "disturbed by the prevalent lack of preparation 
among university students for scholarly work in geography," which led Barrows to co-
author both an introductory college textbook (with Salisbury and W. S. Tower) and a 
comprehensive series of primary school textbooks (with Edith P. Parker and Margaret T. 
6 Pattison, "Rollin Salisbury and the Establishment of Geography at the University of Chicago," 156. 
7 William Haas and Harold B. Ward, "J. Paul Goode," Annals of the Association of American Geographers 
23 (1933), 241-243; "Geography in the University of Chicago," 208. 
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Parker). And on the other hand, like many of his colleagues, he "was concerned about the 
lack of a coherent and consistent system of thought in geography as an academic 
discipline" and "disturbed by the common treatment of geography as a catchall for 
miscellaneous information about places.'>& As founding members of the country's first 
department of geography, Barrows and Goode were well placed to remedy the problems 
they saw and shape the direction of academic geography. 
Goode's notes on the curriculum reveal that he recognized from the very 
beginning that the University of Chicago could play an important role in shaping 
geography through the education of teachers. As he observed, "There is a wide spread 
and growing demand for teachers of physiography and commercial geography in this 
country, and up to date there has been no place where such teachers may get an all around 
preparation. Many Normal Schools and Academies want special teachers in general 
geography, and up to date no American University has ever offered the requisite 
training."9 Because the University was on the quarter system, it offered regular summer 
courses that the faculty believed were more rigorous than other institutions' summer 
schools. Salisbury explained in a letter to fellow geographer Isaiah Bowman, "Our 
summer quarter is never known here as a summer school, and we do not like to have it 
referred to in that way. We mean to have our summer quarter just like any other quarter, 
so far as seriousness of work is concerned, and to the name summer school lack of 
8 RobertS. Platt, "Harlan H. Barrows," Geographical Review 51 (1961), 140. 
9 Goode, Annotated list of courses. 
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seriousness seems to attach."10 The University could build upon its summer session's 
already-established reputation and become "the headquarters for geography teachers 
generally. "11 
The Department of Geography would serve other purposes as well as part of the 
general liberal arts education offered to undergraduates. "Most otherwise well educated 
people are lamentably deficient in geography," Goode declared. "Here is an opportunity 
for electives in this hitherto neglected field, which will be a valuable supplement to all 
other courses." It would also help prepare (male) students for their future careers: 
"Several of the courses give exactly the kind of insight into world relations, which is 
needed by business men, particularly those engaged in commerce or trade." Goode 
believed that "Chicago offers special advantages to students in geography, in the wide 
opportunity for observing the actual every day work of commerce, and of seeing the 
industrial processes on the largest scale, and in the widest variety."12 Like many of his 
colleagues, Goode made an argument for the particular "usefulness" of geography in an 
industrial society during a period of overseas economic expansion. 
Whether because of Goode's own interests in economic geography, or his belief 
that the subject was essential to modem university education, or some combination of the 
two, these types of courses were part of the Department of Geography's curriculum from 
the very beginning. There seems to have been no struggle between physical and human-
10 Rollin Salisbury to Isaiah Bowman, 29 November 1915, Rollin D. Salisbury Papers, Box 3, Folder 7, 
Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library. 
11 Goode, Annotated list of courses. 
12 Ibid. 
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centered geography at Chicago, despite the fact that the department was headed by 
Salisbury, a geologist. Salisbury appears to have been quite supportive of Goode's 
program, and indeed in his own writings he expressed similar views about the practical 
uses of geography. In an outline for a lecture on "Why Geography is Important" 
Salisbury's first point was that "it deals with the present rather than the past, and so 
touches present life and present interests. Criticism of the old curriculum, especially of 
colleges, in that most of its subject matter dealt with things so ancient as to have little 
immediate present-day interest." Salisbury argued for the value of studying commerce: 
A knowledge of what each land produces and of what each people needs that 
it does not produce, is at the basis of all intelligent commerce. This nation 
should plan its commerce not for this year or next year, but for long periods of 
time. To this end we must know (a) the topography, (b) the soil, (c) the 
climate, and (d) the people of all parts of the world. We must know the tastes, 
the needs, the prejudices of the people to know how to do business with them, 
and we must learn their language if we would understand them correctly. 13 
Salisbury evidently raised no objections to devoting three of the fourteen courses 
offered that first year to economic geography. Goode's course on the economic 
geography ofNorthAmerica was described in the catalog as "a study of the natural 
resources of the continent, as factors in its economic development. The geologic 
structure, the physiography and the climate treated as factors determining or affecting the 
location and utilization of mineral resources, arable and grazing lands, forests, etc. The 
influence ofthese various resources on the settlement and development of the continent." 
A similar course on Europe covered the same topics, with the addition of an examination 
13 Rollin Salisbury, "Why Geography is Important," 13 March 1916, Rollin D. Salisbury Papers, Box 12, 
Folder 11, Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library. 
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of "the effects of the natural resources on the distribution and economic development of 
racial stocks." Goode devoted an entire course to the "Economic Geography of Tropical 
Countries," which followed similar lines as the other two courses but promised that 
"especial attention will be given to South America, the West Indese [sic] and the 
Philippines. The course will also include a consideration of the results likely to be 
achieved by the introduction of scientific methods of sanitation and industry from 
countries in temperate latitudes."14 Here was a case in which geography could be shown 
to have immediate, practical purpose, offering a way to think about the United States' 
relationships with its present and perhaps future possessions. 
Over the years, the Department of Geography became more and more oriented 
toward economic geography; even courses not titled at such were frequently taught from 
that perspective, such as Walter Tower's "Geography of South America," which 
examined "the physical features, climate, and resources of the continent; their effect on 
the present development and future prospects of the several countries. Special attention is 
given to trade relations between the United States and South America. "15 By the early 
1920s, all doctoral candidates, regardless of their area of study, were required to 
demonstrate their knowledge of economics and take a special examination administered 
by the Department of Political Economy: 
Qualifications in the field of economics as follows: A grounding in economic 
theory, and especially in the principles of valuation that control the utilization of 
resources, the direction of productive effort, and the apportionment of economic 
14 University of Chicago, Annual Register, 1902-1903 (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1902), 334-35. 
15 University of Chicago, Annual Register, 1911-1912 (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1911), 354. 
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reward; a fair knowledge ofthe economic history of a modem industrial nation, 
preferably the United States; more detailed familiarity with some special aspect 
of modem industrial and commercial organization, and particularly with those 
aspects which conspicuously involve adjustment of economic activity to the 
circumstances of the natural environment. 16 
The titles of master's theses and dissertations from the 1920s reveal the extent to which 
economic geography dominated the department. They were nearly all regional or 
commodity studies: "The Geography of the Iron and Steel Industry ofPittsburg," "A 
Geographic Study of the Coconut," "The Commerce of Jamaica in its Geographic 
Relations," "Forests and Forest Resources as Factors in the Economic Development of 
New England."17 
The department's revised statement of purpose, first appearing in the 1923-1924 
Annual Register, stated that two of its primary goals were "to provide part of the training 
for students preparing for business careers" and "to prepare students for research work in 
the science; as investigators in government service, as experts for commercial and 
industrial firms, and as geographic workers in other fields as they develop."18 Salisbury 
seems to have spent a good deal of his time responding to requests from coal, oil, and gas 
companies for recommendations of men with geographical training to perform surveys, 
and Colby recalled that in the 1920s there was such a demand for Chicago graduates that 
16 University of Chicago, Annual Register, 1923-1924 (Chicago, University of Chicago, 1923), 293. 
17 List of Master's Theses and Doctoral Dissertations, University of Chicago, Department of Geography, 
Records, Box 1, Folder 5, Special Collections Research Center, University of Chicago Library. 
18 University of Chicago, Annual Register, 1923-1924, 287. 
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students were "placed before completing degrees at salaries in excess of some of us who 
supervised their dissertations. "I 9 
In The Geographical Imagination in America, Susan Schulten describes the 
collaboration between the writers and editorial board of National Geographic Magazine 
and the federal government. Many of them, in fact, worked for federal bureaus such as 
the U.S. Geological Survey, the Hydrographic Office, the State Department, and the 
Bureau of Ethnology. For this reason, Schulten argues, "it is not surprising that they saw 
the goals of the nation as coinciding with those of their own areas of expertise. In their 
view, a strong national presence internationally would strengthen their fields .... As state 
servants, they easily redefined geography as consistent with commercial and political 
expansion. "20 Geographers' willingness to collaborate with the state is part of a larger 
trend, identified by Franklin Ng, of enthusiasm among American social scientists for 
participation in what he calls "organizing for empire." For example, during and after the 
Spanish-American War, academics produced a flood of handbooks to provide information 
about the United States' new possessions and contributed to new journals such as The 
Expansionist, Pacific Era, Tropical and Subtropical America, and the American Colonial 
Review. As Ng argues, "By providing expertise to the public on issues pertaining to 
colonial administration and trade," social scientists "could demonstrate the utility and 
19 Colby, "Fifty Years of Geographic Ideas." 
20 Susan Schulten, The Geographical Imagination in America, 1880-1950 (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2001), 53-54. 
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promise of American higher education" while adding to their own prestige and 
influence. 21 
During the first year of the department's existence, either Salisbury or Goode 
taught all but one of the courses being offered. The following year Harlan H. Barrows 
joined the faculty as a laboratory assistant in geology and first taught "The Influence of 
Geography in American History" in the summer of 1904. According to Colby, it was this 
course that firmly established the University of Chicago as an institution that was doing 
innovative work in geography. In addition to "captur[ing] the interest of thousands of 
students," it "led such men as Wellington Jones and Derwent Whittlesey to specialize in 
geography and I am conservative in saying that for nearly 40 years it has been one of the 
really great courses offered at the University of Chicago."22 From here on out, the 
department continued to expand; though its full-time faculty remained small for some 
time, new courses were continually being added. Many of these were unique to Chicago, 
such as those on regional geography and conservation. The department awarded its first 
doctorate in 1907 to Frederick Emerson for his dissertation, "A Geographic Interpretation 
of New York City." Over the next two decades, many of the country's most influential 
geographers would receive their PhDs from the University of Chicago, including 
Wellington Jones (1914), Carl Sauer (1915), Charles Colby (1917), Robert Platt (1920), 
21 Franklin Ng, "Knowledge for Empire: Academics and Universities in the Service oflmperialism," in On 
Cultural Ground: Essays in International History, ed. Robert David Johnson (Chicago: Imprint 
Publications, 1994), 124-27. 
22 Colby, "Fifty Years of Geographic Ideas." 
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Helen Strong (1921), and Richard Hartshorne (1924).23 
All of them had been students in Ellen Semple's course "Some Principles of 
Anthropogeography" (she does not appear to have taught "American History and Its 
Geographic Conditions" again after that first summer session).24 Former students 
interviewed in 1977 and 1978 had vivid memories of Semple as a teacher, describing her 
as enthusiastic, challenging, and with a prodigious memory. "She 'swept' into the 
classroom as the bell jingled, often, or for the most part, wearing a hat. Her skirts were 
long and sweeping. She was 'elegance' to us Midwestern students." Semple took a 
personal interest in her students, inviting them to breakfast with her in small groups at her 
hotel. As one student recalled, "It was our opportunity to meet her on an informal basis, 
and she was delightful telling us about her life in Java and her love of that island .... 
When we adjourned to a hotel sitting room after breakfast we urged her to continue. But 
no, she now wanted to hear from each of us, what our interests were, what future plans 
we might have." Another student offered perhaps the highest possible praise: "No one 
went to sleep in Miss Semple's classes.''25 
Surviving assignments and exams show that Semple expected her students to have 
a thorough understanding of history as well as of contemporary economics and 
geopolitics. Students might be asked to "State ten anthropo-geographical principles 
23 List of Master's Theses and Doctoral Dissertations, University of Chicago, Department of Geography. 
24 Preston E. James, Wilford A. Bladen, and Pradyumna P. Karan, "Ellen Churchill Semple and the 
Development of a Research Paradigm," in Wilford A. Bladen and Pradyumna P. Karan, eds., The Evolution 
of Geographic Thought in America: A Kentucky Root (Dubuque: Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co., 1983), 
41-42. 
25 Ibid., 49-51. 
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shown in the distribution and migration, together with the cultural development, of the 
Aruacs, Tupis, Ges, and Carib tribes of early South America; and illustrate the principle." 
Or for an assignment on "the Geography of the British Empire with a view to the 
maritime routes of communication," they might be required to "trace in routes on 
Mercator outline maps of the world. Foci of routes to be underlined twice in red ink, 
coaling-stations once; possible coaling stations to be bracketed in red ink; naval bases to 
be encircled thus." Semple's assignments were designed to teach critical thinking and 
how to draw conclusions from evidence. For an "exercise in inductive method" on 
"utilization of inshore islets by the following ports in the past and present," students were 
given a list of thirty-two port cities in the Americas, Australia, Africa, Asia, and Europe 
and directed, "after collecting data, formulate the underlying anthropo-geographical 
principles." 26 That is, students were expected to examine the geographical characteristics 
of each place, and by identifying common features, to formulate the general principles 
determining the location of ports. Like her colleagues writing about elementary and 
secondary geography education, Semple believed it was just as important, if not more so, 
for students to understand general principles as to know particular facts. But the 
particulars of the assignments (port cities, naval bases) also reveal a preoccupation with 
issues of economic expansion and world trade, and suggests that Semple wished to 
convey to her students the importance of geographical knowledge to the United States' 
position as a world power. 
26 Ellen Churchill Semple Papers, Box 9, Miscellaneous Materials, Special Collections Library, University 
of Kentucky. 
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Semple also used her classes to present material that would later appear in her 
books. The assignments and exams from her "Principles of Anthropogeography" class 
were clearly drawn up along lines suggested by the themes she was exploring in 
Influences of Geographic Environment ("Discuss the stability or persistence of 
geographic factors in history in the power to direct, deflect or bar the migrations of 
peoples"; "What is the advantage for early development of small naturally defined 
areas?")P Later, as she began work on The Geography of the Mediterranean Region, she 
made that region the focus of her courses. A former student recalled that Semple's 
"knowledge and precise memory of the classics, of the myths and ancient Gods, of the 
history of Greece and Rome, and of all early civilizations of the Mediterranean was 
prodigious." Another remembered that "the most frequent sources of her questions were 
the Bible and Greek plays .... we passed from myth and legend to the later chapels and 
modem lighthouses on promontories; from every aspect of hill, plain, and shore to towns, 
occupations, and trade"--all topics familiar from the book's table of contents.28 
Although Semple was only in residence at the University of Chicago for a total of 
nine quarters between 1906 and 1923, her presence and association with the department 
gave it much-needed authority, especially in its early days. Salisbury, while a respected 
scholar, was not a geographer, and Goode and Barrows were relatively unknown (Goode 
and Semple were almost exact contemporaries; Barrows was a generation younger, born 
in 1877). Semple had been contributing to geographical journals for nearly ten years and 
27 Ibid. 
28 James, Bladen, and Karan, "Ellen Churchill Semple and the Development of a Research Paradigm," 49. 
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had published a book that was well received among professional and popular audiences. 
As the department was as concerned with popularizing geography as well as 
professionalizing it, Semple's reputation outside academia contributed to her status.29 
However, though Semple no doubt influenced her students at the University of Chicago, 
because she was not consistently present she did not necessarily have the opportunity to 
develop the kind of mentoring relationships that her colleagues had with their graduate 
students. Allen Bushong's study of mentoring shows that eighty percent of the students 
who received their doctorates from Chicago between 1907 and 1946 worked with either 
Charles Colby or Harlan Barrows--and Colby himself had been supervised by Barrows. 
These relationships then spawned second and even third generations of geographers, so 
that by the 1940s nearly every institution in the United States that awarded advanced 
degrees in geography had on its faculty someone who either had worked with Barrows or 
Colby, or who had been mentored by someone who had.3° 
Still, Semple's even occasional presence was important because she was one of 
the few women on the faculty and thus gave female students the rare opportunity to see a 
woman at the highest level of instruction. The University of Chicago had been 
coeducational since its opening in 1892, but like most coed universities, it rarely hired 
women teachers. (In 1900, seventy percent of all women faculty in the U.S. taught either 
at women's colleges or at teacher's colleges and normal schools31). When the school 
29 Pattison, "Rollin Salisbury and the Establishment of Geography at the University of Chicago," 156-57. 
30 Allen D. Bushong, "Geographers and Their Mentors: A Genealogical View of American Academic 
Geography," in Blouet, ed., The Origins of Academic Geography in the United States, 195, 207. 
31 Susan B. Carter, "Academic Women Revisited: An Empirical Study of Changing Patterns in Women's 
Employment as College and University Faculty, 1890-1963," Journal of Social History 14 (1981), 680. 
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opened, seven of its hundred and twenty-three faculty members were women; by the 
1908-09 school year there were still only eleven. Female graduate students were 
sometimes hired as instructors, but rarely advanced any further.32 The Department of 
Geography didn't hire another woman until Edith Parker was appointed lecturer in 
1921.33 In fact, "in the first one third of the twentieth century," Semple "was the only 
woman regularly conducting graduate classes in a PhD granting department of geography 
in the United States."34 During the first ten years of the program's existence, the 
department awarded Master's degrees to men and women in almost equal numbers--
twenty-seven men and twenty-nine women. But only two women, Helen Strong (1921) 
and Mary Jean Lanier (1924) received doctorates during that same period, compared to 
sixteen men.3s 
Of course, we do not know, even if Semple had been a more regular presence, that 
there would have been more women receiving doctorates at the University of Chicago, 
but she might have provided some encouragement. As Lynn Gordon notes, the period 
from 1902 to 1920 was a particularly difficult one for women at the University of 
Chicago. Though men outnumbered women, female students dominated academically 
and were taking up prominent positions on campus and in the community in a way that 
male administrators, faculty, and students found threatening. In 1900, the administration 
32 Lynn D. Gordon, Gender and Higher Education in the Progressive Era (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1990), 118-19. 
33 Chauncy D. Harris, "Geography at Chicago in the 1930s and 1940s," Annals of the Association of 
American Geographers 69 (1979), 22. 
34 Allen D. Bushong, "Women as Geographers: Some Thoughts of Ellen Churchill Semple," Southeastern 
Geographer 15 (1975), 107. 
35 List of Master's Theses and Doctoral Dissertations, University of Chicago, Department of Geography. 
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brought forth a proposal to introduce gender-segregated classes, sparking a debate that 
lasted until1902. Advocates of segregation argued that it was natural and necessary to 
maintain sexual distinctiveness; separation benefited both sexes in promoting "manly" 
and "womanly" qualities. Others were quite forthright in stating that women's 
advancement in higher education was "dragging down men"; their very presence was a 
distraction and prevented men from developing "a sense of unity, a feeling of social 
solidarity." In the end, the segregation plan was approved but rarely implemented. Still, 
the tenor of campus life changed noticeably after 1902. Though administrators and 
professors like Marion Talbot and Sophonisba Breckinridge did their best to provide a 
welcoming environment for female students, the school was becoming more and more 
dominated by "male" interests, as the university opened a law school and established 
business courses. Articles on football and debating filled the campus newspaper, while 
the few women reporters were restricted to the "women's news" on the back pages.36 
Semple rarely spoke publicly about the position of women in geography or higher 
education in general. On of the few times she did so was in 1915, at Vassar's fiftieth 
anniversary celebration, when she gave a talk in which she encouraged women to take up 
careers in geography. As a relatively new discipline, geography was still an "uncrowded 
field." There was an increasing demand for "more and better-trained instructors" at all 
levels of education, and the various subdivisions of geography still had "neglected 
comers" available to researchers. Not surprisingly, she encouraged her audience to 
consider anthropogeography, a "new and vast" subject that she promised would "keep 
36 Gordon, Gender and Higher Education, 112-18. 
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you all busy at research for the rest of your lives." Moreover, Semple believed that 
geography was "particularly suited to women because of their natural endowment,--their 
power of observation, their capacity for detail work, their patient perseverance in the 
collection of material, their intellectual humility, which makes for cautious induction, and 
finally their imagination." 37 
Women's "taste and ... opportunity for travel" was another point in their favor. 
Whether rich or poor ("poor" in the sense that they had to "scrape together their meagre 
funds for a summer of rest and travel in Europe"), American women "are ubiquitous 
travelers in the world to-day, leaving their men in the security of the home nest." Women 
had already published many books about their travels; how much more valuable might 
these books have been if their authors were trained geographers?38 Of course, Semple 
was speaking to a selected audience. When she said "women," she clearly meant women 
like herself--white, Protestant, and middle- to upper class. This was not a view exclusive 
to Semple; it was an accurate description of most women college students.39 But it is 
important to emphasize that when we talk about increasing opportunities in academia for 
women, we are generally talking about a specific group of women. And even as she 
encouraged women to explore careers in geography, Semple made her arguments on the 
basis of stereotypes about their "natural" talents and abilities. It is difficult to say, 
however, given the lack of other sources, whether Semple genuinely believed that certain 
37 Ellen Churchill Semple, "Geographical Research as a Field for Women," in The Fiftieth Anniversary of 
the Opening of Vassar College, October 10 to 15, 1915: A Record (Poughkeepsie, NY: Vassar College, 
1916), 71-73. 
38 1bid., 73-74. 
39 Gordon, Gender and Higher Education, 5. 
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traits associated with women actually made them better geographers. Perhaps she felt this 
was something her audience would be comfortable hearing because it allowed women to 
pursue professional goals without threatening existing gender conventions. 
Professional Organization: The Association of American Geographers 
At the same time Ellen Semple was gaining a reputation as an instructor at the 
University of Chicago, she was also participating in the formation of a new professional 
organization, the Association of American Geographers. The AAG was founded by 
William Morris Davis as an alternative to organizations like the American Geographical 
Society (AGS) and the National Geographic Society (NGS)--as well as the dozens of 
local geographical societies--that he believed were a hindrance to the professionalization 
of geography "because they reinforced the sense both outside and inside the academic 
community that geography was either a utilitarian tool for surveyors or a curious leisure 
pastime oftravelers."40 "There is not a single geographical society in the country," he 
wrote, "in which there is any corresponding requirement for membership. Any reputable 
person who is willing to pay the necessary fee may be elected." Some members might, he 
admitted, have some genuine (though "passive rather than active") interest in geography, 
but there were "a large number of members whose interest is excited chiefly by the 
meetings, outings and excursions that the societies promote."41 Ethnologist W. J. McGee 
40 Schulten, Geographical Imagination, 74. 
41 W. M. Davis, "A Geographical Society ofNorthAmerica," Science, New Series, 15, no. 373 (21 Feb. 
1902), 313. 
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agreed that while the AGS and NGS had succeeded in drawing public attention to the 
subject of geography through meetings and publications, they had done so at the expense 
of what should have been their primary purpose: promoting the development of 
geography as a profession and an academic discipline. 42 The National Geographic 
Society, in particular, had begun to take a more popularizing approach in 1898 under the 
presidency of Alexander Graham Bell, publishing articles in its magazine dealing with 
current events and topics of interest to the average reader, written in a simple, non-
technical style and including, for the first time, photographs and other illustrations.43 
Davis put the organization of the AAG in motion at the 1903 meeting of the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). As Preston James and 
Geoffrey Martin note, 1903 was an auspicious year for American geography: in addition 
to seeing the opening of the first graduate program at the University of Chicago, it was 
also the year that Semple's and Albert Perry Brigham's books on the influence of 
geography on American history appeared. The volume of geographic publications was 
growing and more and more geography courses were being offered in colleges and 
universities, "but there was still no scholarly society where mature scholars, who had 
made original contributions to the study of geography, could meet for the kind of 
competitive discussion that could lead to consensus regarding the objectives and limits of 
42 W. J. McGee, "Movements Toward Union among Geographers," Science, New Series, 15, no. 379 (4 
April1902), 549. 
43 Schulten, Geographical Imagination, 47-49. 
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this field of study. "44 Prompted by Davis's talk at the AAAS, a group of geographers 
agreed to meet at the next International Geographical Congress, which would be held in 
September 1904, for further planning. As the Council Minutes reported, 
The project was there again considered and it was resolved to proceed in a more 
formal manner toward the formation of a geographical association, the 
preparation of plans for the organization being entrusted to a committee 
consisting ofW. M. Davis (Chairman), H.C. Cowles, Henry Gannett, Angelo 
Heilprin and Wm. A. Libbey. This committee enlarged somewhat the list of 
original members, secured the nominations of a number of new members, 
prepared a draft of a constitutions, and called a meeting for December 20-30 in 
Philadelphia, when the definite organization of the association took place. 45 
Membership in the AAG was "limited to persons who have done original work in some 
branch of geography." The organizing committee selected the original forty-eight 
members out of a pool of seventy nominations, judging them primarily on the basis of 
their published papers. The original members came from a wide variety of backgrounds 
and experiences; as Martin and James put it, "the only common denominator was a 
somewhat vague concern with the study of earth as the home ofman."46 
After the initial membership was established, new members had to be nominated 
by a current member, the nomination approved by two other members, and then 
considered by the Council; if approved, they would be put up for election.47 Originally, 
44 Preston E. James and Geoffrey J. Martin, The Association of American Geographers: The First Seventy-
Five Years, 1904-1979 (Association of American Geographers, 1978), 21. 
45 Association of American Geographers, Council Minutes, AAG Archives, Part I, Box 24, Administrative 
Records/Reports and Minutes, Council Meeting Minute Books, 1904-1935, American Geographical Society 
Library, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. 
46 James and Martin, Association of American Geographers, 38. 
47 Association of American Geographers, Proposed Constitution, AAG Archives, Part I, Box 2, Constitution 
and Bylaws, American Geographical Society Library, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. 
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nominees had to be approved by seventy-five percent of the votes; in 1906 the 
requirement was increased to ninety percent affirmative. 48 Meetings, too, were exclusive, 
limited to members and select invited guests: 
It is not desired that public announcement or general invitation to the public to 
attend the meetings should be made; but individual invitation to persons 
seriously interested in the work of the Association should of course be given by 
local members. The reason for desiring to keep out the "general public" is that 
the greater the number of persons present the less is the freedom of discussion 
by members: and it is believed that our objects will be better promoted by active 
discussion among members than by the presence of a number of outsiders at a 
meeting with little discussion.49 
The Associates apparently took their responsibility to maintain high standards seriously; 
even the sons of eminent members were not exempt from scrutiny. Semple wrote to 
Isaiah Bowman in 1931 expressing relief that he was to be the next AAG president; the 
old Council was, she felt, "letting down the bars woefully for entrance requirements." As 
fond as she was of Stanley Dodge, Richard Dodge's son, she could "not vote for him on 
the basis of 28 pages of published matter, divided among some four 'articles' which are 
mere fragments .... No one can develop an 'original contribution to the science of 
geography' in a single page article. Nor can social science abstracts or Ency[clopedia] 
Brit[tanica] articles be called 'original contributions."' Semple even questioned "whether 
men who have only an M.A. degree should be admitted, unless their contributions are of 
48 James and Martin, Association of American Geographers, 43. 
49 Unlabeled notes, ca. 1911, AAG Archives, Part I, Box 4, Administrative Records/General 
Correspondence, Office of the Secretary--Letters Sent, 1907-1916, American Geographical Society Library, 
University ofWisconsin, Milwaukee. 
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distinct value" even though by those standards she might not have been admitted 
herself. 5° 
Indeed, the qualifications and nominating practices of the AAG and other 
professional organizations frequently had the effect of excluding women from 
membership because they were less likely to have advanced degrees or have published 
academic works. Semple and Martha Krug Genthe were the only women selected as 
charter members of the AAG, and for many years remained the only female members. In 
1940, when there were 163 members, three were women; it was only after the AAG's 
merger with the American Society of Professional Geographers in 1948 that the number 
of women members started to increase. Correspondence regarding the applications of 
women for membership shows that gender was clearly taken into consideration. For 
example, Elizabeth Fisher, Professor of Geology and Geography at Wellesley College, 
was proposed for membership by Davis in 1909 but was rejected. Douglas Johnson wrote 
to Davis, "Comparing Miss Fisher's qualifications with those of our present members, it 
seems she is less qualified than any of them. We have but two lady members--both of 
significant attainments. If we admit Miss Fisher, I see no reason to reject the applications 
of many other lady teachers who might apply." However, Fisher was invited to attend 
50 Ellen Churchill Semple to Isaiah Bowman, 20 January 1931, Isaiah Bowman Correspondence, American 
Geographical Society Archives, New York, New York. 
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meetings and present papers, suggesting that it was her gender and not the quality of her 
research that was the primary disqualification for membership. 51 
Members like Johnson wanted to distinguish between university professors like 
themselves and "lady teachers" at women's colleges and normal schools. Scholars have 
shown that in disciplines ranging from medicine to history, the process of 
professionalization frequently involved crafting a more "masculine" persona for the field. 
For example, the development of "scientific history" in the late nineteenth century took 
place in the seminar room and the archive, "spaces reserved mostly for professional 
men"--seminars took place in the masculine space of the professor's study at home 
(rather than a public lecture hall), while male scholars frequently described archives in 
gendered terms as "harems" or "virgins" subject to their conquest. 52 Writing of science in 
the 1880s and 1890s, Margaret Rossiter suggests that professionalization was "a 
deliberate reaction, conscious or not, by men against the increasing feminization of 
American culture ... Ejecting women in the name of 'higher standards' was one way to 
reassert strongly the male dominance over the burgeoning feminine presence."53 
Similarly, Elizabeth Lunbeck has argued that the development of psychiatry as a 
profession in the 191 Os was intricately tied to doctors' efforts to distinguish themselves 
51 Janice Monk, "Women, Gender, and the Histories of American Geography," Annals of the Association of 
American Geographers 94, no. 1 (2004 ), 3-6. Professional organizations did provide other kinds of career 
opportunities for women. Gladys Wrigley was the editor of the Geographical Review, the journal of the 
American Geographical Society, from its inception in 1916 until1949, when she was succeeded by Wilma 
Fairchild. Douglas R. McManis, "Leading Ladies at the AGS," Geographical Review 86, no. 2 (1996), 272. 
52 Bonnie G. Smith, "Gender and the Practices of Scientific History: The Seminar and Archival Research in 
the Nineteenth Century," American Historical Review 100 (1995), 1153, 1157, 1167. 
53 Margaret W. Rossiter, Women Scientists in America: Struggles and Strategies to 1940 (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1982), xvii. 
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from female social workers who also worked with the same patients. 54 The same kind of 
process was clearly also at work among geographers, making Semple's membership in 
the AAG, and her eventual rise to its presidency, all the more remarkable. Her association 
with Friedrich Ratzel and her original contributions to the literature of geography gained 
her access to the organization, but her status as an "exceptional" woman may well have 
made it more difficult for other women to achieve membership since it could always be 
argued that they did not measure up to the standard set by Semple. 
Some men of the AAG, like the male students and faculty of the University of 
Chicago, simply felt that the presence of women was a nuisance that prevented them 
from wholly enjoying themselves at meetings, particularly during informal social 
gatherings. In 1915 the meeting committee considered inviting a group ofWashington 
schoolteachers to participate in a round-table session on geographic education, but were 
concerned that the presence of women at the occasion would be "awkward" since the 
round-tables usually served as "smokers," or informal gatherings where the male 
attendees were free to smoke. It was considered impolite, however, to smoke in the 
presence of women. In the end, to the relief of Alfred Brooks, head of the local 
arrangements committee, it was decided not to discuss geographic education. "The idea 
of inviting some prim schoolmarms to the meeting is rather overwhelming" and he was at 
54 Elizabeth Lunbeck, The Psychiatric Persuasion: Knowledge, Gender, and Power in Modern America 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994). For other examinations of the role of gender in 
professionalization, see also Barbara Melosh, "The Physicians Hand": Work Culture and Conflict in 
American Nursing (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1982); Lori D. Ginzberg, Women and the Work 
of Benevolence: Morality, Politics, and Class in the Nineteenth-Century United States (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1990); and Regina G. Kunzel, Fallen Women, Problem Girls: Unmarried Mothers and the 
Professionalization ofSocial Work, 1890-1945 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993). 
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his "wit's end" trying to figure out suitable accommodations, other than "something like a 
Mohammedan mosque, where the ladies could attend the meeting by looking through a 
lattice."55 (Not smoking, evidently, was not an option.) Brooks assumed that all the 
teachers would not only be women but "prim schoolmarms" whose presence would 
disrupt the male camaraderie ofthe "smoker." These kinds of informal meetings within 
organizations like the AAG were just as important to the building of professional 
relationships and sharing of ideas as the more formal paper sessions. Even when women 
were permitted to attend papers and lectures, their exclusion from "smokers" and similar 
gatherings meant that they were kept from fully participating in the life of the 
organization. 
Like other geographical institutions, the AAG had to address the question of what, 
exactly, constituted geography. Initially, Davis stated that the purpose of the organization 
was to bring together "students of the organic and inorganic sides, the human, economic, 
zoological, botanical, climatic, oceanographic, and geologic sides of geography."56 Davis 
was himself a physical geographer, as was William Libbey; Angelo Heilprin was a 
geologist, Henry Cowles a plant ecologist, and Henry Gannett a cartographer for the 
United States Geological Survey. In fact, of the forty-eight original members, nineteen 
were geologists. Nine taught geography in secondary schools, teacher-training schools, or 
universities, and four were field geographers/explorers. In addition, there were "three 
55 Alfred H. Brooks to Richard E. Dodge, 20 October 1915, quoted in Allen D. Bushong, "Some Aspects of 
the Membership and Meetings of the Association of American Geographers before 1949," Professional 
Geographer 26 (1974), 438. 
56 William Morris Davis, "The Opportunity for the Association of American Geographers," Bulletin of the 
American Geographical Society 37 (1905), 85. 
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ecologists, two oceanographers, one climatologist, one geophysicist, three economists 
and statisticians, two biologists, one ethnologist, and one diplomat."57 Albert Perry 
Brigham, who was secretary oftheAAG from 1904 to 1913, took an interest in 
investigating the areas of expertise of members and compiled statistics on the topics of 
papers presented at the first six annual meetings. By far the most common subjects were 
local geomorphology (landform development) and environmental geography, with thirty-
four and thirty-three papers, respectively. However, while the number of papers on 
geomorphology declined slightly each year, those on environmental geography rapidly 
increased from only one at Philadelphia in 1904 to ten at Baltimore in 1908. Other 
popular topics were geography education (22), meteorology (19), biogeography (14), and 
economic geography (13).58 
The wide variety of fields represented by the AAG members illustrates the many 
different ways the study of "the earth as the home of man" could be approached. It also 
shows how flexible the defmition of"geography" still was in 1903-04. Creating a unified 
science of geography with agreed-upon disciplinary boundaries would be one of the 
major tasks of the AAG. Members occasionally gave papers at the annual meetings 
addressing the nature of geography, "but, for the most part, the quest for comprehension 
of the field came from the juxtaposition of the annual variety of papers read at the end of 
December. Formal and informal discussion followed which might be continued for 
57 James and Martin, Association of American Geographers, 34, 38. 
58 Statistics compiled by A. P. Brigham, AAG Archives, Part I, Series VII, Annual Meeting Records, Box 
98, 1904 (Philadelphia)-1938 (Cambridge MA), American Geographical Society Library, University of 
Wisconsin, Milwaukee. 
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several weeks by correspondence."59 As Davis said in his presidential address at the 1905 
meeting, 
We should, I think, all profit if in the presentation of papers at these meetings 
some attention were given to an exposition of the speaker's ideas concerning the 
part that his topic occupies in the whole subject; we should thus better 
appreciate our relations to each other; and this I hold to be important, for one of 
the manifest difficulties ahead of us is the possible lack of natural association 
and coherence between such topics as magnetic surveys of the ocean, the 
distribution of certain kinds of toads, and the deserts of eastern Persia.60 
Davis considered an idea or statement to have a "geographical quality" if it "contains a 
reasonable relationship between some inorganic element of the earth on which we live, 
acting as a control, and some element of the existence or growth or behavior or 
distribution of the earth's organic inhabitants, serving as a response."61 Geography, in 
Davis's estimation, did not exclusively concern itself with the human relationship with 
the earth but could explore any kind of causal relationship between inorganic and organic 
entities. Davis's own primary interest was in landform evolution and methods of 
recording field observations. 62 
Davis's view of geography did not go unchallenged. As geography gained more 
institutional support through professional organizations and academic programs, 
alternatives to the physiographic approach developed. During his tenure as editor of the 
Annals of the Association of American Geographers, Richard Dodge expressed relief at 
59 James and Martin, Association of American Geographers, 43. 
60 W. M. Davis, "An Inductive Study of the Content of Geography," Bulletin of the American Geographical 
Society 38 (1906), 67. 
61 Ibid., 71. 
62 James and Martin, Association of American Geographers, 47. 
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receiving a paper from Frederick Jackson Turner for the next issue, "as at present it looks 
too physiographic." The only other submission was a paper "by Davis--a long one--on 
Methods of Geographic Description, or some similar title. You know about what it is." 
Dodge hoped to get enough papers "on the human side" to fill up the issue in order to 
have an excuse to put off publishing Davis's paper until the next year. 63 Initially, 
geologists were encouraged to apply for membership to boost the AAG's numbers and 
status, but by around 1910 they were beginning to be rejected or deferred. 64 By that time, 
geography was firmly established at the University of Chicago and the school was 
beginning to send its graduates to teach in colleges, universities, and normal schools 
throughout the country. These students, trained in the human-centered and economically-
focused geography of Chicago, helped shift the orientation of geography away from 
physiography. 
Ellen Semple did not attend the first few meetings of the AAG, but was present at 
the Fourth Annual Meeting in Chicago, December 30, 1907-January 1, 1908. She 
presented a paper, "Oceans and Enclosed Seas: A Study in Anthropo-geography" and was 
elected Second Vice-President. 65 Henceforth, Semple would hold a variety of positions on 
63 Richard E. Dodge to? [Aprill914; first sheet missing], AAG Archives, Part I, Series IX, Publication 
Records, Box 115, Annals Editor Correspondence, 1914-1965, American Geographical Society Library, 
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. 
64 Harlan H. Barrows to Isaiah Bowman, 6 October 1923; undated note from Bowman attached to letter; 
both quoted in James and Martin, Association of American Geographers, 48-49. 
65 Program of the Fourth Annual Meeting, Chicago, AAG Archives, Part I, Series VIII, Annual Meeting 
Records, Box 98, 1904 (Philadelphia)-1938 (Cambridge MA), American Geographical Society Library, 
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. 
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committees and on the Council, culminating in her election as President in 1921.66 As 
president, Semple's primary responsibility was to present an address at the annual 
meeting. According to James and Martin, AAG presidents took the writing of their 
addresses very seriously because they "usually were published and ultimately were read 
by geographers in the United States and abroad, and by intellectuals from other 
disciplines. They represented geography in the United States."67 Sometimes presidents 
used their address as an opportunity to examine the scope and nature of geography, or 
they chose to present their current research. Presidential addresses, like the papers 
presented at the meetings, thus offered a broad range of geographical topics and 
approaches--everything from "The Glaciers of Alaska" to "Geographic Provinces of the 
United States" to Semple's "The Influence of Geographic Conditions upon Current 
Mediterranean Stock-Raising." Semple's paper was an offshoot of a project on the history 
and geography of the ancient Mediterranean she had begun working on in 1912, and it 
was this expertise on the Mediterranean region that brought her to the attention of the 
Inquiry organizers (see Chapter 5 for commentary on The Geography of the 
Mediterranean Region). 
As president, Semple also took up some of the task of organizing the program for 
the Annual Meeting held in Washington, D.C. in December 1921. She and the Council 
"decided to make the topic ofWorld Trade Routes a significant one" and organized two 
66 Newsletters, 1908-1923, AAG Archives, Part I, Series III, Administrative Records, General 
Correspondence, Box 22, Newsletters, 1905-1949. American Geographical Society Library, University of 
Wisconsin, Milwaukee. 
67 James and Martin, Association of American Geographers, 52. 
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new committees, one on education and the other on "Opportunities in Geography other 
than Teaching," which would present their recommendations at the meeting. As other 
presidents and Councils doubtless did, Semple tended to call upon people with whom she 
already had close relationships to fill positions, such as her University of Chicago 
colleagues Harlan Barrows and Walter Tower, Clark president Wallace Atwood, Richard 
Dodge, and Isaiah Bowman. For example, when Herbert Hoover was, at the last minute, 
unable to attend, she asked Bowman to step in and "lead a Round Table discussion on the 
subject of South American Boundary Problems. This is a theme of absorbing interest, and 
in your hands will assure the success of our Round Table meeting .... If you do accept 
you will have our abiding gratitude moreover, because the lateness of Mr. Hoover's reply 
has given rise to an emergency. That young man Dodge is cracking the whip at us, 
because he wants to get out his program."68 Semple's program reflects her continued 
interest in geography education as well as two of the major concerns of post-World War I 
geography: the changes in geopolitics and the world economy that had arisen as a result 
of the war, and a reappraisal of geography's usefulness outside the academy. Both of 
these issues were directly related to the role geographers had played during the war as 
members of the Inquiry and afterwards as delegates to the Paris Peace Conference. For 
the first time, geography had taken on a major public role in shaping the United States' 
domestic and international policy. 
68 Ellen Churchill Semple to Isaiah Bowman, 23 November 1921, Isaiah Bowman Correspondence, 
American Geographical Society Archives. 
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Preparing for "Scientific Peace": The Inquiry 
For most of Ellen Semple's career, aside from her travels, she was mainly 
concerned with the fairly limited realm of American academic geography. However, for 
one year, from December 1917 to December 1918, she was a member of a group with 
international scope and objectives. This was the Inquiry, a research group organized after 
the United States' entry into World War I at the request ofWoodrow Wilson to gather 
information to be used at the eventual peace conference. Wilson and his advisers hoped 
that by assembling facts and the disinterested opinions of experts they could create a 
"scientific peace" that would be more just and lasting than previous settlements. 69 The 
Inquiry was an independent entity under the direction of Wilson's foreign policy adviser 
"Colonel" Edward House. House appointed his brother-in-law Sidney E. Mezes, 
president of City College in New York, to direct the day-to-day operations, which 
officially began in September 1917, six months after the American entry into the war. In 
November, Isaiah Bowman, director of the American Geographical Society, invited the 
Inquiry to use the AGS headquarters in New York as their offices. The maps and other 
materials provided by the AGS proved to be crucial to the Inquiry's work, and Bowman 
eventually became the effective head of the project. 70 
Everyone involved assumed that the end of the war would bring about the 
dissolution of the German, Austro-Hungarian, and Ottoman Empires, leading to the 
69 Lawrence E. Gelfand, The Inquiry: American Preparations for Peace, 1917-1919 (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1963), 15-16. The phrase "scientific peace" was originally used by William H. Buckler, 
an archaeologist and diplomat who initially proposed the idea of a research group to prepare for the peace 
conference to Edward House. 
70 Ibid., 44. 
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formation of new states. Thus the expertise ofhistorians and geographers was in high 
demand to sort out anticipated territorial disputes. The directors of the Inquiry expected 
that the negotiators at the peace conference would be called upon to settle claims made 
by multiple parties, so researchers were directed not only to gather information but assess 
its reliability: "On many points certain to be discussed there are no reliable data, though 
claims are often put forward by interested parties as if complete accuracy of information 
existed .... Where partisanship infects statistics as seriously as it does in many parts of 
Europe and Asia, the essence of reliability is to know as clearly as possible the character 
of the sources upon which assertions of fact are based." Negotiators would need to know 
the political, economic, and social background of the states involved in order to "judge 
whether a claim put forth by a power is supported by the democracy at horne, or whether 
it is merely a traditional diplomatic objective or the design of an imperialistic group." 
Claims were to be settled "in the interests of international order," not for the benefit of 
any particular faction or state. 71 
By March of 1918, the Inquiry had expanded its original five areas of research 
(the Baltic provinces and Poland, Austria-Hungary, the Balkans, Turkey, and central 
Africa) to fourteen, encompassing most of Europe and Russia, all of Africa and Asia 
("with the possible exception of India"), Atlantic and Pacific island territories, and 
"possibly Latin America." The Inquiry wanted to prepare American negotiators for 
anything that might potentially come up, even questions about areas not directly involved 
71 "Report on The Inquiry: Its Scope and Method," 20 March 1918, National Archives, Records of the 
American Commission to Negotiate Peace, Record Group 256.2, Records of the Inquiry 1914-19. 
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in the war. For each area under study, researchers were to address five topics--land, 
people, economic conditions, political conditions, and history--compile a bibliography, 
and make "proposals for settling the international problems connected with the area." 
Indeed, reports took something of an anthropogeographical approach, beginning with a 
description of the land--its soil, climate, natural resources, and boundaries--and then 
moving on to people and institutions. Researchers were asked to assess the physical 
condition of the people ("health and sanitation") and the status of civilization ("schools, 
illiteracy, morality; sobriety; etc.") in addition to providing information about race, 
religion, and language. Even more detailed were the questions about economic 
conditions, which covered everything from industries, commodities, and transportation to 
indebtedness, tariffs, and foreign investment, "if a backward area." Determining whether 
an area was civilized or backward was also the first step in assessing the political 
situation. Could the area govern itself, if it currently did not? Was it controlled financially 
or otherwise by another state? If a sovereign state, did it have any colonies, protectorates, 
or "subject peoples"?72 
Using this information, the Inquiry would be prepared to help the peace 
conference with certain "practical tasks." They could "establish or provide for the 
establishment of boundaries," "set up or provide for the setting up of governments," 
"estimate strength and weakness of doubtful states," "draw up or provide for the drawing 
up of economic arrangements," and "provide for the safeguarding of minorities or of 
72 "Test Outline for Any Given Problem Area," National Archives, Records of the American Commission to 
Negotiate Peace, Record Group 256.2, Records of the Inquiry 1914-19. 
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weak peoples. "73 The Inquiry identified no fewer than seventeen different categories of 
territorial questions that might arise. These included "territories under military control, to 
which the formula of self-determination is to be applied"; "new states seeking admission 
to the family of nations" (Finland, Arab states, possibly the Caucasian republics); "states 
within which oppressed nationalities are to be protected" (Turkey, the Balkans, Poland); 
"states under belligerent occupation in which no national consciousness exists" (African 
colonies, Pacific islands); and "territory claimed by belligerents to complete their national 
unity."74 
Settling boundaries would also require a careful study of"race,"; ideally, new 
borders would be drawn in such a way that state boundaries would coincide with "racial" 
boundaries. The Inquiry set itself the task of drawing a "racial map of Europe, Asiatic 
Turkey, etc., showing boundaries and mixed and doubtful zones." On the basis of this 
map, they would "draw racial boundary lines where possible, i.e. when authorities agree; 
when they disagree select those we had best follow; when these disagree map the zone of 
their disagreement; study density and distribution of peoples in these zones." That settled, 
researchers could move on to "study, in each case, the stability or instability of racial 
distribution ... as affected by change of political boundaries and consequent government 
action, by economic forces, etc.''75 
73 "Preliminary Survey," undated confidential report, National Archives, Records of the American 
Commission to Negotiate Peace, Record Group 256.2, Records ofthe Inquiry 1914-19 
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What did Inquiry researchers mean when they talked about "race"? They used the 
term, as was so often the case in the early twentieth century, as if it were equivalent to 
nationality, ethnicity, language, religion, "culture," or some combination of those 
elements. As Michael Heffernan points out, American intellectuals believed they had 
"unique perspectives, particularly concerning questions of race and language, based on 
the United States' exceptional experience as an immigrant nation." Heffernan argues that 
"the American experience seemed to suggest that race was a more dynamic, 
environmentally determined concept, susceptible to development, notably through racial 
intermingling."76 Similarly, Jeremy Crampton notes that the Inquiry workers knew very 
well that there were any number of ways of determining borders--race, ethnicity, 
language, culture--all of which were "contestable and contested." Yet the Inquiry "left 
unexamined the assumption that the solution lay in dividing Euclidean space into non-
overlapping segments and then naturalizing these choices."77 Having decided that there 
were twenty-five European groups who had "scientifically valid" claims to nationhood 
(no non-Europeans fell into this category), the Inquiry was henceforth obligated to 
present proof, in the form of reports, maps, and statistics, that supported that decision. 78 
National identity was treated as a fixed entity, equivalent to "ethnic or racial 
76 Michael Heffernan, "The Politics of the Map in the Early Twentieth Century," Cartography and 
Geographic Information Science 29 (2002), 221-22. 
77 Jeremy W. Crampton, "The Cartographic Calculation of Space: Race Mapping and the Balkans at the 
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78 Heffernan, "Politics of the Map," 222. 
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dominance" (however calculated); the "territorial extent of this dominance" was then 
translated into political sovereignty. 79 
Though the Inquiry's stated goal was that of neutral information gathering, the 
work was in fact carried out with the intention of supporting particular American war 
aims and foreign policy goals. The settling of territorial claims assumed the importance it 
did because American officials wanted to make sure that boundaries were not drawn in a 
way that they felt would interfere with global commerce. No one state should be allowed 
to exclusively control resources, waterways, or railroads. In addition to their territorial 
studies, researchers prepared reports on "the world situation as to minerals, agricultural 
products, manufactures, shipping, commercially strategic lines of transportation, British, 
German, French, Italian firms doing foreign business, timber resources of the world, raw 
material possibilities, tariffs, credit.' >So Of particular concern was the future economic 
status of Germany. Defeating the German military threat did not mean that its potential 
economic power would be eliminated. An early Inquiry memorandum asked, "How 
effectively is it possible for Germany to organize the territory now under her political and 
military influence so as to be in a position at a later date to complete the scheme and to 
use the resources and the man-power of Middle Europe in the interests ofher own foreign 
policy?" While the United States had no wish to "prevent a free interplay of economic 
and cultural forces in Central Europe," it was nonetheless dedicated to the 
79 Crampton, "The Cartographic Calculation of Space," 736. 
80 Walter Lippmann, "Report on the Inquiry," 10 May 1918, National Archives, Records of the American 
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"disestablishment of a system by which adventurous and imperialistic groups in Berlin 
and Vienna and Budapest could use the resources of this area in the interest of a fiercely 
selfish foreign policy directed against their neighbors and the rest of the world."81 
Reducing Germany's power within Europe and on the world stage was clearly a U.S. goal 
well before negotiations began in Paris. 
Inquiry memos proposed three general approaches for preventing German 
economic domination. One, Germany had to be reformed and made more "trustworthy" 
and democratic, specifically by electing or appointing more Progressive, Centrist, and 
Social Democratic officials. Two, neighboring areas such as Belgium, France, Poland, the 
Balkans, and Austria-Hungary had to be strengthened or reorganized in order to resist 
German encroachment. And finally, "strong allied control over the essential parts of 
Turkey--Armenia, Palestine, Mesopotamia" had to be established. "We must see that the 
control of the two military terminals of Berlin-Bagdad remain in the hands of an 
administration friendly to the western nations." Armenian autonomy was essential "not 
only as a matter of justice and humanity but in order to re-establish the one people of 
Asia Minor capable of preventing economic monopolization ofTurkey by the 
Germans. ''82 
81 "The Present Situation: The War Aims and the Peace Terms it Suggests," 22 December 1917, National 




What should be done with Germany's former colonies and the parts of the soon-
to-be-dissolved Ottoman Empire was a question to which Inquiry members devoted a 
great deal of attention. As Sidney Mezes wrote in February 1918, 
Our thought is that at the eventual peace conference a number of groups of 
peoples, such as those found in Armenia, Palestine, Persia, China; the German 
Pacific Islands, and the tribes in Africa, especially tropical Africa, will come 
under discussion, and that efforts will be made to secure for them types of 
government that will protect them from exploitation and facilitate their 
wholesome development, and enable them to make such contributions as are 
consistent with their own interests and to the well-being of other peoples and 
nations. 
The fate of these peoples was to be approached in the same scientific fashion as the rest 
of the Inquiry's endeavors. "We are studying groups of backward peoples in order to 
ascertain, among other things, the amount and limitations of their capacity for self-
government, and their governmental needs." Mezes instructed researcher W. W. 
Willoughby to "gather concise and lucid accounts of all the principal kinds of 
government that have been set up in the case of peoples who are not able to govern 
themselves satisfactorily without assistance, so that it may be possible to select in each 
case the type of government that appears best suited to the group of people concerned."83 
The Inquiry had hardly begun before George Louis Beer, specialist in colonial 
history, began writing to Mezes about the feasibility of establishing some kind of 
international mandate system in central Africa. Beer was concerned that international 
government had "fostered incessant intrigues and rivalries among the governors on the 
83 Sidney Mezes toW. W. Willoughby, 25 February 1918, Sidney E. Mezes Papers, Rare Book and 
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one hand, and, on the other, it has fomented faction and anarchy among the governed." To 
avoid conflict, Beer recommended that it 
be definitely stipulated, that the state exercising sovereignty in Africa is 
proceeding under an international mandate and must act as trustee primarily for 
the natives and secondarily for the outside world as a whole. There could be 
elaborated a code of natives rights, prohibiting forced labor in all forms, 
assuring to the native his legitimate rights to the soil, and protecting him from 
the evils of modem civilization, such as intoxicants. At the same time also, the 
existing free trade area in Africa could probably be extended and the existing 
provisions ... made more definite and more comprehensive so as to secure 'the 
open-door' in the fullest sense possible.84 
A mandate system very much like the one Beer recommended was eventually put in place 
in several areas, and Beer himself served on the League of Nations' Mandates 
Commission for a briefperiod before his death in 1920. Much ofthe conversation about 
Africa and the former Ottoman Empire took place in the same paternalistic vein. As 
Gelfand notes, "There was the tacit assumption that while the peace engineers went about 
their tasks of manipulating and directing the institutional changes, the existing nations 
and societies would remain stable, pliable, accepting these changes without complaint." It 
apparently never occurred to the Inquiry leaders that the people concerned disagree with 
their plans. When presented with scientific facts, how could they object? 85 The Inquiry 
and other governmental agencies created during World War I (such as the Committee on 
Public Information and the War Industries Board), Emily Rosenberg argues, represented 
the triumph of professionalism and the belief in the power of facts to solve problems: 
84 George Louis Beer to Sidney Mezes, 31 December 1917, Sidney E. Mezes Papers, Rare Book and 
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"Fact-gathering and social-problem-solving by properly trained experts was a science that 
transcended cultural values or subjectivity."86 
The differences in researchers' attitudes toward "civilized" (white, European) and 
"backward" (non-white, African, Asian, and Middle Eastern) people are evident from 
reports on two areas Semple worked on, the Austro-Italian frontier and Mesopotamia. 
Semple and several other researchers were asked to examine the conflicting claims over 
the border between Italy and Austria, taking into account both military and ethnic 
considerations. Semple believed that the current boundary along the Isonzo River--with 
Austria controlling both banks--gave Austria an unfair military advantage. The Alpine 
slopes gradually inclined on the Austrian side, dropping down suddenly to the Italian 
plains, giving Austria "literally the drop on Italy." Alpine valleys on the Austrian side 
facilitated railroad connections between military bases in the interior and the front, and 
Austria controlled both ends of the Brenner Pass, one of the main routes through the 
Alps. 87 
The present frontier Semple deemed "unscientific" because it did not follow the 
natural physical boundary. Austria had pushed across what should have been the natural 
divide between the two states, following the "anthropo-geographical principle by which 
every central or inland state strives to expand toward the periphery or coast of its 
continent." Anthropogeographical principles notwithstanding, Semple concluded that in 
86 Emily S. Rosenberg, Spreading the American Dream: American Cultural and Economic Expansion, 
1890-1945 (New York: Hill and Wang, 1982), 84-86. 
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the interests of European stability, the border should be corrected. No single nation 
should control major strategic transmontane routes like the Brenner Pass, unless it was a 
small, neutral one "which would have neither the motive nor ability to exploit it in war." 
Semple believed that the frontier proposed by Douglas W. Johnson, another Inquiry 
worker, was "above criticism from the strategic geographical standpoint" since it 
followed the natural line of the Alpine watershed. This frontier was "definite, 
conspicuous and strongly defensive, warranted to discourage mutual aggressions and 
obviate international complication. "88 
However, military strategy was not the only factor that had to be taken into 
account. Semple found Johnson's frontier unsatisfactory "from the ethnic and historical 
standpoint": "It separates from the old historical state of the Tyrol not only the Italian 
Trentino or 'South Tyrol' but also a large area of German stock. ... It would transfer to 
Italy a population of 386,347 Italians, but also 229,246 Germans, who constitute one-
fourth of the present total population of the Tyrol. According to American theories of 
human rights such a large-scale transfer is inadmissible without the privilege of self-
determination" --that is, without consulting the Germans about which nation to which they 
wanted to belong. Any change in borders would inevitably place some German-speaking 
Austrians into Italian territory, and Italians into Austrian territory; the best Inquiry 
workers could do was try to find ways to draw boundaries that would cause the least 
disruption. The frontier proposed by the Italian government was deemed by Semple 
88 Ibid. 
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geographically and militarily satisfactory, and "gives to Italy nearly all the Italian 
subjects of the Tyrol or 3 71,4 77, leaving only 14,229 on Austrian soil; but it also transfers 
to Italy 74,000 Germans." Still, this was a better option than either Johnson's suggestion 
or that proposed by Austria. In the end, Semple concluded that the frontier should be 
"dictated chiefly by the paramount condition of national security" and "only in a minor 
degree by that of linguistic stock"89 
At the peace conference, the matter of the Austro-Italian frontier was somewhat 
overshadowed by other territorial disputes. Italy had already signed a secret treaty with 
Britain, France, and Russia granting it considerable Austro-Hungarian territory in 
exchange for joining the Allies in 1915. When the former Austro-Hungarian territories of 
Croatia and Slovenia joined the alliance at the end of the war, it set off a dispute over 
territory claimed by Italy and the future state of Yugoslavia. The main point of contention 
was the port city ofFiume (Rijeka); Italians were the largest ethnic group in the city but it 
was the only port that would give Yugoslavia good connections between the Adriatic and 
inland areas. Both sides rejected numerous proposals until an agreement was finally 
reached in November 1920 with the Treaty ofRapallo. Italy was given the province of 
!stria, several islands off the Dalmatian coast, the ports of Zara and Trieste, and Fiume/ 
Rijeka was made a free state, connected to !stria by an Italian corridor. 90 In a separate 
89 Ibid. 
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treaty, Italy was given the southern Tyrol, thus placing the border between Italy and 
Austria approximately where Johnson had suggested. 
The Inquiry's reports on Mesopotamia were quite different. To begin with, there 
was some disagreement over what, exactly, constituted Mesopotamia. Generally the term 
referred to "the land between the Arabian Desert and the Persian Mountains, through 
which flow the Euphrates and the Tigris Rivers. It extends from the Persian Gulf in the 
south rather indefinitely to the north."91 However, others asserted that only the northern 
part of this region, "called by the Arabs Jazirah," should be considered "Mesopotamia 
proper." The southern part of the region, "known as Irak, or Babylonia" and now 
occupied by the British, should be considered separately. 92 It was clear, however, to all 
who wrote about it that whatever Mesopotamia was, it was "not a nation in any sense, 
and can hardly be said in itself ever to have been a nation." Inquiry researchers thus felt 
little obligation to consider the interests and desires of the people concerned, as they did 
with European nation-states. The region had been "ruined" by the Turks and "for 
centuries kept in a backward condition by the dead weight of Turkish tyranny and 
misgovernment," and now it was the responsibility of the west to restore it to a civilized 
state.93 
91 Harry Pratt Judson, "Report on Mesopotamia," National Archives, Records of the American Commission 
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Semple, like many of her colleagues, felt that the British presence could only help 
Mesopotamia. "Basra has improved wonderfully during its two years of English 
occupation," she wrote in her report. "It has new and extensive wharves where big 
vessels can load and unload rapidly. Its food supply has been vastly increased by drainage 
and irrigation works for reclaiming the surrounding land, and its population shows 
remarkable growth." She also noted, "Basra's value as a port is enhanced by the immense 
supplies of petroleum of which it is the port of deposit." A two-hundred-mile pipeline 
brought the petroleum from the Persian mountains to the British refinery just south of the 
city, so ships could refuel there as well.94 Americans and Europeans were beginning to 
suspect that there might be yet more petroleum in the region. The "natives" had 
succeeded in procuring small amounts from ground seepages, and "German engineers 
who had made surface examinations had had great expectations of developing oil wells." 
In addition, irrigation and land reclamation projects offered the possibility of growing 
cotton and oranges, and raising ponies and angora goats.95 
Semple and Harry Pratt Judson, who visited the region as director of the 
American-Persian Relief Commission, agreed that Mesopotamia should remain in British 
hands. Judson wrote, "The British occupation of Mesopotamia means order in the place 
of general Turkish lawlessness; it means safety for persons and property without regard to 
race or religion; it means justice for all, in place of Turkish injustice and financial 
94 Ellen Churchill Semple, "Report on Mesopotamia," 1 February 1918, National Archives, Records ofthe 
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corruption." The British encouraged nomads to relocate to more settled areas and "by 
giving them a change to hold and develop land, to make them sedentary and law-
abiding." Judson declared that "it would be a crime against civilization to allow 
Mesopotamia to return to the Turks."96 While Dana Munro agreed that Mesopotamia 
should be under some form of protectorate, he did not advocate leaving it under British 
authority. The control of Mesopotamia "should be exercised for the benefit of the natives 
of Turkey and not for the amassing of enormous fortunes by individual Europeans or by 
European nations .... The ideal of the United States should be the safeguarding of the 
colonists (Armenians, Kurds, Arabs) from exploitation by Europeans"--British, French, 
and Germans. 97 Americans frequently placed themselves in the position of protecting 
"natives" or "backward" people from European exploitation. No doubt some of them 
were sincere, and they believed that by preventing colonial struggles they would help 
prevent future wars between European nations. But it is clear, also, that Americans were 
motivated by a desire to ensure that they would not be kept from enjoying economic 
opportunities in those areas now released from "Turkish tyranny." 
Semple's report on Mesopotamia was part of a larger research project planning for 
the imminent division of the Ottoman Empire. The so-called "Eastern Question" had been 
an issue in international relations and a cause of tension among the European powers for 
96 Judson, "Report on Mesopotamia." Semple, for her part, had doubts about the likelihood of nomadic 
Arabs, who "despise the man with the hoe," being "won over to the drudgery of tillage." In order for 
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over a century. 98 Britain looked upon the defeat of the Ottoman Empire as an opportunity 
to consolidate its own empire by controlling all the major land and sea routes to India 
and, not incidentally, reducing French power in the region. France, meanwhile, claimed 
Syria, Cilicia, Lebanon, and Palestine on the basis of Allied wartime agreements, but 
during the Peace Conference itself was far more concerned with protecting itself from 
future German aggression. Though the United States had never declared war on Turkey, it 
nonetheless expected the Allies to to abide by a "moral obligation to fulfill points five 
and twelve of the Fourteen Points. These called for adjustment of colonial claims giving 
'equal weight' to the wishes of the colonial governments and the native populations, and 
the freeing of minorities from Turkish control." Britain, France, and the United States 
agreed on some basic issues: Constantinople and the Straits should be under international 
control, Arab populations should be liberated from Turkish rule, an Armenian state should 
be created, and a Jewish homeland created in Palestine. Nonetheless, a whole range of 
other questions still remained to be answered, the most fundamental being how the 
former empire could be divided and governed in accordance with the principles of self-
determination and still protect the considerable investments the European powers had in 
the region.99 
In "The Partition of Asiatic Turkey," Semple laid out five basic principles which 
she believed should be the basis of any partition: the geographical distribution of races 
98 Erik Goldstein, The First World War Peace Settlements, 1919-1925 (New York: Longman, 2002), 57-58. 
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and religions, geographic boundaries, protection of water rights, access to the sea, and 
access to transit routes. Semple's purpose in making these considerations a priority was 
"to reduce international friction, curb antagonisms, provide economic development by a 
fair distribution of geographic advantages, and finally to take away from Turkey and her 
Teutonic allies the monopolized control of a great transit region." It was particularly 
important to adhere to these principles "because of the confused geographical distribution 
of races and languages in Asiatic Turkey, and the multiplication of religions which are 
mutually intolerant and hostile." Economic divisions exacerbated racial and religious 
antagonism. Thus, ideally, each new state would "include one predominant race and one 
predominant religion, if possible, which will afford a basis for national unity" and 
encourage economic cooperation. Each state should be geographically and economically 
independent, with strong defensive boundaries. "For example, the residual state of 
Turkey, restricted to Asia Minor, should be given no geographic or strategic advantage on 
its frontier which it might use in an offensive against the young state of Armenia."100 
Semple determined that though the region could be divided into seven distinct 
geographical areas, it was more reasonable to create five states: a smaller Turkey, limited 
to Anatolia; Armenia, stretching from the Black Sea to the Mediterranean; Arabia or a 
Confederation of Arab States; Syria, including Palestine; and Mesopotamia. She also 
considered the possibility ofuniting Mesopotamia and Syria. Semple devoted most of her 
report to considering the borders of Armenia, perhaps feeling that this was the most 
100 Ellen Churchill Semple, "The Partition of Asiatic Turkey," 3-4, Ellen Churchill Semple Papers, Box 8, 
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difficult problem she had to tackle and once it was settled, the rest of the region would be 
decided accordingly. All of the great powers expressed support for an autonomous 
Armenian state during the war and the peace conference. However, as Paul Helmreich 
notes in his history of the Ottoman partition, "neither Britain, France, or Italy had any 
desire to become too directly involved in the actual creation and support of this state." It 
was clear from a very early stage that Armenia would require a good deal of economic 
and military aid, but would provide "little or no material or strategic benefits to 
recompensate the mandatory power." The most convenient solution, then, was to ask the 
United States to take over the Armenian mandate, something which Wilson initially 
expressed willingness to do. 101 
However, all of that was in the future when Semple set out to write her report in 
the spring of 1918. She began by raising the main issue that caused complications in 
determining the future boundaries of an Armenian state. Unlike the other proposed states, 
Armenia did not have "a marked ethnic core and a predominant ethnic stock." Semple 
explained this as a consequence of Armenia's geography: "Armenia is located at the 
eastern entrance to the Asia Minor bridge, on to which its broad valleys open. Accessible 
to routes from the Russian steppes, the Persian plateau and Mesopotamian lowlands, it 
has received intruders so numerous and various, that it harbors a polyglot population with 
a bazaar [sic] assortment of religions." Armenian delegations to the Peace Conference 
would attribute the small Armenian population to Turkish atrocities, an argument with 
101 Helmreich, From Paris to Sevres, 49-50. 
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which Semple would concur, noting that five hundred thousand to eight hundred 
thousand Armenians had died in 1915-16 alone. Delegates also argued that though the 
ethnic Armenian population was small, its economic contribution was much larger than 
its numbers would suggest, claiming that though they made up only ten percent of the 
Empire's population, they controlled thirty-five percent of its commerce. Semple also 
believed that the native Armenians had retained "economic and cultural ascendancy" 
because of their "close attachment to the soil" and their "energy, industry, and religious 
solidarity." She also claimed that the Armenians were the only people in the region "who 
have a national consciousness based upon a national history." This alone would justify 
the creation of an Armenian state, even though ethnic Armenians could not be expected to 
make up more than a fifth of the population within the borders suggested by Semple. 102 
Semple's Armenia maintained the present boundary between Russia and Persia on 
the east and would extend "from the Black Sea between Batum and Kerasun on the north 
to the Armenian Taurus on the South, and to the Amarus range and Mediterranean coast 
as far as the Lamas torrent on the southwest." The border between Turkey and Armenia 
would run from the Bay of Alexandretta (Iskenderun) in the south to Kerasun (Giresun) 
in the north. The territory proposed by Semple thus corresponded closely with those that 
Armenian delegates would claim at the peace conference in 1919. They wanted not only 
the six vilayets of Turkish Armenia but the eastern portion of the province of Cilicia on 
the Mediterranean, which had historically been part of Armenia, though not since the 
102 Semple, "Partition of Asiatic Turkey," 6, 8, 22; Helmreich, From Paris to Sevres, 48-49. 
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fourteenth century. Semple agreed that Cilicia should be included on "national and 
historical grounds" and because only by its inclusion could Armenia "be made a perfect 
buffer state; for this is its geographical destiny." By allowing Armenia to stretch all the 
way across the Anatolian peninsula, the new state would create a barrier between areas of 
potential conflict. 103 
Semple assumed that Armenian self-government was impossible for the 
foreseeable future, reporting that "travelers agree that the Armenians show singular lack 
of political wisdom, and would make a failure or even a tragedy of self-government." 
Either France, Britain, or Italy would have to take control "until Armenia grows up, 
economically, intellectually and politically." Of course, Semple's proposed borders, 
giving the state frontiers with Turkey, Syria, Mesopotamia, Persia, and Russia, helped to 
create the precarious situation that made outside assistance necessary. She also argued 
that Armenia's Black Sea and Mediterranean ports were necessary for its own economic 
future as well to serve as inducements to one of the great powers to take the mandate of 
Armenia. France, Semple determined, would make the most suitable guardian for 
Armenia for a variety of reasons: 
Her rationalist attitudes towards religion would guarantee an impartial handling 
of the sectarian questions, sure to arise. Her experience with the problems of 
irrigation, mountain road-building, and control of nomadic Moslem tribes in 
Algeria and Tunisia has trained her for this difficult task, while her railroad 
investments would supply a strong motive for the economic development of the 
country. 
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In addition, "according to the secret treaties, France expected to acquire Cilicia and all of 
Armenia not claimed by Russia, if the partition ofTurkey should be accomplished."104 
Had Turkey been willing to accept Semple's proposed boundaries, including those 
of the new states of Mesopotamia, Syria, and Arabia, it would have been left with 
approximately one-quarter of its former territory, but nearly half the population. Semple, 
like most American and European observers, wanted to limit Turkey to the Anatolian 
peninsula, which, she said, was "the Turkish linguistic area," "its national and material 
core," "the source of all its man power," and "the real basis of its political existence." 
Such limitation would, she argued, actually be beneficial to Turkey. The Ottoman Empire 
had over-extended its resources, but "restriction to the peninsula will concentrate their 
energies and stir the national consciousness to more profitable activities than slaying their 
non-conformist subjects." The new Turkish state "would enjoy superior geographic 
conditions for her development": natural protective frontiers and a long coastline with 
excellent ports. Isolated from "international entanglements," Turkey would be forced to 
concentrate on its own internal development. 105 
Dana Munro, head of the Western Asia division of the Inquiry, severely criticized 
Semple's report, saying it was "a matter of regret that this report is in the files." Mumo 
had four main criticisms of Semple's plan: "It advocates a method of partition which 
would be wholly in violation of the principle of self-determination" (by creating an 
Armenian state in which Armenians would not be the majority), "it is based upon the old 
104 Semple, "Partition of Asiatic Turkey," 25. 
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idea of booty" (for giving Britain Mesopotamia), "it leaves Turkey as a sovereign state in 
Anatolia, rnli1.1g over hundreds of thousands of Christians"; and "it proposes wholly 
artificial and novel boundaries, which might prove the cause of future wars." 
Furthermore, "not to give additional criticisms," in Munro's estimation the partition 
failed to protect religious minorities, did not address the stewardship of holy places, 
"profits only England, France, and Armenia; does not concern itself with the wishes of 
the natives at all and gives no consideration to those of other allies," and in general 
"holds the seed of future troubles." 106 
Some of Munro's criticisms were valid. Like most of her colleagues, Semple gave 
greater priority to the interests of the Great Powers than to those of the "natives." Her 
boundaries would have left Armenians as a minority in their own nation--though this 
would likely have been the case no matter how the frontiers were drawn. And she did 
indeed leave Turkey as a sovereign state, whereas the Allies expected to create spheres of 
influence. Whether her boundaries were "wholly artificial and novel" is difficult to say. 
They were probably no more so than any other boundaries. Semple herself recognized the 
problems inherent in drawing frontiers. Geographic borders almost never corresponded 
exactly with ethnic, religious, or linguistic frontiers. Natural elements like rivers, which 
appeared to create simple and neat boundary lines were in reality problematic, as groups 
of people rarely settled on just one side of a body of water. Moreover, even where natural 
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boundaries existed, defining "race areas," they were "surrounded by typical border zones, 
in which the ethnic stocks, languages, religious, economic and social organizations of the 
two adjacent regions are intermingled."107 Semple seemed to recognize that while lines 
could be drawn on a map for the sake of convenience, they did not necessarily represent 
objective and unchanging reality. 
Questions ofborders and issues of mapping were inextricably connected. Isaiah 
Bowman, who attended the Paris Peace Conference as part of the official U.S. delegation, 
wrote, "Each of the national delegations ... had its own bagful of statistical and 
cartographical tricks. When statistics failed, use was made of maps in color. It would take 
a huge monograph to contain an analysis of all the types of map forgeries that the war and 
the peace conference called forth. A new instrument was discovered ... the map 
language. A map was as good as a brilliant poster, and just being a map made it 
respectable, authentic. A perverted map was a life-line to many a foundering 
argument."108 Bowman perceptively recognized the authority granted to maps but also 
recognized the ways in which they could be manipulated. European nations had realized 
in the nineteenth century that maps "not only reflected geopolitical circumstances" but, 
"if carefully and intelligently created," might also shape geopolitical reality. During 
World War I, both Britain and France had their own Inquiry-type organizations with the 
explicit goals of making maps to be used during the peace negotiations. The Royal 
Geographical Society created maps which could be mass-produced and used during the 
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peace conference "to ensure that the new political boundaries of Europe and the Middle 
East would be shown to an expectant world on a British map designed and produced by 
British cartographers." Moreover, British authorities anticipated that the maps "could also 
be produced to undermine the claims of Central Powers and reinforce the legitimacy of 
the Allied geopolitical ideals." Similarly, France's Comite d 'Etudes produced maps that 
showed the contested territories of Alsace and Lorraine as part of the "limites naturelles" 
of France. 109 Thus, though everyone involved in the Inquiry knew that maps were subject 
to manipulation, they continued to maintain the fiction that there was such a thing as a 
"true" map. Bowman was perfectly willing to present the Inquiry's maps as authoritative 
while dismissing as "perverted" the maps that made arguments with which he disagreed. 
The fate of the Republic of Armenia illustrates the impossibility of drawing 
perfectly just and accurate boundaries accepted by all parties concerned. Shortly after 
Semple submitted her report on the partition of Asiatic Turkey, in May 1918, the Russian 
portions of Armenia declared themselves a republic in the wake of the collapse of the 
Russian Empire. The Republic was able to send delegates to the Paris Peace Conference 
to lobby for a settlement that would add the Ottoman Armenian provinces to the existing 
state. Britain and France, however, felt that Armenia's demands for a vast territory 
stretching from Trebizond to Cilicia were unrealistic, given its current weak state and the 
unwillingness of any of the great powers to provide military or financial support. Instead, 
Britain proposed a much smaller state extending only as far west as Erzerum which 
109 Heffernan, "Politics of the Map," 217-19. 
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would be added to the current Armenian Republic. This state would be entirely 
landlocked and given access to the Black Sea through the free port of Batum. Ultimately, 
the great powers decided to defer any definite decisions about the Ottoman Empire until 
the future, which had dire consequences for Armenia. 110 
By the time the Allies met again at the Conference of London in February 1920, 
Armenia's situation was even more precarious. Bolshevik and anti-Bolshevik forces were 
fighting in the Caucasus, and the Turkish nationalist movement under Mustafa Kemal 
was gaining power. Caught between the two, Armenia desperately needed the support of 
the great powers. Instead, negotiators at the conference decided to make Armenia 
independent and put it under the protection of the League ofNations, which was asked to 
recruit a volunteer military force--something which the League showed great reluctance 
to do. Once again a decision was postponed until the allies met in San Remo in April. 
Finally in August 1920, the Allies and the Ottoman Empire signed the Treaty of Sevres, 
by which Armenia was granted less territory than it had wanted but more than France and 
Britain had been willing to grant. Wilson drew the western boundary of Armenia himself, 
despite the fact that the United States had rejected the Armenian mandate, and none of the 
Allies seemed to be concerned about the response of the Turkish nationalists. Indeed, 
throughout the conferences and the treaty negotiations, the Allies conducted themselves 
as if they were still dealing with the defeated Ottoman Empire of 1918 instead of a 
resurgent Kemalist Turkey of 1920. 111 The Turkish government refused to ratify the 
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treaty, and by September Turkey and Armenia were at war. Depleted by massacres, 
famine, and disease, the Republic of Armenia held out until early December 1920, when 
it was forced to surrender and return to Turkey the territory granted by the Treaty of 
Sevres. Just days later, the Red Army invaded the capital city ofErevan, the republican 
government surrendered, and what was left of Armenia declared a Soviet Socialist 
Republic. 
Ellen Semple continued to follow events in the Middle East after her official 
duties for the Inquiry ended in December 1918. She wrote to Isaiah Bowman in August 
1920, 
I have followed with intense interest the progress of events in Asiatic Turkey, 
especially as things have turned out just as I foresaw, if the Turks were denied 
by the Treaty their home land of Anatolia practically intact, except for a belt 
along the Straits. The multiplication of weak colonial frontiers in the 
appropriated territory of a virile people, as the Anatolian peasantry undoubtedly 
are, and the desperation of these people when bereft of the best parts of a 
country which had been theirs for 600 years, seemed to me a situation that 
invited war for indefinite decades.II2 
The Treaty of Sevres, in addition to awarding Turkish territory to Armenia, had also 
divided Anatolia into zones of influence. France was given a portion of southeastern 
Anatolia, adjacent to Syria (which it was given outright as a mandate), and Italy was 
given a substantial chunk of southwestern Anatolia, thus leaving Turkey with about a 
third of the peninsula. And indeed, Semple was correct that the Turks would refuse to 
accept this partition. In his reply, Bowman noted that it would have been more or less 
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impossible to come up with a treaty that everyone agreed upon: "There are many critics 
of every treaty but it is a significant fact that hardly any two of the critics agree. So had 
the critics framed the treaty at least as many powerful voices would have been raised 
against it as now clamor for its revision or destruction." He argued that "each nation on 
the Allied side had to get about what it wanted; for if it broke out of bounds who was to 
restrain it?'' The world had reached a turning point, and "it is bound to quarrel and fight 
and experiment with all sorts of things until its life is rebuilt again in a new way." If only 
"everybody in the world had been willing to accept the old order of things social and 
economic the general problem would have been much easier." 113 Semple evidently 
remained unconvinced, saying only, "I wish I could thrash out that Turkish question with 
you. A few centuries would be necessary for the task, doubtless."114 
The Inquiry failed in its goal ofhelping to produce a just and lasting peace, but it 
was a great success for American geographers. A 1919 article on the American 
Geographical Society's contributions to the Paris Peace Conference declared, "There 
could be no greater justification of the Society's existence than the use to which its 
collections and the results of its long labors in the domain of scientific geography have 
been put--a use which will have an international influence."1 15 The same might be said of 
American geography in general: the Inquiry and the peace conference validated 
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geography as a discipline that had something to contribute to American economic and 
political goals. Indeed, geography could be a valuable tool in the hands of diplomats and 
policymakers that "scientifically" explained and justified their objectives, and 
geographers were eager collaborators. Geographers lent their expertise to shaping 
geopolitics in a way that would be favorable to American economic interests, arguing for 
the importance of maintaining free access to resources and trade routes. Geographers also 
helped draw distinctions between "civilized" and "backward" areas and made 
recommendations for the different ways they should be treated when it came to questions 
of political sovereignty, thus helping Western nations maintain and strengthen their 
empires in Africa, the Middle East, and Asia even as they promoted "self-determination" 
for European peoples. 
CHAPTERS 
GEOGRAPHY IN THE POST-WORLD WAR I ERA: ELLEN CHURCHILL SEMPLE 
AT CLARK UNIVERSITY, 1921-1932 
In the years after World War I, American geographers once again faced 
uncertainty about the scope and purpose of their discipline. In the aftermath of the 
Inquiry, geographers seemed poised to take up a prominent place as shapers of U.S. 
domestic and foreign policy, but with the end of the German, Austro-Hungarian, and 
Ottoman Empires and the resulting political reorganization came the sense that the era of 
unlimited expansion and boundless resources was coming to a close. Many Americans, 
including those who had participated in the Inquiry and the Paris Peace Conference, 
hoped that the old aggressive imperialism (which many blamed for causing the war) 
would be replaced by a new spirt of international cooperation. Geographers had 
succeeded so well in identifying their methods and goals as compatible with the needs of 
American political and economic expansion in the early twentieth century that some 
began to question whether geography would even have a place in the postwar world as 
anything other than an elementary-school subject. 
The foundation of the Clark Graduate School of Geography in 1921 under the 
leadership of Wallace W. Atwood provided an opportunity to reformulate academic 
geography and find a new footing for it in the postwar geopolitical scheme. As one of the 
school's three original faculty members, Ellen Churchill Semple played a crucial role in 
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the establishment of Clark as a leader in the field of geography. She had taught or worked 
with many of the most prominent American geographers at the University of Chicago, 
worked for the Inquiry, and had just been elected president of the Association of 
American Geographers; her presence at Clark thus lent the school of geography an 
immediate degree of authority. Semple and Atwood worked out the details of the graduate 
program over the years through discussions and correspondence. Moreover, Semple took 
it upon herself to explore ways for Clark graduates to be of practical use to American 
business, cultivating contacts with bankers and manufacturers in an effort to persuade 
them that geographers could be of value to their companies. This aspect of Semple's 
career has been little discussed in the literature of geography and deserves more attention. 
The 1920s were also a period of change for women in academia. The number of 
women receiving doctorates reached levels that would not be seen again until the 1970s, 
but professional opportunities for women were still limited. Clark's graduate school of 
geography had a reputation for being particularly friendly to women, and indeed almost a 
third of the women who received doctorates in geography until1969 got them at Clark. In 
this chapter I also examine how gender shaped students' experiences at the Clark school 
of geography and their careers afterward, and I consider what role--if any--Ellen Semple 
played in creating an environment that was more welcoming of women students. 
The chapter concludes with a discussion of Semple's final work, The Geography 
of the Mediterranean Region, which was published shortly before her death in May of 
1932. Semple began gathering material for this book during her trip around the world in 
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1911-12 but at times it appeared she would never finish because of serious health issues 
that began in 1929. The Geography of the Mediterranean Region is emblematic of the 
changes in geography's theoretical frameworks that were happening in the 1920s and 30s, 
but for Semple it also represented her last opportunity to establish her legacy as a leader 
in the field of geography. 
The Business of Geography at Clark University 
In June of 1920, Ellen Semple received a cryptic letter from her former University 
of Chicago colleague Wallace W. Atwood: 
Next fall I shall be in a position to promote geography in a much larger way 
than ever before. I cannot announce the plans at present, but I want to drop you 
a line just to indicate that I hope you will not make plans for the summer of 
1921 without letting me know about them. I wish I could talk things over with 
you at once, but that is impossible. I believe you will be very much interested in 
the prospects, however, and I look forward to some permanent association 
which you may have with my new organization. 1 
Atwood (1872-1949) had been a professor of physiography at Harvard University since 
leaving Chicago in 1913, but was in negotiations with the Board of Trustees of Clark 
University to assume the presidency there upon the retirement of G. Stanley Hall, who 
had been president since Clark's opening in 1888. It was understood that in addition to 
1 Wallace W. Atwood to Ellen Churchill Semple, 1 June 1920, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box 
B4-1-4, Folder 29, Clark University Archives. 
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becoming president, Atwood would also be given the opportunity to start a graduate 
school of geography--a "great geographical institute," as he called it.2 
When Clark University was originally founded in Worcester, Massachusetts in 
1887, it was unique among American institutions of higher learning in being solely 
devoted to postgraduate education. Founder Jonas Clark hoped that his eponymous 
institution would combine the best qualities of American and European universities. In an 
address to the Board of Trustees, he cited in particular French universities for their 
production of "distinguished and accomplished scholars" and Prussian ones for their 
methods and social influence. He also mentioned two new American universities, Johns 
Hopkins and Cornell, for their "general scope, purposes and methods," but rejected the 
Oxford and Cambridge model, which he felt was tainted by a too close association 
between church and state.3 When Clark opened its doors for instruction in October 1889, 
it had five departments, mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, and psychology. 
As Clark historian William Koelsch notes, Clark's "community of some fifty-two 
people included nineteen who had either studied in or received degrees from German or 
other European universities, and fifteen who had either studied or taught at ... Johns 
Hopkins." Indeed, though President G. Stanley Hall often referred to Clark as having a 
"philosophical faculty" like those found in German universities, it was in fact much 
2 William A. Koelsch, "Wallace Atwood's 'Great Geographical Institute'," Annals of the Association of 
American Geographers 70 (1980), 573. Atwood received a BA in geology at the University of Chicago in 
1897 and a PhD there in 1903, working under Rollin Salisbury. 
3 William A. Koelsch, Clark University, 1887-1987: A Narrative History (Worcester, Mass.: Clark 
University Press, 1987), 9. 
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closer to the Hopkins mode1.4 As Johns Hopkins president Daniel Coit Gilman said in his 
inauguration address (1876), true university (rather than college) instruction meant 
"liberal advanced instruction for those who want it; distinctive honors for those who need 
them; a special course for those who take no other; a combination of lectures, recitations, 
laboratory practices, field work and private instruction; the largest discretion allowed to 
the faculty consistent with the purposes in view."5 When G. Stanley Hall left Hopkins for 
Clark, he hoped that he would be able to carry on the Hopkins project and take it to the 
next level, eliminating undergraduate instruction entirely, "selecting rigorously the best 
students, seeking to train leaders only, educating professors, and advancing science by 
new discoveries."6 Clark did establish a Collegiate Department in 1902, but it had its own 
president, faculty, and facilities, and for many years Clark remained the only American 
university focused on graduate education.7 
G. Stanley Hall devoted most of his attention to the School of Psychology, building 
it into the country's strongest and best-known graduate program in psychology, and when 
he announced his intention to retire at the end of the 1919-1920 academic year, the Board 
of Trustees initially assumed that they would find another psychologist to take his place 
as president and head of the psychology program. However, when the two leading 
American psychologists, E. B. Tichener of Cornell and Charles H. Judd of Chicago, 
4 Ibid., 24. 
5 Quoted in W. Carson Ryan, "Studies in Early Graduate Education: The Johns Hopkins, Clark University, 
the University of Chicago," Bulletin of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching 30 
(1939), 19. 
6 Ibid., 47. 
7 Koelsch, Clark University, 91. 
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refused to accept Clark's offer, the president of the Board ofTrustees, Charles H. 
Thurber, proposed a new strategy. They would introduce a new subject and flagship 
graduate program: geography. Thurber was an editor at the Boston publishing house of 
Ginn and Company and had become acquainted with Wallace Atwood in 1915 when he 
contracted Atwood to write a new series of geography textbooks; Thurber clearly had 
Atwood in mind for the presidency when he made his proposal. 8 Few American 
institutions offered degrees in geography in 1920 and the University of Chicago still had 
the only separate department of geography in the country, so Clark would have a unique 
opportunity to establish itself as the premier institution for geography. 
After a series of meetings with the trustees early in 1920, Atwood laid out the terms 
under which he would accept the presidency. The main requirement was the 
establishment of a graduate school of geography with a budget of $20,000 for the first 
year and at least $25,000 in subsequent years. The program would encompass physical, 
economic, and commercial geography and climatology. The graduate programs in 
biology, chemistry, mathematics, and physics, which were no longer nationally 
competitive, would gradually be phased out. This would free up more resources "to 
promote what we may think of as a great geographical institute" and "supporting 
departments in history, economics, and education."9 Atwood was formally offered the 
post at the end of April1920 but no public statement was to be made until Hall 
announced his retirement at the commencement exercises later that spring--hence 
8 Koelsch, "Wallace Atwood's 'Great Geographical Institute'," 570-72. 
9 Ibid., 573. 
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Atwood's vague letter to Semple. The School of Geography would not formally open 
until September 1921, though courses were offered that summer. 
Wallace Atwood presented his ideas about the place of geography in American 
education in his inaugural address on February 1, 1921. His main contention, as the New 
York Times put it, was that Americans, "despite their world responsibilities, are 
geographically illiterate."10 This was something of an exaggeration, but Atwood did feel 
that geography would be a useful tool to help the United States in its new role in the 
world since World War I. As he said, "During the period of rapid expansion and of rapid 
development in industry and commerce, the horizon of the American people has been so 
broadened that it has become world wide. Since the meeting at Versailles we have 
appreciated our increased interest in foreign affairs." In addition to becoming more aware 
of international affairs, Americans were coming to realize that natural resources were not 
infinite and that they had "reached the period when we can not easily solve our problems 
as a nation by spreading out, by expansion, by the appropriation of more lands and more 
resources." The time had come, said Atwood, 
for the American people to become cognizant of the resources and actual living 
conditions in the various parts of this country and informed as to the resources, 
the character of the people, their hopes and ideals, and the actual living conditions 
in the other countries of the world. We must develop in the American people an 
international point of view. We have reached the stage when our future growth, 
perhaps our peaceful existence, depends upon our judgment in dealing with the 
other peoples of the world. 11 
10 "Geographic School in Clark University," New York Times, 2 Feb. 1921. 
11 Wallace W. Atwood, "The New Meaning of Geography in American Education," School and Society 13 
(1921), 212-14. 
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Atwood's address recalled one given by another geographer, Halford Mackinder, in 1904 
to the Royal Geographical Society in London. As Neil Smith summarizes it, "The 
Geographical Pivot of History" claimed that "the political economic system was now 
essentially closed ... absolute geographical expansion was ending, and any 'explosion of 
social forces' would not simply dissipate into distant space but would sharply re-echo 
around the globe."12 The First World War showed that Mackinder was right about the 
"explosion of social forces" and how they had the power to disrupt not only political but 
economic systems. In the future, American prosperity would no longer be a matter of 
expansion across space, but would depend upon international stability and world 
cooperation. To some observers, the end of expansion effectively meant the "end of 
geography." To others, like Atwood, it meant that geography, while requiring some 
reorientation, would be all the more important. 
It was for this reason that Atwood considered it so unfortunate that Americans 
generally neglected geography. Most Americans were "illiterate as to the economic 
conditions in the different parts of the United States and in foreign lands" and were 
unable "to vote intelligently on questions of international policy." They were accustomed 
to think of geography as they had studied it in elementary school, where they "bounded 
states, defined islands and peninsulas, and named capitals."13 However, there were 
indications that Americans were becoming aware that "geography to-day is not merely an 
12 Neil Smith, American Empire: Roosevelt s Geographer and the Prelude to Globalization (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2003), 13. 
13 Atwood, "New Meaning of Geography," 212-15. 
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informational subject" and that it should be considered "a science, concerned primarily 
with the interpretation of present conditions in the world." Organizations such as the 
Association of American Geographers, the American Geographical Society, and the 
National Council of Geography Teachers had helped lay the foundations of American 
geography. Now the establishment ofthe School of Geography at Clark University 
promised "to fill a real gap in our educational system, and make important contributions 
to the work of all schools in America." In addition to graduate work, "we shall offer to 
teachers, to men entering large business enterprises, especially international trade, to all 
those who wish to enter consular or diplomatic service, special facilities in the study of 
geography."14 Atwood evidently hoped to build upon the foundations established by 
geography's public role in the Inquiry during and after the first World War, and 
envisioned a future in which geography would be supported by the state: 
Our state department has recognized the geographic profession, and is building up 
a department of geographers. Certain states have appointed experts to direct and 
promote the teaching of geography. The army has a department of geography in 
its war college. The Civil Service Commission now recognizes the profession of 
geography. 15 
In addition, Atwood "predict[ ed] that the young men trained in economic and commercial 
geography will be called to assist in the development of our great manufacturing and 
trading industries."16 
14 1bid.,215-17. 
15 Ibid., 212. 
16 Ibid., 217. 
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Susan Schulten argues in The Geographical Imagination in America that World 
War I did in fact make Americans more geographically aware. "The war turned the 
public's attention toward world trade, and toward the concept of world citizenship 
inspired by the Paris Peace Conference and the League ofNations." Seeing nations made 
and unmade at Versailles, along with "advances in telegraphy, cable communication, rail, 
radio, and aviation," "sparked a reconsideration of space." This reconsideration often 
manifested itself, as it did in Atwood's address, in laments and warnings about American 
geographic illiteracy. Moreover, the National Education Association's Commission on the 
Reorganization of Secondary Education of 1916 had more or less replaced geography 
with a social studies curriculum dominated by history. In this context, educators like 
Atwood called all the more strenuously for the place of geography in the "new world 
order." As Schulten notes, "Gaining a sense of how the world worked--primarily through 
trade--was touted in the interwar period as the most valuable contribution geography 
could make to education .... What distinguished all these calls for revitalized school 
geography was their explicitly human cast: geography had become understood as 
altogether commercial, human, international, and comparative."17 
As discussed in Chapter 2, economic and commercial geography had been central 
to the development of the "new" geography in the early twentieth century, but became 
even more important in the 1920s because of changes in the world economy and the 
United States' place in it. The kinds of commodities upon which Great Britain had built 
17 Susan Schulten, The Geographical Imagination in America, 1880-1950 (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2001), 123-25. 
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its economic dominance, such as coal and textiles, were no longer in high demand in the 
postwar period, while American products--"oil, autos, mechanized farm implements, 
electrical and telephonic equipment, and advanced machinery"--were eagerly sought by 
the world market. 18 The war also "transformed the position of the United States in global 
financial markets. Allied nations in Europe borrowed heavily from American institutions, 
and the closure of European money markets and trade lanes forced Latin American 
nations also to look to the United States for enlarged financial and commercial 
connections." The U.S., which had previously been a debtor nation, emerged as the 
world's largest creditor. 19 In addition, as Emily Rosenberg notes, another one ofthe 
legacies of World War I was a "growing professionalization of government agencies 
staffed with trained experts, and a firmer conviction of the connection between American 
expansion and world well-being." These "new professionals" believed in "the objective 
application of scientific principles to society's problems. "20 Business and industry was 
based on managing people--particularly non-white people--and resources. Atwood hoped 
to position geographers as key to this process, and Clark's School of Geography could 
help carry out this goal in two ways. One, it would train primary, secondary, and normal-
school teachers in geography and perform public outreach to make Americans more 
geographically aware and receptive to the idea of international engagement; and two, it 
18 Emily S. Rosenberg, Spreading the American Dream: American Economic and Cultural Expansion, 
1890-1945 (New York: Hill and Wang, 1982), 123. 
19 Emily S. Rosenberg, Financial Missionaries to the World: The Politics and Culture of Dollar Diplomacy, 
1900-1930 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003), 97. 
20 Rosenberg, Spreading the American Dream, 123. 
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would provide the expertise about peoples and commodities that government and 
business would need to carry out their tasks. 
Atwood hired two professors to begin the school's first year, Semple and the 
climatologist Charles F. Brooks. In addition, Curtis Marbut of the U.S. Bureau of Soils, 
Homer Shantz of the Bureau of Plant Industry, and Oliver Baker of the Bureau of 
Agricultural Geography and Land Utilization were hired to give lectures on their areas of 
expertise. Clarence Jones joined the staff in 1923 as chair in Economic Geography and 
Douglas C. Ridgley as chair in Geography in Education in 1924.21 As the description of 
the department in the course catalog noted, the professors "must of necessity spend a 
portion of their time in travel and in field studies," so not all courses would be offered 
each year; "many of them will be given once in two years." However, graduate students 
were cautioned not to "burden themselves by attending too many lecture courses. They 
must depend very largely for their growth upon their individual efforts in the pursuit of 
research work, under the direction of members of the staff. "22 The school of geography 
began with fourteen graduate students plus eight "special students" not working toward 
degrees. 23 During that first year, Brooks taught several courses on climatology and 
meteorology, including "Climatic Environment of the White Race" --no description was 
given in the catalog, but presumably it addressed the still undecided question of whether 
the "white man" could survive in the "tropics." Atwood taught physiography and regional 
21 "Graduate School of Geography: The First Ten Years, 1921-1931," Clark University Bulletin, no. 86 
(June 1931), 10. 
22 Clark University Bulletin, no. 5 (May 1921), 50. 
23 Clark University Bulletin, no. 13 (May 1922), 144-49. 
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geography, a course on the teaching of geography, and an economic geography course 
taught from the perspective of conservation. Semple taught "Geographic Factors in 
American History" and "Geography of the Mediterranean Region" during the summer 
and "General Principles of Anthropogeography," geography of Europe, and a seminar on 
anthropogeography in the fall semester. In addition, graduate student Preston E. James 
offered a class on the regional geography of South America, and visiting instructor Helen 
Thomas one on "The Geographical Changes Resulting from the World War."24 
The dissertation subjects chosen by Ph.D. candidates in the first ten years of the 
Clark School of Geography suggest the kind of work that was being done in the program. 
Not surprisingly, they were nearly all regional studies, taking as their topic a state (Jesse 
E. Switzer, The Geography of North Dakota, 1923), city (Wallace R. McConnell, The 
Geography of Cincinnati, 1925), or area (Robert G. Buzzard, The Geography ofCape 
Cod, 1925). No doubt due to the influence of Atwood and Brooks, many students 
examined the agricultural or climatological aspects of their chosen regions, such as 
Burton M. Varney's Seasonal Precipitation in California and Its Variability (1925) and 
Edwin J. Foscue's Agricultural Geography of the Lower Rio Grande Valley ofTexas 
(1931 ). Also common were industrial studies like Albert LaFleur's A Geographic 
Analysis of the Tobacco Industry of the Connecticut Valley Lowland in Massachusetts 
(1929). Others show evidence of Semple's influence, such as Mary Catherine Clune, The 
24 Clark University Bulletin, no. 5 (May 1921), 51-57. In addition to these courses, Semple also at other 
times taught "Geographic Factors in the Location and Development of Cities," "Geography of Palestine," 
"History of Geography," and "History of Geographical Theory." "Graduate School of Geography: The First 
Ten Years, 1921-1931," 63, 64. 
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Geographic Factors in the Development of the Massachusetts Towns of the Connecticut 
Valley (1922), H. Harrison Russell, Cape Breton Island: The Land and the People (1926), 
and Sigismond Diettrich, Historical Geography of the Thames River Valley, Connecticut 
(1931 ).25 Most students chose to work on American regions, either near Worcester or in 
places where they had personal or professional ties, probably because they were expected 
to make extensive field work the basis of their studies. Clark's claims to being a modern 
graduate school rested largely on the premise that both faculty and students were 
performing original, scientific research. 
Doctoral candidates also had to pass an oral examination before receiving their 
degrees. Because Semple was out ofthe country at the time of Mary Clune's exam and 
she had to send Atwood her questions and answers, we have some idea of the kinds of 
things that would have been asked. Semple's first question related to her work on the 
Inquiry: "What is the geographical justification of the new northwest boundary line of 
Italy along the water shed of the Corso Plateau from the Alps to the Adriatic,--a 
justification that holds in spite of the fact that many thousand Slovenes are thereby 
included within Italian territory." Clune was also asked to "compare the geographical 
locations of Chicago and St. Louis in relation to the commercial development of the two 
cities," to "give an example of a sequence of social, political or cultural effects, arising 
from direct economic effects of geographical conditions," and to show her "method of 
investigating" the "anthropo-geographical principle of the political polarity of islands" in 
25 Clyde E. Browning, A Bibliography of Dissertations in Geography: 1901 to 1969, American and 
Canadian Universities (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1970). 
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the case of the West Indies. Finally she was asked to "bring out some ofthe finer, less 
obvious points" ofher dissertation topic.26 
Semple directed Atwood to her article "The Barrier Boundary of the Mediterranean 
Basin and Its Northern Breaches as Factors in History" for the answer to the first 
question. For the question on Chicago and St. Louis, Semple was looking for Clune to 
point out the differences between St. Louis's beginning as a river town involved in the fur 
trade and Chicago's growth in the 1870s because of its central place in the national 
railroad system. This and the question on the "social, political or cultural effects, arising 
from direct economic effects of geographical conditions" harkened back to Semple's 
work in American History and Its Geographic Conditions and even all the way back to 
her MA thesis. She gave as a possible answer to the latter question the development of 
the plantation system and the introduction of slavery in the American south arising from 
the "broad Atlantic plain and the Piedmont of low, undulating relief," which yielded "a 
large area of fertile soil, favored by a warm climate and a long growing season." Semple 
still maintained, as she had in her thesis, that "slavery is economically possible only 
where the margin of profit on agricultural lands is broad, allowing for waste, and where 
gang labor under bosses in large fields or large plantations is possible."27 
Clune's dissertation, The Geographic Factors in the Development of the 
Massachusetts Towns of the Connecticut Valley, suggests that she and Semple shared an 
26 Ellen Churchill Semple to Wallace Atwood, 24 April 1922, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box 
B4-18-ll, Folder 1, Clark University Archives. 
27 Ibid. 
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interest in "geographic problems which must be investigated historically" and "historical 
problems to be studied geographically." Semple's final question asked Clune to "compare 
the Hudson and Connecticut Rivers in their historical and economic aspects" and to 
explain why the town of Hudson developed where it did, and why it had "among its 
population old Nantucket elements who settled here nearly two hundred years ago." The 
answer went back to the days of the whaling industry, when Nantucket whalers sailed up 
the Hudson River but could advance no further than the town of Hudson in their seagoing 
vessels. "There some of them settled, at first to market the oil to the up country region. 
This proved profitable, so after a time Hudson maintained its own fleets of Nantucket 
whalers." Thus, in Hudson today, "you meet all the old Nantucket names in both 
prominent and obscure families. "28 This was just the sort of example of the confluence of 
geographic and economic factors in which Semple delighted. 
Atwood declared from the very beginning of the School of Geography that he 
intended to provide experts in economic geography for the "great business houses, 
especially those interested in the development of foreign trade." The school began 
publishing Economic Geography, a quarterly journal, in 1925 under the editorship ofW. 
Elmer Ekblaw. Atwood's account of the journal's purpose recalled his inauguration 
address: 
28 Ibid. 
The need for a full knowledge of the natural resources of the world, and a 
better understanding of the natural conditions to which man must the more 
carefully adapt himself as population increases and the burden upon the land 
is made heavier, has only recently made itself felt; it is from this need that the 
new interest in economic geography has sprung. To help satisfy this need 
Clark University publishes ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY in the hope that it 
proves useful to all who are engaged in the promotion of industries and 
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trade ... and to all who wish to have a part in the intelligent utilization of the 
world's resources.29 
However, it seems to have been Semple who took the first steps toward directly working 
with companies to hire geographers. In July 1929 she wrote to Atwood that she had been 
negotiating with Walter Case, head of the New York investment firm Case Pomeroy and 
Company, for a possible position for recent PhD Charles Gooze, "as an entering wedge 
into the investment field for young geographers." There were some complications--Gooze 
wasn't sure if he wanted the job, and Semple wondered if Gooze being Jewish might be a 
problem for Case--but Semple was "after even larger game." Her friend James Speyer, of 
the international banking firm Speyer Brothers, suggested that her "best chance would be 
with the National City Bank of New York, which makes enormous foreign loans." 
Another friend, William Woodward, president of the Hanover National Bank, "promised 
to put me in touch with some one of the National City Bank group next winter," and yet 
another acquaintance, newspaper publisher J. Noel Macy, was planning a dinner in 
September where she would meet a Mr. Davis, a vice-president of the National City 
Bank.30 
Some time during the fall of 1929, Semple also met Edward Delafield, president of 
Bank of America, and wrote him a long letter, "pursuant to your suggestion that I outline 
29 "Graduate School of Geography: The First Ten Years, 1921-1931," 86. 
30 Ellen Churchill Semple to Wallace Atwood, [July 1929], Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box 
B4-18-ll, Folder 8, Clark University Archives. 
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some of the ways in which a geographical expert could assist an investment corporation 
in scrutinizing the basis of certain loans." She outlined different situations in which 
geographers could be useful and gave examples of recent instances in which geographical 
knowledge had led to great profits--or lack of knowledge had caused trouble. "For 
instance, when American tire companies bought up lands in Liberia for rubber 
plantations, they failed to send out soil experts with their agents, who in their ignorance 
examined only the surface soil. Consequently, the rubber trees soon encountered a hard-
pan, impermeable to their tap roots, a few feet beneath the surface, with the result that 
both growth and yield were impaired." Had a trained geographer, "equipped to make a 
survey of a specified district, and there interpret the economic development in its 
adjustment to the natural environment," been employed, this mistake could have been 
avoided.31 
In addition to soil studies, geographers were prepared to analyze meteorological, 
climatological, and physiographic factors which came into consideration when selecting 
sites for dams, bridges, and reservoirs. Semple recalled that several years earlier, she had 
been offered the opportunity to purchase bonds for a project to construct a toll bridge 
over San Francisco Bay, upon which she showed the banker an earthquake map of 
California, pointing out that the proposed bridge lay within four miles of one active and 
three inactive fault lines. "This experience," she noted, "illustrates the necessity of 
seeking the best scientific authorities, and only these." Geographers could also perform 
31 Ellen Churchill Semple to Edward Delafield, 4 October 1929, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box 
B4-18-11, Folder 9, Clark University Archives. 
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more abstract economic analysis: "A geographer could render peculiar service in 
evaluating the resources of any region proposing to float a loan for improvements or 
special purposes. Here the geographer's knowledge of physical conditions in the region 
considered would give him a technique for estimating the economic basis of such bonds." 
Or "the security of investment in a company depending primarily upon foreign trade can 
be checked by analyzing the market of such a company, the merchandising methods in 
vogue there, and the buying power of such a market,--all of which depend largely on 
geographic conditions." In such cases, "a geographer can analyze the growth of an 
industry in a way more helpful and fundamental than a purely economic analysis would 
yield, because of the underlying relationship between physical conditions and local 
industries. "32 
Semple's proposals to Delafield fit squarely within what Emily Rosenberg calls the 
"professional-managerial" ethos of American business in the 1920s. In this discourse, 
money and markets were seen as "a path toward efficiency and prosperity" and 
participation in the market as a force for moral improvement. However, in order for this 
to be accomplished, experts were required to manage economic systems. "Instituting 
sound money (gold standard), scientific banking, careful regulation of excessive or unfair 
competition, and an international expansion of predictable credit markets became their 
agenda. A centralized yet flexible and expanding financial order, run by experts, was seen 
as fundamental to a modem corporate order and a progressive society. "33 Semple and her 
32 Ibid. 
33 Rosenberg, Financial Missionaries to the World, 9. 
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colleagues proposed that geographers, particularly those with training in commercial and/ 
or economic geography, could be particularly useful to American business and financial 
interests. In addition to the specific skills outlined by Semple, geographers were first and 
foremost scientists who would rationally analyze data and draw objective conclusions. 
Semple had an enthusiastic collaborator in Helen Strong, one of her former students 
at the University of Chicago. Strong received her PhD in 1921 and was the fourth woman 
elected to the Association of American Geographers, in 1924. After a brief stint teaching 
at the University of Missouri, she began working for the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce, part of a newly expanded Department of Commerce under Herbert Hoover. 34 
She described her work for the Bureau in a response to a questionnaire administered by a 
seventh-grade geography class: 
It has been my privilege to create here for the Department, a Geographic 
Section for business and professional people, covering the map field and other 
technical aspects of geography, such as climate and soils. Our work keeps us 
constantly in touch, through advice and services rendered, with all the map 
publishers and distributors throughout the country, and with the domestic 
distributors and export activities. We have enlisted the co-operation of all the 
sixty foreign offices at the Department of Commerce, scattered throughout the 
world, and ofthe District offices of the Department ofthe United States. It is 
difficult to express in a few words the satisfaction of creating a new field for 
geographers and the pleasure derived from the constant contact and co-
operation with business men throughout the country.35 
Strong wrote to Semple in December 1930 as she was preparing to give a paper on 
geography and business at the annual meeting of the Association of American 
Geographers that would be held in Worcester later that month. She had spoken on a 
34 "Helen Strong, Pioneer of Applied Geography," AAG Newsletter 39, no. 6 (June 2004), 1, 4. 
35 Frances Zimmerman, "Geography as a Life Career," Journal of Geography 29 (1930), 32. 
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similar topic the previous year, but "there was not a word of discussion. It seemed in their 
talks before the geographers that they did not quite sense what I was doing, or that they 
had not thought along the lines you and I have tried to develop." She hoped this time 
around to "wake up the geographers to their opportunity and how to meet it." Strong 
wrote again the next day, saying, "Since writing to you yesterday I have thought more on 
the subject, and am thoroughly convinced that we should plan for a group of papers a 
year hence on applied geography." She hoped to form a committee with Charles Colby 
and Clarence Jones, with whom she expected to be able to plan "a corking program." 
"You and I will swing this project with flying colors!!" she concluded. "Two 
unbusinesslike (?)women!! Isn't it a great game! !"36 
Strong's use of the term "unbusinesslike (?)" for herself and Semple raises the point 
that for the most part, business in the early twentieth century was a strictly male domain. 
In her suggestions to Edward Delafield, Semple herself seems to have assumed that the 
geographers working for investment firms would be men. Emily Rosenberg argues that 
manliness was equated with the kind of rational self-control and mastery required in both 
financial and personal (sexual) matters. Thus, 
all of the rising new professions associated with tum-of-the-century international 
finance were, of course, the province of men, shaping these codes of manliness 
along with an expanded and rationalized international market. As they imagined 
the gender division, femininity was associated with small-scale, face-to-face 
relationships, with disorganized thought and action, and with a need for 
supervision. For these professionals, manliness (like finance) involved impersonal 
36 Helen Strong to Ellen Churchill Semple, 9 December 1930 and 10 December 1930, Dr. Wallace W. 
Atwood Collection, Box B4-18-11, Folder 13, Clark University Archives. 
exchange and supervisory abilities. Economic science became more and more 
gendered, as it embraced notions of specialization and division of labor. 
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In this formulation, "uncivilized," that is, non-white, peoples were "marked by feminine 
attributes, especially lack of planning and weak self-discipline."37 The incongruities of a 
"businesslike" woman were played up in an interview with Helen Strong which appeared 
in the Washington Post in August 1930. The article's subhead breathlessly announced, 
"The First Woman to Receive a Doctorate in Geography Is Now Chief Geographer of the 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, U.S. Department of Commerce--Knows 
Topography, Climatic Conditions and Comparative Area of Every Country on Globe--
Helps to Make Big Business Bigger." The author, Stella McCord, presented Strong as 
highly knowledgeable but not pedantic: "With a nonchalance which is quite disarming 
this attractive woman, with low, modulated voice, reels off the names of foreign cities, 
lakes and mountains and remote areas with the assurance gained only by intensive study 
of a subject which is her hobby." But of course, geography was not just a "hobby" for 
Strong, as McCord well knew; it was an integral part of her job at the Department of 
Commerce. Strong had helped link geography "to practical business until on a moment's 
notice the system evolved in the department can furnish data to the world's great 
corporations planning sales campaigns in foreign lands or to exporters and manufacturers 
aiming to increase their business to the ends of the earth." It is telling that one of the 
anecdotes related by McCord involved "this wizard of rain and sunshine" explaining why 
37 Rosenberg, Financial Missionaries to the World, 33. 
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the same recipe could not be used to manufacture candy in New York and Buenos Aires. 38 
McCord's article reveals both a fascination with a woman who displayed competence and 
interest in the world of business and a need to render her unthreatening. 
Always Welcome? The Position of Women at the Clark Graduate School of Geography 
Wallace Atwood and Ellen Semple formed a close professional and personal 
relationship during their time together at Clark. She also developed a friendship with 
Atwood's wife, Harriet Bradley Atwood, who was also an educator (the Atwoods had met 
at the University of Chicago's Laboratory School) and their four children. Semple taught 
their son Rollin during a semester back at the University of Chicago, and frequently 
offered advice on the course of his studies and career; she may have encouraged daughter 
Harriet to attend Vassar and supplied hugs for little Mary when the elder Atwoods were 
away. 39 Since Semple only taught at Clark during the fall semester and traveled the rest of 
the year, she and Atwood kept up a regular correspondence when she was not in 
Worcester. Atwood reported on changes and developments in the School of Geography; 
Semple offered advice and suggestions for how it might be improved; and they shared 
opinions and assessments of students' work and prospects. 
38 Stella McCord, "Linking Geography With Business," Washington Post Sunday Magazine, 24 August 
1930. 
39 See for example Rollin Atwood to Ellen Churchill Semple, 21 November 1926, and Ellen Churchill 
Semple to Rollin Atwood, 6 December 1926, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box B4-4-1, Folder 11, 
Clark University Archives. At this time Wallace and Harriet Atwood were traveling in Japan and Semple 
reported that "Mary met me on the campus the other day, and snuggled up to me as if she missed her usual 
allowance of petting." Ellen Churchill Semple to Wallace Atwood, 18 November 1926, Dr. Wallace W. 
Atwood Collection, Box B4-18-ll, Folder 5, Clark University Archives. 
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The geography program grew slowly--there were not more than twenty graduate 
students until the 1925-26 academic year--but Atwood and Semple considered this an 
advantage as it allowed the faculty to give each student more individual attention. In 
March 1924 Atwood wrote, "We have I believe thirteen or fourteen applications in now, 
and as you realize we can not take care of a very large group if we continue to give the 
individual so much personal attention." Moreover, he was concerned about finding 
suitable jobs for all of Clark's graduates. Rather than taking on more students, "I will be 
quite contented to see a reasonable group here each year of high-grade students who will 
move into the profession and continue to do creditable work like those who are now 
representing us."40 
Semple and Atwood's correspondence reveals that they were concerned not only 
with their students' intellectual abilities but also whether they had the right 
"temperament" for graduate work. For example, Semple wrote to Atwood in the summer 
of 1923 to warn him against allowing one Miss Matthews to take the MA examination. 
Matthews, she said, "has a typical parochial-school mind, without a glimmer of scientific 
knowledge or appreciation of the scientific point of view .... I fear, too, that she is now 
too old to acquire the scientific habit of thought. And I may add that she is just the kind of 
woman to be greatly mortified and perhaps incensed by failure to get her M.A. if she 
were allowed to come up for the examination." This incident, along with the failure of 
another student, suggested to Semple that Clark ought to "guard against such failure, as 
40 Wallace Atwood to Ellen Churchill Semple, 13 March 1924, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box 
B4-18-ll, Folder 5, Clark University Archives. 
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they do at the University of Chicago," by holding regular faculty meetings "on the 
standing of its graduate students" so that nobody who was not truly ready would take his 
or her exams. This would prevent "unnecessary mortification" on the part of the student 
as well as "unkind feelings toward the University" that might develop as the result of 
failure.41 Atwood agreed, saying that the experience showed "that we must have a 
preliminary examination before admitting people to candidacy." The faculty was also 
"working on a series of absolute requirements" for admission to the Graduate School and 
for the MA and PhD degrees. 42 This exchange suggests that the establishment of the 
School of Geography was something of a process of trial and error, with requirements 
and regulations worked out over time through discussion among the faculty. 
From the beginning, the Clark School of Geography had a reputation for being 
particularly welcoming to women. As geographer Janice Monk notes, "Over 30 percent 
of doctoral dissertations in geography written by women in the United States up to 1969 
were completed at Clark." Clark awarded 18.4% of its geography PhDs to women, 
compared to 11.3% at the University of Chicago, which had the next largest number of 
female doctorates. 43 Commenters on this phenomenon have speculated that the presence 
of Ellen Semple on the Clark faculty during its formative years led to a more welcoming 
and supportive environment for women. This seems like an obvious explanation, but the 
41 Ellen Churchill Semple to Wallace Atwood, 8 August 1923, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box 
B4-18-ll, Folder 2, Clark University Archives. 
42 Wallace Atwood to Ellen Churchill Semple, 21 August 1923, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box 
B4-18-11, Folder 2, Clark University Archives. 
43 Janice Monk, "The Women Were Always Welcome at Clark," Economic Geography 74 (1998), 15. 
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reality was more complex. Atwood's interest in geography education at all levels and his 
involvement with organizations like the New England Geography Conference meant that 
he frequently met and collaborated with women teachers, many of whom he encouraged 
to pursue graduate study. But at the same time, he warned prospective female students 
that they might encounter difficulties in finding jobs after getting their degrees. "Most 
institutions that are engaging instructors with Doctor's degrees are demanding men," he 
wrote to Carol Mason, who had received an MA from Clark in 1925 and was considering 
returning for a doctorate. "Of course the women's colleges do not take this position, but 
there are so few openings that those of you who have them better keep pretty tight 
hold."44 He related the problems that Clark doctoral student Julia Shipman had during a 
one-year appointment at the University of Tennessee: "Miss Shipman faced a very 
serious problem last year ... they frankly admitted they wanted a man, but not finding 
one that measured up to their requirements, accepted her on a temporary basis. She is 
quite uncertain that she can hold the position, there is such a strong prejudice ... in the 
Department for a one hundred per cent masculine staff. "45 
More women were getting PhDs in the 1920s and 30s, but so were more men, 
leading to increased competition in the job market. As Margaret Rossiter notes, though 
44 Wallace Atwood to Carol Y. Mason, 30 January 1929, quoted in Monk, "The Women Were Always 
Welcome at Clark," 18. Mason was teaching at Downer, a women's college in Milwaukee. 
45 Wallace Atwood to Carol Y. Mason, 30 January 1929, quoted in Janice Monk, "Practically All the 
Geographers Were Women," Presentation at Society of Woman Geographers Triennial, May 25, 2008. In 
1930 Shipman obtained a position at Mount Holyoke College, where she remained until her retirement in 
1947. Peler M. Enggass, "Geography at Mount Holyoke Female Seminary and College, 1837-1984," in 
Geography in New England, ed. John E. Harmon and Timothy J. Rickard (New England/St. Lawrence 
Valley Geographical Society, 1988), 2. 
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women considered themselves to have "opened the door" to positions in science, "their 
jobs were still largely limited to faculty positions at the women's colleges, instructorships 
and jobs in home economics at the coeducational institutions, and other classic kinds of 
'women's work' at research institutes and government bureaus." A study conducted by 
the American Association of University Women in 1921 of 145 institutions "found that 
there were no women at all on the faculties of 27 of the 100 coeducational schools and 
that the women who were employed at the others held only 4 percent of the full 
professorships ... but 23.5 percent of the instructorships (1,019 of the 1,646 women in 
the study [61.9 percent] held this position)." Eight years later, when Marion Hawthorne 
ofNorthwestern University did another study, she found that little had changed: "She 
examined the advancement of 844 faculty women at 122 graduate institutions in the 
American Association of Universities, [and] found that, as earlier, they held lower status 
and had smaller salaries than men. More interestingly, she tried to correlate this 
employment status with their advanced degrees and their length of experience, but not 
even these factors could account for the women's low rank." Rossiter concludes that 
women largely internalized low expectations and accepted that they would have to be 
more qualified to obtain lesser positions than men. Women who did succeed were labeled 
"exceptional" and had little effect upon the assessments of or opportunities offered to 
other women. 46 
46 Margaret W. Rossiter, Women Scientists in America: Struggles and Strategies to 1940 (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1982), 130-31; 160-68. 
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Alumni information compiled for the tenth anniversary of the School of Geography 
bears this out. Of thirty-seven female MAs and PhDs, only one, Ruth Baugh, was 
employed by a coeducational college or university. Four were teaching at women's 
colleges, but the majority were employed at normal schools or state teachers colleges 
(twelve) and high schools and junior high schools (nine). Katharine Clark was a 
meteorologist at the Carnegie Institution for Science and Edith Fitton was a research 
assistant at the U.S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics. The fact that all but three married 
women, who evidently did not work outside the home, and one who had become a social 
worker were employed in jobs incorporating geography suggests that women were 
willing to take what jobs were available regardless of the lack of prestige that may have 
been attached to them. 47 
The picture was quite different for male graduates. For one, many more men than 
women earned PhDs at Clark: during the first ten years, thirty-two men but only four 
women were awarded doctorates. This perhaps explains at least in part why the 
percentage of men employed by colleges and universities was so much higher than that 
for women. Twenty-four men, or 42 percent, had a college or university position 
(compared to 13 percent for women). Teaching at a normal school or teachers college was 
also common (nineteen men) but very few took positions in high schools (five, two of 
which were as administrators). A number of men went into business, but with the 
exception of Charles Gooze, it is difficult to say whether they were applying their 
47 "Graduate School of Geography: The First Ten Years, 1921-1931 ," 99-124. 
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geographical skills in the way that Atwood and Semple hoped or whether they had 
changed careers (because of lack of university opportunities or for other reasons). 48 
Semple does not seem to have worried about female students' job prospects. 
Perhaps because she had always been one of those "exceptional" women, and moreover 
does not seem to have worked out of financial necessity for most of her career, it was 
simply not something that occurred to her. Rather, she was most concerned about finding 
the most qualified female students. It was, she wrote Atwood, "an abiding cause of regret 
that Clark College does not admit women. We need to train there a big body of women in 
undergraduate courses in geography, in order to equip them ably to teach the subject." 
The women teachers from the Worcester schools who came to Clark for additional work 
in geography were, she believed, "too old for us to do much with them; and they are 
moreover too tired in these post-school afternoon hours to take in the new point of view 
in geography." She found the full-time women graduate students "worth while," but 
concluded, "we need to catch them young."49 Semple could express her opinions about 
students' abilities with (as she put it herself) "almost brutal frankness"; this was true of 
both male and female students. Miss Matthews, as noted above, she deemed deficient in 
scientific ability. "Poor Mr. Gatto" submitted a "pitiable" thesis outline: "a child of 
twelve could have done better." On the other hand, Miss Hom, "the Vassar girl," did 
"exceedingly well .... She is so quiet and unassuming that one would hardly suspect her 
48 Ibid., 99-124. 
49 Ellen Churchill Semple to Wallace Atwood, 19 April1923, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box 
B4-18-11, Folder 2, Clark University Archives. 
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ability, but that sound Vassar training counts in her as it does in all Vassar girls."50 
Semple's assessments of students suggest that she had similar academic requirements for 
men and women, and that she expected both to adhere to rigorous scientific standards--
that is, to show qualities that would have been identified with men. As Margaret Rossiter 
notes, the traits commonly associated with science were "tough, rigorous, rational, 
impersonal, masculine, competitive, and unemotional" --that is, the opposite of "female" 
traits. Thus "a woman scientist was unlikely to exist, and if she did ... she had to be 
'unnatural' in some way.''51 While Semple did not see women geographers as 
"unnatural," she did expect them to adhere to certain "masculine" traits. 
Her discussion of Langdon White, a student at the University of Chicago who was 
considering transferring to Clark, is telling. White was a "gentle" and "lovable" man, but 
"there was too much of the 'eternal feminine' about him, too little masculine brawn. His 
mind had a too feminine stamp,--real appreciation of every thing fine and stimulating, not 
enough mental self-reliance, and an inability to think a problem through to its ultimate 
conclusion.''52 As discussed in Chapter 4, in her talk at Vassar College in 1915, Semple 
had recommended geography as a field for women because it suited their "natural" 
qualities--patience, attention to detail, powers of observation, and imagination. Had her 
50 Ellen Churchill Semple to Wallace Atwood, 18 November 1926, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box 
B4-18-11, Folder 5, Clark University Archives. 
51 Rossiter, Women Scientists in America, xi. 
52 Ellen Churchill Semple to Wallace Atwood, 4 May 1924, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box 
B4-18-ll, Folder 3, Clark University Archives. Interestingly, White was the only male graduate who was 
listed in the alumni records of 1931 as teaching in a women's college (Randolph-Macon) though he did 
eventually move on to Stanford. Did Atwood and Semple feel that this position was more suited to his 
"feminine" character? 
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beliefs changed in the intervening years, or had she been tailoring her talk to what she 
thought a Vassar audience would want to hear? It is possible that in the more competitive 
environment of the 1920s, Semple felt it was necessary for men and women students to 
display more "masculine" qualities of mind--though for women these would ideally be 
combined with feminine looks and personality. When Semple first wrote to Atwood about 
Ruth Baugh, she mentioned her qualifications and appearance almost in the same breath: 
"Her qualifications, listed on separate sheet, are ample as you see. Her personality and 
good looks (praise be!) are all you could ask."53 It seems then, that while Semple 
expected both men and women to adhere to "male" standards of science, they should also 
each display the personality traits--good looks and pleasant demeanor for women, self-
reliance and strength for men--appropriate to their gender. 
The relationship between Ellen Semple and Ruth Baugh is an interesting one. For 
all the speculation that Semple's presence at Clark was an encouragement to women, 
Baugh was really the only student she made a special effort to recruit and mentor. Ruth 
Baugh was born in 1889 in Indiana and moved to Pasadena, California as a child. She 
entered the Los Angeles State Normal School in 1910, and it was here that she first met 
Semple, who came to teach for a semester in 1913. Baugh graduated that year and 
remained at the Normal School as an instructor; in 1919 the school became a branch of 
the University of California, and Baugh, now an associate professor, taught Elements of 
Modem Geography, Physiography, Geography of Europe and of North America, and 
53 Ellen Churchill Semple to Wallace Atwood, 2 June 1925, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box 
B4-18-11, Folder 4, Clark University Archives. 
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Field Work in Physiography.54 Perhaps with Semple's encouragement (she had come back 
to UCLA on a teaching assignment in 1919) Baugh spent a year at the University of 
California at Berkeley and received her BA in geography in 1921. By June 1925 Semple 
had "about persuaded" Baugh to come to Clark for her MA and wrote briskly to Atwood, 
"Now Miss Baugh will need all the financial help she can get. I told her I was sure you 
could find her a scholarship covering her tuition, and possibly a fellowship of larger 
amount." She and Baugh had already decided upon a subject for her Master's thesis, 
which was to be a geographical study of the Antelope Valley, the western tip of the 
Mojave Desert located north of Los Angeles. They had spent two days in the region, 
"investigating the pear orchard and alfalfa field industry by irrigation from streams and 
artesian wells," and found it "an admirable little region for a thesis subject."55 
Atwood found the requested financial assistance for Ruth Baugh, and for the rest of 
her association with Clark (she received her MAin 1925 and her PhD in 1929), he and 
Semple worked closely to make sure she was well taken care of. Semple's relationship 
with Baugh seems to have been similar in some ways to the ones she had with her nieces, 
who were about the same age as Baugh. For example, Semple wrote to Atwood in the fall 
of 1928 to ask that Baugh be excused from the field excursion to the Connecticut Valley 
that traditionally began each academic year. 
54 Ellen Churchill Semple, Ruth E. Baugh, Qualifications, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box B4-6-1, 
Folder 19, Clark University Archives. 
55 Ellen Churchill Semple to Wallace Atwood, 2 June 1925, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box 
B4-18-11, Folder 4, Clark University Archives. 
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She has already done an immense amount of fieldwork and demonstrated her 
ability to interpret geographic phenomena in the open, both in the Antelope Valley 
and more recently in the Los Angeles district. For this reason she does not need 
the training of the camp, and she does greatly need that three weeks for further 
preparation for her language examinations and for her dissertation. Moreover, as 
she has been working desperately hard this whole past year, with teaching in the 
summer school up to late August, I fear that the camp life, especially the sleeping 
in a room with three other girls with chatty propensities about midnight, might be 
just the final straw to break the camel's back. Several of the girls last summer got 
far too little sleep at the camp, and this deprivation would have serious effects for 
Ruth. 56 
Semple evidently felt compelled to look after Baugh's mental and physical well-being as 
well as advising her on matters geographic. 
Atwood, too, made a special effort to see that Baugh was provided for as she 
completed her graduate work. He brought Baugh to Vassar with him when he went to 
pick up his daughter Harriet at the end of the year in 1929 and introduced her to President 
Henry Noble MacCracken, geology professor Thomas Hills, and geography professor 
Genieve Lamson. Lamson was planning to take a year off and Atwood had the 
impression that Vassar might not hold her position for her; he emphasized to Hills that 
Baugh was "one of the very best trained and ablest women in the profession, and one 
who would be a great credit to Vassar if they ever called her." He suggested that Semple 
write to President MacCracken herself "so that he will know what you think of Miss 
Baugh." Atwood thought she "would be very happy at Vassar, and she would certainly be 
a wonderfully fine influence on those girls."57 Lamson did return to Vassar, staying until 
56 Ellen Churchill Semple to Wallace Atwood, 12 September 1928, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box 
B4-18-11, Folder 7, Clark University Archives. 
57 Wallace Atwood to Ellen Churchill Semple, 14 June 1929, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box 
B4-18-ll, Folder 8, Clark University Archives. 
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her retirement in 1952, and Baugh went back to UCLA, where she eventually became the 
first woman in the geography department to reach the rank of full professor (1953).58 
After her departure from Clark, Baugh remained in contact with Atwood and Semple, and 
it was Baugh who they called upon for assistance when Semple had a near-fatal heart 
attack in the winter of 1929. Baugh came back for the fall semester of 1931 to teach 
Semple's course on the Mediterranean region ("she is soaked with my Mediterranean 
material and can give the course well") and spent two summers helping Semple prepare 
the manuscript for The Geography of the Mediterranean Region. Atwood was 
instrumental in obtaining funding from the National Research Council to pay Baugh for 
this work. 59 
Many years later, Baugh recalled that Semple was "a demanding teacher" in the 
classroom. "She expected active participation and was sharply critical of carelessly 
prepared reports and assignments. Her comments could be direct and brusque. She set 
high standards for herself and by example influenced her students to be dissatisfied with 
anything short of the best." When advising theses and dissertations, "she practiced 
restraint in directing and guiding, never in assisting." As Semple herself said, "No scholar 
was ever made by slavish submission to the ideas of another." "A mutual feeling of 
58 "Ruth Emily Baugh," University of California: In Memoriam, March 1976 (Berkeley: University of 
California Publications, 1976), 10-12. 
59 Ellen Churchill Semple to Wallace Atwood, [November 1930], Box B4-18-ll, Folder 13; Wallace 
Atwood to Isaiah Bowman, 11 December 1930, Box B4-18-11, Folder 13; Wallace Atwood to Ellen 
Churchill Semple, 9 May 1931, Box B4-18-11, Folder 14; Ellen Churchill Semple to Wallace Atwood, 
[May 1931], Box B4-18-11, Folder 14, Clark University Archives. 
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respect and affection" characterized the relationship between Semple and her students," 
which Baugh attributed in part to her "animated and gracious personality."60 
Last Words: The Geography of the Mediterranean Region 
As mentioned above, in November 1929 Ellen Semple had a heart attack from 
which she never fully recovered. Because she had no family nearby, Wallace and Harriet 
Atwood were largely responsible for managing her care and keeping her relatives 
informed about her health. Patty Semple had died in 1926; her daughter Bonner was 
living in Cincinnati and her granddaughter Patricia was a student at Vassar. Her other 
sister, Emerin, had been living in Europe since 1903, when her husband Francis Keene 
was appointed to the U.S. Consulate in Florence. They remained in Rome after his 
retirement as their daughter Carolyn was working for the Consulate as well; their older 
daughter, also named Emerin, was married and living in England. Brother Frank was a 
salesman for the R. M. Hollingshead chemical company of Camden, New Jersey and 
lived in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, with his wife and daughter (yet another Emerin) but 
had to travel frequently. Wallace Atwood and Frank Semple, in particular, developed a 
friendship over the years as they corresponded and sometimes met to discuss Semple's 
situation. 
60 Ruth E. Baugh, "Ellen Churchill Semple, The Great Lady of American Geography," unpublished 
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By the spring of 1930, Semple's health had not improved. Atwood wrote to Emerin 
and Francis Keene, "Mrs. Atwood and I go each day to the hospital and we admit that the 
plans for moving her are quite uncertain. Miss Semple herself feels that she must give up 
the hope of leaving the hospital. She knows that she is growing weaker, and I must tell 
you quite frankly that in questioning the doctor sharply on this matter, he told me that 
'she can never be any better."' Semple seems to have accepted this judgment and was 
making plans to dispose of some of her treasured belongings: 
A few days ago she called me to the hospital and asked me to take from her things 
a gold medal which was awarded to her "for distinguished services in 
Anthropogeography," and to send it with a letter which she had partially written to 
the students at the University in her native state, where she was decorated with the 
Honorary Doctor's degree. She has sent to those students also an inscribed copy 
of her very excellent work on "Geographic Influences." She has given her 
Doctor's gown and cap to one of her favorite students, Miss Ruth E. Baugh. She 
has presented a set of Japanese lantern slides to me, for she knows I enjoy 
lecturing upon the delightful people of that Island Empire where both us have 
spent happy days. 61 
As she reached what she believed was the end ofher life, Semple was concerned to 
establish her legacy in a manner she found appropriate. The gold medal Atwood referred 
to was the American Geographical Society's Cullum Medal, which she had been awarded 
in 1914. Semple wrote to Isaiah Bowman, president of the AGS, to let him know that she 
had decided to donate it to the University of Kentucky: "It was placed in a glass case in 
the new Memorial Library now under construction, where it will tell its story of honest 
work and generous recognition. This will be a worthy resting-place for the medal. I 
61 Wallace Atwood to Francis B. Keene and family, 4 June 1930, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box 
B4-18-ll, Folder 13, Clark University Archives. 
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thought you would like to know this." Bowman responded that this decision was "most 
wise" and reminded her, "One of the things which every visitor to the Society never fails 
to do is to read the list of gold medalists on the walls of the central hall. Don't forget that 
you are on the list, that the building was put up to last a thousand years, and that the name 
is cast in immortal bronze!"62 
Even as Semple was making these preparations, however, she had periods of 
improved health during which she believed it would be possible to finish one final 
project. Since completing Influences of Geographic Environment in 1911, Semple had 
been gathering material for a book on the relationship between the geography of the 
Mediterranean region and ancient history. Ruth Baugh suggested that Semple's interest in 
ancient history dated to her study of Latin as a student at Vassar.63 A student in one of her 
classes at the University of Chicago recalled that Semple's "knowledge and precise 
memory of the classics, of the myths and ancient Gods, of the history of Greece and 
Rome, and of all early civilizations of the Mediterranean was prodigious.''64 Semple also 
made "numerous journeys to the Mediterranean for field work, in the course of which 
[she] visited nearly all parts of the coasts and their immediate hinterland. "65 
62 Ellen Churchill Semple to Isaiah Bowman, 3 June 1930, and Bowman to Semple, 3 June 1930, Isaiah 
Bowman Correspondence, American Geographical Society Archives. 
63 Baugh, "Ellen Churchill Semple, The Great Lady of American Geography." 
64 Preston E. James, Wilford A. Bladen, and Pradyurnna P. Karan, "Ellen Churchill Semple and the 
Development of a Research Paradigm," in The Evolution of Geographic Thought in America: A Kentucky 
Root, ed. Wilford A. Bladen and Pradyumna P. Karan (Dubuque: Kendall/Hunt Publishing Co., 1983), 49. 
65 Ellen Churchill Semple, The Geography of the Mediterranean Region: Its Relation to Ancient History 
(New York: Henry Holt, 1931), preface. 
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In places throughout Geography of the Mediterranean Region, Semple used the 
same kinds of analytic frameworks that she had been working with since the 1890s. She 
still occasionally used metaphors of heredity and breeding, as when she described the 
failure of Greek culture to thrive on the "chill plains" of Central Asia: "They did not 
breed true to their type, but languished in dwarfed and flowerless form on the 
monotonous steppes."66 Elsewhere, she attributed regional differences in religion to 
"local variations of place and race in each individual homeland" and "their respective 
stage of evolution. "67 But for the most part, Semple described human agency, not 
environment, race, or heredity, as the decisive factor in the formation of ancient 
Mediterranean cultures. As geographer Kathleen Braden has pointed out, in earlier works, 
Semple tended to write "of humans as the object of the transitive verb, not the subject." 
But in Geography of the Mediterranean Region, the focus is on the ways in which people 
modify their environment in response to particular conditions. In Braden's words, "the 
natural environment does much to influence what type of institutions arise in a region, 
but those institutions in turn build canals, modify river channels, overcome mountain 
barriers, grow food in unfriendly climates, and even change the environment forever."68 
Rather than being directly influenced by geography, environment is one of the factors 
people take into consideration when they make decisions about living and working. 
66 Ibid., 238. 
67 Ibid., 505. 
68 Kathleen E. Braden, "Regions, Semple, and Structuration," Geographical Review 82 (1992), 241-42. 
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Semple's analysis in Geography of the Mediterranean Region is very similar to the 
kind of geography established in France by Paul Vidal de la Blache (1845-1918) in the 
late 1890s. Vidal introduced the concept ofpossibilism as an alternative to the more 
deterministic view of the role of environment that was then dominant. Possibilism argued 
that nature "set limits and offered possibilities for human settlement" but that people 
chose how to respond to these factors based on their "genre de vie, " or "way of living"--
their "institutions, traditions, attitudes, purposes, and technical skills." The same 
environment would have different meanings for people with different genres de vie. For 
this reason, Vidal encouraged geographers to study small homogeneous areas. 69 By the 
1920s, almost all the professors of geography in French universities were students of 
Vidal, and his influence was also spreading outside France.70 The first English translation 
of Vidal's work, prepared by the American geographer Millicent Todd Bingham, 
appeared in 1926.71 In the United States, Carl 0. Sauer (1889-1975) led the movement of 
a younger generation of geographers, those who had completed their graduate training 
since 1920, away from environmental influences towards the study of what he called 
"cultural landscapes," or "the forms superimposed on the physical landscape by the 
activities of man." In his inaugural lecture as chair of the department of geography at the 
University of California (Berkeley), Sauer declared, "We are concerned with the 
69 Geoffrey J. Martin, All Possible Worlds: A History of Geographical Ideas, 4th ed. (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2005), 198. 
70 Ibid., 200. 
71 Paul Vidal de la Blache, Principles of Human Geography, trans. Millicent Todd Bingham (New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 1926). 
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importance of site to man, and also with his transformation of the site. Altogether we deal 
with the interrelation of group, or culture, and site, as expressed in the various landscapes 
of the world."72 
Thus, though Semple's work has sometimes been presented in the literature of 
geography as a symbol of the danger and the flaws of environmental determinism, it is 
clear that by the 1920s she, like many of her younger colleagues, had largely discarded 
that model. In the 1920s, as scientists began to grow skeptical about the possibility of 
classifying people into rigid racial types and started to evaluate cultures from a more 
relativistic standpoint, many of the assumptions upon which Semple had based her earlier 
work no longer seemed valid.73 Perhaps there was no single, universal standard of 
"progress" and societies could not be arranged in a hierarchy from most to least civilized. 
If this was true, then it was not possible (as Semple had in Influences of Geographic 
Environment) simply "to compare typical peoples of all races and all stages of cultural 
development, living under similar geographic conditions" to see if they displayed similar 
social or economic characteristics which could then be attributed to environment. 74 
Peoples and regions would have to be evaluated individually in their particular historical 
72 Martin, All Possible Worlds, 385-87; Carl 0. Sauer, "The Morphology of Landscape," University of 
California Publications in Geography 2 (1925), 53, quoted in Martin, 385. 
73 For discussions of changes in scientific and legal conceptions of race after 1920, see Elazar Barkan, The 
Retreat of Scientific Racism: Changing Concepts of Race in Britain and the United States Between the 
World Wars (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992); Ian F. Haney Lopez, White By Law: The 
Legal Construction of Race (New York: New York University Press, 1996); Peggy Pascoe, "Miscegenation 
Law, Court Cases, and Ideologies of 'Race' in Twentieth-Century America," Journal of American History 
83, no. I (1996): 44-69; Matthew Frye Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color: European Immigrants and 
the Alchemy of Race (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998); and Richard W. Rees, Shades of 
Difference: A History of Ethnicity in America (Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield, 2007). 
74 Ellen Churchill Semple, Irifluences of Geographic Environment, on the Basis ofRatzel's System of 
Anthropo-Geography (New York: Henry Holt, 1911), vii. 
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context. Semple herself noted in the preface to Influences "that some of its principles may 
have to be modified or their emphasis altered after wider research," and even as she was 
struggling to finish Geography of the Mediterranean Region she wrote to Ruth Baugh 
that she thought the book was "fairly good" and would "serve for the present," but that 
"when a better book or better model comes along to supersede it, I would be the first to 
throw my book to the scrap heap, lest it retard the progress of the science I love. "75 
With Ruth Baugh's assistance, Semple finished Geography of the Mediterranean 
Region in September of 1931. Largely in recognition of the personal and professional 
achievement represented by the book's completion, Semple was awarded the Helen 
Culver Gold Medal by the Geographic Society of Chicago in December 1931. This, too, 
she donated to the University of Kentucky. She wrote to University President Frank 
Me Vey six weeks before her death, 
The Helen Culver gold medal, conferred on me by the Geographical Society of 
Chicago, goes to you today, to rest beside the Cullum medal in the beautiful 
Memorial Library of the University of Kentucky, among mine own people. Above 
is my deed of gift. I am nearing the Great Divide, whence the final journey will be 
swift and short. But I was able to play the game to the end,--even after the grim 
figure of Death had established its ultimate claim to me--and to complete my big 
book on the Mediterranean. A copy of this volume, autographed and annotated, 
will go in a few days to Miss Margaret King with some other books for the 
geographical library. 76 
Semple had already donated a number of books from her personal collection to the 
University for its Geographical Library. These included historical works, novels, and 
75 Ibid., vii-viii; Ellen Churchill Semple to Ruth Baugh, quoted in James, Bladen, and Karan, "Ellen 
Churchill Semple and the Development of a Research Paradigm," 46. 
76 Ellen Churchill Semple to Frank Me Vey, 28 March 1932, Ellen Churchill Semple Papers, Box 2, 
Correspondence, Special Collections Library, University of Kentucky. 
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guidebooks as well as manuscript copies of her Inquiry reports. Semple instructed 
Frances McVey (the president's wife and a close friend) to "place all copies of Baedekers 
Guide books in the 'Geography Library.' They are invaluable for reliable and accessible 
geographical material. The maps are the very best. Within the next year a large collection 
of Baedekers will be sent you by my classmates, Vassar 1882, both singles and 
duplicates, because different years have different material."77 She also explained to 
Margaret King, the university librarian, that "the two novels by Hall Caine, The 
Manxman and The Deermaster, belong in the Geographical Library, because they show 
the survival of ancient customs in an isolated island environment, such as the Isle of Man 
revealed nearly a century ago, before it had become the Coney Island of the Manchester-
Liverpool district ofEngland."78 
Aside from some books to Vassar College and items to individual friends and 
relatives, all of Semple's bequests went to the University of Kentucky. She gave nothing 
to the University of Chicago or to Clark, the two institutions with which she had had the 
longest association. Semple always considered Kentucky her home, so it is not entirely 
surprising that at the end of her life she made an effort to establish her legacy there. And 
in fact she had planned to leave a bequest to Clark, but just before her death added a 
codicil to her will: 
77 Ellen Churchill Semple to Frances Me Vey, 24 May 1931, Ellen Churchill Semple Papers, Box 2, 
Correspondence, Special Collections Library, University of Kentucky. 
78 Ellen Churchill Semple to Margaret I. King, 26 February 1932, Ellen Churchill Semple Papers, Box 2, 
Correspondence, Special Collections Library, University of Kentucky. 
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Owing to the heavy expenses of two and a half years of extreme illness, owing 
also to heavy financial losses resulting from the present economic depression, 
my capital and income have been seriously depleted. For this reason I wish to 
revoke the promised gift of one thousand dollars to Clark University, because 
the residue of my estate makes meagre provision for certain members of my 
family who need the money. I do this with less regret because the Trustees of 
Clark University fixed my salary on a basis of five hundred dollars a year less 
than that of the full time professors, though I worked longer hours and made a 
larger scientific literary output every year than the men professors in my 
department, which my national and international reputation equalled or 
surpassed theirs. The reason assigned by the Trustees was "that I was a woman 
and without dependents,"--a mid-Victorian argument from a group of modem 
capitalists. In the ten half years I was professor at Clark University, the Treasury 
of that institution made a saving of two thousand five hundred ($2,500.00) on 
my salary.79 
What was behind this uncharacteristic outburst from Semple? In no other surviving 
correspondence or other documents did she ever suggest that she had received unfair 
treatment because of her sex. Indeed, I have suggested that Semple's position as an 
"exceptional" woman may have insulated her from many of the indignities suffered by 
other academic women. Yet clearly even a woman of her status was not immune to the 
gendered assumptions of male colleagues. Had she, in fact, resented her position all along 
but only felt she could express her frustration once she no longer had to worry about her 
position within the geographical community? Or was this a sign of a gradual dawning of 
some kind of feminist consciousness? Semple had spent her entire adult life working to 
promote geography in the United States and had played a critical role in shaping the 
discipline almost since its beginning. She had never questioned existing racial and gender 
79 Copy of Codicil III of Will of Ellen C. Semple, Ellen Semple Vertical File, Clark University Archives. 
Semple was paid $2000 for the 1922-23 academic year (Wallace Atwood to Ellen Churchill Semple, 3 
February 1922, Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box B4-18-ll, Folder 1, Clark University Archives). 
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hierarchies and had been an enthusiastic supporter of American economic and political 
expansion. Yet in the end, this was not enough to gain her full acceptance and equal status 
with her male colleagues. 
Still, in spite of such discouragements, Semple continued to work for as long as she 
could. In the fall of 1931 she moved to Asheville, North Carolina, and later to West Palm 
Beach, Florida, hoping that the warmer climate would help relieve her asthma. Semple 
wrote to Wallace Atwood that winter, reporting that she felt her heath was improving, 
thanks to the warm weather, "iron and extract of liver, and much good boot leg whiskey 
and brandy."80 With the help of Clarence F. Jones, a former student and Clark faculty 
colleague, she prepared a revised edition of American History and Its Geographic 
Conditions, which was completed by Jones and published in 1933. Semple even 
considered coming back to Clark to teach in the spring of 1932 and spoke of starting a 
new book on the principles of political geography.81 She also took pains to make sure that 
the next generation of Semples was getting started on the right path; one of the last things 
she wrote was a letter to her niece Emerin Keene Chute, offering advice on the early 
anthropological education of her young son Francis: 
Your letters about sonny & his pictures have been a joy. I trust he will develop 
into a fine man. I thought the ape book and insect book, by their pictures, would 
interest him ere long. I'll try to write Charles Colby to send you for me K. 
Dopp's I "The Tree Dwellers" and II "Early Cave Men" for Sonny. Show him 
only one book in six months; read it over & over. Thus he will get his primitive 
80 Ellen Churchill Semple to Wallace W. Atwood, [December 1931 ], Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, 
Box B4-18-11, Folder 17, Clark University Archives. 
81 Ellen Churchill Semple to Wallace W. Atwood, [May 1931 ], Dr. Wallace W. Atwood Collection, Box 
B4-18-11, Folder 14, Clark University Archives. 
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Anthropology. Ask Mervyn to nail cross pieces to a low tree trunk, so the boy 
can begin to climb soon--become a tree-dweller when the impulse arises, as it 
will. Do not frustrate these natural impulses: help him to satisfy them, but keep 
near at first, in case he falls. Then begin to read "The Tree Dwellers" & show 
him the pictures. The books are entirely scientific; he will never need to un-
learn anything. Show him the resemblance of his own feet and hands to those of 
the apes, the climbers. 82 
Katharine E. Dopp (1863-1944) was an educator and author of a series of 
anthropology books for children, beginning with The Tree-Dwellers (1903) and ending 
with The Early Farmers (1930), which focused on economic and technological 
development. Dopp believed that "practical activity" was an essential part of education, 
and she encouraged children to replicate scenes and ideas from her books through 
drawing, pantomime, sand modeling, and field trips. She also thought that geography and 
anthropology were natural subjects to be studied together, suggesting to teachers that they 
"make use of every opportunity to cultivate in the child an intelligent interest in his 
natural environment" through field lessons and teach "topographical features ... by 
modeling typical areas and representing in a graphic way the life of the place."83 Dopp's 
pedagogical theories hearken back to Semple's words at the Eighth International 
Geographical Congress (see Chapter 2), when she urged children to make "anthropo-
geographical deductions" based on "self-constructed knowledge" from the study of 
maps.84 If children were to draw accurate conclusions, then they needed a solid base of 
82 Ellen Churchill Semple to Emerin Keene Chute, 15 April1932, Ellen Churchill Semple Papers, Box 2, 
Correspondence, Special Collections Library, University of Kentucky. 
83 Katharine Elizabeth Dopp, The Tree-Dwellers (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1903), 137-40. 
84 Ellen Churchill Semple, "Emphasis Upon Anthropo-Geography in Schools," Journal of Geography 3 
(1904), 368. 
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information, whether it was in topography or cartography or an understanding of their 
own origins as "tree-dwellers."85 Semple's concerns at the end of her life suggest that she 
thought, or came to think, of her role as an educator as just as important as her 
contributions to scholarship. Though she never stopped writing and producing original 
research, she increasingly turned her attention to thinking about the ways that 
geographical knowledge could be a tool, whether it was for the "infant discoverer" 
studying maps in elementary school, or the banker considering options for investment. 
Ultimately, for Semple geography was not merely a set of facts about the earth but a 
framework for understanding the world and all its complex relationships. 
Ellen Churchill Semple's life illustrates both the vast increase in educational and 
professional opportunities that had become available to white women in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and the limitations they continued to face in a 
world that still defined academia (and most areas of public life) as the sphere of men. For 
the most part, Semple chose not to publicly fight this perception, perhaps hoping that her 
work would speak for itself. Whatever her thoughts about the geographical profession in 
general, it is clear that from the time she began working with Friedrich Ratzel, she was 
completely dedicated to the idea of geography itself as a science. Finding geography in 
the midst of the political, social and economic upheavals of the 1890s, on the brink of the 
United States' first forays into imperialism, Semple embraced it as a discipline that could 
85 Prehistoric humans did not, of course, actually live in trees. Until the discovery of substantial numbers of 
hominid remains in Africa in the mid-twentieth century led to a reconfiguration of the timespan ofhuman 
evolution, anthropologists often attributed to early humans characteristics that more properly belonged to 
their hominid ancestors. 
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help demystify a range of human behaviors. As Semple wrote, "Man can no more be 
scientifically studied apart from the ground which he tills, or the land over which he 
travels, or the seas over which he trades, than polar bear or desert cactus can be 
understood apart from its habitat. "86 Environment transformed man, even as man 
simultaneously transformed the environment. It was Ellen Semple's genius to discern that 
these changes were systematic; they not only explained current conditions but predicted 
future evolution. Race and heredity, national identity and economic relationships: 
geography embraced them all. 
86 Semple, Influences of Geographic Environment, 2. 
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